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Abstract— The backpropagation learning algorithm extends
to bidirectional training of multilayer neural networks. The
bidirectional operation gives a form of backward chaining
or backward inference from a network output. We ﬁrst prove
that a ﬁxed three-layer network of threshold neurons can
exactly represent any ﬁnite permutation function and its
inverse. The forward pass gives the function value. The
backward pass through the same network gives the inverse
value. We then derive and test a bidirectional version of
the backpropagation algorithm that can learn bidirectional
mappings or their approximations.
Keywords: bidirectional associative memory, backpropagation
learning, function representation, backward inference
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Fig. 1: Bidirectional Representation of a Permutation Function.
This 3-layer bidirectional threshold network exactly represents the
invertible 3-bit bipolar permutation function f in Table 1. The
forward pass feeds the input vector x to the input layer and passes it
through the weighted links and the hidden layer of threshold neurons
(each with zero threshold) to the output layer. The backward pass
sends the output bit vector y back through the same weighted links
and threshold neurons. The network computes y = f (x) on the
forward pass and the inverse value f −1 (y) on the backward pass.

1. Bidirectional Backpropagation
We show that bidirectional backpropagation (B-BP) training endows a multilayered neural network N : Rn → Rp
with a form of backward inference. The forward pass gives
the usual predicted neural output N (x) given a vector input
x. The output vector value y = N (x) in effect answers the
what-if question that x poses: What would we observe if x
occurred? What would be the effect? Then the backward pass
answers the why question that y poses: Why did y occur?
What type of input would cause y? Feedback convergence to
a resonating bidirectional ﬁxed-point attractor [1], [2] gives
a long-term or equilibrium answer to both the what-if and
why questions.
This bidirectional approach to neural learning applies to
big data because the BP algorithm [3], [4], [5] scales linearly
with training data. BP has time complexity O(n) for n
training samples because the forward pass is O(1) while the
backward pass is O(n). So the new B-BP algorithm still has
only O(n) complexity. This linear scaling does not hold in
general for most machine-learning algorithms. An example
is the quadratic complexity O(n2 ) of support-vector kernel
methods [6].
We present the bidirectional results in two parts. The
ﬁrst part proves that there exist ﬁxed-weight multilayer
threshold networks that can exactly represent some invertible
functions. Theorem 1 shows that this holds for all ﬁnite
bipolar (or binary) permutation functions. Figure 1 shows
such a bidirectional 3-layer network of zero-threshold neurons. It exactly represents the 3-bit permutation function
f in Table 1 where {−, −, +} denotes {−1, −1, 1}. So
f is a self-bijection that rearranges the 8 vectors in the
bipolar hypercube {−1, 1}3 . The forward pass converts the
input bipolar vector (1, 1, 1) into the output bipolar vector
(−1, −1, 1). The backward pass converts (−1, −1, 1) into
(1, 1, 1) over the same ﬁxed synaptic connection weights.
These same weights and neurons convert the other 7 input
vectors in the ﬁrst column of Table 1 to the corresponding
7 output vectors in the second column and conversely.
Theorem 1 requires 2n hidden neurons to represent a permutation function on the bipolar hypercube {−1, 1}n . Using
so many hidden neurons is neither practical nor necessary.
The representation in Figure 1 uses only 4 hidden neurons.
It is just one example of a representation that uses fewer
than 8 hidden neurons. We seek instead an efﬁcient learning
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algorithm that can learn bidirectional representations (or at
least approximations) from sample data.
The second part extends the BP algorithm to just this
bidirectional case. This takes some care because training the
same weights in one direction tends to overwrite or undo
the BP training in the other direction. The B-BP algorithm
solves this problem by minimizing a joint error. It found
representations of the permutation in Table 1 that needed
only 3 hidden neurons.
The learning approximation also improves by adding more
hidden neurons. Figure 2 shows the effect of training with
100 hidden neurons. Figure 3 shows how the B-BP training
error falls off as the number of hidden neurons grows when
learning the 5-bit permutation in Table 2.

2. Bidirectional Function Representation of Bipolar Permutations
This section proves that there exists multilayered neural
networks that can exactly bidirectionally represent some
invertible functions. We ﬁrst deﬁne the network variables.
The proof uses threshold neurons while the B-BP algorithm
uses soft-threshold logistic sigmoids for hidden neurons and
uses identity activations for input and output neurons.
A bidirectional neural network is a multilayer network
N : X → Y that maps the input space X to the output
space Y and conversely through the same set of weights.
The backward pass uses the transpose matrices of the weight
matrices that the forward pass uses. Such a network is a
bidirectional associative memory or BAM [1], [2].
The forward pass sends input vector x through weight
matrix W from the input layer to the hidden layer and
then on through matrix U to the output layer. The backward
pass sends the output y from the output layer back through
the hidden layer to the input layer. Let I, J, and K denote
the respective number of input, hidden, and output neurons.
Then the I × J matrix W connects the input layer to the
hidden. The J × K matrix U connects the hidden layer to
the output layer.
Table 1: 3-Bit Bipolar Permutation Function f .
Input x

Output t

[+ + +]
[+ + −]
[+ − +]
[+ − −]
[− + +]
[− + −]
[− − +]
[− − −]

[− − +]
[− + +]
[+ + +]
[+ − +]
[− + +]
[− − −]
[+ − −]
[+ + −]

I

i=1

The B-BP algorithm in the next section uses soft-threshold
bipolar logistic functions for the hidden activations because
such sigmoid functions are differentiable. The proof below
also modiﬁes the hidden thresholds to take on binary values
in (13) and to ﬁre with a slightly different condition.
The input oyk to the k th output neuron from the hidden
layer is also afﬁne:
oyk =

J

j=1

ukj ahj + byk

where weight ukj connects the j th hidden neuron to
k th output neuron . Term byk is the additive bias of the
output neuron. The output activation vector ay gives
predicted outcome or target on the forward pass. The
output neuron has bipolar threshold activation ayk :

−1 if oyk ≤ 0
y y
ak (ok ) =
1 if oyk > 0 .

(3)
the
k th
the
k th

(4)

The forward pass of an input bipolar vector x from
Table 1 through the network in Figure 1 gives an output
activation vector ay that equals the table’s corresponding
target vector y. The backward pass feeds y from the output
layer back through the hidden layer to the input layer. Then
th
the backward-pass input ohb
hidden neuron is
j to the j
ohb
j =

K


ukj y k + bhj

(5)

k=1

where y k is the output of the k th output neuron. The
backward-pass activation of the j th hidden neuron ahb
j is

−1 if ohb
j ≤0
hb
ahb
(6)
j (oj ) =
1 if ohb
j > 0 .
th
The backward-pass input oxb
input neuron is
i to the i

oxb
i =

J


x
wji ahb
j + bi

(7)

j=1

The hidden-neuron input ohj has the afﬁne form
ohj =

where weight wji connects the ith input neuron to the j th
hidden neuron, axi is the activation of the ith input neuron,
and bhj is the bias term of the j th hidden neuron. The
activation ahj of the j th hidden neuron is a bipolar threshold:

−1 if ohj ≤ 0
h h
aj (oj ) =
(2)
1 if ohj > 0 .

wji axi (xi ) + bhj

(1)

where bxi is the bias for the ith input neuron. The input-layer
activation ax gives the predicted value for the backward pass.
The ith input neuron has bipolar activation

−1 if oxb
i ≤0
x xb
ai (oi ) =
(8)
1 if oxb
i > 0 .
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We can now state and prove the bidirectional
representation theorem for bipolar permutations. The
theorem also applies to binary permutations because the
input and output neurons have bipolar threshold activations.
Theorem 1: Exact Bidirectional Representation of
Bipolar Permutation Functions. Suppose that the invertible
function f : {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1}n is a permutation. Then
there exists a 3-layer bidirectional neural network
N : {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1}n that exactly represents f in the
sense that N (x) = f (x) and N −1 (x) = f −1 (x) for all x.
Proof: The proof strategy picks weight matrices W and
U so that only one hidden neuron ﬁres on both the forward
and the backward pass. So we structure the network such
that any input vector x ﬁres only one hidden neuron on the
forward pass and such that the output vector y = N(x) ﬁres
only the same hidden neuron on the backward pass.
The bipolar permutation f is a bijective map of the
bipolar hypercube {−1, 1}n into itself. The bipolar hypercube contains the 2n input bipolar column vectors
x1 , x2 , . . . , x2n . It likewise contains the 2n output bipolar
vectors y1 , y2 , . . . , y2n . The network will use 2n corresponding hidden threshold neurons. So J = 2n .
Matrix W connects the input layer to the hidden layer.
Matrix U connects the hidden layer to output layer. Deﬁne
W so that each row lists all 2n bipolar input vectors and
deﬁne U so that each column lists all 2n transposed bipolar
output vectors:
⎡

..
⎢ .
⎢
W = ⎢x1
⎣
..
.
⎡

...
⎢. . .
⎢
U=⎢
⎢. . .
⎣. . .
...

..
.

..
.
..
.
..
.

x2
..
.
T

y1
y2 T
...
...
y 2n T

5

matrix-vector form
o h = W T ax
= W xm
=

(oh1 ,

oh2 , ...,

...
...
...
...
...

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(10)
ohn , ...,

T
oh2n )

= (xT1 xm , xT2 xm , . . . , xTj xm , ..., xT2n xm )

(11)
T

(12)

from the deﬁnition of W since ohj is the inner product of
xj and xm .
The input ohj to the j th neuron of the hidden layer obeys
h
oj = n when j = m and ohj < n when j = m. This holds
because the vectors xj are bipolar with scalar components
in √
{−1, 1}. The magnitude of a bipolar vector in {−1, 1}n
is n. The inner product xTj xm is maximum when both
vectors have the same direction. This occurs when j = m.
The inner product is otherwise less than n.
Now comes the key step in the proof. Deﬁne the hidden
activation ahj as a binary (not bipolar) threshold function
where n is the threshold value:

1 if ohj ≥ n,
h h
(13)
aj (oj ) =
0 if ohj < n .
Then the hidden layer activation ah is the unit bit vector
T
(0, 0, ..., 1, ..., 0) where ahj = 1 when j = m and
h
where aj = 0 when j = m. This holds because all 2n
bipolar vectors xm in {−1, 1} are distinct and so exactly
one of these 2n vectors achieves the maximum inner-product
value n = xTm xm .
The input vector oy to the output layer is

⎤
..
..
.
. ⎥
⎥
..
. x 2n ⎥
⎦
..
..
.
.
⎤

(9)

T

oy = UT ah
=

J


yj ahj

(14)
(15)

j=1

= ym

(16)

where ahj is the activation of the j th hidden neuron. The
activation ay of the output layer is:

1 if oyj ≥ 0
y
(17)
ay (oj ) =
−1 if oyj < 0 .
The output layer activation leaves oy unchanged because
n
o equals ym and because ym is a vector in {−1, 1} . So
y

We now show that this arrangement ﬁres only one hidden
neuron and that the forward pass of any input vector xn
gives the corresponding output vector yn . Assume that every
neuron has zero bias.
Pick a bipolar input vector xm for the forward pass. Then
the input activation vector ax (xm ) = (ax1 (x1m ), . . . , axn (xnm ))
equals the input bipolar vector xm because the input activations (8) are bipolar threshold functions with zero threshold. So ax equals xm because the vector space is bipolar
n
{−1, 1} .
The hidden layer input oh is the same as (1). It has the

ay = ym .

(18)

So the forward pass of an input vector xm through the
network yields the desired corresponding output vector ym
where ym = f (xm ) for bipolar permutation map f .
Consider next the backward pass over N .
The backward pass propagates the output vector ym from
the output layer to the input layer through the hidden layer.
The hidden layer input oh has the form (5) and so
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T

where oh = (y1T ym , y2T ym , ..., yjT ym , ..., y2Tn ym ) .
The input ohj of the j th neuron in the hidden layer ohj
equals the inner product of yj and ym . So ohj = n when
j = m and ohj < n when j = m. This holds because
n
again
the magnitude of a bipolar vector in {−1, 1} is
√
n. The inner product ohj is maximum when vectors ym
and yj lie in the same direction. The activation ah for
the hidden layer has the same components as (13). So the
hidden-layer activation ah again equals the unit bit vecgtor
T
(0, 0, ..., 1, ..., 0) where ahj = 1 when j = m and
h
aj = 0 when j = m.
Then the input vector ox for the input layer is
ox = W ah
=

J


(20)

x j ah

(21)

j=1

= xm .
th

The i
same as

function. The activation for an output neuron is the identity
function:
(27)
ayk = oyk
where ayk is the activation of k th output neuron. The error
function for the forward pass was the squared error Ef
K

1
Ef =
(yk − ayk )2 .
2

where yk is the value of k th neuron in the output layer.
Ordinary unidirectional BP updates the weights and other
network parameters by propagating the error from the output
layer back to the input layer.
The backward pass sends the output vector y from the
output layer to the input layer through the hidden layer.
The input to j th hidden neuron ohj is the same as (5). The
activation ahj for j th hidden neuron is:

(22)

input neuron has a threshold activation that is the

1 if oxi ≥ 0
ax (oxi ) =
(23)
−1 if oxi < 0

where oxi is the input of ith neuron in the input layer. This
activation leaves ox unchanged because ox equals xm and
n
because the vector xm lies in {−1, 1} . So
ax = ox
= xm .

(24)

ahj =

oyk

h

1 + e−2oj

−1 .

axi = oxi .

(29)

(30)

A nonlinear sigmoid (or Gaussian) activation can replace the
linear function.
The backward-pass error Eb is
I

Eb =

1
(xi − axi )2 .
2 i=1

(31)

The partial derivative of the hidden-layer activation in the
forward direction is
∂ahj
∂ohj

3. Bidirectional BP Learning
We now develop the new bidirectional BP algorithm for
learning bidirectional function representations or approximations. Bidirectional BP training minimizes both the error
function for the forward pass and the backward pass. The
forward-pass error Ef is the error at the output layer. The
backward-pass error Eb is the error at the input layer.
Bidirectional BP training combines these two errors.
The forward pass sends the input vector x through the
hidden layer to the ouput layer. We use only one hidden
layer. There is no loss of generality in using any ﬁnite
number of them. The hidden-layer input values ohj are the
same as (1). The j th hidden activation ahj is the bipolar
logistic that shifts and scales the ordinary logistic:
2
ahj (ohj ) =
(26)
h − 1
1 + e−2oj

2

The input oxi for the ith input neuron is the same as (7). The
activation at the input layer is the identity function:

(25)

So the backward pass of any target vector ym yields
the desired input vector xm where f −1 (ym ) = xm . This
completes the backward pass and the proof.

.

(28)

k=1

=

2
∂
−1
∂ohj 1 + e−2ohj

(32)

h

4e−2oj

=

h

(1 + e−2oj )2
2
2
=
2−
h
−2oh
j
1+e
1 + e−2oj
= (ahj + 1)(1 − ahj ) .

(33)
(34)
(35)



Let ahj denote the derivative of ahj with respect to the
inner-product term ohj . We again use the superscript b to
denote backward pass. Then the partial derivative of Ef with
respect to weight ukj is
K
∂Ef
1 ∂ 
=
(yk − ayk )2
∂ukj
2 ∂ukj

th

and (3) gives the input
to the k output neuron. The
hidden activations can also be logistic or any other sigmoidal
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k=1
∂Ef ∂ayk ∂oyk
∂ayk ∂oyk ∂ukj
(yk − ayk ) × 1 ×

(36)
(37)

ayk .

(38)
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the ith input neuron is:

The partial derivative of Ef with respect to wji is
K
∂Ef
1 ∂ 
=
(yk − ayk )2
∂wji
2 ∂wji

7

I
∂Eb
1 ∂ 
=
(xi − axi )2
∂bxi
2 ∂bxi i=1

(39)

k=1

K

∂Ef ∂ayk ∂oyk
∂ayk ∂oyk ∂ahj
k=1

=
=

K

k=1

∂ahj ∂ohj
∂ohj ∂wji

(yk − ayk )ukj × ahj × xi .

(41)

The partial derivative of Ef with respect to the bias byk of
the k th output neuron is
K
∂Ef
1 ∂ 
(yk − ayk )2
y =
y
∂bk
2 ∂bk

∂Eb ∂axi ∂oxi
∂axi ∂oxi ∂bxi
= (xi − axi ) × 1 × 1 .
=

(40)



(42)
(43)

=

=
=

K

k=1

∂ahj ∂ohj
∂ohj ∂bhj

K
∂Eb
1 ∂ 
=
(xi − axi )2
∂wji
2 ∂wji

=

k=1
∂Eb ∂axi ∂oxi
∂axi ∂oxi ∂wji
(xi − axi ) × 1 ×

(46)
(47)

=

(48)

=

I


∂ohb
∂ahb
j
j
∂u
∂ohb
kj
j

E = Ef + Eb .

(60)

∂E
∂Ef
∂Eb
=
+
∂ukj
∂ukj
∂ukj
= (yk − ayk )ayk +

(61)
I




(xi − axi )wji ahb
j yk

(62)

i=1

∂E
∂Ef
∂Eb
=
+
∂wji
∂wji
∂wji
K


=
(yk − ayk )ukj ahj xi

(63)
(64)

k=1

+ (xi − axi )axi

(65)

from (39) and (48) .
The partial derivative of E with respect to bhj gives

(52)

∂E
∂Ef
∂Eb
=
+ h
h
h
∂bj
∂bj
∂bj
=

(53)

i=1

K


(yk − ayk )ukj × ahj

k=1
I




(xi − axi )wji × ahb
× yk .
j

(59)

Bidirectional BP training minimizes the joint error E of
the forward and backward passes. The joint error E sums
the forward error Ef and backward error Eb :

(50)

(51)

I

∂Eb ∂axi ∂oxi
∂axi ∂oxi ∂ahb
j
i=1



(xi − axi )wji × ahb
×1 .
j

from (36) and (51) . The partial derivative of the joint error
E with respect to the weight wji is

The partial derivative of Eb with respect to ukj is
I
∂Eb
1 ∂ 
=
(xi − axi )2
∂ukj
2 ∂ukj i=1

(58)

Then the partial derivative of E with respect to ukj is

(49)
axi .

∂ohb
∂bhj
j

(44)

The partial derivative of Eb with respect to wji is

=

I


∂ohb
∂ahb
j
j

i=1



(yk − ayk )ukj × ahj × 1 .

(57)

I

∂Eb ∂axi ∂oxi
∂axi ∂oxi ∂ahb
j
i=1

(45)

K

∂Ef ∂ayk ∂oyk
∂ayk ∂oyk ∂ahj
k=1

(56)

I
∂Eb
1 ∂ 
(xi − axi )2
=
2 ∂bhj i=1
∂bhj

=

The partial derivative of Ef with respect to the bias bhj of
the j th hidden neuron is
K
∂Ef
1 ∂ 
=
(yk − ayk )2
2 ∂bhj
∂bhj
k=1

(55)

The partial derivative of Eb with respect to the bias bhj of
the j th hidden neuron is

k=1

∂Ef ∂ayk ∂oyk
=
∂ayk ∂oyk ∂byk
= (yk − ayk ) × 1 × 1 .

(54)

+

i=1

The partial derivative of Eb with respect to the bias bxi of

from (45) and (57) .
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(xi − axi )wji × ahb
.
j

(68)
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The error for the input neuron bias is Eb only because
x = ox for the forward pass. The error for the output neuron
bias is Ef only for output neuron bias because y = oy for
the backward pass. Then
∂E
∂Eb
=
= xi − axi
∂bxi
∂bxi
∂E
∂Ef
= yk − ayk .
y =
∂bk
∂byk

(69)

bxi (n+1)
bhj
byk

(n+1)

(n+1)

E

(72)

Squared error

(71)

(73)
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4. Simulation Results
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Fig. 2: Training-set squared error using 100 hidden neurons with
forward BP training, backward BP training, and bidirectional BP
training. Forward BP tuned the network with respect to Ef only.
Backward BP training tuned it respect to Eb only. Bidirectional BP
training combined Ef and Eb to update the network parameters.

1

Squared error

We tested the bidirectional BP algorithm on a 5-bit permutation functions in 3-layer networks with different numbers
of hidden neurons. The B-BP algorithm produced either an
exact representation or approximation. We report results for
learning a permutation function from the 5-bit bipolar vector
space {−1, 1}n . The hidden neurons used bipolar logistic
activations. The input and output neurons used identity
activations. Table 2 displays the the permutation test function
that mapped {−1, 1}5 to itself. We compared the forward
and backward forms unidirectional BP with bidirectional BP.
We also tested to see whether adding more hidden neurons
improved network approximation accuracy.
The simulations used 18,000 samples for network training
and 2,000 separate samples for testing. Forward-pass of
(standard) BP used Ef as its error while backward-pass BP
used Eb as its error. Bidirectional BP combined both Ef and
Eb for its joint error. We computed testing error for forward
pass and backward pass. Each plotted error value averaged
20 runs.
Figure 2 shows the results of running the three types of
BP learning on a 3-layer network with 100 hidden neurons.
The training error falls along both directions as the training
progresses. This in not the case for the unidirectional cases of
forward BP and backward BP training. Forward training and
backward training perform well only for function approximation in their preferred direction and not in the opposite
direction.

20

Backward backpropagation using 100 hidden neurons

400

where η is the learning rate. The partial derivatives are from
(61)−(70). Algorithm 1 summarizes the B-BP algorithm.

b

1

(74)
(75)

f

2

3

Squared error

(n+1)

wji

∂E
=
−η
∂ukj
∂E
(n)
= wji − η
∂wji
∂E
= bxi (n) − η x
∂bi
∂E
(n)
= bhj
−η h
∂bj
∂E
(n)
= byk − η y
∂bk
(n)
ukj

E

0
0

(70)

Then B-BP training updates the parameters as
(n+1)
ukj

Forward backpropagation using 100 hidden neurons

3

Squared error

8

Testing Error with Bidirectional Backpropagation
Forward Pass
Backward Pass

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

20
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100 120 140 160 180 200

Hidden Neurons

Fig. 3: B-BP training error for the 3-bit permutation in Table 2 with
different numbers of hidden neurons. The two curves describe the
training error for the forward and backward passes through the 3layer network. Each test used 2000 samples. The number of hidden
neurons varied from 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, to 200.

Table 3 shows the forward-pass test errors for
3-layer neural networks as the number of hidden
grows. We again compared the three forms of
the network training–two forms of unidirectional
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Table 2: 5-Bit Bipolar Permutation Function.
Input x

Output t

Input x

Output t

[− − − − −]
[− − − − +]
[− − − + −]
[− − − + +]
[− − + − −]
[− − + − +]
[− − + + −]
[− − + + +]
[− + − − −]
[− + − − +]
[− + − + −]
[− + − + +]
[− + + − −]
[− + + − +]
[− + + + −]
[− + + + +]

[+ + + − −]
[+ + + − +]
[− + − − +]
[− − − − +]
[+ − + − +]
[− − + − +]
[+ − − + −]
[+ + − + −]
[− + − − −]
[− + − + +]
[+ − + − −]
[+ − − − +]
[+ + − + +]
[− − + − −]
[− + + + −]
[− − + − −]

[+ − − − −]
[+ − − − +]
[+ − − + −]
[+ − − + +]
[+ − + − −]
[+ − + − +]
[+ − + + −]
[+ − + + +]
[+ + − − −]
[+ + − − +]
[+ + − + −]
[+ + − + +]
[+ + + − −]
[+ + + − +]
[+ + + + −]
[+ + + + +]

[+ − − − −]
[+ − − − −]
[− − − − −]
[− − + + +]
[− − + + −]
[+ + − − +]
[− − − + −]
[+ + − − −]
[− + + + −]
[+ + + + −]
[+ − − + +]
[− + − + −]
[+ − + + +]
[+ + + + +]
[+ − + + −]
[− − − + +]
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Data:

Result:

ࢀ input vectors ሼ࢞ଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥǡ ࢞ ் ሽ, ࢀ target vectors ሼ࢟ଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥǡ ࢟ ் ሽ such that ݂ሺ࢞ ሻ ൌ
࢟ . Number of hidden neurons ࡶ. Batch size ࡿ and number of epochs ࡾ.
Choose the learning rateࣁ.
Bidirectional network for function ݂.

Initialize: Randomly select the weights of ࢃሺሻ and ࢁሺሻ . Randomly pick the bias
weights for input, hidden, and output neurons ሼ࢈௫ ǡ ࢈ ǡ ࢈௬ Ǥ ሽ
while epoch ࢘ : 

ࡾ do

Initialize: οࢃ ൌ , οࢁ ൌ ǡ ο࢈࢞ ൌ ǡ ο࢈࢟ ൌ , ο࢈ࢠ ൌ 
while batch_size  : 

ࡸ do

 Pick input vector ࢞ and its corresponding target vector ࢟.
 Compute hidden activation ࢇ and output activation ࢇ௬ for forward
pass.
 Compute hidden activation ࢇ and output activation ࢇ௬ for backward
pass.
 Compute the derivatives with respect to ࢃ and ࢁ: સࢃ  ܧand સ ܧ.
 Compute the derivatives with respect to the bias weights: સ࢈࢞ ܧ,
સ࢈࢟ ܧ, and સ࢈࢟ ܧ
 Compute change in weights: οࢃ ൌ  οࢃ   સࢃ  ܧand οࢃ ൌ  οࢃ 
સࢁ ܧ
 Compute change in bias weights: ሺο࢈࢞ ൌ  ο࢈࢞   સ࢈࢞ ܧሻ, ሺο࢈࢟ ൌ
ο࢈࢟   સ࢈࢞ ܧሻ and ሺο࢈ࢠ ൌ  ο࢈ࢠ   સ࢈ࢠ ܧሻ.
End

Table 3: Forward-Pass Testing Error Ef

ࣁ

Update: ࢃሺ࢘ାሻ ൌ  ࢃሺ࢘ሻ െ  οࢁ
ࡸ

Backpropagation errors
Hidden Neurons

Forward

Backward

Bidirectional

5
10
20
50
100
200

0.6032
0.1732
0.0068
1.5×10−4
2.0×10−6
5.0×10−8

1.2129
1.4259
1.4031
1.5811
1.4681
1.6061

0.7600
0.4700
0.2307
0.0430
0.0043
4.0×10−6

ࣁ
ࢁሺ࢘ାሻ ൌ  ࢁሺ࢘ሻ െ  οࢁ
ࡸ
ࣁ
ሺ࢘ାሻ
ሺ࢘ሻ
࢈࢞
ൌ  ࢈࢞ െ  ο࢈࢞
ࡸ
ࣁ
ሺ࢘ାሻ
ሺ࢘ሻ
࢈࢟
ൌ  ࢈࢟ െ  ο࢈࢟
ࡸ
ࣁ
ࢠ ሺ࢘ାሻ
ࢠ ሺ࢘ሻ
࢈
ൌ  ࢈
െ  ο࢈ࢠ
ࡸ
End

Algorithm 1: The Bidirectional BP Algorithm
Table 4: Backward-Pass Testing Error Eb
Backpropagation errors
Hidden Neurons

Forward

Backward

Bidirectional

5
10
20
50
100
200

1.2070
1.4085
1.2384
1.3157
1.4681
1.7837

0.6016
0.1584
0. 0023
1.2×10−4
3.6×10−6
8.7×10−8

0.8574
0.4900
0.2895
0.0498
0.0039
9.0×10−6

bidirectional BP. The forward-pass error for forward BP fell
signiﬁcantly as the number of hidden neurons grew. The
forward-pass error of backward BP decreased slightly as
the number of hidden neurons grew and gave the worst
performance. Bidirectional BP performed well on the test
set. Its forward-pass error also fell signiﬁcantly as the
number of hidden neurons grew. Table 4 shows similar errorversus-hidden-neuron results for the backward-pass error
The two tables jointly show that the unidirectional forms
of BP performed well only in one direction while the BBP algorithm performed well in both directions. Hence
we propose using only the B-BP algorithm for learning
bidirectional function representations or approximations.

5. Conclusions
We have shown that a bidirectional multilayer network can
exactly represent bipolar or binary permutation mappings if
the network uses enough threshold or sigmoidal neurons.
The proof requires an exponential number of hidden neurons
for exact representations but much simpler representation
exist in general. The new B-BP algorithm allows bidirectional learning of sampled functions. It can often ﬁnd
efﬁcient bidirectional representations or approximations with
a smaller set of hidden neurons.
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Abstract - Efficiently processing and analyzing big data is
gaining importance within the military setting. As systemsof-systems evaluation produces an expanding set of data in
terms of volume, source, and range of types, the processing
and analysis becomes more complex. The Army Research
Laboratory (ARL) and Aberdeen Test Center (ATC)
previously partnered to employ High Performance
Computing (HPC) to address this problem. This paper
describes the expansion of the distributed processing
framework which now allows processing and analysis of data
from simulation and emulation in addition to live
experimentation and real-world sources. New modules have
been added to the distributed framework to enable the
processing of data from a variety of sources, which allows
for a more in-depth analytical view of the event.
Keywords: Parallel data reduction, Network Analysis, High
Performance Computing, Emulation Data Reduction

1

Introduction

Communication systems deployed on the battlefield
are critical for tactical operations. These systems must
maintain stability and usability within challenging
environments, more so than in the commercial field. The
systems must go through stringent verification and
validation testing before being deployed. In order for this
process to occur, large-scale experimental field tests are
conducted daily, recording multiple terabytes of many types
of data, including network, geospatial, video, and
temperature. The experimental data must then be reduced
and restructured into a usable data model for analysts to
examine and determine the success of the systems under test.
Dealing with a month-long event means the data size
scales upwards quickly. Typically, analysts and evaluators
want data in a queryable form ready by the next morning.
Next-day turnaround time for processing and analytics is
crucial, allowing problems to be addressed quickly to

prevent further loss of required information. A collaboration
between the Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and the
Aberdeen Test Center (ATC) produced a distributed,
python-based data reduction framework (Data Parser) which
runs on High Performance Computing (HPC) resources at
ARL’s DoD Supercomputing Resource Center (DSRC) [1].
This system is able to achieve the necessary results in a
reduced time frame, often in less time than the required timetable for the experimental test.
The Data Parser framework was designed to allow
virtually any type of data to be processed in a scalable and
parallel way. Originally, the focus was on tactical
communications data, but as test types and evaluation goals
changed, the framework evolved. The addition of Controller
Area Network (CAN) [2], Analog/Digital sensor, video, and
other types of data allowed for many new types of analysis
to be performed. Newer tests such as Joint Land Tactical
Vehicle (JLTV) [3], Autonomous Mobility Applique
System (AMAS) [4] and various robotics systems are
evaluated based on how the vehicular system interacts with
the operator and the environment, more than how the
vehicular communications system performs.
Currently, deployed systems are validated and verified
by analyzing data from experimental results. However,
many of these deployed systems have software models that
can be studied within simulation and emulation
environments. Comparing data from software models and
deployed systems allows simulation and emulation testing to
aid in design for future live experimentation and real-world
events. The Data Parser has been updated to allow crossvalidation between the models in the virtual realm and the
physically deployed systems. Simulation and emulation
drastically reduce costs in comparison to live
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experimentation. Proving virtual tests using models are
comparable to the physical tests will open the way for more
testing to be conducted in a controlled and repeatable virtual
environment. The tester is able to manipulate the tests in
ways that are cost prohibitive or otherwise difficult to
achieve in physical tests.
The following sections will detail the current
advancements and capabilities of processing live
experimental data, the work required to transition from
processing experimental and real-world data to processing
emulation data, the current state of analytics for both
emulation and experimentation and finally where this work
is heading in the future.

2

Capabilities and advancements

This section details the current state of the Data Parser
as well as additions that have been made to it. Due to the
initial design choices, the Data Parser framework is easily
adaptable to new projects. As the requirements change the
Data Parser is able to grow to accommodate them.

2.1

Framework overview

Processing big data in an HPC environment is slightly
different than processing on commodity hardware. The HPC
clusters generally use a large, highly optimized, distributed
file system. This allows easy access to the data from each
node and reduces the complexity of moving data. In
addition, the HPC environment is meant to be shared among
a variety of projects and problem spaces, so a scheduler,
such as PBS,1 LSF2, or Slurm3 is employed to queue and
manage the system. Taking this into account, most modern
big data frameworks will not run efficiently within an HPC
environment. The development of a custom data processing
framework allows data processing to be run on such a
system.
The Data Parser Framework was focused on portability
between HPC environments, scalability and ease of
development for the user. The Message Passing Interface
(MPI) is used for all Data Parser communications. Due to
the nature of the shared disk infrastructure, control

Figure 1 High Level Data Flow in Data Parser
messages, rather than data results, are generally sent over
MPI.
The framework was built using a distributed producerconsumer paradigm. Figure 1 gives a high level view of how
the Data Parser processes data. First, the Master parallelizes
and distributes the input data to Workers, or MPI rank
dedicated to data processing, on a per file basis. On each
Worker there are File Parsers and Cut Modules, or producers
and consumers respectively. The File Parsers read and break
up each file into subsections of data called cuts. Cut Modules
subscribe to certain types of cuts and receive them as they
are parsed from the file. Cut Modules organize and reduce
the data based on what results a user is looking for. These
results can then be sent to a Receiver. A Receiver is a
Worker dedicated to data aggregation for one Cut Module.
The described data flow is referred to as the Process Stage.
After the Process Stage, the data can once again be
parallelized and reduced in what is referred to as the Crunch
Stage. This second stage is where post-processing tasks
occur, such as producing graphs or tables for later use. The
combination of one Process and one Crunch stage make up
a Phase. Phases can depend on each other forming logical
data workflows. A more in depth overview of how the
framework works can be found by reading the ARL
Technical Report titled High-Bandwidth Tactical Network
Data Analysis in a High-Performance-Computing (HPC)
Environment: HPC Data Reduction Framework [5]

1 The Portable Batch System (PBS) is a job scheduler and resource allocation system for HPC created by Altair.
2 The Platform Load Sharing Facility (LSF) is a job scheduler and resource allocation system for HPC created by IBM.
3 The Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management (Slurm) is a job schedule and resource allocation system for HPC
created through a collaborative effort between Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, SchedMD, Linux NetworX,
Hewlett-Packard and Groupe Bull.
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The amount of time needed to reduce and process data
is highly dependent on the type of input, the number of
consumers and the size of the HPC cluster. The typical input
files produced from testing at ATC are about 1/2 GB in size
with the aggregate size being around 1-2 TB. The average
test normally runs 25 Cut Modules over 6 phases. In the preHPC reduction methods, the reduction and processing time
for each terabyte of data took approximately 60 hours. Using
the Data Parser on the HPC system with 256 cores has
reduced this time frame to under 10 hours. Scaling has
allowed processing of data above 40 terabytes using 1024
cores, however this was with a smaller set of Cut Modules.
Scalability above this range has not been tested since larger
data sets are less frequent.

2.2

Current advancements

The data processing framework has undergone several
advancements to enhance its capabilities. New modules have
been developed to process additional types of data allowing
for more robust cross-correlations and better insight into the
observations from any given experiment. Adding new
processing to the framework to combine virtual,
experimental and real-world data allows for a more in-depth
study of the systems under test. In general, new Cut Modules
are built independent of the system under test allowing for
reuse of the same processing pipelines.
2.2.1

Transition to emulation data
ARL and US Army Communications-Electronics
Research, Development and Engineering Center’s
(CERDEC) Space and Terrestrial Communications
Directorate (S&TCD) both use a modular framework called
the Extend-able Mobile Ad-hoc Network Emulator
(EMANE) to support Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET)
emulations. Emulation provides real-time modeling of the
data link and physical layers for MANETs in order to predict
connectivity and provide a testbed for analyzing network
protocols and applications that can be run unmodified in the
emulation environment [6]. The emulation testbed provides
a repeatable virtual test environment. This repeatability is
tcpdump -p
-w
tcpdump -p
-w

Figure 2 Data Collection Points from MANET
Emulation
not realizable under live exercise conditions. Configuration
of a MANET emulation experiment includes provisioning a
virtual machine, linux container (LXC), or physical
hardware for each networked platform or device,
configuring and executing daemons (EMANE, GPS, etc),
and configuring the communication network. Post emulation
analysis of the systems under test requires real time
collection of data from multiple processes and collection
points within the testbed. Having control of the testbed and
its configuration, coupled with knowledge of how the data
will be processed within the Data Parser, allows the data to
be collected in a way that is easy to ingest for later analysis.
2.2.1.1

Configuration and data collection from
MANET emulation
In Figure 2, the emulation testbed configuration is
illustrated with data collection points identified. The
collection points are located at the EMANE TUN4 interface
to collect packet capture (PCAP) data. These locations
capture all of the ingress and egress traffic to and from
applications and traffic generators running on the emulated
devices. Depending on the radio model, the captured data
may include routing messages for daemons such as the
optimized link state routing (OLSR) daemon. These
messages may be absent from the packet capture if the
routing is configured in the EMANE radio model. The
PCAP collection point will capture all UDP and TCP traffic
that is terminated or generated by the applications for

-n -B 8192 -x -s 0 -i emane0 -C 500 -Z root
${TEMP_OUTDIR}/node-${NODEID}-emane0-inbound.pcap inbound
-n -B 8192 -x -s 0 -i emane0 -C 500 -Z root
${TEMP_OUTDIR}/node-${NODEID}-emane0-outbound.pcap outbound
Figure 3 Sample TCPDUMP Script

4

A TUN is a software defined virtual network interface [11]
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EMANE ”shared code” models, including waveform
applications such as routing in the EMANE Network
Emulation Modules (NEM). The EMANE Over-the-air
(OTA) Manager Channel is not recorded since it is the backhaul network for EMANE itself. Packets are sent and
received faster than the configured latency on this channel.
The EMANE collection point can be provided data
through the TestPoint software created by AdjacentLink
LLC [7]. Testpoint probes the EMANE NEM at set intervals
and records a predefined list of counters and tables from the
running NEM.
2.2.1.2
Collecting PCAP data
The framework’s PCAP File Parser uses the DeviceTap- Direction (DTD) concept [8] in order to avoid knowing
detailed configuration of the system under test. The DTD is
relatively easy to create within the virtual machines or LXCs
(virtual nodes). Each provisioned virtual node needs to be
uniquely identified within the network and is generally
identified within the hostname by a unique numeric
identifier (ie: thufir-n001). This numeric identifier can be
used as the device in the DTD format. Some tests may use
network-specific identifiers such as the Virtual Large Area
Network (VLAN) tag instead. The collection point, which is
mainly used for packet matching within the Data Parser
framework, is commonly set to the EMANE TUN interface.
In some tactical scenarios, analysts may be interested in how
different parts of the overall network topology are
performing. Performance can be derived from capturing
packet data on both sides of a network device such as an inline encrypter. The collection point configuration enables
unique matching patterns where multiple communication
channels may overlap. The packet's direction, inbound or
outbound, is determined using a heuristic such as matching
the interface’s source Ethernet address or the packet’s
destination IP.
Record packets on the system is generally done with
tcpdump. The lines shown in Figure 3 separately record
500MB PCAP files using the DTD format. There is a limit
set on the size of the PCAPs strictly because it makes
processing the data faster within the Data Parser framework
due to distributing the data on a per file basis. The 500MB
size comes from the normal size of the experimentally
collected data files and is not a restriction.
Collecting PCAP data can also be done with the
Automated Performance Assessment Framework Innovation
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(APAFI) [12] sniffer which monitors inbound and outbound
packets. The APAFI sniffer writes PCAP files but has other
features to perform real-time analysis that may be wanted.
In addition to the APAFI sniffer, data collection can be
done using the Riverbed AppResponse Xpert (ARX)
appliance to capture all incoming and outgoing traffic
between physical and virtual nodes.
Once the PCAP files are collected and in the DTD
format, they can be loaded and run through the
communications processing Cut Modules which look at the
different network protocols in depth including IP, TCP, and
UDP. For instance, the TCP modules allow full flow
calculations from host-to-host rather than round-trip. The
packet data can also be combined with other data types to
better analyze the system under test.
2.2.1.3
Collecting GPS data
The majority of the EMANE-related tests rely on
geospatial positioning in order to calculate the propagation
loss of a network over terrain. EMANE generates timesynchronized mobility events which get fed into the GPS
daemon running on the virtual machine. The current
experimental data has GPS times, space and position
information recorded once a second. To produce data in a
similar fashion, a simple process is started that polls the GPS
daemon on the virtual node once per second and outputs a
comma separated values (CSV) file. The generated CSV
files can be ingested by the CSV File Parser and the data can
be analyzed.
2.2.2

Processing instrumented emulated systems
TestPoint allows the insertion of probes into an
EMANE emulation or the surrounding environment in order
to record details about the events that took place. This data
is recorded in a database as a look-up table in addition to
being saved as a raw data file. Two new Cut Modules and a
File Parser were added to the Data Parser Framework to
handle TestPoint data.
The Cut Module called TestPoint Emane-Loss collects
and plots network statistics from the Physical Layer and
Data Link Layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
model. Statistics collected include forward pathloss, signalto-noise ratio, data-rate over time and queue overflows.
These lower level statistics can greatly improve evaluation
of a system-under-test and are generally difficult to record
accurately within a live experimental test.
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The Cut Module called TestPoint Cpu-Mem collects
and plots system statistics from the virtual nodes. The focus
of this module is CPU and Memory usage of the overall
emulated hardware. This information allows an analyst to
assess the performance of the system under test during
planned events such as stress testing of the network.
The TestPoint File Parser has been created to parse the
database look-up table, extract the raw output for individual
Probe Messages, and convert them into cuts. The two new
Cut Modules subscribe to these cuts. This automated process
allows the Data Parser to be able to processes any new data
types that TestPoint can generate.

2.3

Test analytics

The Data Parser framework was originally designed to
accommodate the US Army's Network Integration
Evaluation (NIE) tests. As detailed in the previous section,
many advancements and improvements have been made.
The following section gives a quick look into some of the
other tests that use the Data Parser framework for their
analytics.
2.3.1

Vehicular and robotics test analysis
The original purpose for the processing framework was
to perform reduction and analysis of tactical network
communications data and render a database model for the
analysts and evaluators to derive and extract key
performance metrics. With the success of this framework,
ATC has decided to enhance its capabilities to include
vehicular and robotics test processing. To that end, new
modules are being developed to allow the system to interpret
and render Controller Area Network (CAN [1]), analog
sensors, JAUS [2], video sources, device log files and other
types of vehicular data. These will provide new and rich
sources of information that can be later correlated with each
other.
Much of the vehicular test analysis focuses on
reliability of systems and subsystems. Within a vehicle,
there can be a multitude of devices that can malfunction. It
is difficult to record the precise time of when a malfunction
occurs and the malfunction can sometimes remain
undetected until a manual inspection occurs. By adding
CAN data to the list of information being processed, the
behavior of subsystems within each vehicle can be observed
as they communicate with each other. Quick determination
of when a particular device issues specific error codes or

Figure 4 Cross-Domain Vehicular Anomaly Analysis
stops communicating with its peers is done by examining the
reduced data.
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Future efforts related to robotics test and evaluation
will employ a new JAUS module (currently under
development). This new module will allow analysis of a vast
amount of information on what a robotic entity is sensing
and how it is reacting to its environment.
New video processing modules have been added which
allow for indexing the video streams recorded from several
sources into a queryable form that will allow the analysts and
evaluators to quickly view pertinent video sources related to
the vehicle at a specified time. Video processing that aides
in object motion detection, and other computationally
intensive video analysis techniques is also going to be
incorporated.
ATC envisions adding new framework modules that
will enable correlation over many sources to scan for
anomalies in the data. This data can then be investigated in
detail by the analysts to extract as much information as is
possible for all sources available to support analytical
objectives. A sample of this kind of cross-domain analysis
is demonstrated in Figure 4. The network statistics charts
(top section) includes a vehicle speed section (second line
trace down from the top). The vehicle was supposed to be
maintaining a relatively constant speed around the test track.
The analysis indicates an unexpected momentary drop in
vehicle speed (highlighted in the dotted circle). The CAN
bus data (middle section of the figure) was queried for the
vehicle at that time, and it was shown that the operator
removed pressure from the accelerator (middle dotted
circle). Querying the database for the corresponding video
at the time showed exactly why the operator slowed down (a
deer in his path).
2.3.2

MODESTA analysis
An up-and-coming capability from CERDEC S&TCD
called Modeling, Emulation, Simulation Tool for Analysis
(MODESTA) is being developed for system-of-systems
experimentation, validation and assessments in a controlled
lab environment. Analytical objectives of experimentations
conducted using MODESTA are primarily driven to
evaluate Tactical Applications and Waveform behaviors. In
the current Army's tactical network architecture there are
about six different radio waveforms, three different network
security enclaves, numerous application hosts, and various
network devices. With such layers of complex networks and
devices, there are many data collection points. In order to
evaluate the entire system-of-systems, all data collection
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points must be monitored to accurately analyze, evaluate,
and troubleshoot system performance and integration issues.
MODESTA utilizes an updated version of the
Command, Control, Communications, and Computers (C4)
Data Model to store the resulting correlated data. The C4
Data Model was originally designed by Army Test and
Evaluation Command (ATEC) and has been updated to
enable storage of data generated from the diverse
MODESTA environment. The MODESTA analysis team
has leveraged the C4 Data Model to conduct deep dive
analysis on multi-layered tactical waveform networks. For
end-to-end system-of-systems performance assessments, it
is important to track every packet as it traverses various
ingress and egress collection points at all nodes in its path.
Packet correlation of traversal events throughout large
emulated virtual networks is computationally intensive. The
smart hash-based pattern matching [9] performed in
searching through the datasets at all virtual nodes reduces
the complexity of end-to-end packet correlation. This endto-end look enables analysts to deep-dive into performancerelated issues. Having the ability to process the data in
parallel on a large cluster also enables delivery of data
products to analysts within a reasonable time frame.

2.4

Future ideas

The Data Parser updates have improved the
framework’s capabilities and now allows for processing of
simulation and emulation data in addition to live
experimental and real-world data. Though the framework
works well in its current state, there are more improvements
that are planned in the future. Reducing the memory
footprint of Cut Modules and optimizing their algorithms
will increase scalability. In addition, the possibility exists for
a shift to a community-maintained big data ecosystem.
Getting it to run well on an HPC cluster in comparison to
commodity hardware would be the first hurdle to cross.
Luckily, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s
Magpie [10] is addressing this issue. The benefit would be a
significant drop in maintenance and an increase in
capabilities. Using a system that includes software such as
Apache Spark allows for the use of utilities and libraries like
its Machine Learning Library (MLlib) with minimal extra
effort.

3

Conclusions

Having the capability to process large data sets of
varying data types quickly and efficiently is important to the
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Army. The analysis gathered from the tests helps validate
and verify the systems in the field that assist the soldiers.
Being able to follow the same processing pipeline on all data
sources can drastically reduce the time and cost of testing
new devices. The big-data field is growing rapidly and will
continue to do so in the near future. The amount of data will
only increase from this point on. Thus having reduction and
processing methods in place will only be beneficial.

4
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Event Sequence Detection over Interval-Based Event Streams
Salah Ahmed, Olga Poppe, and Elke A. Rundensteiner
Computer Science, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, MA, USA
Abstract— Event stream applications from stock trend analytics to infection spread prevention must extract event
sequence dependencies from event streams composed of
interval-based events such as stock trades, records of shipments in storage, etc. The task of ﬁnding all possible
sequences, which corresponds to Kleene closure, is not only
NP Hard in CPU time, but also profoundly plagued by exponential memory usage. To tackle this challenge, we encode
the incoming event stream as a directed acyclic graph called
Compact Event Stream graph (CEStream or CES graph),
the nodes of which are intervals denoting the events and
the edges represent the non-overlapping relationships among
the event-intervals. The CEStream data is captured in an
interval tree data structure, called the CEStream index, to
support efﬁcient interval driven lookup. We analyze the stateof-the-art algorithms that leverage the CEStream index to
compute longest event sequences with respect to their CPU
time and memory consumption. Based on this analysis and
thorough experimental study, we design the CES Fusion
strategy which memorizes intermediate results computed on
CEStream partitions and combines these intermediate results
to construct the ﬁnal results without memorizing them. CES
Fusion is shown to achieve the best performance among
all solutions, often exceeding 10 fold CPU time for feasible
solutions.
Keywords: Compact Event Stream, Longest Sequence, Kleene
Closure, Stream Partitioning, Stream Optimization

1. Introduction
Background. Stock market analysis is a very important
and widely used stream processing application for the ﬁnancial sector. Finding the actual rising or falling trend of
a particular stock or ﬁnding the relationship among different stocks is critical yet time consuming event processing
application [14]. From an in-time forecast, traders can gain
huge proﬁts or can save themselves from huge losses. In
Sep 29, 2008 the biggest fall in the US stock market of
about $1.2 trillion caused huge ﬁnancial losses to most
people in the United States [2], [1]. That ﬁnancial breakdown
rapidly devolved into a global crisis resulting in a number
of bank failures in Europe and sharp reductions in the value
of stocks and commodities worldwide [3]. An intelligent
event processing engine with rapid response time and the
capability to handle the detection of stock trend patterns over
the past transactions could potentially be utilized to help

analysts to detect such looming trends to take appropriate
actions.
Challenges. CEP applications like stock trend analysis
face the following challenges:
High-rate event streams. Events arrives at very high rate
from many different event sources, yet applications processing events require responsiveness.
Exponential CPU and memory cost. Finding longest sequences is NP-Hard in CPU, while also being affected by
exponential memory.
Incremental evaluation of complex event patterns. Evaluation of Kleene closure on-the-ﬂy degrades the responsiveness
by causing reevaluation.
State-of-the-art. The best known solution for ﬁnding
longest sequences in point-based event streams is described
in [4], [21]. It requires exponential memory since it
stores partial sequences by creating different runs for nondeterminism. It eventually fails as huge numbers of sequences are generated, as conﬁrmed by our experimental
ﬁndings in Section 6.
Proposed Approach. In this work we focus on events
with their occurrence time modeled as a time interval. Our
approach detects the longest event sequences in high-rate
interval based event streams speciﬁed as complex event
pattern queries expressed by Kleene closure. We map the
interval based events in a stream to a compact representation
called compact event stream(CEStream). We design the CES
Fusion solution, where we partitioned the CEStream using
a linear time partitioning algorithm based on a robust cost
model. The results of our study show that the compact
representation of the stream, along with cost model based
partitioning and a hybrid of memorized and non-memorized
traversal strategies, produces results almost 10 times faster
on average than the state-of-the-art approaches [4], [21].
More speciﬁcally, our contributions are:
1) We develop a model, called CEStream, for compactly
representing interval-based event streams as a directed
graph. The edges are formed by the overlapping relationships among the intervals of the events.
2) We design a novel approach, CES Fusion, for generating sequences, taking memory constraints into
account. It uses the advantages of memoization and
of the faster traversal of non-memoization in a hybrid
approach.
3) We conduct an experimental evaluation of CES Fusion
along with several key competitors. Our experiments
demonstrate that the CES Fusion approach generates
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results almost 10 times faster than the state-of-the-art
approaches for a rich variety of scenarios.
Outline. We provide background in Section 2. In Section
3, we describe the base approach based on an interval index.
In Section 4 we introduce the data structure and algorithms
for the CEStream based approaches. While in Section 5 we
describe the CES Fusion solution. Section 6 contains the
experimental evaluation of CES Fusion compared to other
techniques. Related work is presented in Section 7 and we
conclude in Section 8.

Event Sequence Pattern. To avoid reinventing the wheel,
we reuse the event pattern syntax from [4], [20]. The event
pattern syntax in Listing 1 captures all the rising sequence
patterns in stock trades in the past 30 days. All stocks
matched so far are denoted by a[ ]. The pattern uses a Kleene
plus operator to extend the match. The predicate requires that
the price of the current event a[i] exceeds the price of the
previously selected events a[1, ..., i-1].
1

3

2. Preliminaries
Time Intervals. Time is represented by a linearly ordered
set of time points (T, ≤), where T ⊆ Q+ and Q+ denotes
the set of non-negative rational numbers. The set of time
intervals is TI = {[start, end] | start ∈ T, end ∈
T, start ≤ end}. That is, a time interval is described by
two time points start and end indicating its bounds.
Event Stream. An event is a message indicating that
something of interest happens in the real world. Each event
e belongs to a particular event type E, denoted e.type = E.
An event type E is described by a schema which speciﬁes
the set of event attributes and the domains of their values.
An event e has an occurrence time interval (also known
as application time [18]) e.interval = [e.start, e.end] ∈ TI
assigned by the event source.
Events are sent by event producers (e.g., sensors) to event
consumers (e.g., an event stream processing engine) on an
input event stream I.
Event Relationships. Events arriving on high-rate event
streams might overlap, be contained in other events or even
coincide. Two events e1 and e2 overlap if e1 .start ≤ e2 .end
and e2 .start ≤ e1 .end. Event e1 is contained in another
event e2 if e1 .start ≤ e2 .start ≤ e2 .end ≤ e1 .end.
Events e1 and e2 coinside if e1 .time = e2 .time. Contained
and coinciding event can be viewed as special types of
overlapping events.
Two events form a sequence (also known as event
sequence [20]) if they do not overlap. A sequence T is
called longest if no event can be added to it. That is,
an event which is not in T overlaps at least one event
in T . In Figure 1, the sequence [e1 e2 e3 e4 e8 ] is a longest
event sequence, while [e1 e2 e7 e8 ] is not a longest sequence
because e3 or e5 can be added to it without breaking the
non-overlapping relationship.

PATTERN SEQ (STOCK+ a[ ] )
WHERE a[i].price = a[i-1].price
WITHIN 30 days
RETURN a[ ]
Listing 1: Event sequence pattern

Computing Kleene+ that returns all possible pattern
matches has exponential CPU cost [21]. To save resources
and thus improve system responsiveness, our approach detects the set of all longest event pattern matches (called
longest event sequences, short LES). An application can then
construct the ﬁnal matches using any number of predicates
as a light-weight post-processing step as long as the information about the events is maintained. It is also straight forward
to push the predicates into the matching process [9].
Table 1 summarizes the notations used in the remainder
of this paper.
Problem Statement. Given an input event stream I
composed of interval-based events and an event sequence
pattern p composed of Kleene closure and predicates as in
Listing 1, our goal is to detect all longest event sequences
or LES matched by the pattern p in a system with a ﬁxed
memory availability, while minimizing the CPU costs of the
detection process.

3. Incremental LES Detection
As base case, we ﬁrst introduce the classical strategy
for sequence detection. For each new event we compare
the event with each of the existing sequences to ﬁnd the
overlapping events. If the new event does not overlap with
any event in an existing sequence, we add the new event to
the end of that sequence. Otherwise, we extract the partial
sequence without the overlapping events and add the new
event to the end of the partial sequence to create a new
sequence. Then we compare the new sequence with all the
existing sequences to ﬁnd duplication. If the new sequence
is unique we save that to the list of sequences.
Table 2 shows the LESs before and after the arrival of
event e7 in Figure 2. We notice that the new list of sequences
contains duplicate sequences (shown in red). Removal of the
duplicates must thus be undertaken - a very costly operation.
Algorithm in Listing 2 describes the incremental LES
detection process.
Suppose N denotes the number of events, K the number
of sequences, M the average number of overlapping events

Fig. 1: Event, Overlapping Events and Longest Event Sequence
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Notation
E
T
e
L
L’
S
s’
overlapping(e, s)
overlapping(e,T)
following(e,T)
successors(S,T)
predecessors(S,T)
ﬁrstEvent(S)
lastEvent(S)
size(S)
Limit
time[]
CESs[]

Meaning
a set of all events
an interval tree
an event
the set of all LES in E
the set of all LES constructed using e
a LET found so far
a new LET constructed using e
the set of events in s overlapping e
the set of events in T overlapping e
an event which is the immediately following
event of e in T
the set of events in T which are successors of
the events in S
the set of events in T which are predecessors
of the events in S
ﬁrst event from the set of events in S based
on the start time
last event from the set of events in S based
on the end time
the number of events in the set of events S
minimum number of events in a partition
array to store all cut points
array to store the partitions of CES

19

Existing List
[e1 e2 e5 e4 ]
[e1 e2 e3 e4 ]
[e1 e2 e5 e6 ]
[e1 e2 e3 e6 ]

Table 2: New List of LES

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Table 1: Notation

18

20

22

24

26

Fig. 2: e7 arrives

New List After Arrival of e7
[e1 e2 e5 e4 ]
[e1 e2 e5 e7 ]
[e1 e2 e3 e4 ]
[e1 e2 e3 e7 ]
[e1 e2 e5 e6 ]
[e1 e2 e5 e7 ]
[e1 e2 e3 e6 ]
[e1 e2 e3 e7 ]

IncrementalLESDetection (E)}{
/* input : s e t of events E */
/ / output : s e t of a l l l o n g e s t sequences L
f o r each event e ∈ E
if L = ∅
then L ← L ∪ e
e l s e L’ = ∅
f o r each s ∈ L
/ / find the overlapping event of the
/ / new e v e n t e i n e a c h o f t h e
/ / e x i s t i n g sequences
O ← overlapping (e , s )
if O = ∅
t h e n / / e x t e n d s by a d d i n g e
s ← s ∪ e
e l s e / / c r e a t e new s e q u e n c e
s ’ = ( s − O) ∪ e
if s ’ ∈
/ L ’ / / remove d u p l i c a t e s
then L’ ← L’ ∪ s ’
end i f
end i f
end f o r
L ← L ∪ L ’ / / s a v e new s e q u e n c e s
end i f
end f o r
return L
}
Listing 2: Incremental LES Detection Algorithm

and L the average length of a sequence. Then the overall
complexity of the algorithm in Listing 2 is O(NK KL) =
2
O(NK2 L) ≈ O(N2 K2 ) = O(N 2 (3N/3 ) ). For 100 events, K
32
can be 3 ∗4 ≈ 7412 Trillion. The memory requirement can
be 92000 Terabytes. Clearly this is unrealistic. This insight
motivates us to explore better approaches.

4. CEStream Approach
We propose to represent the events as a directed acyclic
graph called Compact Event Stream (CEStream). That is,
each event is a node and edges model the direct nonoverlapping interval relationships between the events. Figure 3 shows the CEStream representation of the events in
Figure 1. In our context we work with interval-based events,
and thus propose to maintain all interval based events of the
CEStream in an Interval Tree data structure to quickly ﬁnd
the overlapping relationships among the events. Given an
interval tree, we can ﬁnd an overlapping interval for a given
time period in O(log N) time where N is the total number
of intervals in the tree.
In general the CEStream approach is two-stepped approach, namely:
1) Construction of the CEStream Structure

2) Application of graph traversals in the CEStream Structure to form all result sequences.
Step 1: Basic Concept of CEStream construction.
Whenever an event arrives, we ﬁnd the predecessors and
successors of the new event based on the overlapping relationship of the events in the interval tree. We update the
graph by updating the successors of the predecessors and the
predecessors of the successors. To ﬁnd the predecessors of a
new event we ﬁrst ﬁnd all the overlapping events of the new
event, then we ﬁnd the predecessors of those overlapping
events, which produces the predecessors of the new event.
Finding successors of a new event is similar, i.e., it is equal to
the process of the successors of the overlapping events of the
new event. Listing 3 illustrates the algorithm for constructing
CEStream, the compact event stream structure.
Step 2: Apply Graph Traversals. After the compact
graph has been constructed, then we can apply any standard
graph traversal algorithm to ﬁnd all the longest event sequences. We choose Depth First Search(DFS) as the traversal
algorithm.
Discussion of CEStream Approach. Let N be the number
of events, K the number of sequences and M the average
number of overlapping events. Then the overall complexity
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#
1
2
3
4

Memorize
Yes
Yes
No
No

# of Sequences
< 200
> 400
< 200
> 400

CPU Time
Low
Low
Moderate
High

Memory
Low
Overﬂow
Low
Low

Table 4: Summary of Experimental Observations with CEStream

Fig. 3: CEStream graph from events in Fig 1
1

3

5

ConstructCESGraph (E , T)}{
/ / i n p u t : s e t o f e v e n t s E and
//
interval tree T
/ / output : i n t e r v a l t r e e T with events with
//
t h e i r s u c c e s s o r and p r e d e c e s s o r
//
r e l a t i o n s h i p s i n compact graph

2) For the number of sequences less than 200, DFS with
memoization performed signiﬁcantly better than DFS
without memoization.
3) For the number of sequences greater than 800000,
DFS with memoization always crashes with the outof-memory error.
4) A trade-off between CPU time and memory consumption can be achieved by combining the advantages of
rows 1 and 4 in Table 4 as will be discussed below.

7

f o r each e ∈ E
/ / find events overlapping with e
O ← overlapping ( e , T)
/ / f i n d s u c c e s s o r s of overlapping events
S ← s u c c e s s o r s (O, T )
/ / f i n d p r e d e c e s s o r s of overlapping events
P ← p r e d e c e s s o r s (O, T )
/ / u p d a t e s u c c e s s o r s o f t h e new e v e n t
e . successors ← S
/ / u p d a t e p r e d e c e s s o r s o f t h e new e v e n t
e . predecessors ← P
insert e into T
end f o r
return T

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

}
Listing 3: CES Graph Construction Algorithm

of the construction of the CEStream as shown in Listing 3 is
O(N M log N). The complexity of depth ﬁrst search (DFS)
is O(K). So the total complexity is O(N M log N + K).
DFS depends on the number of sequences. So, for higher
values of N, the value of K is always higher than NMlogN.
The experiments indicate that the construction time of CEStream graph is negligible compared to the execution time of
DFS.
Table 3 illustrates the memory requirement for two different versions of DFS traversal: DFS with memoization and
DFS without memoization. Section 6 contains the details of
the experiments. DFS without memoization does not store
all the sequences, so it has very little memory requirement.
Algorithm
DFS with Memoization
DFS with No Memoization

5. CES Fusion Approach
Based on our initial ﬁndings described above we develop
a three-step process called CEStream Fusion (CES Fusion):
1) Partition the bigger CEStream graph into smaller CEStream graphs.
2) Apply DFS with memoization to each of the smaller
CEStream graphs.
3) Apply DFS without memoization to generate ﬁnal
result sequences by stitching together partial results
from smaller CEStream graphs.
The idea is to divide the graph into many smaller graphs.
We then ﬁnd all the LESes of the smaller CEStreams graphs.
Lastly, we combine the results of smaller CEStreams graphs
to generate all ﬁnal LESes.
Deﬁnition 5: A cut is a time point which divides a
CEStream graph into two smaller CEStreams graph. If the
cut overlaps with k events it is called a k-cut. Partitions of
CEStream formed by 0-cut are called primitive partitions
and denoted by P1 , P2 , etc. A partition formed by two or
more consecutive primitive partitions is called a compound
partition. It is denoted by listing its constituent primitive
partitions consecutively, e.g., P1 P2 P3 .
Figure 4 applies a 0-cut at time 10 for the graph of
Figure 3. This creates two partitions P1 and P2 . P1 consists
of events e1 , e2 , e3 and e5 ; and P2 consists of events e4 , e6 ,
e7 and e8 . The compound partition formed by P1 and P2 is
P1 P2 .

Memory Requirement
O(NK)
O(N)

Table 3: Memory Requirement

Table 4 summarizes our key observations for CEStream
approach. We ﬁnd:
1) The CEStream graph construction time is very low and
negligible compared to the time for DFS.

Fig. 4: Cut Point and Partitions
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Algorithm
Non-Partitioned
Partitioned

CPU Time
|V|+|E|
|V|+|E|

Memory
|V|2 .K
|V1 |2 .K1 + |V2 |2 .K2

21

1

3

Table 5: Comparison of Partitioned and Non-Partitioned CEStream
5

P1 has two Longest Event Sequences (LES)), [e1 e2 e3 ]
and [e1 e2 e5 ]. P2 has 3 LESes, [e4 e8 ], [e6 e8 ] and [e7 e8 ].
All sequences in P1 are then combined with all sequences
in P2 . So, there are 2 x 3 = 6 longest event sequences. If
there are p groups with number of LESes n1 , n2 , . . . . . . .,
np respectively, then the total number of longest event
sequences in the system would be n1 x n2 x . . . x np . For
this paper we consider 0-cut points, while the generalization
of our approach to k-cut is a subject for future work.
Step 1. Partitioning the CEStream graph. We ﬁrst ﬁnd
all the 0-cut points and try to merge consecutive partitions
as long as the estimated number of sequences is below
a speciﬁed limit, which can be the number of events or
the number of sequences. For the purpose of this paper
we choose number of sequences as the limit and ﬁxed
that to 200. This heuristics has been chosen based on the
observations in Table 4 that the DFS with memoization
performs better when the number of sequences in a CESteam
graph is below 200. Listing 4 displays the algorithm used as
foundation to partition the graph.
Step 2. Apply DFS with memoization to each partition.
We apply the DFS with memoization to each of the smaller
CEStream graphs to construct the partial sequences. The
sequences of the smaller CEStream graphs are stored in a
list of indexed by the partition’s index.
Step 3. Apply DFS without memoization. We traverse
the list of sequences of the smaller graphs using DFS
without memoization to construct the ﬁnal sequences. For
each sequence of each of the partitions is joined with each of
the sequence of the following partition. It directly outputs the
longest sequence when the traversal reaches the last partition.
The search space of all possible partitions is exponential
( O(2c ) ) in the number of cut points, c.
Example: For ﬁve cut points, the solution space lattice
is shown in Figure 6. Each node in the lattice is a solution.
Figure 5 gives 0-cut partitions with cut points A, B, C, D
and E. The top number in a partition denotes the estimated
number of sequences in that partition and the bottom number
the estimated average length of a sequence. Figure 6 demonstrates the branches traversed by the partitioning algorithm.
The top level node containing ABCDE denotes that this
solution contains all the ﬁve cut-points. In the next level,
each solution contain four cut-points, which means that
one of the cut-points is removed to merge two primitive
partitions. So, in the second level, the algorithm ﬁrst removes
cut-point A (since 12 x 14 < 200) to merge the partitions
P1 and P2 . Then it tries to remove B, but cannot remove
(dashed line) B, because the cost of the solution partition
formed by merging three primitive partition P1 , P2 and P3

7

9

PartitionCES (T, limit , cut ){
/ * i n p u t : i n t e r v a l t r e e T} * /
//
l i m i t of each p a r t i t i o n
//
c u t v a l u e : e . g . , 0 f o r 0− c u t
/ / o u t p u t : a l l t h e c u t −p o i n t s
i ← −1
/ / i n i t i a l i z e cut points
cuts ← null
prev_time ← f i r s t E v e n t (T ) . s t a r t
/ / jump t o t h e n e x t e v e n t o f t h e l a s t
/ / event of the c u r r e n t p a r t i t i o n
e ← following ( lastEvent (
overlapping ( f i r s t E v e n t (T) ,T) ,T) ,T)

11

13

15

w h i l e e = n u l l
/ / check s i z e of th e cu t
i f s i z e ( o v e r l a p p i n g ( e . s t a r t −1,T ) ) = c u t
and
/ / check l i m i t of th e p a r t i t i o n
s i z e ( overlapping ( prev_time ,
e . s t a r t −1,T ) ) = l i m i t
t h e n i ← i +1
/ / save the cut point
c u t s [ i ] ← e . s t a r t −1
prev_time ← cuts [ i ]
end i f

17

19

21

23

25

27

/ / jump t o t h e n e x t e v e n t o f t h e l a s t
/ / event of the c u r r e n t p a r t i t i o n
e ← following ( lastEvent (
overlapping ( e , T) ,T) ,T)
end w h i l e
return cuts

29

31

33

35

}
Listing 4: CEStream Partitioning Algorithm

by removing cut-points A and B, exceeds the allowed cost
(12 x 14 x 15 > 200). Similarly it removes cut-point C, but
cannot remove D, and ﬁnally removes E. The ﬁnal solution
contains the cut-points B and D with partitions P1 P2 , P3 P4
and P5 P6 .
Comparison of Memory Consumption: Table 5 lists
the memory requirements for the partitioned and the nonpartitioned approaches. If there are 100 events and 10
partitions, each having 10 events and 10 sequences, the
memory requirement for partitioned CEStream is 102 x 10 x
10 = 10,000, whereas for non-partitioned CEStream its 1002
x 1010 = 100,000,000,000,000 (100 Trillion).

Fig. 5: Five cut-points with six partitions

Complexity of the Partitioning CES Algorithm. Let
N be the number of events, M the average number of
overlapping events and P the number of partitions. The
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Fig. 7: Execution Times for
Different Approaches

Fig. 6: Path taken by partitioning algorithm

loop in line 14 in Listing 4 iterates P times and in each
iteration it ﬁnds the next set of overlapping events in the
next partition. When a partition satisfying the limit and cut
parameters is found, the algorithm records that cut point
and skips all the events in the already considered partitions.
The overall complexity of the algorithm in Listing 4 is O(P
M logN). Using an experimental study, we observed that
bounding the number of sequences in a partition to below
200 produces near optimal solution within O(c) time, where
c is the number of 0-cut points.

6. Experimental Evaluation
6.1 Experimental setup
The platform of the experiments was Intel Core i7 processor with 2GHz clock speed, 4 cores and 8 GB RAM.
We have used Java as the programming language. Using
Java we created an Event Generator. The start time and the
interval of each event can be varied randomly or kept ﬁxed
within a window. We implement the algorithms for CES
construction, CES traversals, CES graph partitioning. The
performance metrics were number of sequences generated
and the CPU response time. For the experiments we use
ﬁxed window length of 1000. We tested with both ﬁxed and
variable length of the interval of the events.

6.2 Experiments
The experiment in Figure 7 exhibits the execution time of
the three approaches: CES Fusion, CES-with-memoization
(CES Mem) and CES-without-memoization (CES No-Mem).
CES-Mem fails after about a million sequences because
of the out-of-memory problem. CES-without-memoization
works, but it is evident that the time for CES-withoutmemoization is extremely high compared to the CES Fusion
approach.
Figure 8 compares the execution times of three different
partitioning of the CES Fusion approach. Although the
CES Fusion approach outperforms any non-partitioning approaches, there is signiﬁcant difference between the different
partitioning solutions based on partition size (ps). ps=15 and

Fig. 8: Execution Times for
Different Partitionings

ps=10 performed better than ps=5. ps=5 had more partitions
since it allowed approximately 5 events in a partition. This
indicates that when the number of partitions decreases the
execution time also decreases.
From the experiments we found that the CEStream approach with memoization could handle up to approximately
800000 sequences of average length of 7. Above that limit,
CEStream with memoization fails due to out-of-memory.
The CEStream approach without memoization could handle
unlimited number of sequences, however, generating approximately 1.7 billion sequences of average length of 8,
took 224 seconds. Surprisingly the CES Fusion approach
produced 1.7 billion sequences of average length of 8, in just
28 seconds. This is 224/28= 8 times faster on average than
the CEStream approach without memoization. The state-ofthe-art approaches are equivalent to the CEStream approach
with memoization. Even if we consider the state-of-the-art to
be comparable to CEStream without memoization, the CES
Fusion is 8 times faster on average and in many occasions
CES Fusion is more than 10 times faster. For 800000 sequences the CES Fusion took only 54ms, and CEStream with
memoization took 30138 ms. So CES Fusion is 30138/54 =
558 times faster than CEStream with memoization.
Figure 11 combines Figures 9 and 10. Figure 12
manifests the actual execution time for different partitions
of CES Fusion. From Figure 11 and Figure 12 it is evident
that the cost model reﬂects the actual execution time very
well. When the number of partitions is near 4 to 5, both the
estimated cost of DFS and the estimated cost of generating
the sequences were lowest. This is also visible in Figure 11,
the total estimated cost. The actual execution time is found
to be lowest when the number of partitions is about 4 to
5. With our cost model we achieved at most around 75%
accuracy to ﬁnd the near optimal solution in linear time by
the partitioning algorithm.

7. Related Work
Our work is inspired by [4] evaluating complex queries
including Kleene closure. But their method of generating
all possible sequences is susceptible to memory overﬂow
since they store all previous sequences. For every nondeterministic branch they create a new run and that leads to
memory burst. Active databases in [10], [11], [6], [15], [16],
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Fig. 9: Number of Partitions vs
Cost of DFS

Fig. 10: Number of Partitions vs
Cost of Sequence Generation

[22] handle interval based operators like sequencing and
Kleene closure. Cayuga [7], [8] supports patterns containing
Kleene closure, but does not support partitioning.
Most event processing systems [13], [17], [19], [20] do
not focus on Kleene closure. Our work signiﬁcantly extends
NFAb [4] by optimizing memory and CPU consumption.
SASE+ [12] is a good language for pattern matching, but
no implementation details are given.
CEDR [5] shows a temporal model based on the duration
of events and their out-of-order relationships. We instead
focus on partitioning the event stream and optimizing the
consumption of memory and CPU.

8. Conclusion
Our proposed model of the CEStream Structure for compactly encoding partial max-sequences solves the problem
of storage. Partitioning the huge CEStream into smaller
CEStreams takes advantage of memoization and reduces
CPU time and memory usage. The result generation by nonmemoization has the advantage of handling a huge number
of events. For interval based event streams, using 0-cut
concept, we show that CES Fusion is more than 10 times
faster than the state-of-the-art approaches for many occasions. The processing of out-of-order events is promising
future work. Managing sliding windows and caching for
sliding windows and for the search space are ongoing future
work. The processing of partial sequences of each CEStream
can be done in parallel in the cloud based environments using
Storm, S4 etc.
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Abstract— Time-lapse hyperspectral imaging technology
has been used for various remote sensing applications due
to its excellent capability of monitoring regions of interest
over a period of time. However, large data volume of fourdimensional hyperspectral imagery demands for massive
data compression techniques. While conventional 3D hyperspectral data compression methods exploit only spatial
and spectral correlations, we proposed a novel lossless
compression algorithm that can achieve signiﬁcant gains on
compression efﬁciency by also taking into account temporal
correlations inherent in the dataset. Experimental results
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

X

Y
Z

T

Fig. 1: A 4D time-lapse hyperspectral image dataset, where
X and Y are the spatial directions, and Z is the spectral
direction.

Keywords: Lossless compression, 4D hyperspectral image, temporal correlation, LMS, correntropy

1. Introduction
With more advanced remote sensing sensors being used,
the spatial and spectral resolutions of the images captured
by those sensors has increased rapidly, which naturally leads
to large data volume. Hyperspectral imaging technology
collects the image information across a wide-range electromagnetic spectrum with ﬁne wavelength resolution. Hence,
a hyperspectral image (HSI) is a three dimensional data cube
with two spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension.
Given the fact that most of remote sensing sensors collect
data using either 12-bit or 16-bit precision, the size of a
hyperspectral image cube is typically very large.
Time-lapse hyperspectral imagery is a sequence of 3D
HSIs captured over the same scene but at different time
stamps (often at a ﬁxed time interval). Actually, time-lapse
hyperspectral imagery can be considered as a 4D dataset
whose size increases signiﬁcantly with the total number of
time stamps. Fig. 1 shows an illustration of one time-lapse
hyperspectral image dataset. Each stack represents one 3D
HSI. Furthermore, more stacks will be captured by the HSI
sensor with the time. Particularly, in the extreme case of
4D HSI data streaming, the captured data volume accumulates very fast. This huge data volume does not only slow
down the data transmission within the limited bandwidth
This is a regular research paper. W.D. Pan is the contact author.

condition but also requires more storage space which could
be very expensive in many remote sensing applications.
Data compression techniques provide a good solution to
these problems. As captured images are most likely at high
ﬁdelity for the accuracy demanding applications, lossless
compression is often chosen for these sensors over the lossy
compression.
Large efforts have been made to develop a lossless compression algorithm for 3D HSI. LOCO-I [1] and 2D-CALIC
[2] utilize spatial redundancy to reduce the entropy of prediction residuals. Since there exists strong spectral correlation,
3D methods including 3D-CALIC [3], M-CALIC [4], LUT
[5] and its variants, SLSQ [6] and CCAP [7] take this spectral correlation into account and yield better compression
performance. Also, some transform-based methods, such as
SPIHT [8], SPECK [9], etc., can be easily extended to
lossless compression even though they were designed for
lossy compression. In addition to the goal of reducing the
entropy of either prediction residuals or transform coefﬁcients, low computational complexity is another inﬂuential
factor because many sensing platforms have very limited
computing resources. Therefore, a new method named as
the “Fast Lossless" (FL) method, proposed by the NASA
Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) in [10], was selected as the core
predictor in the CCSDS new Standard for Multispectral and
Hyperspectral Data Compression [11], to deal with 3D HSI
data compression.
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Fig. 2: Sample time-lapse hyperspectral image datasets at different time instants (from top to bottom: Levada, Nogueiro and
Gualtar).
To give an idea on the 4D image datasets tested in
this work, Fig. 2 shows the Levada sequence. Detailed
information about the Levada sequence can be found in
[12]. Note that only 2D color-rendered RGB images are
shown in Fig. 2 instead of the actual HSI data for display
purpose. Since time-lapse HSIs are captured over the same
scene at different time instants with gradually changing
natural illumination, there exists great similarity among these
HSIs at each time instant marked in Fig. 2. Therefore, this
temporal correlation can be further exploited to improve the
overall compression efﬁciency. To the best of our knowledge,
there is very few prior work on lossless compression of 4D
time-lapse HSI data in the literature. [13] proposed a 4D
lossless compression algorithm, albeit lacking details on the
prediction algorithms used for prediction. On the other hand,
in [14], a combination of Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT),
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and JPEG 2000 has
been applied to reduce the spectral and temporal redundancy
of 4D remote sensing image data. However, it is a lossy
compression method.
In this work, we conducted an information-theoretic analysis on the amount of compression achievable on 4D HSI
based on conditional entropy, by taking into account spectral and temporal correlations. We then proposed a lowcomplexity correntropy-based least mean square (CLMS)
learning algorithm, which was employed for the ﬁrst time
as a predictor to achieve higher data compression by better
adapting to the underlying statistics of HSI data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces an information theoretic analysis framework
for time-lapse HSI lossless compression. Section 3 reviews
the CLMS learning algorithm. Furthermore, the proposed
lossless compression engine based on CLMS learning is
presented in detail. Experimental results are given in the
Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5 with a

discussion on the further work.

2. Problem Analysis
In order to evaluate the potential amount of compression we can achieve on the 4D dataset, we conducted an
information-theoretic analysis. Let Xjt be a 4D hyperspectral
image source at the tth time instant and j th spectral band
producing K different pixel values vi (i = 1, · · · , K).
Then the entropy of this source is computed based on the
probabilities p(vi ) of these values by
H(Xjt ) = −

K


p(vi ) · log2 [p(vi )] .

(1)

i=1

If we assume that there are no dependencies between these
pixel values for Xjt , at least H(Xjt ) bits must be spent on
average for each pixel of this source. However, for the 4D
hyperspectral images, this assumption does not hold given
the existence of strong spectral and temporal correlations.
The value of a particular pixel might depend on some other
pixels from its spatial, spectral or temporal neighborhoods.
Therefore, these correlations can be exploited to reduce the
H(Xjt ), i.e., less bits spent on average after compression.
Furthermore, the conditional entropy of this time-lapse hyperspectral image source can be computed as follows:
H(Xjt |Cjt )

=−

K




p(vi |Cjt ) · log2 p(vi |Cjt ) .

(2)

i=1

where Cjt denoted as context, which represents a group of
correlated pixels. As long as there is any correlation between
the context Cjt and the current pixel, H(Xjt |Cjt ) < H(Xjt )
always holds, in other words, fewer bits are required after
compression.
The choice of context largely determines how much compression we can achieve by using prediction-based lossless
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compression schemes. Intuitively, highly-correlated pixels
are expected to be included into the context. Given the
consideration that spectral and temporal correlations are
typically much stronger than spatial correlation in hyperspectral images, our focus in this work is on spectral and
temporal decorrelation. In fact, recent research [15], has
shown that explicit spatial decorrelation is not always necessary to achieve good performance [16]. Also, in contrast
to nonlinearity nature of spatial decorrelation, a linear prediction scheme is believed to be adequate for spectral and/or
temporal prediction because of high degree of correlations
[16]. In Section 4, we will investigate the actual compression
gains using different combinations of context pixels.

3. The Algorithm
Linear prediction based lossless compression method uses
a linear combination of those encoded pixels (causal context
pixels) adjacent to the current pixel as its estimate. For 4D
time-lapse HSI lossless compression, a linear prediction can
be generalized as follows:
T t,j
x
t,j
m,n = wt,j ym,n .

(3)

t,j
where x
t,j
m,n represents an estimate of a pixel, xm,n , at
spatial location (m, n), j th band and tth time frame while
yt,j
m,n and wt,j represent its causal context pixels and linear
weights respectively. Note that only adjacent spectral bands
and bands from previous time frames are included in this
context as mentioned in Section 2.
Prediction residuals are generated by subtracting the actual
pixel values from their estimates and then encoded using
entropy coders such as Golomb-Rice Codes (GRC) [17] and
Arithmetic Codes (AC) [18]. In order to produce accurate
estimates, linear weights must be adapted to the local
statistics of pixels in the time-lapse HSI data. Recently,
learning algorithms have gained some success to optimize
these weights in the applications of lossless compression of
3D HSI data [10], [19]. The FL method has been selected
as a new standard by CCSDS for its low-complexity and
effectiveness. The core learning algorithm of FL method
is least mean square (LMS). Traditional LMS methods use
mean square error (MSE) as the cost function. However, it is
well known that MSE is the optimal cost function for Gaussian distributed signal [20], whereas the prediction residuals
more likely follow a Laplacian or Geometric distribution
[1]. So the performance of the conventional LMS predictor,
for example, the FL method may degrade in presence of
non-Gaussian signals, especially in those very structured
regions of one image. Some similar observations have been
noticed in [19]. To improve the robustness of the predictor,
we introduce an adaptive learning based on the Maximum
Correntropy Criterion (MCC) [20].

3.1 Correntropy-Based LMS (CLMS) Cost
Function
Correntropy was developed as a local similarity measure
between two random variables X and Y in [21], deﬁned by:
Vσ (X, Y ) = E [κσ (X − Y )] ,

(4)

where κσ is a positive deﬁnite kernel with kernel width
controlled by the parameter σ, and the expectation E(·) is
practically computed using sample arithmetic average. By
following [20], we choose the normalized Gaussian kernel
(·)2

1
e− 2σ2 .
with variance σ as the kernel κσ (·) = √2πσ
In [21], Taylor series expansion was applied on the
exponential term in the kernel in Eq. (4) so that the
Correntropy can be viewed as a generalized correlation
function containing even higher order moments of the error
signal X − Y . Also, it is justiﬁed in [21] that localization
introduced by the kernel can reduce the detrimental effects
of outliers and impulsive noise, while second-order statistics,
like MSE, may suffer from bias in these conditions. The
good behavior of second order moment and fast convergence of the higher order moments are combined into this
Correntropy measure. An adaptive ﬁlter was developed by
replacing the conventional MSE with this Correntropy as the
cost function. The detailed properties of Correntropy with
derivation and analysis can be found in [21]. Assume we
have a pair of random variables with a ﬁnite number of
samples {di , yi }N
i=1 where N is the number of samples in
each random variable. For example, di and yi can be viewed
as the actual pixel value and its estimate, respectively, in
this work. Furthermore, the estimate yi can be computed as
yi = WTi Xi , a linear weighted average of input vector Xi .
The Correntropy based cost function, at nth time instant,
can be written as:


2
n

1
−(di − WTn Xn )
, (5)
exp
Jn = √
2σ 2
N 2πσ
i=n−N +1

where Wn is the ﬁlter weight at nth time instant. To ﬁnd
the weight W to maximize this cost function analytically,
iterative gradient descent method is used with a small
learning rate μ. After computing the gradient of Jn with
respect to Wn , we obtain:




n

−ei 2
μ
Wn+1 = Wn + √
exp
e i Xi ,
2σ 2
N 2πσ 3 i=n−N +1
(6)
where ei = di − WTn Xn . Inspired by the stochastic gradient,
N is set to 1 to approximate the sum in Eq. (6). Therefore,


−en 2
μ
Wn+1 = Wn + √
exp
(7)
e n Xn ,
2σ 2
2πσ 3
which is very similar to the weight updating function of
LMS. In fact, this Correntropy-induced updating function
can be viewed as LMS with a self-adjusting learning rate,
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which reﬂects the outlier rejection property of the Correntropy. It is worth noting that this CLMS is more robust to
the outliers with almost no additional cost of algorithmic
complexity compared to the conventional LMS.
In many remote sensing applications, images of scenes
have complex structures as shown in Fig. 2. These structures
will be reﬂected in the hyperspectral images as strong
edges and corners. This non-linearity property of the image
signal directly contributes to relatively larger residual values
and consequently outliers for the residual data distribution
because linear predictors cannot fully reduce the redundancy
in these cases. To improve the compression performance,
we utilize the CLMS to tackle structured regions in the HSI
data for its outlier rejection property. On the other hand,
convergence speed of the adaptive ﬁltering plays a crucial
role in the prediction. Slow convergence often leads to less
accurate estimation in the prediction. CLMS provides a robust performance in the non-Gaussian condition with a faster
convergence compared to the conventional LMS. Therefore,
CLMS can help greatly enhance the prediction accuracy,
which will further contribute to better compression.

3.2 CLMS Based Predictor
To eliminate spatial correlation effect, local mean subtraction is conducted in every band of these datasets. In
Fig. 1, suppose the red pixel is the one we are predicting
and the arithmetic average of the three blue pixels from its
spatial causal neighborhood is computed and subtracted from
the red pixel value. We apply this local mean subtraction
to every pixel in the dataset. Denote Ns and Nt as the
number of pixels from previous spectral bands at the current
time instant (yellow pixels in Fig. 1) and the number of
pixels from the same spectral bands from previous time
frames (green pixels in Fig. 1), respectively. Then we deﬁne
the aforementioned causal context as the feature vector X
(shown in Eq. 7) for our CLMS learning algorithm. In
order to simplify the expression, we replace xt,j
m,n deﬁned
in Eq. (3) with xt,j . The causal context is constructed as

Cjt = xt,j−1 , xt,j−2 · · · xt,j−Ns , xt−1,j , xt−2,j · · · xt−Nt ,j .
Thus, for all pixels in one speciﬁc spectral band at any time
frame, the number of their context pixels are always the
same according to Ns + Nt determined by the user.
For each band, we initialize the wt,j to be all zeros and
carry on the CLMS learning algorithm to all the pixels in a
raster-scan order when it reaches the end of this band. Once
the algorithm stops, the weight vector will be initialized
again for the next band until the end of the entire HSI dataset.
Algorithm 1 shows the details of the whole procedure of this
CLMS predictor. We emphasize that all the residuals will be
mapped to integers before sending to entropy encoder in a
reversible manner.
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Algorithm 1 CLMS Predictor
Initialize:
1) T (# of time frames)
2) B (# of spectral bands for each time frame)
3) μ = 0.3 and σ = 50
4) Local mean subtracted data X
for t = 1:T do
for b = 1:B do
initialize: w = 0
for each pixel in this band do
Output residual x − x
 using Eq. (4).
Updating w using Eq. (7).
end for
end for
end for

3.3 Entropy Coding
Both the Golomb-Rice code (GRC) and the arithmetic
code (AC) have been widely used to encode the prediction
residuals in hyperspectral image compression methods. Although AC may produce slightly better coding efﬁciency,
GRC can yield comparable performance with accurate data
modelling. Also, GRC is known for its simplicity and
minimal memory capacity requirement while AC very often
requires much more computations. Given the limited onboard computing power in most remote sensing applications,
in this work, we employ GRC on prediction residuals of
time-lapse HSI data to generate the ﬁnal bit sequence for
the data transmission and storage. The readers are referred
to [10] for details of entropy coding.

4. Experimental Results
We conducted our experiment on three 4D time-lapse
HSI test datasets, Levada, Gualtar and Nogueiro. Basic
information of these three datasets are listed in the Table 1.
Detailed information of these datasets can be found in [22].
Each single HSI has the same spatial size, 1024 × 1344,
with 33 spectral bands. Both Gualtar and Nogueiro have
nine time stamps while Levada has seven. Note that the
original data for these datasets has been mapped into [0, 1]
and stored using “double" data format (64 bits). So we
recover the data to its original precision by applying a
linear remapping. Since our algorithm is a learning-based
method which predicts the value regardless of the data scale,
we believe these post-processed datasets are suitable for
evaluating the lossless compression algorithm. While the size
of a single dataset we tested is not very large, ranging from
454.78 MB (for 7 frames) to 584.71 MB (for 9 frames), the
data can easily grow to a huge size with increased number
of time frames and higher spatial and spectral resolutions.
Besides, HSI data streaming can become a challenging task,
where efﬁcient data compression is essential.
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There are two parameters to be determined in CLMS
before the prediction: σ in kernel function (shown in Eq. 7)
and initial learning rate μ. Small σ value will lead to
relatively large actual learning rate and vice versa. We
experimented with different parameters to achieve the best
results. As a result, we ﬁx μ and σ in Eq. (7) at 0.3 and 50
in our test.
Table 1: Datasets Used.
Dataset
Levada
Gualtar
Noguerio

Size
1024 × 1344 × 33
1024 × 1344 × 33
1024 × 1344 × 33

# of time frames
7
9
9

Precision(bits)
12
12
12

As discussed in Section 2, we applied our algorithm using
different combinations of Ns and Nt causal pixels from
spectral and temporal bands. Given the limited space, we
only provide compression bit rate (bits/pixel) results for
Levada in Table 2. As we can see, local mean subtraction
without spectral and temporal decorrelation (Ns = 0 and
Nt = 0), was effective in removing great deal of signal
correlation as the bit rate drops from 12 to 7.0604 bits/pixel.
This also indicates that it is not necessary to explicitly
decorrelate spatially to achieve a competitive compression
performance for time-lapse HSI data. More importantly, our
algorithm can further compress 4D time-lapse HSI data by
using spectral and temporal correlation. The bit rate has
been reduced by approximately 1.2 bits by just adding one
previous spectral band and the same spectral band from
the previous time stamp in the context. Generally, the bit
rate decreases, i.e., yielding less bits after compression,
with more bands selected to form the learning context.
Furthermore, if we ﬁx either Ns or Nt and increase only
Nt or Ns accordingly, the compression bit rate will drop
as well. However, this performance improvement gradually
becomes marginal as Ns or Nt increases. Fig. 3 shows three
surface plots of bit rates on these test datasets, showing how
the bit rate changes with different combinations of Ns and
Nt .

(a) Levada.

(b) Nogueiro.

Table 2: Bit rates (bits/pixels) on “Levada".
Ns
0
1
2
3
4
5

Nt = 0
7.0604
6.0476
5.9807
5.9592
5.9487
5.9410

Nt = 1
6.2858
5.8985
5.8570
5.8433
5.8359
5.8308

Nt = 2
6.2686
5.8898
5.8497
5.8360
5.8289
5.8239

Nt = 3
6.2431
5.8813
5.8414
5.8279
5.8211
5.8162

Nt = 4
6.2400
5.8795
5.8395
5.8260
5.8191
5.8146

Nt = 5
6.2382
5.8787
5.8388
5.8252
5.8184
5.8138

To further illustrate how bit rates respond to different
combinations of Ns and Nt , we arbitrarily ﬁx Ns = 2
and Nt = 2 separately and adjust another variable Ns or
Nt from 0 to 5. The results of this experiment on three
datasets have been plotted in Fig. 4. First, it is obvious that
more bands used in the prediction will contribute to better

(c) Gualtar.

Fig. 3: Bit rate surface plots on three datasets.
prediction in terms of smaller bit rates. But this performance
improvement decays really fast as what have we observed
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
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We have proposed a new predictive lossless compression
algorithm for 4D time-lapse hyperspectral image data using
a low-complexity Correntropy-induced LMS learning. The
Correntropy based cost function seemed to be effective in
capturing the non-linearity and non-Gaussian conditions of
the prediction residuals of time-lapse HSI data. Experimental
results have demonstrated the outstanding capability of this
proposed algorithm to compress 4D time-lapse HSI data
through spectral and temporal decorrelation.
Second, an information theoretic analysis based on conditional entropy has been made to provide a framework to
guide and evaluate the actual compression. Increasing the
number of previous bands involved in the prediction will
absolutely yield better compression performance as long
as they are correlated statistically with the current HSI
band. We have seen the increasingly improved compression
efﬁciency from the experimental results.
We will investigate how to fully utilize this proposed
algorithm and analytic framework to handle HSI data streaming, which is more challenging but also in better need for
compression. Additionally, ROI lossless compression of HSI
has begun to gain attention from researchers. Recently, some
work has been done to handle ROIs in HSI data. As long
as ROIs can be identiﬁed accurately, we can compress the
HSI data without any information loss at a high compression
ratio which is comparable to lossy compression. Since our
algorithm mainly utilizes spectral and temporal correlation
in the prediction, it can be extended to the compression of
ROIs in 4D time-lapse HSI data with minimal modiﬁcations.

Nt(Ns=2)
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(b) Bit rate vs. Nt .

Fig. 4: Bit rate changes with Ns and Nt .

in the Table 2. Moreover, we can ﬁnd that the performance
improvement caused by the spectral decorrelation is more
noticeable than temporal decorrelation. We believe this is
because for our test datasets spectral correlation is much
stronger than temporal correlation especially each HSI in
these 4D datasets is captured at approximately one hour
interval which leads to less strong correlation temporally. If
this imaging capture time interval is reduced, then adjacent
HSIs will likely to share more similarities in statistics
because of less illuminance condition change.
Overall, it is possible to increase Ns and Nt to achieve
higher compression ratio. On the other hand, prediction
using only one previous spectral band and/or the same
spectral band but from last time instant will also yield good
compression performance at a very low computational cost.
This feature also provides great ﬂexibility in compression
performance and complexity.
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String Vector based KNN for Index Optimization
Taeho Jo
Department of Computer and Information Communication Engineering, Hongik University, Sejong, South Korea
Abstract— In this research, we propose the string vector
based KNN as the approach to the index optimization. The
task may be viewed into an instance of word classiﬁcation
and the problems in encoding words or texts into numerical
vectors were solved by encoding texts into string vectors
in the previous works on text mining tasks. Inﬂuence by
the previous works, we encode words into string vectors,
as well as texts, deﬁne the semantic operations on string
vectors, and apply the modiﬁed version of the KNN to the
index optimization which is mapped into a classiﬁcation
task. As the beneﬁts from this research, we may expect the
better performance and more compact representations than
encoding texts or words into numerical vectors. Therefore,
the goal of this research is to develop the index optimization
system with the beneﬁts.
Keywords: Keyword Extraction, String Vector, K Nearest Neighbor

1. Introduction
Index optimization refers to the process of optimizing
a list of words which indicates texts for maximizing the
information retrieval efﬁciency and performance. We need
to expand the important words by adding their semantically
similar words for improving the performance and remove
unimportant words for improving the efﬁciency. In this research, we view the index optimization into the classiﬁcation
task where each word is classiﬁed into important words as
targets of expansion, neutral words as ones of inclusion,
and unimportant words as ones of removal. We prepare the
sample words which are labeled with one of the three classes
and construct the classiﬁcation capacity by learning them.
In this research, we assume that the supervised learning
algorithms are used as the approach to the task, even if other
types of approaches are available.
We mention the problems with which this research needs
to tackle with. In encoding texts or words into numerical
vectors for using the traditional classiﬁers, many features are
required for keeping the robust classiﬁcations[1]. Each numerical vector which represents a word or a text has usually
zero values dominantly as its elements; the discriminations
among numerical vectors get very weak [5][9]. Although we
proposed previously that texts or words should be encoded
into tables as alternative structured forms to numerical
vectors, it is very expensive to carry out the computation

on them[5][9]. Therefore, this research challenges against
the above problems by encoding words into string vectors.
Let us mention what is proposed in this research, as its
ideas. In this research, we encode the words into string
vectors each of which consists of text identiﬁers as its
elements. We deﬁne the similarity measure between string
vectors; it corresponds to the cosine similarity between
numerical vectors. We modify the KNN into the version
where a string vector is given as the input data, and apply
it to the classiﬁcation task into which we interpret the index
optimization. The scope of this research is restricted to the
classiﬁcation of words into one of the three categories; the
process of expanding words semantically is set out of this
research.
Let us mention the beneﬁts which are expected from
this research. From this research, it is expected to represent
words with more compactness and efﬁciency than to do them
into numerical vectors. The improve discriminations among
string vectors are expected from this research by avoiding
almost completely the sparse distributions. The improved
performance is also expected by solving the problems from
encoding words into numerical vectors. Therefore, the goal
of this research is to implement the index optimization
module for information retrieval system with the beneﬁts.
This article is organized into the four sections. In Section
2, we survey the relevant previous works. In Section 3,
we describe in detail what we propose in this research. In
Section 4, we mention the remaining tasks for doing the
further research.

2. Previous Works
Let us survey the previous cases of encoding texts into
structured forms for using the machine learning algorithms
to text mining tasks. The three main problems, huge dimensionality, sparse distribution, and poor transparency, have
existed inherently in encoding them into numerical vectors.
In previous works, various schemes of preprocessing texts
have been proposed, in order to solve the problems. In
this survey, we focus on the process of encoding texts into
alternative structured forms to numerical vectors. In other
words, this section is intended to explore previous works on
solutions to the problems.
Let us mention the popularity of encoding texts into
numerical vectors, and the proposal and the application of
string kernels as the solution to the above problems. In 2002,
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Sebastiani presented the numerical vectors are the standard
representations of texts in applying the machine learning
algorithms to the text classiﬁcations [1]. In 2002, Lodhi et
al. proposed the string kernel as a kernel function of raw
texts in using the SVM (Support Vector Machine) to the
text classiﬁcation [2]. In 2004, Lesile et al. used the version
of SVM which proposed by Lodhi et al. to the protein
classiﬁcation [3]. In 2004, Kate and Mooney used also the
SVM version for classifying sentences by their meanings
[4].
It was proposed that texts are encoded into tables instead
of numerical vectors, as the solutions to the above problems.
In 2008, Jo and Cho proposed the table matching algorithm
as the approach to text classiﬁcation [5]. In 2008, Jo applied
also his proposed approach to the text clustering, as well
as the text categorization [9]. In 2011, Jo described as
the technique of automatic text classiﬁcation in his patent
document [7]. In 2015, Jo improved the table matching
algorithm into its more stable version [8].
Previously, it was proposed that texts should be encoded
into string vectors as other structured forms. In 2008, Jo
modiﬁed the k means algorithm into the version which processes string vectors as the approach to the text clustering[9].
In 2010, Jo modiﬁed the two supervised learning algorithms,
the KNN and the SVM, into the version as the improved approaches to the text classiﬁcation [10]. In 2010, Jo proposed
the unsupervised neural networks, called Neural Text Self
Organizer, which receives the string vector as its input data
[11]. In 2010, Jo applied the supervised neural networks,
called Neural Text Categorizer, which gets a string vector as
its input, as the approach to the text classiﬁcation [12].
The above previous works proposed the string kernel as
the kernel function of raw texts in the SVM, and tables and
string vectors as representations of texts, in order to solve
the problems. Because the string kernel takes very much
computation time for computing their values, it was used
for processing short strings or sentences rather than texts. In
the previous works on encoding texts into tables, only table
matching algorithm was proposed; there is no attempt to
modify the machine algorithms into their table based version.
In the previous works on encoding texts into string vectors,
only frequency was considered for deﬁning features of string
vectors. In this research, based on [10], we consider the
grammatical and posting relations between words and texts
as well as the frequencies for deﬁning the features of string
vectors, and encode words into string vectors in this research.

3. Proposed Approach
This section is concerned with encoding words into string
vectors, modifying the KNN (K Nearest Neighbor) into the
string vector based version and applying it to the keyword
extraction, and consists of the four sections. In Section 3.1,
we deal with the process of encoding words into string
vectors. In Section 3.2, we describe formally the similarity

matrix and the semantic operation on string vectors. In
Section 3.3, we do the string vector based KNN version
as the approach to the keyword extraction. In Section 3.4,
we focus on the process of applying the KNN to the given
task with viewing it into a classiﬁcation task.

3.1 Word Encoding
This section is concerned with the process of encoding
words into string vectors. The three steps are involved in
doing so, as illustrated in Figure 1. A single word is given as
the input, and a string vector which consists of text identiﬁers
is generated as the output. We need to prepare a corpus
which is a collection of texts for encoding words. Therefore,
in this section, we will describe each step of encoding the
words.

Fig. 1: Overall Process of Word Encoding
The ﬁrst step of encoding words into string vectors is
to index the corpus into a list of words. The texts in the
corpus are concatenated into a single long string and it is
tokenized into a list of tokens. Each token is transformed into
its root form, using stemming rules. Among them, the stop
words which are grammatical words such as propositions,
conjunctions, and pronouns, irrelevant to text contents are
removed for more efﬁciency. From the step, verbs, nouns,
and adjectives are usually generated as the output.
The inverted list where each word is linked to the list of
texts which include it is illustrated in Figure 2. A list of
words is generated from a text collection by indexing each
text. For each word, by retrieving texts which include it, the
inverted list is constructed. A text and a word are associated
with each other by a weight value as the relationship between
them. The links of each word with a list of texts is opposite
to those of each text with a list of words becomes the reason
of call the list which is presented in Figure 2, inverted list.
Each word is represented into a string vector based on the
inverted index which is shown in Figure 3. In this research,
we deﬁne the features which are relations between texts and
words as follows:
•
•

Text identiﬁer which has its highest frequency among
the text collection
Text identiﬁer which has its highest TF-IDF weight
among the text collection
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3.2.1 Similarity Matrix

Fig. 2: The Inverted Index

Text identiﬁer which has its second highest frequency
among the text collection
• Text identiﬁer which has its second highest TF-IDF
weight among the text collection
• Text identiﬁer which has its highest frequency in its
ﬁrst paragraph among text collection
• Text identiﬁer which has its highest frequency in its last
paragraph among text collection
• Text identiﬁer which has its highest TF-IDF weight in
its ﬁrst paragraph among text collection
• Text identiﬁer which has its highest TF-IDF weight in
its last paragraph among text collection
We assume that each word is linked with texts including
their own information: its frequencies and its weights in the
linked texts and their ﬁrst and last paragraphs. From the
inverted index, we assign the corresponding values which are
given as text identiﬁers to each feature. Therefore, the word
is encoded into an eight dimensional string vector which
consists of eight strings which indicate text identiﬁers.
Let us consider the differences between the word encoding
and the text encoding. Elements of each string vector which
represents a word are text identiﬁers, whereas those of one
which represents a text are word. The process of encoding
texts involves the link of each text to a list of words, where
as that of doing words does the link of each word to a list
of texts. For performing semantic similarity between string
vectors, in text processing, the word similarity matrix is used
as the basis, while in word processing, the text similarity
matrix is used. The relations between words and texts are
deﬁned as features of strings in encoding texts and words.
•

3.2 String Vectors
This section is concerned with the operation on string
vectors and the basis for carrying out it. It consists of
two subsections and assumes that a corpus is required for
performing the operation. In Section 3.2.1, we describe the
process of constructing the similarity matrix from a corpus.
In Section 3.2.2, we deﬁne the string vector formally and
characterize the operation mathematically. Therefore, this
section is intended to describe the similarity matrix and the
operation on string vectors.

This subsection is concerned with the similarity matrix
as the basis for performing the semantic operation on string
vectors. Each row and column of the similarity matrix corresponds to a text in the corpus. The similarities of all possible
pairs of texts are given as normalized values between zero
and one. The similarity matrix which we construct from
the corpus is the N × N square matrix with symmetry
elements and 1’s diagonal elements. In this subsection, we
will describe formally the deﬁnition and characterization of
the similarity matrix.
Each entry of the similarity matrix indicates a similarity
between two corresponding texts. The two documents,di and
dj , are indexed into two sets of words, Di and Dj . The
similarity between the two texts is computed by equation
(1),
sim(di , dj ) =

2|Di ∩ Dj |
|Di | + |Dj |

(1)

where |Di | is the cardinality of the set, Di . The similarity
is always given as a normalized value between zero and
one; if two documents are exactly same to each other, the
similarity becomes 1.0 as follows:
sim(di , dj ) =

2|Di ∩ Di |
= 1.0
|Di | + |Di |

and if two documents have no shared words, Di ∩ Dj = ∅
the similarity becomes 0.0 as follows:
sim(di , dj ) =

2|Di ∩ Dj |
= 0.0
|Di | + |Dj |

The more advanced schemes of computing the similarity will
be considered in next research.
From the text collection, we build N × N square matrix
as follows:
⎞
⎛
s11 s12 . . . s1d
⎜ s21 s22 . . . s2d ⎟
⎟
⎜
S=⎜ .
..
.. ⎟ .
..
⎝ ..
.
.
. ⎠
sd1 sd2 . . . sdd
N individual texts which are contained in the collection
correspond to the rows and columns of the matrix. The entry,
sij is computed by equation (1) as follows:
sij = sim(di , dj )
The overestimation or underestimation by text lengths are
prevented by the denominator in equation (1). To the number
of texts, N , it costs quadratic complexity, O(N 2 ), to build
the above matrix.
Let us characterize the above similarity matrix, mathematically. Because each column and row corresponds to
its same text in the diagonal positions of the matrix, the
diagonal elements are always given 1.0 by equation (1).
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In the off-diagonal positions of the matrix, the values are
always given as normalized ones between zero and one,
because of 0 ≤ 2|Di ∩ Di | ≤ |Di | + |Dj | from equation
(1). It is proved that the similarity matrix is symmetry, as
follows:
2|Dj ∩ Di |
2|Di ∩ Dj |
=
sij = sim(di , dj ) =
|Di | + |Dj |
|Dj | + |Di |
= sim(dj , di ) = sji
Therefore, the matrix is characterized as the symmetry
matrix which consists of the normalized values between zero
and one.
The similarity matrix may be constructed automatically
from a corpus. The N texts which are contained in the corpus
are given as the input and each of them is indexed into
a list of words. All possible pairs of texts are generated
and the similarities among them are computed by equation
(1). By computing them, we construct the square matrix
which consists of the similarities. Once making the similarity
matrix, it will be used continually as the basis for performing
the operation on string vectors.
3.2.2 String Vector and Semantic Similarity
This section is concerned with the string vectors and
the operation on them. A string vector consists of strings
as its elements, instead of numerical values. The operation
on string vectors which we deﬁne in this subsection corresponds to the cosine similarity between numerical vectors.
Afterward, we characterize the operation mathematically.
Therefore, in this section, we deﬁne formally the semantic
similarity as the semantic operation on string vectors.
The string vector is deﬁned as a ﬁnite ordered set of
strings as follows:
str = [str1 , str2 , ...., strd ]
An element in the vector, stri indicates a text identiﬁer
which corresponds to its attribute. The number of elements
of the string vector, str is called its dimension. In order to
perform the operation on string vectors, we need to deﬁne
the similarity matrix which was described in Section 3.2.1,
in advance. Therefore, a string vector consists of strings,
while a numerical vector does of numerical values.
We need to deﬁne the semantic operation which is called
‘semantic similarity’ in this research, on string vectors; it
corresponds to the cosine similarity on numerical vectors.
We note the two string vectors as follows:
str1 = [str11 , str12 , ...., str1d ]
str2 = [str21 , str22 , ...., str2d ]
where each element, d1i and d2i indicates a text identiﬁer.
The operation is deﬁned as equation (3.2.2) as follows:
1
sim(d1i , d2i )
d i=1
d

sim(str1 , str2 ) =

(2)

The similarity matrix was constructed by the scheme which
is described in Section 3.2.1, and the sim(d1i , d2i ) is
computed by looking up it in the similarity matrix. Instead
of building the similarity matrix, we may compute the
similarity, interactively.
The semantic similarity measure between string vectors
may be characterized mathematically. The commutative law
applies as follows:
1
sim(d1i , d2i )
d i=1
d

sim(str1 , str2 ) =

1
sim(d2i , d1i ) = sim(str2 , str1 )
d i=1
k

=

If the two string vectors are exactly same, its similarity
becomes 1.0 as follows:
if str1 = str2 with ∀i sim(d1i , d2i ) = 1.0
1
d
sim(d1i , d2i ) = = 1.0
d i=1
d
d

then sim(str1 , str2 ) =

However, note that the transitive rule does not apply as
follows:
if sim(str1 , str2 ) = 0.0 and sim(str2 , str3 ) = 0.0
then, not always sim(str1 , str3 ) = 0.0
We need to deﬁne the more advanced semantic operations
on string vectors for modifying other machine learning
algorithms. We deﬁne the update rules of weights vectors
which are given as string vectors for modifying the neural
networks into their string vector based versions. We develop
the operations which correspond to computing mean vectors
over numerical vectors, for modifying the k means algorithms. We consider the scheme of selecting representative
vector among string vectors for modifying the k medoid
algorithms so. We will cover the modiﬁcation of other
machine learning algorithms in subsequent researches.

3.3 Proposed Version of KNN
This section is concerned with the proposed KNN version as the approach to the text categorization. Raw texts
are encoded into string vectors by the process which was
described in Section 3.1. In this section, we attempt to the
traditional KNN into the version where a string vector is
given as the input data. The version is intended to improve
the classiﬁcation performance by avoiding problems from
encoding texts into numerical vectors. Therefore, in this
section, we describe the proposed KNN version in detail,
together with the traditional version.
The traditional KNN version is illustrated in Figure 3. The
sample words which are labeled with the positive class or
the negative class are encoded into numerical vectors. The
similarities of the numerical vector which represents a novice
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word with those representing sample words are computed
using the Euclidean distance or the cosine similarity. The
k most similar sample words are selected as the k nearest
neighbors and the label of the novice entity is decided by
voting their labels. However, note that the traditional KNN
version is very fragile in computing the similarity between
very sparse numerical vectors.

35

number of training examples within a hyper-sphere whose
center is the given novice example as neighbors. The categorical scores are computed proportionally to similarities with
training examples, instead of selecting nearest neighbors. We
may also consider the variants where more than two variants
are combined with each other.
Because string vectors are characterized more symbolically than numerical vectors, it is easy to trace results from
classifying items in the proposed version. It is assumed that
a novice item is classiﬁed by voting the labels of its nearest
neighbors. The similarity between string vectors is computed
by the scheme which is described in Section 3.2.2. We may
extract the similarities of individual elements of the novice
string vector with those of nearest neighbors labeled with the
classiﬁed category. Therefore, the semantic similarities play
role of the evidence for presenting the reasons of classifying
the novice one so.

3.4 The Application to Index Optimization
Fig. 3: The Traditional Version of KNN
Separately from the traditional one, we illustrate the
classiﬁcation process by the proposed version in Figure 4.
The sample texts labeled with the positive or negative class
are encoded into string vectors by the process described in
Section 3.1. The similarity between two string vectors is
computed by the scheme which was described in Section
3.2.2. Identically to the traditional version, in the proposed
version, the k most similarity samples are selected, and the
label of the novice one is decided by voting ones of sample
entities. Because the sparse distribution in each string vector
is never available inherently, the poor discriminations by
sparse distribution are certainly overcome in this research.

This section is concerned with the scheme of applying
the proposed KNN version which was described in Section
to the index optimization task. Before doing so, we need
to transform the task into one where machine learning
algorithms are applicable as the ﬂexible and adaptive models.
We prepare the words which are labeled with ‘expansion’,
‘inclusion’ or ‘removal’ as the sample data. The words are
encoded into tables by the scheme which was described in
Section . Therefore, in this section, we describe the process
of extracting words which belong to the two categories,
‘expansion’ and ‘inclusion’, from texts automatically using
the proposed KNN with the view of the index optimization
into a classiﬁcation task.
In this research, the index optimization is viewed into a
classiﬁcation task, as shown in Figure 5. A text is given as
the input, and a list of words is extracted by indexing the text.
Each word is classiﬁed by the classiﬁer into one of the three
categories: ‘expansion’, ‘inclusion’, or, ‘removal’. In the
task, the text is mapped into words which are classiﬁed with
‘expansion’ or ‘inclusion’. The similar words to one labeled
with ’expansion’ will be added from external sources.

Fig. 5: View of Index Optimization into Classiﬁcation Task
Fig. 4: The Proposed Version of KNN
We may derive some variants from the proposed KNN
version. We may assign different weights to selected neighbors instead of identical ones: the highest weights to the
ﬁrst nearest neighbor and the lowest weight to the last one.
Instead of a ﬁxed number of nearest neighbors, we select any

We need to prepare sample words which are labeled with
one of the three categories, before classifying a novice one
or ones. A text collection is segmented into sub-collections
of content based similar words which are called domains,
manually or automatically. We prepare sample words which
are labeled manually, domain by domain. To each domain,
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we assign and train a classiﬁer with the words in the
corresponding sub-collection. When a text is given as the
input, the classiﬁer which corresponds to the most similar
domain is selected among them.
Let us consider the process where an section is given
as the input and a list of essential words is extracted as
the output. We nominate the classiﬁer which corresponds
to the subgroup which is closest to the given section with
respect to its content. A list of words is extracted by
indexing the section, and each word is encoded into their
structured forms. The words are classiﬁed by the nominated
classiﬁer into one of the three categories, and we select ones
which are labeled with ‘expansion’ or ‘reservation’ as the
optimized index. The addition of external words which are
semantically similar as ones labeled with ‘expansion’ is set
as the subsequent task.
Even if the index optimization is viewed into an instance
of word categorization, it needs to be distinguished from the
topic based word categorization. The word categorization is
given as a single multiple classiﬁcation or multiple binary
classiﬁcations, whereas the index optimization is done as
a single triary classiﬁcation or three binary classiﬁcation
tasks. In the word categorization, each word is classiﬁed
semantically into one or some of the predeﬁned topics,
whereas in the index optimization, it is classiﬁed one of
the three actions. In the word categorization, each word is
classiﬁed by its meaning, whereas in the index optimization,
it is classiﬁed by its importance to the given text. In the
word categorization, when the given task is decomposed into
binary classiﬁcation tasks, a classiﬁer is assigned to each
topic, whereas, in the index optimization, a classiﬁer is done
to each domain.

[2] H. Lodhi, C. Saunders, J. Shawe-Taylor, N. Cristianini, and C. Watkins,
“Text Classiﬁcation with String Kernels", pp419-444, Journal of Machine Learning Research, Vol 2, No 2, 2002.
[3] C. S. Leslie, E. Eskin, A. Cohen, J. Weston, and W. S. Noble,
“Mismatch String Kernels for Discriminative Protein Classiﬁcation",
pp467-476, Bioinformatics, Vol 20, No 4, 2004.
[4] R. J. Kate and R. J. Mooney, “Using String Kernels for Learning
Semantic Parsers", pp913-920, Proceedings of the 21st International
Conference on Computational Linguistics and the 44th annual meeting
of the Association for Computational Linguistics, 2006.
[5] T. Jo and D. Cho, “Index based Approach for Text Categorization",International Journal of Mathematics and Computers in Simulation,
Vol 2, No 1, 2008.
[6] T. Jo, “Single Pass Algorithm for Text Clustering by Encoding Documents into Tables", pp1749-1757, Journal of Korea Multimedia Society,
Vol 11, No 12, 2008.
[7] T. Jo, “Device and Method for Categorizing Electronic Document
Automatically", Patent Document, 10-2009-0041272, 10-1071495, 2011.
[8] T. Jo, “Normalized Table Matching Algorithm as Approach to Text
Categorization", pp839-849, Soft Computing, Vol 19, No 4, 2015.
[9] T. Jo, “Inverted Index based Modiﬁed Version of K-Means Algorithm
for Text Clustering", pp67-76, Journal of Information Processing Systems, Vol 4, No 2, 2008.
[10] T. Jo, “Representationof Texts into String Vectors for Text Categorization", pp110-127, Journal of Computing Science and Engineering,
Vol 4, No 2, 2010.
[11] T. Jo, “NTSO (Neural Text Self Organizer): A New Neural Network
for Text Clustering", pp31-43, Journal of Network Technology, Vol 1,
No 1, 2010.
[12] T. Jo, “NTC (Neural Text Categorizer): Neural Network for Text
Categorization", pp83-96, International Journal of Information Studies,
Vol 2, No 2, 2010.

4. Conclusion
Let us mention the remaining tasks for doing the further
research. The proposed approach should be validated and
specialized in the speciﬁc domains: medicine, engineering
and economics. Other features such as grammatical and
posting features may be considered for encoding words into
string vectors as well as text identiﬁers. Other machine
learning algorithms as well as the KNN may be modiﬁed
into their string vector based versions. By adopting the
proposed version of the KNN, we may implement the index
optimization system as a real program.
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Abstract - Big Data technology is a computing area with a
great growth. Today it is common that we hear about
databases with huge volumes of information and also we hear
about Data Mining and Business Intelligence projects related
with these huge databases. However, in general, little
attention has been given to the quality of the data. Here we
propose and present innovative metrics and schema designed
to perform a basic task related to the Data Quality issue, this
is, the diagnostic. The preliminary results that we obtained
when we apply our approaches to Big Data encourage us to
continue this research.
Keywords: Data quality, Big data, Data cleansing.

1

Introduction

Big Data is one of the computing areas more active for
research, especially since the devices for storing large
volumes of data have become very efficient and inexpensive.
Not many years ago we found that a database close to one
Gigabyte (106 bytes) was considered very large. Currently it
is common that we can hear about databases that store, for
example, Terabytes (1012 bytes) and Yottabytes (1024 bytes)
of information, and the trend is increasing.
But this high growth has been generally accompanied with
little attention to the quality of data that these databases
contain, being now more than ever true the old phrase at the
beginning of the computer days that said "garbage in, garbage
out". And while there is abundant literature on the Big Data
subject, there are few concrete proposals for schemas that
directly address the issue of data quality for very large
databases.
Given this problem, in this paper we propose and present
some metrics and a schema designed to perform one of the
key tasks related to data quality, i.e. diagnostic, which
involves measuring the level of quality in a database. In other
words, our approach realizes a data quality evaluation,
previous to initiate a Big Data analytics phase and it has been
tested in a preliminary project and the results that we obtained
have been satisfactory, as described in this article.
For developing these ideas, first we will address the issue of
Big Data and data quality in general, and then we will present
the ideas that we propose, describing new measures designed
by us and used to establish an objective diagnosis of the data
quality; also we will describe how these metrics operate
joined to a modified machine learning algorithm, being our
design developed in a generic way in order to work with

various databases and platforms; finally we will summarizes
the preliminary results and we will discuss the conclusions
and the work to be performed in the immediate future.

2

Data Mining, Big Data and Quality

Nowadays, huge corporations are seeking to know more
about their business process. They usually have enormous and
valuable data repositories, but they do not know what to do
with this data. It is common to hear the phrase: “worse than
have too little (or any) data, is to have many data and not
knowing what to do with it” [1].
Data Mining, Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD),
Business Intelligence or Big Data Analytics, can be useful
technologies to meet that challenge. These approaches are
focused on transforming data into knowledge (or intelligence)
to improve corporate central process. At the end, the term Big
Data represents a computer discipline formed with tools
emerged from Artificial Intelligence and Database technology,
which the main purpose is to give people the information or
knowledge that they need to do their jobs.
Before Big Data and after Data Mining, the term Business
Intelligence (BI) was coined by Howard Dresner several years
ago [2], to describe an emerging discipline concerned with the
discovery of information (that was not known before) in a
corporation. BI includes disciplines and tools like:
 Data Warehouses [3],
 On Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) and related
methods (MOLAP, ROLAP, etc.) [4],
 Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) and Data
Mining [5],
 Artificial Intelligence areas and algorithms like, for
example, Machine Learning, Intelligent Multi-Agents
Systems, Artificial Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logic, Case
Base Reasoning, Pattern Recognition, Genetic
Algorithms, etc. [6],

Statistical analysis,
 And, in general, any algorithm, tool or method that serve
to transform data into knowledge.
It is predicted that, in the near future, BI will become a need
of all huge corporations [2]. But, more recently the term “Big
Data” has emerged. According to [7] Big Data can be
characterized by: a) volume (large amounts of data), b) variety
(includes different types of data), and c) velocity (constantly
accumulating new data).
But maybe the first great challenge for Big Data is to
manage information that contains data with the appropriate
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quality. Speaking in a broad context Data Quality refers to
conduct a thorough investigation of the data in the database.
This research can be done before to the creation of the
database or for those already in operation. It includes
determining who are the users of the database, what they
need, what is the essence of the business, what are the
important variables, how often the information will be
required, what level of detail is required, what levels of safety
and risk is needed, etc. And, for those databases in operation,
we need to measure the current quality of information, in
order to know and improve that information.
The activities of defining, measuring, analyzing and
improving the data in the database results in the total quality
management data cycle, which sees information as a product
and is a powerful methodology to develop and maintain
databases that contain quality data which is required by the
business and is based on the principles of quality proposed by
Deming [8]. According to Hufford [9] Data Quality consists
of five basic dimensions: completeness, validity, consistency,
timeliness and accuracy, which together mean that the data are
appropriate for a particular purpose.
Although data quality should be a starting point must for
every computer system with databases, in practice this
objective is not met in most of the cases. And even with a
quality system in place, the experts agree in the sense that any
large database can have a 100% quality, as mentioned by the
international computer systems analyst company Gartner [10].
Thus, since we cannot achieve a perfect database which meets
all the requirements expressed by the Data Quality theory, a
remedy to ensure that a database is useful, initially, is to focus
only on the dimension named “accuracy”, identifying dirty
data and diagnosing the quality of data in order to apply
cleaning (data cleansing or data cleaning). This cleaning
process can include removing those records or variables that,
according to some criterion, are dirty, duplicate or un-useful.
Another more sophisticated type of cleaning is by means of
estimate statistically the possible value of dirty data based on
data believed to be clean, or by inferring it [11].
A special form of data with noise is when the data is
unknown, and then Kononenko [12] identifies several types:
forgotten or lost, not applicable, irrelevant, or omitted in the
design. Brazdil [13] has proposed ways of dealing with
unknown values, and in particular Quinlan [14] has worked
with top-down induction of decision trees techniques for the
handling of unknown values, and has proposed up to seven
different treatment schemes.
An important part of data cleaning is to check the
consistency of records, i.e., detect whether there are cases
with the same values of attributes (or similar) with different
classes [15]. A special case is when the cleaning process is
over non-numeric attributes, i.e., there are text descriptions,
such as names of people, products, addresses, etc.: in that case
the cleaning has to be developed based on a parser program to
detect similarities and standardize and verify the data [16].
For the metrics and schema proposed here, we have used
concepts from Big Data, BI, KDD, data mining, data quality
and data cleaning described above to identify dirty data and

thus obtain a general analysis of the database. These topics are
detailed in the next Section.

3 Proposed Data Quality Diagnosis
Metrics and Schema
Among the objectives of the schema that we present for the
diagnostic of the quality of a very large database, we can
include the following:
 Obtain an initial way of how to attack the problem,
 Get a general idea of the status of data (global view –
focused on the business data),
 Measure data quality,
 Establish patterns of data quality,
 Detect critical points in the data, and
 Reach a starting point to develop the cleaning business
rules to be applied to the data.
To describe the data quality evaluation schema that we
developed, first we will discuss the metrics that we devised to
obtain a numeric indicator of the quality level of the data, in
an objective way. Then we will describe how this approach
operates, being designed in a generic way to work with
various databases and platforms. Finally we will discuss the
preliminary results that we obtained by applying this schema
to simulated large databases.

3.1 Metrics for Data Quality
There are a number of metrics designed to obtain an
indication of the quality of the data. In particular we focused
our research work on the dimension "accuracy" of data.
We seek for a metric that was simple, so it could be easily
understood, yet robust, to be able to get data quality
information at different levels of data aggregation, i.e. at the
attribute level, the table level or at the database level.
Additionally, we seek that our metric can accept a weighted
schema (assigning costs depending on the importance of each
attribute or table), and we seek that it was supported by the
experience of other companies related in the data quality
issue. We also seek that the metric may include different
types of dirty data, from the most common, even those who
are less frequent.
Our metric is based on the "Frequency check" that is used by:
Cambridge Research Group [17], Knowledge Integrity
Incorporated [18], Business Objects (recently acquired by
SAP) [19], Group 1 [20] and Gartner [10]; all these are solid
companies in the Information Technology and Big Data areas.
In our case, we define one error per each incorrect or
missing data, and we sum all occurrences and we named like
“#incorrect”. The accumulated error is expressed as a
percentage according to:
%Error = #incorrect / TD

(1)

where TD stands for "total data" and it is obtained in various
ways, depending on the level of aggregation. For an attribute
the variable TD is equal to the total number of records; for a
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table the TD value is obtained by multiplying the number of
attributes in the table by the number of records; for a database
it is calculated by the sum of the "total data" of each table in
the database.
In the event that a field has no data, an error is registered.
In the case of an attribute with no data, it is assigned a 100%
error to this attribute. In the case of a table with no data, also
it is assigned a 100% error to this table.
To assign weights to the attributes or important tables, 100
points should be considered for all attributes of a table. Then
these 100 points are distributed according to the importance
of each attribute (representing the weight assigned for the
user). If we have a total of 10 attributes, each would have 10
points if we want that all the attributes had the same weight.
Thus, the weight serves as a factor that is applied to each
attribute to obtain the value of “%Error” in a weighted
schema. In other words, “% Error” reflects the fact that there
are attributes with greater relevance than others. The same
idea would be applied to the table level.
According to the above expressed, the quality is calculated
as:
Quality = 100 - %Error

(2)

Then, if “Quality” is 100% we have a perfect database and
if “Quality” takes a value of 50% we can say that the database
is wrong in a half of its data. The importance of this measure
is that it permits to have an objective measure such that it is
able to independently evaluate certain attributes of interest for
a particular user, or evaluates a single table that is of
particular importance, or shown, in a comprehensive manner,
the quality of a complete database, all this depending on the
special information needs of each user.

3.2 Data Quality Schema Description
As stated before, our schema allows for an automatic analysis
of the data quality of a specific database, through three
aggregation levels: a) Attribute, b) Table, and c) Database.
Additionally the proposed approach based his diagnosis by
means of identifying missing values (blanks), zero (never
caught), repeated characters, dates and numbers out of range,
etc. There are relationships among the several characteristic
data blocks: the hierarchy is established in terms of how each
characteristic data block interacts.
The central idea to search for and identify bad data is to
conduct a count of the number of occurrences of each of the
values of an attribute that occurs in the table: data that appear
very infrequently can be considered as "suspicious dirty", and
this basic idea is applied by us to numerical values and also to
text values of an attribute. This idea is detailed paragraphs
below.
An innovative feature is that our design seeks for flexibility,
since it has the characteristic of being configurable to access
various sources of data (platforms) to create various Business
Intelligence rules that are capable of detecting suspicious
quality in data.
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This design has the ability to connect to various data sources
by means of JDBC (Java Data Base Connectivity) technology
or via ODBC (Open Data Base Connectivity).
Additionally, the proposed schema manages business rules
and they assist the diagnostic process, serving as indicators to
identify incorrect or anomalous values. In our shema it is
possible to define a business rule catalog, which can later be
used in different "cases of diagnosis", relating each rule with
multiple attributes to support the quality data diagnosing
process.
The business rules are a particular type of production rules,
traditionally used in Expert Systems. We design our schema
like an Expert System Shell [21] in order to gain several
advantages from this area, like: capability to create and
increase expert knowledge by means of new production rules,
include common sense knowledge, obtain permanent
expertise, achieve easy to transfer and document rules, gain
consistency, capability to verify knowledge and obtain
expertise in an affordable way.
We define two types of business rules: for text data and
numeric data. In the case of text data, the business rule can
detect out of range data (only accepts a set of predefined valid
descriptions), incorrect data, dates out of range, null data, data
with repeated characters and missing data. For numeric data,
the schema detects out of range values by grouping into a
predefined quantity of intervals, being the first and last
intervals (often with infrequent data) those that can be
considered dirty-suspect.
For example, to create a business rule to detect strange
symbols, null values and repeated characters, the user just has
to select the “Text type” button, followed by the “Special
characters” option and click the “Ok” button. To create a
business rule to detect values out of range of a numeric
attribute, the user only has to select the “Number type”
button, then define a valid range and click the “Ok” button.
Once defined and stored all the necessary business rules, the
user has created a catalog of business rules, which may be
applied to the attributes which she or he considers necessary
and appropriate to link.
The schema also allows the user to create and store cases of
diagnosis: this feature allows the user to easily run this predefined diagnoses cases, without necessity of rewriting the
business rules. To do this, the user specifies a title of the
event (diagnostic case), the period of data to analyze, the
business rules assigned by attribute, and sets the data source,
tables and attributes to diagnose.
After the execution of a “diagnosis case” the schema
automatically generated three types of reports:
a) Frequency Values Report: is an outline of the analyzed
data by means of a frequency list of values that each
attribute has. If some assigned business rules is related,
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the report also shows a column with the number of
errors found by that rule.
b) List of rules applied, and
c) List of detail records where suspicious data or errors
were detected.

We summarize the data quality diagnosis algorithm in Figure
1.

Given a database with M tables, and each table with D
attributes and N instances,

1.
2.
3.

Initialize variables %Error, Quality, #incorrect;
Assign user-expert estimated weights to attributes and
tables;
For each M, D and N:
Apply business rules from the knowledge base to
numeric or text data
If an error is detected, increment #incorrect,

4.
5.

Calculate global metrics %Error, Quality at different
aggregation levels;
Print quality reports.

Fig. 1 Summarization of the proposed schema
(data quality diagnostic phase).

At the moment to write this paper, the data cleaning phase is
not applied yet. But the same scheme of business rules for
diagnosis can be used for the data cleaning phase. In Figure 2
we show a possible algorithm proposed by us to infer
unknown data, following the ideas from [14]. In particular we
propose step C2 to use the well known ID3 algorithm applied
to the unknown data problem.

3.3 Diagnosis results for simulated Big Data
The schema described here was used successfully to analyze
and diagnose a large academic database. Our schema was
capable of analyzed nearly 200 tables containing more than
2,000 attributes that represents about 2 billion data. With the
prototype was able to detect whether there were attributes
with errors, and if there were some tables more problematic
than others. In general, we can say that the information
obtained using the proposed diagnostic schema is appropriate
to improve the quality of the data, like candidate users point
out during the test period.

In particular, we consider that the results were successful
because we can meet the initial project objectives like: a) To
obtain an initial approach to the problem: at the beginning we
don’t know the databases data quality situation, and after
apply the prototype we obtain a better idea of the dimensions
of the problem and then it could be possible propose several
future action schemes in order to increase database quality, b)
To get a general idea of the status of data, detecting in a
global view and focused on the business data, the reality of
the data, c) To obtain a objective measuring of the data
quality, i.e., a qualification or score, that represents a starting
point to initiate a total quality management project, d) To
establish a group of initial patterns of data quality, that can be
enriched with the time instead to be lost, e) To detect critical
points in the data that needs immediate attention, and f) To be
able to have a starting point to develop the cleaning business
rules to be applied to the data in order to increase in an
automatic and human-like way the quality of the database.

A. Find the attribute that better divides the data set into
homogeneous subsets: for each attribute, calculate the
disorder or entropy according to the following formula:
E = Σ [Nr/Nt] [ Σ {-(Nrc/Nr) log2 (Nrc/Nr)}]
r

c

Nr = number of examples in branch r
Nt = total number of examples in all branches
Nrc = total of examples in branch r of class c
B. The attribute which has the smallest value of E is taken as
the root node of the tree (attribute-node) and there will be one
branch for each value that the attribute has.
C. For each value of the attribute-node, select all the examples
(rows) with the same attribute value. For each subset do the
following:
C1. If all examples belong to the same class, the
branch is labeled with the class.
C2. If the subset is empty, find the most similar
example (smaller distance) to the current branch; if
the distance is acceptable (according to certain
threshold previously defined), label the branch with
the class of the most similar example, otherwise label
the branch as “unknown class”.
C3. If the examples in the subset belong to different
classes, go to step A, with this subset as the new data
set.
D. If there are branches without labels, go to step A,
otherwise finish.

Fig. 2 ID3- based algorithm to infer unknown data
(data cleansign phase).
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4 Conclusions and Future Work
We present a novel software schema for the diagnostic of
the quality of data in large databases, in the context Big Data.
In particular we describe an innovative measure in an
objective way to measure this quality on the dimension
"accuracy" of the data and able to obtain indices at different
levels of data aggregation, i.e. at the attribute level, the table
level or at the database level. The results obtained by applying
this schema to a large academic database have been
successful, because the prototype was capable to detect wrong
data immersed in billions of data. With the data conveniently
clean, we can now initiate Big Data analytics properly.
As future work, we see that it would be important add to the
diagnosis schema the ability to create business rules to find
dirty data in an inter-relationships among attributes way, i.e.
to find when one or more data make that other data be "dirty
"because they lack the proper context. To give a simple
example, one can consider the case of an attribute or field of
"personal names" that could be validated against the attribute
of "sex of the person”, so this require that the name of the
person was appropriate to their gender, otherwise, would be
marked as an error or a like a wrong captured data.
Additionally, we need aggregate a more complete inference
mechanism to the prototype, in order to take more advantage
from the Expert Systems ideas (i.e., symbolic reasoning) and
can manage more sophisticated diagnosis schemas. Also it
will be important add an explanation facility to justify how the
schema reaches a particular data quality diagnostic.
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Abstract— Security and distributed infrastructure are two of
the most common requirements for big data software. But the
security features of the big data platforms are still premature.
It is critical to identify, modify, test and execute some of the
existing security mechanisms before using them in the big data
world. In this paper, we propose a novel intrusion detection
technique that understands and works according to the needs
of big data systems. Our proposed technique identiﬁes program
level anomalies using two methods - a proﬁling method that
models application behavior by creating process signatures from
control-ﬂow graphs; and a matching method that checks for
coherence among the replica nodes of a big data system by
matching the process signatures. The proﬁling method creates a
process signature by reducing the control-ﬂow graph of a process
to a set of minimum spanning trees and then creates a hash
of that set. The matching method ﬁrst checks for similarity in
process behavior by matching the received process signature with
the local signature and then shares the result with all replica
datanodes for consensus. Experimental results show only 0.8%
overhead due to the proposed technique when tested on the
hadoop map-reduce examples in real-time.
Keywords-big data; intrusion detection; control-ﬂow graph;

I. I NTRODUCTION
The architectures for big data systems rely on parallel
execution techniques like mapreduce [1] for fast processing.
With the growing popularity of real-time data processing
in big data environments, there is a pressing need to reimagine the traditional computing techniques. For example,
data locality in popular big data system distributions like
hadoop [2] and spark [3] is redeﬁned as bringing compute
to data instead of the traditional approach of the moving the
data that needs to get processed. This trend of re-inventing
the traditional methods do not necessarily transform to the
security needs of big data. The security features implemented in big data systems are still based on traditional
methods for systems based on general purpose machines.
User authentication, multi-level data access control and
logging are typically used for security in big data [4]. Data
encryption is slowly being adopted in the big data ﬁeld, but
it is limited by big data properties like volume and velocity.
As we covered in our previous work [5], big data security
is premature and there is a lot of scope for improvement in
this area. For instance, the current security standards for big
data systems assume system-level consistency which is not
necessarily true always. We demonstrated in our previous

Nagarajan Ranganathan
Dept of Computer Science and Engineering
University of South Florida
Tampa, USA.

work [5] that big data platforms can be affected by insider
attacks. In this work, we concentrate on detecting processlevel intrusions within big data systems.
Intrusion detection systems (IDS) can identify malicious
use based on their knowledge of possible threats or by
learning from the behavior of programs. Knowledge-based
IDS usually search a program for known threat signatures
that are stored in a database. With new and zero-day attacks
emerging regularly, it is impractical to have a pre-populated
database of all possible threats. Even if it is assumed to
have such a database, maintaining it would require a lot of
resources and running search queries against it would be
expensive. Behavior based IDS tries to model, analyze and
compare application behavior to identify anomalies. This
technique needs more resources and is more complex than
signature-based IDS but it is more effective in a dynamically
changing threat environment. Behavior based IDS generally
use statistics and rules to detect anomalies. Figure 1 gives a
taxonomy of the different types of IDS.
In today’s internet age, a distributed implementation of
IDS is needed for which aggregation, communication and
cooperation are key factors of success. Distributed IDS gives
centralized control and detects behavioral patterns even in
large networks but it has to be employed at multiple levels:
host, network and data [6]. Hence, using big data in generalpurpose distributed IDS implementations is recommended
for faster processing. In this work, we concentrate on IDS
that can be used for security within big data systems. IDS
within a big data system favors anamoly-based IDS when
compared to knowledge-based IDS because of the naturally
large and ever increasing scope of threats.
Using control-ﬂow graphs for logic level intrusion detection is a commonly known idea [7], [8], [9]. For example,
control-ﬂow integrity [10] is a security mechanism that
can identify misuse of application logic bugs, like bufferoverﬂow attacks. Though CFGs are generally sparse graphs,
they can grow very big in size. Hence, it is important
to design IDS techniques that can work with a reduced
representation of CFGs. A Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
contains all vertices and only some paths of its source graph
and the number of MSTs for sparse graphs is generally less.
Hence, a set of MSTs extracted from a CFG can be used
for IDS that detects program level anomalies.
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Figure 1: A taxonomy of Intrusion Detection Techniques

In this paper, we propose a control-ﬂow based intrusion
detection technique for big data systems. The proposed
technique checks for program level anomalies in big data
applications by analyzing and comparing the control-ﬂow
behavior of all processes running inside a big data system.
The proposed intrusion detection technique is divided into
two parts. First, the control-ﬂow of each process running on
a data node in the big data cluster is locally analyzed. This is
done by extracting a set of MSTs from the instruction level
CFG of a compiled program. The extracted set of MSTs are
hashed and stored in an array called the program signature.
Then, the stored program signature is encrypted and shared
with other replica nodes that run the same program. In
the second step, the received encrypted program signature
is decrypted and matched with the local version to check
for coherence. Matching two program signatures involves
ﬁnding a perfect match for every MST in a signature within
the set of MSTs of the other. The result of the matching
step is then shared with replica nodes for consensus. Our
technique is designed to be simple, scalable and efﬁcient in
identifying both control-ﬂow and brute-force attacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II gives some background about big data systems, controlﬂow graphs and IDS. The various related works are also
discussed here. Section III explains the proposed intrusion
detection technique in detail. Experimental setup and results
are thoroughly discussed in Section IV. Finally, Section V
gives the conclusion and future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
In this section, background about the three topics - big
data systems, control-ﬂow graphs and intrusion detection is
provided. The related works are brieﬂy outlined here.
A. Big Data Systems
Big data systems are data driven and their work can
be classiﬁed into 2 major tasks - writing user data to
the disk for storage and; reading stored data when user

requests for it. Typically, this data is quantiﬁed in units called
blocks. For fast and fault-tolerant service, big data systems
rely on replication of data blocks which in turn demands
data consistency. Big data systems cannot afford to have
read or write service-level inconsistency. The motivation for
this work comes from a weak assumption in the big data
community that the services used by a big data system
to maintain data consistency are never attacked. It is our
knowledge that this problem has not been widely addressed
before.
To propose an IDS for big data services, it is important
to understand how the services work. For this, we picked 2
popular big data services - reads and writes. When a client
(or user) wants to write a block, the namenode picks n data
nodes from the big data cluster to complete this task where
n is the replication factor of the cluster. First the namenode
checks if the datanodes are ready. It sends a ready request
to datanode1 which when ready, forwards that request to
datanode2 and so on. When the namenode knows that all
n datanodes are ready, it asks the client to start writing.
The client only writes to datanode1 which is subsequently
written on to datanode2, datanode3 and so on. In case of any
failure, namenode orders a new datanode to maintain block
replicas. When the client wants to read a block, namenode
gives the client a list of all datanodes that have the block and
the client picks ﬁrst datanode. If there is a problem reading
from datanode1, the client request gets forwarded to the next
datanode that has a copy of the same block.
B. Control-ﬂow Graphs
A control-ﬂow graph (CFG) is a directed graph representation of a program and usually a sparse graph. CFGs
include all possible control paths in a program. This makes
CFG a great tool to obtain control-ﬂow behavior of its
process. Vertices in a CFG give the level of detail, such as
instruction-level or basic block level, that cannot be further
divided. Edges in CFG represent control jumps and are
classiﬁed into two types - forward and backward. Branch
instructions, function calls, conditional and unconditional
jumps account for forward edges. Virtual calls and indirect
function calls are also considered as forward edges but their
destinations are difﬁcult to determine. Loops and returns
generally account for backward edges. The integrity among
duplicate processes that run on replica nodes of a big data
system can be veriﬁed with the information available in a
CFG [11]. Similarity check between program logic of two
programs can be performed by comparing their CFGs for
isomorphism. There are many ways to check for such graph
isomorphism [24], [25] but analyzing the similarity of two
processes by conducting CFG level graph isomorphism is
hard and time consuming. Graph isomorphism is a complex
problem, sometimes known to be NP-complete as well [8].
To reduce the complexity of graph algorithms, CFGs can
be reduced to trees or subgraphs before performing any
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of O((n+m)log(n+m)).
Based on Reachability: Transitive reduction of a sparse
graph to another graph with fewer edges but same
transitive closure [19]. The time complexity is O(nm).
In this work, we chose to reduce a CFG to a set of MSTs
because CFGs are generally sparse graphs and hence the
size of the set of MSTs will be ﬁnite and small. Edmond’s
algorithm can be used to extract MSTs from a digraph
[13], [14], [15]. Since an MST contains all vertices of its
graph, there will be no loss in the program instruction data.
Depending on the connectedness of the graph, the edge
count will defer between the CFG and MST representation
of a program. Figure 2 shows transformation of a line
of java code to basic blocks of bytecode to CFG to set
of MSAs. Vertices B1, B2, B3, B4 are the basic blocks
formed from java bytecode. There exists an O(m + n log
n) time algorithm to compute a min-cost arborescence [13].
Alternately, another approach for converting a CFG to MST
using union ﬁnd is used by popular compilers like llvm and
gcc for security purposes [?]. One known disadvantage of
using CFGs and MSTs for security is that dynamic link
library calls cannot be veriﬁed.
•

(a) Source code to basic blocks

(b) Basic-block CFG

C. Intrusion Detection Systems

(c) MSA of CFG

(d) Another MSA of CFG

Figure 2: Multiple MSAs of same CFG

coherence or integrity checks [12]. A CFG can be converted
to a tree using methods such as Depth-ﬁrst traversal. Several
tree structures like Dominator Tree, Minimumm Spanning
Tree (MST), Minimumm Spanning Arborescence (MSA)
can be extracted form CFGs [13], [14], [15]. For this work,
MST and MSA can be used interchangeably. CFGs can
be broken into subgraphs using methods like k sub-graph
matching and graph coloring. Some popular methods for
graph reduction and graph comparison that can be found
in the literature are given below (assume graphs to have n
vertices and m edges):
•

•

•

Based on Edit Distance: Using Smith-Waterman algorithm with Levenshtein distance to identify similarity
between two graphs represented as strings [16]. The
time complexity is O(nm).
Based on Traversal: (a) A preorder traversal of a graph
G where each node is processed before its descendants.
(b) A reverse postorder in a DAG gives a topological
order of the nodes [17].
Based on Dominator trees: A data structure built using
Depth First Search or using the method proposed by
Tarjan in [18]. Tarjan’s method has a time complexity

Traditionally, IDS checks for known malware in programs
by performing signature matching on a threat database [20].
Signature match using exact string matching is limited in
its scope. This is because variants of same attack will have
different signatures. Recently, methods to detect new malwares using statistical machine learning have been proposed.
Static analysis using CFG is another efﬁcient way to detect
intrusions but it is very complex [21]. Converting a CFG
to a string and implementing string matching is another
way to deal with this problem but the solution will not
be polynomial. Also, CFG at basic block level can have
basic block variants that look different but perform the
same function. To deal with these shortcomings, many approximate matching techniques have been proposed. Tracing
applications to get their CFG is another approach that is
used in applications like xtrace, pivottrace etc [22], [23].
In case of big data systems, data nodes usually have the
same processor architecture. Hence it can be assumed that
there will be no variants when the CFG is constructed at
byte-level. It is then sufﬁcient to verify similarity among the
CFGs of two processes to conﬁrm coherence in the nodes
of a big data system.
III. P ROPOSED T ECHNIQUE
In this section, we describe our proposed two-step intrusion detection technique for big data systems. The ﬁrst step
involves capturing the control-ﬂow of a process running on
a datanode of the big data system. The second step involves
process-level similarity check followed by consensus among
replica datanodes.
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(a) Steps in Generating Process Signatures

(b) Steps in Matching Process Signatures

Figure 3: Proposed Algorithm for Intrusion Detection

A. Generating Process Signatures
In this work, we emphasize on process level intrusion
detection by observing coherence in the behavior of duplicate processes running on replica datanodes of a distributed
big data system. To capture the program behavior, the ﬁrst
step is to identify a representation of the program that has
the information we need and ﬁlters out all other data. We
call this representation as the program signature. Since our
goal is to identify intrusions from control-ﬂow mismatch,
our program signatures should contain all possible control
ﬂow information of a program.
Compiled source code of a program is generally used to
generate static CFG. Since most big data frameworks use
a virtual machine (like JVM), an instruction level CFG in
this context is generated from java byte code. In this work,
disassembled object code (DOC) from java byte code is
used as input to generate the CFG at instruction level. It
is important for the program signature to contain only the
information that is necessary. Hence, every CFG is converted
into a set of MSTs that are later used to generate the program
signature. In this work, we propose the idea of representing
a program by a set of MSTs/MSAs that can be extracted
from a byte-level CFG using Edmonds algorithm. This set
of MSTs that are extracted from a CFG are further ﬁltered to
only the set of edge-disjoint MSTs. There are many versions
proposed for Edmonds algorithm [13], [14], [15] and for this
work we used a version from NetworkX graph library [31]
that generates edge disjoint spanning trees from the root
vertex of a given digraph. Once a minimal representation
of the logic in a program is obtained in the form of an
MSA, it is converted into a string by listing the node list
ﬁrst followed by edge list, which is in accordance to the
DOT format representation.
The length of a MST string in DOT format is dependent
on program size. To make the comparison step faster, we
convert the variable length MST strings of a program to
ﬁxed length strings using hashing. The extracted set of edgedisjoint MSTs are hashed using popular hashing algorithms
like SHA or MD5 to generate a set of ﬁxed-length hash
strings. Since a sparse graph like CFG can have multiple
MSAs, the program signature can be a single hash string

or a set of hash strings. Having all possible MSAs in the
program signature makes the graph similarity check more
reliable. In the end, a program signature is a set of ﬁxedlength strings.
Program signatures are encrypted before being shared
with replica datanodes for tighter security. The private key
for encryption is generated from a harcoded master key if we
use secure hardware like the one proposed in our previous
work [5]. Every datanode in a big data system runs the
proposed proﬁling method for every running process and
it includes all the steps involved in converting the compiled
binary of a program to its program signature. A pictorial
representation of the steps in proﬁling method is given in
Figure 3.
B. Matching Process Signatures
Replication property of big data systems opens scope for
new methods of implementing application logic level IDS
techniques. Process similarity check among duplicate nodes
of the cluster helps in checking for coherence among the
replica datanodes while performing a write or read operation.
When a process is scheduled to run on a datanode that hosts
the primary copy of a data, a signature for that process is
created by the proﬁling method (Step 1) of our proposed IDS
technique and that signature string is shared with all replica
datanodes. In the matching method (Step 2), these signatures
received from other datanodes are decrypted and matched
with the local versions of the same process. The results are
shared with all other replica datanodes for consensus. For
secure communication among datanodes, we intend to use
the same secure communication protocol that was proposed
in our previous work [5].
The most important part of the matching method is to
check for similarity (or dissimilarity) between two program
signatures. Generally, graph similarity check can be performed by checking node similarity and edge similarity. The
following points are considered while comparing MSTs to
check for similarity among programs:
•
•

MSTs are sparse graphs obtained from byte-level CFGs.
Hence, checking for path sensitivity is not exponential.
All edges are assumed to have the same weight of 1.
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The total number of MSTs for a CFG is limited (by
Cayley’s formula [26]).
• By Edmonds theorem, a graph which is k-connected
always has k edge-disjoint arborescences.
• Two MSTs are a perfect match if their node sets and
edge sets match exactly.
• If edge set of one MST is a subset of the edge set of
another MST, the source graphs of these MSTs are not
similar.
• Two graphs are similar if for every MST in one graph
there exists a perfect match in the set of MSTs of the
other graph.
• Hashing algorithms like SHA1 or MD5 are quick and
efﬁcient.
Based on the points listed above, the following method
is developed for graph similarity check. Let us consider 2
control-ﬂow graphs G1 and G2. Let <N 1, E1> represent
G1 where N1 is the node set of the graph G1 and E1 is
the edge set of the graph. Similarly, <N 2, E2> represents
G2 where N2 is the node set of the graph G1 and E2 is
the edge set of the graph. After employing a variation of
Edmonds algorithm on these CFGs (such as ﬁnding all edgedisjoint MSTs), lets us assume that M1 [<N 1, E1 >] is the
set of MST/MSA for G1 and M2 [<N 2, E2 >] is the set of
MST/MSA for G2. In order to check for similarity in both
graphs G1 and G2, we check if there is a perfect match
in M2 for all MSTs in M1. In order to simplify the match
function, we propose using a hash function on M1 and M2
that creates a unique hash for every MST. Let H1 be a set
of hashes generated from M1 and H2 be the set of hashes
from M2. If any hash in H1 does not exist in H2, we deduce
that the graphs are not equal.
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Table I: List of Hadoop Map Reduce Examples

•

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, the experimental setup and experiments
used for testing the proposed technique are provided. The
results and some analysis are also provided.
A. Setup
An Amazon EC2 [27] m4.xlarge instance running Ubuntu
14.04 is used to generate MSTs (and their hashes) from
CFGs using SageMath. The proposed technique was implemented and tested on an Amazon EC2 big data cluster of
5 t2.micro nodes - 1 master node, 1 secondary master node
and 3 datanodes with a replication factor of 3. The list of
softwares used in conducting our experiments are:
• SageMath [28] is a free open-source mathematics
software system for mathematical calculations.
• GraphML [29] is a popular graph representation format which can used to represent both CFG and MST.
• Graphviz [30] is open source graph visualization
software that takes input in DOT format and makes
diagrams in useful formats.

E.No
Name
1
wordmean
2

pentomino

3

distbbp

4

aggregatewordcount
secondarysort
aggregatewordhist

5
6
7
8
9
10

randomwriter
teravalidate
qmc

12

wordstandarddeviation
wordmedian
bbp

13
14
15

teragen
sudoku
wordcount

16

multiﬁlewc

11

•
•

Description
A map/reduce program that counts the average
length of the words in the input ﬁles.
A map/reduce tile laying program to ﬁnd
solutions to pentomino problems.
A map/reduce program that uses a BBP type
formula to compute the exact bits of pi.
An Aggregate based map/reduce program that
counts the words in the input ﬁles.
An example deﬁning a secondary sort to the
reduce.
An Aggregate based map/reduce program that
computes the histogram of the words in the
input ﬁles.
A map/reduce program that writes 10 GB of
random data per node.
Check the results of the terasort.
A map/reduce program that estimates the value
of Pi using a quasi-Monte Carlo (qMC) method.
A map/reduce program that counts the standard
deviation of the length of the words in the input
ﬁles.
A map/reduce program that counts the median
length of the words in the input ﬁles.
A map/reduce program that uses Bailey Borwein
Plouffe to compute the exact digits of pi.
Generate data for the terasort.
A Sudoku solver.
A map/reduce program that counts the words in
the input ﬁles.
A job that counts words from several ﬁles.

NetworkX [31] is a Python language software package
that provides graph algorithms like Edmonds and VF2.
Control-ﬂow graph factory [32] is a software that
generates CFGs from java bytecode (class ﬁle) and
exports them to GraphML or DOT formats.

B. Experiments
The proposed intrusion detection technique was tested
using 16 hadoop map-reduce examples that can be found
in all hadoop distributions. These examples cover a wide
range of big data applications as listed in Table I. The
class ﬁles of these examples are readily available in the
hadoop distributions. First, control-ﬂow graph factory [32]
was used to generate control ﬂow graphs from the class ﬁles.
These graphs are stored in graphml format and given as
input to a simple SageMath [28] script that uses NetworkX
library [31] and computes the edge-disjoint MSAs and
hashes them using MD5. A C++ application was used to
implement encryption and secure communication needed for
the proposed IDS technique. The implementation was based
on framework from [5]. The hashes are ﬁxed length strings
and so we restrained to using a basic numeric key based
left/right shift for encryption/decryption of messages. Since
there are no benchmarks for some of these examples, we
executed them with minimum input requirements.
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Table II: Hadoop Map Reduce Examples - Program level time metrics in seconds
E.No

Example

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

wordmean
pentomino
distbbp*
aggregatewordcount
secondarysort*
aggregatewordhist
randomwriter
teravalidate
qmc*
wordstandarddeviation
wordmedian
bbp
teragen
sudoku*
wordcount
multiﬁlewc
Average Values

Proﬁling
method
0.0216
0.0288
0.0567
0.0070
0.0199
0.0066
0.2561
0.0181
0.0238
0.0193
0.0312
0.0415
0.0169
0.0177
0.3672
0.0159
0.0593

CFG to
MSA
set
0.0216
0.0288
0.0567
0.007
0.0199
0.0066
0.2561
0.0181
0.0238
0.0193
0.0312
0.0415
0.0169
0.0177
0.3672
0.0159
0.0592

Hashing

Matching
method

7.89E-05
8.70E-05
6.29E-05
5.70E-05
5.10E-05
4.20E-05
8.58E-05
5.20E-05
7.39E-05
7.89E-05
6.20E-05
9.08E-05
5.51E-05
5.60E-05
6.99E-05
5.20E-05
6.59E-05

0.0190
0.0196
0.0150
0.0145
0.0072
0.0135
0.0217
0.0169
0.0202
0.0098
0.0208
0.0118
0.0131
0.0156
0.0221
0.0118
0.0158

Avg
Hash
Match
0.0002
0.0013
0.0019
0.0002
0.0018
0.0012
0.0025
0.0001
0.0015
0.0021
0.0020
0.0003
0.0023
0.0006
0.0023
0.0001
0.0013

Consensus Proposed

Exec
Time

% Time

0.0187
0.0182
0.0130
0.0143
0.0054
0.0122
0.0191
0.0168
0.0186
0.0076
0.0187
0.0115
0.0108
0.0150
0.0197
0.0116
0.0144

6.988
4.914
28.58
19.002
11.657
18.024
29.111
5.958
11.657
7.112
7.028
6.865
4.905
11.657
7.034
5.963
11.657

0.58%
0.99%
0.25%
0.11%
0.23%
0.11%
0.95%
0.59%
0.38%
0.41%
0.73%
0.78%
0.61%
0.29%
5.54%
0.47%
0.81%

   

C. Results

0.0407
0.0485
0.0718
0.0215
0.0272
0.0201
0.2779
0.0351
0.0440
0.0292
0.0520
0.0534
0.0301
0.0334
0.3893
0.0277
0.07516



       



V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we introduced a novel approach to detect
program level intrusions in big data systems with help of
control ﬂow analysis. The main idea is to use the replication
property of big data systems and check for coherence in
program behavior among replica datanodes. Behavior of a
program is modeled by extracting a MSA set representation
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Table II, Figures 4a and 4b show the results of our
experiments. Figure 4a shows the comparison between the
time taken to run the hadoop map-reduce examples on a
big data cluster and the time taken to run the proposed
intrusion detection technique. The execution times for some
examples (represented by * in table II) are inconsistent
among multiple runs. We can notice from table II that only
0.81% of time taken to execute an example is needed to
analyze it for intrusion detection. The time needed to run
the proposed detection technique includes (a) time taken to
create CFG for the main method from the class ﬁle; (b) time
taken to extract MST set from CFG; (c) time taken to hash
the MSTs and encrypt them and; (d) time taken to check
for similarity among duplicate processes by comparing the
program signatures. All of these values can be found in table
II. The last row of this table gives the average values. It can
be noticed from Figure 4b that the time required by the
proposed technique is inﬂuenced by the proﬁling method
trying to extract MSAs from CFG, particularly when there
are more than one MSAs for a CFG. Though the matching
method performance is directly proportional to the square of
the size of the number of edge-disjoint MSAs in a CFG i.e.
O(n2 ) worst case complexity, we observed that it is rare to
have more than a couple of edge-disjoint MSAs in a CFG
because of the sparse nature of CFG.



































   

(b)

Figure 4: A time comparison between (a) Proposed IDS
technique and run-time for map-reduce examples. (b) Proﬁling and matching methods of the proposed IDS technique.

of its CFG. Similarity check among duplicate programs is
performed by a complete matching among hashed sets of
MSAs. Experiments were conducted on real-world hadoop
map-reduce examples and it is observed that the proposed
technique takes only 0.8% of execution time to identify
intrusions. The naturally sparse nature of CFGs helps in
achieving this low overhead. For future work, we would like
to explore graph string matching and compare the proposed
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matching method (step2) with other graph isomorphism
techniques.
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Abstract - This research identifies the success factors for new
product development and competitive advantage as well as
argues how big data can expedite the process of launching a
new product initiative. By combining the research findings
and the patterns of background theories, an inquisitive
framework for the new product development and competitive
advantage is proposed. This model and framework is a
prototype, which with the aid of scenario recommends the
parsimonious and an unified way to elucidate the requisite of
the market analysis, organizational potential and customer
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1

Introduction

Transistor by transistor, the electronic industry is
literally changing the universe. Companies whose core
business revolves around the innovation of new products
always reliies on a strategy with an empirical research for its
competitive advantage. In an epitome, leaders who win every
quarter and every year, and decade after decade, in all
environments, and against the best competitors are skilled at
transferring their archetype and come up with product
strategy which determines the direction of the new product
[18]. In order to launch a new product in the marketplace a
firm needs a well-planned product strategy and must be
supported by large scale data that existed in the public
domain.

1.1

Definition of Product Strategy

The encompassment of a product strategy is to assure
the success of any organisation by executing specific tasks at
a perfect time and it should acquire the significant purpose of
the product [46].This can only be achieved in today’s world
by adhering to big data and its analytics as it gives an
opportunity to capture the decisions made by organisations
about product within particular markets. Big data also can
lead to the decisions of determining the improvement of
products to satisfy market requirements and determine in
which way to gain competitive advantage [45].
The sheer scale of big data and high frequency of mature
data adding power to the product strategy development by
combining decision with the management of the different
levels of a product, product platforms, product lines and
individual products [29].The success of newly developed
products can be measured in real-time due to the existence of
the big data, i.e. ‘now casting’. The product strategy idealises

the basis for executing a product roadmap and apparently the
product releases [4]. However, a company is able to explicitly
contemplate more on a segmented market explicitly and set
features if they are properly aligned with the big data. The
responsibility of product strategy is to make a superior
relationship between the firm’s product development and its
product strategy [30]. McGarth and MacMillan [31] asserted
that the firms and their products are plighted in the captured
markets from a competence enhancing perspective. Gathering
instant insights from digital big data is the resultant
consequence of making imperative decisions in overseeing
new product development [47].
The development and accomplishment of the product
strategy takes place within an intricate market situation and
success can be profoundly influenced by external artefacts
(digital data about the competition, the economy, and even
regulation); in this paper we propose a model for formulating
a realistic product strategy that harnesses information and
insights of big data and ensures collaborative innovation.
Subsequently, this research is organised around questions :
1) Why some products win and some products fail the
competitive advantage in the electronics industry?
2) Can the success factors for new product development and
competitive advantage be achieved with the Big Data
Analytics?
3) How can companies achieve competitive advantage?

2

Dimensions of Product Strategy

A product strategy focuses on forecasting at the
growth stage of the product life cycle to ensure competitive
advantage [28] .

Figure 2.1: Strategic Questions-Element of product strategy
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the challenges to new product
development in the electronics industry.
While deriving a product strategy, the above factors
as well as the process listed in the figure 2.2 has to be taken in
account.

3

Background : Electronics Industry and
Role of Big Data

The electronics world was not just the result of effort
of some years or decades, it is rather the result of the hard
work of great minds since ages, i.e. Moore’s Law.
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The in-depth implications of Moore's Law are seen in
the growth of social media technologies and cloud computing
, which require reinforced computing capabilities and are
directly accountable for the demand for more elements on a
single chip. The significance of this law is emphasized by the
fact that it has caused a technological advancement and
diaspora from microelectronics to nanoelectronics and
fabricated an industry segment -- nanotechnology -- that is
experiencing exponential growth. Regardless of reports that
the law may be "slowing down," it remains the guiding law of
the industry today [20].From from medical to transportation,
from entertainment to adventures, communication to
education and financial aspects all over electronics is the
main tool behind the development [34]. The essence of
development, especially in times of economic crisis, is
innovation.

3.2

Figure 2.2: Forecasting Product Strategy
Innovation is the creative development of a particular
product, service, idea, environment, or process with the
ultimate goal of attracting customers and extracting value
from its commercialization [39]. Decisive discrepancy must
continue swiftly to avoid being overtaken by historically
known competitors, as well as those who have yet to appear
on the business radar [12]. The endurance of the company is
highly implausible, if the rate of change outside the
organization surpasses that inside the company, survival is
highly unlikely [41]. In this decade, failure to address
environmental pressures has brought thousands of companies
to slash product augmentation programmes, reduce the size of
the workforce, merge with other companies, or close down
entirely. To subsist and succeed in the hypercompetitive
global marketplace, corporations, therefore, must produce a
steady stream of innovation [22]. Every enterprise is required
to have a “channel” filled with upcoming innovation releases
and must do everything within its power to abbreviate the
time required for the development of new innovations.

3.1

Effect on Economy

The rapid increase in the efficient productivity in the
electronics industry surpluses the economy which expanded
the supply chain and moved the industry globally and has
developed a future opportunities in the global economy[38].
Collaborative bodies such as the Materials Research Society
continue to feature improvements and innovations [6].
Subsequently, the reduced cost of manufacturing and the
increased consistency of new technology nodes have resulted
in abundant improvement in the equity and operating profits
of the semiconductor industry and, as a result, the electronics
sector [26].

Advancement of Electronic Industry

Product innovation throughout the electronics
industry has unfold into a highly maneuvered
interdependence of technologies, materials, and design
methods, modelling tools, and manufacturing process
development. Organizations that launched superior high
quality products such as Apple and Microsoft have been
accredited with adopting the right product strategy for their
products [20]. The quest for competitive advantage is already
renovating the competitive landscape which will oblige
companies to change the way they think about processes,
technologies, products, and business models. That competitive
advantage will stand them in good stead, because feasibility
will always be an integral part of innovation and development
[13].

3.3

Types of consumer electronics product

Figure 3.1 illustrates the types of consumer
electronics in today’s world. According to [36],
miniaturization, convergence, digitization are the main factors
that help in the growth of the electronic industry to come up
with innovations with high value products and maintain
competitive advantage.

3.4

Big data: Customer centric insights and
innovations

Offering the right product to the right customer is
what makes a business successful. The most ideal path for
companies to achieve a competitive advantage is through
innovation. Some product newness is better than no newness.
According to [9], a marketing strategy supported by market
insight characterises how a firm plans to compete in a
preferred market research and the marketing strategy consists
of the product strategy which helps to decide what the
company wants to offer to the customers. Hence, product
strategy is viewed as a core component of the overall
marketing strategy. While formulating a marketing strategy,
consumer insights and satisfaction is actually the main goal
and a strategy that does not meet the needs of the consumers
is a poor product strategy [40].
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Figure 3.1: Types of consumer electronics types
Consequently, the association between product strategy and
customer satisfaction have been a focal perception for both
academics and practitioners, in perspective of the fact that
repeat purchase tend to decrease [42].
Customer lifecycle [27] illustrates that in order to
make a product success, it is vital to make the customer
analytics persuasive across the life cycle of a product (Fig.
3.2).
Gundersen et al. [10] asserts that customer
contentment is used up as an evaluative discernment about a
particular product or service. In the core of marketing and
product strategies customer satisfaction is essential. Therefore
many companies are engaged to amend, assess and implement
product strategies to increase customer gratification and
upgrade share of customers in view of the positive outcome
on the economic execution of the company. Angelova and
Zekiri [1] point out that customer satisfaction is the outcome
considered by consumers that have experienced a company's
product strategy that have met their expectations. As part of
business strategies, product strategies focus on the market,
customer insights, customer satisfaction and their relations
[43]. Furthermore the most significant purposes of building a
Product strategy is to understand and increase customer
satisfaction level which in turn take the firm to achieve
competitive advantage.

4

Figure 3.2: Customer centric innovation
devastate a first class strategy by unproductive
implementation. Less than half of designed strategies get
implemented
and
every
breakdown
in
the
execution/implementation is the breakdown of strategy
formulation as suggested by [11],[32],[33]. For many of the
electronic companies, creating/developing/inventing products
are a focal point by which they adapt and sometimes even
transform themselves in transforming the entire circumstances
[50]. For example, Hewlett-Packard rehabilitated from an
instruments company to a computer company through critical
market analysis and new product development to achieve
competitive advantage. Similarly, Intel transformed from a
memory company to a microprocessor firm through product
development [3]. Thus in the face of intense competitive
advantage, a rapid technology advancement and customers’
growing expectations, product innovation with a regulated
critical market analysis and with a well-planned product
strategy is the primary way in which firms actually adapt.

Product strategy, Product Maturity,
Competitive advantage

Without an appropriate implementation great strategies are
nothing but simply void [35]. In simple words, better to
implement efficiently a second class strategy than to
Fig: 4.1: Product strategy-Product Maturity and Competitive
advantage
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In recent years, fast adaptation has become a
remarkable strategic competence for many organisations [7],
[44]. Not surprisingly then, this similar theme of fast pace has
become crucial in product innovation towards the competitive
advantage The insight, known as Moore’s Law, became the
outstanding principle for the electronics industry, and a
driving paradigm for innovation. As a co-founder, Gordon
developed the path for Intel to generate the best ever faster,
smaller, more reasonably priced transistors that drive our
modern tools and equipments. Even half a century later, the
enduring impact and remuneration are felt in many ways [19].

4.1

Companies losing their edge

Most companies strive hard to innovate new products
to be successful in the competitive market and the few that do
find it daunting to stay there. The dissimilarities can be
interpreted in relation to the unsuccessful situation and the
final decisions can be drawn [4]. History has shown that
software projects are highly likely to be successful if they are
extremely focused and built upon well-understood reliable
technology [14]. For example, [8] tells us that "projects are
unsuccessful too often just because the project scope was not
completely acceptable and/or user requirements are not fully
understood." [17] Tells us that "MIS projects and related
procurements take place in a circumstance characterized by
the following: Weak management progression and an
enticement system that motivates overly optimistic quotients
of the benefits that can be achieved from doing the project."
[24] Proclaims that the main reason for a failure of project is
the highly because of the high user expectations. [16] Tells
that because of the lack of alignment between IT departments
and business users a project tend to fail.

4.2

5.1

development departments and big data analytics. The aim of
this research survey is to get the insight of the capability of
big data in the electronic sector, product strategy
development, and the competitive advantage from the
company perspective. These factors are then collected and
presented in the form of a framework.

5.2

Factors
strategy

affecting

successful

product

Failure of a product (Fig 5.1) is determined by
various factors. These include: launching a product at the
wrong time, no uniqueness or differentiation, poor marketing
strategy, weak product positioning, misleading advertising,
poor pricing strategy, weak product scope and design, flawed
market analysis, insufficient quality, outdated technology,
poor MDS (Marketed, Delivered, Serviced) and very weak
product positioning.

Breakdown in Innovation Management

The Innovation management breakdown is
considered the second most frequent cause of development
progression: some continual issues in managing the internal
business processes for validating existing current products and
services and developing the new ones [2]. The innovation
breakdown is attributed where the revenue growth stalls, the
issues are definitely not centred on individual product launch
failures; given that most large organisations depend on
business models that have boomed to develop chronological
product innovations, when things go off beam here—at the
heart of these organisations’ most vital business process—
exceptionally serious, multiyear issues result [23].

5
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Survey and Framework Design
Survey on
Principles

Usability

dimensions

and

Figure 5.1: Reasons for product failure-Ishikawa diagram
The multiple convergent and the conceptual idea of
parallel processing of products result in product failure [48].
Product differentiating strategy and cost leadership
are the critical success factors for a product to master better
competitiveness and achieve competitive advantage [37]. The
objective of differentiation is to develop a position that
potential customers see as unique.

5.3

The questionnaire was designed and hosted online
using “Smart-Survey”, which provides both free and paid
online tools and services for designing and hosting the survey
questionnaire online. 12 interviews were conducted and 225
survey data were collected to determine several factors that
contribute to successful product strategy development. The 12
interviewee are from various electronic companies with over
10 years of working experience with various product

Customer insights for deriving product
strategy

Finding the customer touch-points from social analytics
big data strategy. The list of customer touch points can vary
depending on the business segment. Understanding the
customer segments before and after product development as
well as before, during and after purchase guides to know the
customer touch-points. Formulating customer insights can
happen with : 1. Gathering data (social media, transactional
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systems, call records, marketing emails, service and support
team) 2. Managing the data. 3. Converting the data into
insights, 4. Translating insights into successful frontline
action.
Knowing the customer lifecycle journey is vital and one
of the critical success factors for a company to develop a new
product to win the competitive advantage. A company can
also analyse how effective the customer touch-points are for
dynamic behaviour and moulding attitudes with respect to the
touch-points of the competitors [22]. However, it must also be
noted that all market segments are unique and hence, for
example, Samsung cannot adopt a one size fits all strategy and
instead, must approach each market differently. And hence
Samsung derived its own product strategy- the Scattershot
strategy.

5.4

strategy is undoubtedly considered as the most important sign
of a successful new product development [5].

5.5

“4-Level Venn” Business Framework

Success factors for new product
development and competitive advantage

Figure 5.2. shows the proposed categorisation of the
identified success factors for new product development or
product innovation and success factors for competitive
advantage. Many researchers have acknowledged the critical
success factors in product innovation. Here four main
dimensions namely strategic, development (process) ,market,
and organizational factors are presumed metrics to quantify
the product level success resulting in competitive advantage.

Figure: 5.3: 4-Level Venn Product Strategy Framework
Figure 5.3 proposes the “4-Level Venn” product
strategy framework. The figure shows the key areas to
concentrate on ‘before’, ‘during’ and ‘after’ a product
development. The key areas are derived incorporating big data
strategies. This framework would evoke the possibility of a
product to achieve competitive advantage where big data
analytics plays a major role by identifying the market trends,
hidden patterns, customer preferences, unknown correlations,
and other useful business information. The big data is capable
of measuring both the transactional and non-transactional data
and involved in the derivation of the key factors for New
Product Development. The type of innovation makes the
differences in any product launch When a product launch
fails, it is not the product that fails but the management. It is
important to be objective for a successful product launch.
Today, big data is big business.

5.6

Figure 5.2: Success factors for product strategy
Cooper constructs the factors for new product performance
NewProductDevelopment(NPD) in order of consequence as:
NPD process, NPD strategy, organisation, and culture and
management assurance. Cooper’s ethics is Circumstantiated as
being ‘techno-centrism’ in nature and declined to recognize
the role of knowledge and other non-technical aspect of
innovation [25]. The existence of new product development

Stability Strategic Model

Fig.5.4 shows the proposed model which would be
successful with the “4-Level Venn” business framework. A
product developed with the ‘4-level Venn’ business
framework, art of innovation along with consumer economics
will result in a high quality product. That Ace product
launched in market is highly likely to win the competitive
advantage. This model can be implemented througout the new
product development but also during any upgrade,
cannibalization, augmentation, cross-contamination of the
existing product.
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Figure 5.4: Stability Model
A successful business model results from its business level
strategies that achieve a competitive advantage over rivals and
generate superior performance in an industry [15].

6

Discussion

The article encompasses a detailed description of the
product strategy and some other important elements that are
linked to the subject matter. Also discussed how customer
insight is a key factor for the new product development. Few
examples are discussed for the success and failure product
strategy. With the responses from the research findings, “4Level Venn” business framework and Stability Strategic
Model is proposed which is the profitable business model
focuses on the various aspects of a product (planning, prelaunch and post-launch) to competitive advantage. The
proposed model has been evaluated with a Scenario (Sony
failed in competitive positioning). Though Sony was doing
well in the market with all its new innovations and strong
product champions, it failed to look around the work to
maintain its competitive advantage. If Sony is to regain its
competitive advantage, they need to get back to creating ace
innovative products that consumers identify as unique and
provides value. This could be attained by knowing its market
position and competitors’ analysis. Consumers have much
more choosing power and competition is fierce [49]. For
aiming at the larger profit margins, Sony is suggested to
forcefully concentrate on the business segments and strategies
development as per the Stability Strategic Model. This would
take advantage of their R&D department without waiting for
individual consumers to come around to their product
innovation. Along these lines, they should seek ways to
incentivize their engineers to be exceptionally creative for
growth hacking which would skyrockect the product, its value
and differentiation than their competitors [16]. Hence the
proposed model could be the profitable business model which
further develops an appropriate strategy for Sony that allows
being distinctive and regaining its competitive advantage.
This research also has analyzed how that strategy
draws competitive advantage. The survey findings has
certainly enlightened for the investigation of the success and
failure factors of a product and why a company fall short to
achieve competitive advantage as well as the success factors
for competitive advantage. The research findings and the
literatures from different sources been the guiding path to
achieve the objectives in a well defined sequence of this thesis
paper. The critical factors for the failure of the product has
been concluded relating the internal (like strategies, resources,
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organisational ability) and external factors (competitors,
market analysis, current trends, customer insights) for the new
product development.. To achieve competitive advantage any
company should go on in an extra mile to capture the market,
and hence the success factors for Competitive Advantage
(CA) are drawn clearly. With respect to the research findings
it is implicit that the vision of the company should me more
strategic and is highly significant in overseeing the company’s
objectives. Knowing the competitor is the first step in
knowing the position of any company. Underestimating the
competitor’s power is the first step towards losing CA.
Customer insights; product differentiation and cost leadership
are the most critical metrics to develop a product strategy
roadmap which automatically leads to CA. While performing
this research, it is undoubtedly nailed that product failure is
not failure of a product rather failure of the management as a
whole, which poorly perform the analysis of internal factors
related to the existing market.
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Abstract - The Spammers spread rumors and threaten
social stability to get profit while resulting a serious
impact. Most of the existing studies utilize machine
learning techniques to detect spammers. While new trend
of the Spammers is they are getting more intelligent too,
evolving to evade existing detection features including to
avoid being detected by performing like normals. In this
paper, we design a Big Data Fusion algorithm to
investigate the combination effects of multiple factors in
detecting spammers with a series of comprehensive
experimental studies. We grab a large amount of
microblog data on the Internet and tested for 1.1TB of
spammers’ data which contains Weibo Microblog
message of over 800,000 accounts. The results show that
our new algorithm is much more effective than the
existing detectors in that it is significantly improved in
both the accuracy and the FP-rate by a large margin.

Keywords: Social media, Spammer detection, Big data
fusion algorithm

However, spammers are evolving to evade existing
detectors. Such as spammers will switch IP frequently while
reposting to evade the detecting of IP address [11]. Or using
tools to ‘spin’ their tweets so that they can have
heterogeneous tweets with the same semantic meaning [12].
What’s more, some spammers imitate the behavior of normal
to avoid detection.
In this paper, we plan to design new detection features to
detect evasive Weibo Microblog spammers through in-depth
analysis of the evasion tactics utilized by current spammers.
To achieve our research goals, we use blacklist and honeypot
[13]to build our dataset.
1)

1 Introduction
Statistics show that the average time spent on social
network sites are far more than other sites [1]. Take Twitter
as an example, every day there are at least 65 million tweets
were sent [2]. Especially in China, the social media like micro
blog, Weibo Microblog in Sina.com [3], is also developing
much more rapidly. Spammers in social media sites have
utilized micro blog as the new platform in a convenient way
to get high profits and to achieve illegal purposes [4]. The
social media spammers can achieve their malicious goals
such as sending rumors [5], spreading malware [5], hosting
botnet command and launching other underground illicit
activities [6]. These malicious acts even threaten social
stability and national security. In February of 2010, thousands
of Twitter users, such as the Press Complaints Commission,
the BBC correspondent Nick Higham and the Guardian’s
head of audio Matt Wells, have seen their accounts hijacked
after a viral phishing attack [7]. Many researchers along with
engineers have devoted themselves to keep social media a
∗

spam-free online community. The representatives such as
Sina Weibo Microblog to provide microblogging zombie
clean-up plug-ins [8], Zinman et. al. [9] using the method of
Naive Bayesian Model and Neural Networks for spammers
detection, and Amleshwaram et. al. [10] using all aspects of
the user's features in integrated social network.

2)
3)

2

Our contributions of this paper are as follows:
Set up a large Weibo Microblog data set of 1.1TB.
Based on the data we set up analytics to counterpart the
evasion tactics.
We evaluate the detection rates of two existing state-ofthe-art solutions on our collected dataset.
We design a Big Data Fusion algorithm to investigate
the combination effects of multiple factors in detecting
spammers. According to our evaluation, while keeping
decrease false positive rate, the detection rate
significantly increases to at least 80% which are better
than the existing methods.

Related Work

Generally, users that luring others to click on illegal
links, deliberately distorting the facts, spreading advertising
on social network are defined as spammers [14].
To identify distinguishable spammer characteristics,
Ramchandran et. al. [15] study the network properties of
email spam. Their analysis reveals a correlation between

Huaping Zhang is the Corresponding author. (E-mail: kevinzhang@bit.edu.cn)
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spammers and their physical locality (geographical IP or ASN)
while the study also highlights BGP hijacking used for spam
attacks. [16] is an extension of ideas from [17] where the
authors employ supervised learning using network-level
features to distinguish spam from ham. As the work in [18]
suggests, Twitter based spam differs qualitatively from email
spam.
The commonly used method to detect spammers is using
machine learning methods [19] [20], such as detecting the
release time distribution of the message to find abnormal [21]
or use the user relationship of social network in community
detection [22]. Most of the existing methods can be divided
into 2 categories. As the examples of the first class[23,24,25],
they extract the features of the spammers and normals to train
machine-learning classifier as the detector of spammers.
Based on the profile features, Lee [23] et al. develop machine
learning based classifiers for identifying previously unknown
spammers with high precision and a low rate of false
positives. Benevenuto et al [24] identify a number of
characteristics related to tweet content and user social
behavior, they used these characteristics as attributes of
machine learning process for classifying users as either
spammers or non-spammers. Second types of methods such
as [26] examine whether the use of URL blacklists would
help to significantly stem the spread of Twitter spam. In
addition to collecting training data,[23] and [27] also use
social honey pot to collect spammers message. We also use a
similar approach in this paper to collect spammers message.

3 Big Data Fusion Algorithm
In this part, based on the machine learning techniques to
classifying accounts as spammers or regulars we design a big
data fusion algorithm using the behaviors, the profile
descriptions, and the content of the users from Sina-Weibo
Microblog (like Twitter) in China. In the following section,
we will describe and explain how we explore them to
distinguish the significant features for effective detections in
details.

business they are often in an idle state, or in a very long time
interval to posting a Weibo Microblog.
We set up an analytics as post frequency  of user ,
computed by Eq. (1) to calculate the users posts per hour in
some pre-assigned time slot (e.g. the last 2 months):
 . 

('*+ ",)! /0
",)!

(1)

where  donates the time slot that needed to calculate
posting frequency,   donate the number of the
Weibo Microblogs posted in the time slot. To better show
the distinguishable pattern between normals and spammers
we draw the distributions of the  s in Fig 1.

Fig. 1: the distributions of 
From Fig. 1 we can see that the distribution of spammers is
a ladder shape curve(blue) which means spammers’ posting
frequency distributed in a few lengths of time spans. By
comparison, the curve of normals is more smooth in line
with the user's human habits. If the spammer still wants to
evade, he needs to pay more by posting much more with
limited financial support.
Ways to access Weibo Microblog(Number of ways to post
repost): People have a lot of ways to access Weibo
Microblog such as webpage or mobile client. In Fig. 2: we
show some common ways

3.1 Feature Set
In this part, we will explore feature set and the reasons
for the selections and verify their discrimination ability.
3.1.1 Behavior-feature
Behavior-feature describes the habit of a user using
Weibo Microblog. For example, users are accustomed to
visiting Weibo Microblog at a specific time every day or
maintain a stable posting frequency and so on. We build an
auxiliary data set which contains 1000 normal users and 1200
spammers to evaluate the discrimination ability of features.
Posting Frequency: According our big data statistics’
investigation of spammer operators, we find the irregular time
span of using Weibo Microblog: the spammers are in a very
unusual frequency pattern which is distinguishable in line
with the user's habits. Due to the spammers in the absence of

Fig. 2: ways to access Weibo Microblog
We define that Ways to access Weibo Microblog as the
total number of the ways a user used to post original Weibo
Microblog and Number of the ways to repost.
Because spammers need to post a large number of
similar Weibo Microblogs in a given time period for some
purposes, they need to use API or Weibo Microblogrepeater to release. In contrast, normals have a variety of
ways to access Weibo Microblog but not the spammers. We
draw the distributions of two:
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original Weibo Microblogs needs more efforts so that less
profit for spammers, and it will increase the probability of
being detected if a spammer posts too often.

Fig. 3(a): Ways to access Weibo Microblog(for post)

Fig. 4(a): Comparison the Ratio of Original

Fig. 3(b): Ways to access Weibo Microblog(for repost)
From Fig. 3 we can see that normals use more different ways
to access Weibo Microblog than spammers.
Whether to participate in hot Weibo Microblog: Firstly, we
define hot Weibo Microblog as having minimum of 100
reposts or comments on record. For spammers, the most
common ways they used to make a profit is to repost or
comment a target Weibo Microblog much more frequently.
We get the evidence through social investigation and find that
the purchase fee for a spammer account has the minimum
committed consumption standard such as at least 100 times
repost! That means spammers participate in hot Weibo
Microblog more likely, because it comes to the core of their
business, it's hard to avoid.
3.1.2 Content-based feature
In order to avoid the high computational complexity of
the semantic analysis of every Weibo Microblog, we selected
the following three content-based features as big data
analytics.
Ratio of Original and Repost: Firstly, we define a user's total
number of Weibo Microblog as  , the number of original
Weibo Microblog is  , the number of repost Weibo
Microblog is  .Then we calculate a user’s ratio of Original
and that of Repost:
 . 
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!%%
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Through big data analysis of spammers content we found
spammers usually got lower ratio of Original Weibo
Microblog and higher one of Repost than normals. As shown
in Fig. 4.
We explain two main reasons for this situation: 1)
Spammers are often assigned a target Weibo Microblog to be
reposted so spammers’ reposts are much more. 2)Posting

Fig. 4(b): Comparison the ratio of Repost
If spammers try to evade these two detection features,
they will have to pay a high price. For example, spammers use
websites like spin-bot to convert the target Weibo Microblog
to a variety of forms like original Weibo Microblogsthey
will pay a high time cost.
Average of @mention: @mention presents the public
interaction between Weibo Microblog users, or the multiple
layer repost feature of some users. According to our
investigation, most of spammers’ Weibo Microblogs only
contain one @mention, which means their target Weibo
Microblog are original. We define user ’s Average of
@mention as   / 0:




.

)( /0



/0   /

0

(3)

Where 
is the total number of user ’s reposts, 
is the set of user
’s repost,   is the number of
@mentions per repost of user . We also draw the curve of
the Average number of @mention distribution as Fig. 5 We
can see that there are obvious differences in the curve of
distributions between normals and spammers. As for evasion
tactics, spammers can randomly @someone while reposting to
evade detection, but that may also cause accusation and lead
to accounts suspended.
3.1.3 Profile-based Feature
Profile features describe the basic user information. Due
to the different purposes of using Weibo Microblog account,
we choose the following profile-based features.
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Total of Fans and Followings: Fans number and Followings
number describe a user's popularity or level of attraction,
which also show a user's level of activity in Weibo Microblog.
We randomly select spammers and normals each of the 1000
people from the annotated corpus. We use the distribution in
Fig. 6(a)(b) to show the difference between spammers and
normals in this feature.

normals are the opposite. We think this is because spammers
sometimes are used to follow other account to making profit.

Fig. 7: Ratio of fans number and followings number
3.1.4 Big data Infusion Approach
We setup a big data infusion approach by incorporating
our analytics and tactics to the existing state-of-the-art
algorithms or methods, to improve the whole classifying or
detecting efficacy.

Fig. 5: Average of @ mentions

4 Experiment and Evaluation
In this part, we will verify the validity of our new
feature set through the experimental method. Based on this,
we will analyze the impact of the classification model and the
type of feature set on the detection results.
4.1

Experimental Data Preparation

We wrote a Sina Weibo Microblog crawler crawling
users information and Weibo Microblog message for our
experiment. In the process of collection, we use key words
and posting time to identify a arousal event. In this way, we
selected 10 arousal event that may contain spammers for
crawling. Details about the crawling information can be seen
in Table 1.

Fig. 6(a): Fans number

Table 1: Weibo Microblog accounts crawling information
 

 

Fig. 6(b): Followings number
We can see that although the owner of spammers can
raise the number of fans or followings by follow other
spammers, there are still obvious difference between
spammers and normals. Normal often get higher number than
spammers both in fans number and followings number. This is
also a good reflection of the difference between the account
activity.
Ratio of fans number and followings number: Firstly, we use
 and  represent the Fans number and Followings
number of a Weibo Microblog user. Then a user’s ratio of
fans number and followings number  can be calculated
with the following formula:
 . 
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Then, we need to identify Sina Weibo spammers from
our crawled dataset. We randomly selected 10% of the
accounts from each weibo arousal event and tag every account
manually. What’s more, we also bought spammers account on
Internet authorities and collected their Sina Weibo
information. Finally, we collect 20,000 spammers(15,000
through purchasing) and 20,000 normals to build each of our
cross-validation test data set.
4.2

Evaluation of Big data Infused technique in
Different Classifier

The same as the last part, we draw the distribution of this
feature in Fig. 7. We can see that most of the spammers’ Ratio
of fans number and followings number are less than 1, and

For the comparison the performance of the big data
features infused classifiers, we selected 4 popular machine
learning classifiers, including Logistic Regression[28],
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SMO[29], AD tree[30] and Random Forest[31]. For each
classifier we use 10-fold cross-validation to conduct
evaluation.
In order to simulate the real situation, considering
spammers detection is a imbalanced classes problem, we
randomly selected 700,000 weibo posts from 720 normal
accounts and 480 spammer accounts to build experiment
dataset. In Fig. 7, we show the detection result of different
classifiers:

Fig. 7: Detection result of different classifiers
As shown in Fig. 7 and details in Table 2, the bigdata
infused classifier based on Random Forest has the highest
detection accuracy of 90.08% which means the best
performance in distinguishing spammers from normals. The
highest recall rate of 0.931 was obtained based on the SMO
method, so we can use SMO to detect more spammers. In
addition, the SMO algorithm leads to a much higher FP-rate
of 0.279 than the other methods. According to the ROC-Area
mesure of overall performance, the detector using Random
Forest got the best performance. Since it detects more
spammers than other method.
In order to facilitate the comparison, we use Table 2 for
further analysis:
Table 2: Detection result of different classifiers

By observing Table 2 we can find that:
1) Low model accuracy does not mean that no use. We can
see from the ROC-Area column in Table 2 that detector using
SMO get the lowest value. That is to say its classification
result is the worst. But when we do not consider the
classification accuracy and consider only to find more
spammers, wo should also choose SMO. Because it get the
highest recall rate.
2) Decision trees are suitable for our feature sets. The method
based on decision tree (AD Tree and Random Forest) is
superior to the other two methods in classification accuracy.
So we think decision tree is more suitable for our feature set
under normal circumstances.
3) The effect of the algorithm in class unbalanced problem.
Threshold shift and Composition Technologies are two
commonly used methods to improve the accuracy of the class
imbalance problem. Simple Logistic and Random Forest
belong to these two kinds of methods respectively. Therefore
the two methods have higher accuracy.
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In order to refine the analysis of the results, we study
the cross relationship between the classification results of
each classifier, the results are shown in Fig. 8:
Table 3: Proportion of cross section

Fig. 8: cross relationship
Fig. 8 shows that the SMO algorithm and the other three
algorithm results have obvious differences in the detection.
What’s more, 80% account are wrong classified by in the 114
account only detected by SMO. We also studied the accounts
that were detected by the four methods, only 5 (1.4%)of them
were identified as wrong classification. From Table 3 we see
that the proportion of the coincidence part of all four
algorithm is about 80% except SMO. So Using a variety of
methods voting to determine the results is also a method to
improve the accuracy of classification.
4.3

Comparison with Existing Strategies
In this part we implement two existing effective
detection schemes [32, 33] and compare with our method. we
also used the experiment dataset in 4.1. In order to ensure the
fairness of the comparison, we choose the big data infused
Logistic Regression method which was used both in [32] and
[33]. Assuming that our proposed method is A, [32] is B, [33]
is C. The comparison results are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9: Comparison of different detection methods
Compared with the method B and method C, our method
improves the accuracy of 12% and 7% respectively. And there
are also 1% and 4% optimizations on the recall rate. We think
what we have in our ascension is:
1) Our feature set is more abundant, so higher accuracy can
be obtained.
2) Feature Bilateral Friend Ratio in B can be evade by
spammers by following other spammers easily, so it will lead
to wrong classification.
3) Feature Maximum number of Reposting in C is an outdated
detection feature. Through our investigation, the owner of
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spammers control a large number of Weibo Microblog
account so a spammer’s Maximum number of Reposting is 1.A
spammer don’t need to repost a Weibo Microblog many
times.So, this feature doesn't seem to work very well now.
4.4

Analysis and Evaluation of the Feature

In this part, we split and combine the feature subsets to
analyze the detection results of different kinds of features. We
define Behavior-features as feature set A, Content-features as
feature set B, Profile-features as feature set C. In the
following experiments, we tested the six feature sets: A, B, C,
A+B, B+C, and A+C in Logistic Regression. Results are
shown in the Fig. 10.

Then, we analyze the detection result of two kinds of
features in Fig. 10 (a). By comparing the Fig. 10 (a) and table
5(b) we can see:
1) By incorporating two kinds of features, the accuracy is
increased by about 5%. At the same time, the recall rate is
only decreased by 2% with the combination of Behaviorfeatures and Profile-features.
2) By combine different kind of features we also get higher FMeasure, so it is very necessary to use a variety of features.
By comparing Fig. 10 and the result of our whole feature
set we find that the accuracy is promoted most by adding
Behavior-features followed by Content-features. This is also
verified from one side that Behavior-features is superior to
Content-features and Profile-features on the detection of
spammers.
4.5

Fig. 10 (a): Comparison of different feature set

Fig. 10 (b): Comparison of different feature set
Firstly, we analyze the result in Table Fig. 10 (a), it
compares the differences between different types of features:
1) The accuracy is decreased with the order of Behaviorfeatures, Content-features, and Profile-features and the
magnitude of the decline is even about 4%. On the other hand,
it is also the most difficult to avoid the Behavior-features
through our investigation. So we think that Behavior-features
is more effective than other features in distinguishing between
spammers and normals.
2) We can see from the Fig. 10 that the use of Profile-features
can get a higher recall rate. But when we improved the recall
about 1% using Profile-features only FP-Rate also increased
by about 8%. This is the loss outweighs the gain. So we
believe Profile-features should be combined with other
features.
3) Same as accuracy, the F-Measure is also decreased with the
order of Behavior-features, Content-features, and Profilefeatures. So we think as a whole Behavior-features is superior
to Content-features and Profile-features on the detection of
spammers.

The promotion of new features

In order to further verify the correctness of the new big
data analytics we propose, we analysed the detection result of
the following two feature sets. The first set contains analytics
we used that are also used in some of the previous studies
including: Original weibo ratio, Repost weibo ratio, Fans and
Followings Ratio The second set is our whole analytics set.
The experimental results are shown in the following Table 4:
Table 4: The promotion of new features

From the table 6, we can see that after adding the new
analytics, the accuracy of each algorithm are improved at least
5%. At the same time, the FP-Rate are also improved. This
observation implies that the improvement of the detection
performance is indeed proportional to our newly designed big
data infused analytics rather than the combination of several
existing features.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we design a novel big data infusion
algorithm to detect Weibo spammers based on an in-depth
analysis of the new evasion tactics utilized by social
spammers. We collected a large amount of spammer data on
the Internet and do the examination of two state-of-the-art
solutions. Through the analysis of those evasion tactics and
existing research design a multi-features fusion algorithm to
detect spammers. According to our evaluation, while keeping
an even lower false positive rate, the detection rate by using
our new method increases over 10% than all existing
detectors under four different prevalent machine learning
classifiers. Finally, depending on the demand, we can choose
different classification models or feature subsets in practical
application.
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Abstract - This paper presents an experience in designing
and implementing a big data based learning model for
undergraduate computer science mathematics and statistics
courses. Industry demands workers who can retrieve useful
information from very complex, unstructured data. The
mathematics courses offered for computing majors at
universities help students develop the logical thinking and
problem-solving skills while the statistics courses introduce
students to methods of collection, organization, analysis, and
interpretation of data; however, big data analytics requires
new mathematical and statistical methods and algorithms
developed specifically for use with big data. We describe the
design and implementation of infusing big data analytics in
existing computer science undergraduate mathematics and
statistics courses.
Keywords: Big data; big data analytics; active learning.

1

Introduction

Recent advances in technology, such as e-commerce,
smart phones, and social networking, are generating new
types of data on a scale never seen before—a phenomenon
known as “big data.” [1]. Industry demands workers that can
retrieve useful information from very complex, unstructured
data. The current undergraduate mathematics courses help
students develop the logical thinking and problem-solving
skills while the statistics courses introduce students to
methods of collection, organization, analysis, and
interpretation of data; however, big data analytics requires
new mathematical and statistical methods and algorithms
developed specifically for use with big data. We strongly
believe that equipping students with such skills greatly
improves their employability.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),
Occupational Outlook Handbook [2] highlights our claim.
The report states, “The amount of digitally stored data will
increase over the next decade as more people and companies
conduct business online and use social media, smartphones,
and other mobile devices. As a result, businesses will
increasingly need analytics to analyze the large amount of

information and data collected. Analyses will help companies
improve their business processes, design and develop new
products, and even advertise products to potential
customers.”
A recent survey of senior Fortune 500 and federal
agency business and technology leaders by the Harvard
Business Review [3] found that “85% of the organizations
surveyed had funded Big Data initiatives underway or in the
planning stage”. The same survey reports that 70% of the
respondents plan to hire data scientists, but nearly all report
finding employees skilled in big data analytics as challenging
to impossible. The nature of academic research is also
transforming from model-driven to data driven. For instance,
NASA is collaborating with Amazon Web Services Inc.
(AWS) to make a large collection of NASA climate and Earth
science satellite data publicly available to researchers in an
effort to “grow an ecosystem of researchers and developers
who can help us solve important environmental research
problems” [8]. Higgs bosons were discovered recently by
clever algorithms that mined terabytes of data for their
signature. While STEM careers in academia and industry are
increasingly requiring technical skills for dealing with the
analysis of “big data”, undergraduate courses in mathematics
and statistics fall short of providing adequate training to
students in data-driven methods that integrate theory and
computation.
This paper presents an experience in infusing, teaching,
and assessing big data modules in various undergraduate
mathematics and statistics courses that immerses students in
real-world big data practices through active learning. Our
courses walked students through producing working solutions
by having them perform a series of hands-on big data
exercises developed specifically to apply cutting-edge
industry techniques with each mathematics and statistics
course module.

2

Related Works

Universities are waking up to the need for developing
skills in big data analytics. Several universities now have
graduate level courses focused on big data. Some have
masters programs in data science; however, there is very little
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evidence of big data concepts being integrated in
undergraduate mathematics and statistics courses. Exceptions
are the National Science Foundation (NSF) funded
EXTREEMS-QED project at the College of William and
Mary and a senior big data projects course offered by the
Department of Mathematical Sciences of the University of
Montana [9].

3
3.1

Big Data and Mathematics

Differential Equations

Differential equations explain the underlying dynamics
in spatiotemporal pattern formation and detection, disease
modeling, image visualization, processing, and analysis, etc.
Topics important for big data analytics include numerical
solutions systems of differential equations, nonlinear
differential equations and stability, and using observed data to
refine solutions.

3.4

Modern Geometry

The use of geometry and topology is an emerging area
of research in big data analytics. Currently, the methods are
used for exploratory data analysis in high dimensional spaces.
When exploring big data analytics in this area, one should
learn the topics such as the geometry of data, visualization,
and recovering low dimensional structures from high
dimensional data.

Integrating Big Data Analytics in
Existing CS Mathematics Courses

To facilitate active learning, the methods were included
in two-part modules. The first part focused on theoretical and
conceptual ideas behind the methods under discussion and the
second part had hands-on experimentation using simulation
experiments as well as real data. The initial set of courses in
which we integrated big data analysis methods were chosen
using two criteria: suitability of material for pedagogical
integration of big data methods and impact on all computing
majors. Instructors may eventually choose to expand the
integration of methods to other mathematics courses in the
future. The initial set of courses included:

Discrete Mathematics

Linked data are usually represented by a graph (vertices
and edges). Notions such as centrality, shortest path, and
reachability can be derived from the graph using graph
analytics. A widely used practical application of large graph
analytics is the internet search engine. Topics such as
visualizing big data as graphs (e.g. the World Wide Web),
computation for strongly connected large graphs (e.g.
PageRank for strongly connected graphs), matching in
bipartite graphs (e.g. Internet advertising), and social
networks and hubs are very important for big data analytics.

3.3

3.5

4

Linear Algebra

Several of the methods used in big data analytics such
as feature extraction, clustering, and classification involve the
manipulation of large matrices. The important topics in big
data analytics should have learn include understanding the
relationships between matrix decomposition and principal
components analysis for dimension reduction, application of
eigenvectors (e.g. in Google’s PageRank method),
performing multiplication of very large matrices using block
decomposition methods, measuring distance between objects
represented as vectors (e.g. Jaccard, Hamming, cosine), and
understanding the relationship between projections and least
squares optimization for regression and clustering.

3.2
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4.1

Introduction to Linear Algebra
Differential Equations
Probability and Statistics
Modern Geometry

Introduction to Linear Algebra

Linear algebra concepts such as feature extraction,
clustering, and classification involving the manipulation of
large matrices are extensively used in big data analytics;
therefore, this is a natural course to start introducing students
to big data analytics.
Problem-solving is at the heart of computer science,
whether it is games or working with data, we are trying to
create tools to help us solve whole categories of problems.
We have created a one-week big data module, which
introduces the idea of an "algorithm" as a set of instructions
used to solve a problem. This sets the context for our
discussion of searching and matrix multiplication algorithms,
which is used in Google PageRank.
The instructional unit was divided into the following
three day lectures:

Probability and Statistics

Statistical methods make up the majority of methods
employed for understanding big data and making inferences.
Some topics to be considered for big data analytics are
Markov processes and the Markov transition matrix (e.g.
Web surfing), correlations in high dimensional data, the
Bonferroni Principle, and Monte Carlo simulation.

Day-1: 1) Lecture: Introduction to algorithms, 2)
Hands-on activity: For the hands-on activity the students
were grouped into pairs. Each group gets a deck of random
number of play cards and is asked to find a specific “key
card” in the deck. While one student searches, the other
records the algorithm in plain language, and 3) Assignment:
Rewrite the algorithm they wrote during the hands-on activity
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with Pseudocode and implement it in a high-level
programming language.
Day-2: 1) Lecture:
Multiplication, 2) Hands-on
calculate a product of 2 NxN
steps in plain language, and
algorithm they wrote during
Pseudocode and implement it
language.



First lab module: In this lab, the main contents
included random number generation as well as
calculation of probabilities and expectations using
Monte Carlo simulation. The lab used both simple
and complicated examples. For simple examples,
students were asked to compare the results of
simulation experiments with the corresponding
analytical solutions obtained using hand calculation.



Second lab module: In this lab, the main contents
included graphical visualization for some real data.
Many datasets are publically available from sites
such as kaggle.com and data.gov.
Graphical
visualization ranges from simple graphics such as
histogram, boxplot, and scatterplot to advanced
graphics such as PCA projection plots, trellis plots,
maps, etc. were used. Students explored some real
data using graphics to investigate and discover
information from the real data.



Take-home project: Students used simulation
examples relevant to the real world including (a)
gambling games, (b) biological evolution, (c)
finance, (d) social network, (e) forensic science, etc.
Depending on the students programming
background, some template codes that are amenable
to plug-and-play experimentation were provided to
facilitate the activity and reduce the effort of writing
a program. In this case, students were asked to
examine and manipulate the python code.

Differential Equations

Differential equations deal with applications making use
of differentials. In order to introduce big data in this course,
we felt it would be important to discuss the connection
between data assimilation and big data. Data assimilation
involves comparing a previous model of a state with newly
obtained real observations and using this information to
update the numerical model of the system.
The following three lectures were added to the existing
differential equations course to infuse the big data concept:
 The connection between data assimilation and the
discretization of the model state in the first lecture of
the Big Data module. After a review of differential
equations that cannot be solved by previously
introduced methods, we have introduced numerical
methods to approximate solutions of those equations.
We used Euler’s Method to solve linear differential
equations.
 In the second lecture, we used the MatLab software to
solve systems of ODEs (ordinary differential
equations), effectively reinforcing the idea that
discretization is a first step toward making a model
or function suitable for numerical evaluation and
implementation on a computer.
 In the third lecture, we introduced the basics of Monte
Carlo simulation and as an exercise to teach the
students how to draw a random number according to
basic distributions using MatLab or another
computer program.

4.3

Lecture: The instructor presented the class with a
formal definition of “Big Data” that best fits a
statistical viewpoint. A brief review of the topics
covered during the semester that are necessary for an
understanding of the big data labs that follow was
given. In addition, the students were introduced to
the Python open-source statistical program. Python
is a general-purpose programming language, and is
more flexible and powerful than R, which is
commonly used by statisticians for data analysis and
modeling. Therefore, Python was selected as the
instruction language.

Introduction to Matrix
activity: Each group is to
matrices and write down the
3) Assignment: Rewrite the
the hands-on activity with
in a high-level programming

Day-3: 1) Lecture: Introduction to analysis of
algorithms, 2) Hands-on activity: Each group is to compute
the complexity of their matrix multiplication algorithm
created on day 2, and 3) Assignment: Complexity analysis of
PageRank Algorithm – The Mathematics of Google Search.

4.2



Probability and Statistics

Statistical methods make up the majority of methods
employed for understanding big data and making inferences.
We have created the following one-week module to
enhance learning and expose students to big data:

4.4

Modern Geometry

The following are sketches of a one-week module
consisting of outlines for three lectures and assignments for
the big data topics in modern geometry.
Lecture-1: A1-Intuitive introduction to topology and
homology: Define topology in terms of continuous and
continuously invertible mappings and illustrate by examples
of topologically equivalent spaces. Approach homology in
terms of the number of holes of different dimensional spaces
and give a formal definition of simplicial homology and a
computation. Assignments: Visually classify different spaces
first topological and then in terms of topology. Then do a
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simple calculation of homology using linear algebra over the
rational numbers.
A2-Bar codes: Introduce the idea of looking, for finite
sets of points, of the geometric set where we expand the
points to disks of radius ‘r’. Define the image of homology
classes under a continuous mapping and give examples of
this. Study how its topology and homology changes as we
change ‘r’. Visually identify which cycles persists.
Assignments: Given a set of data points and radii visually
determine which cycles persist.
A3-Intuitive discussion of big data in general: Give a
definition of big data and tell how it is used. Discuss how bar
codes in particular might be used to study it. Assignment:
Write a short report on some aspect of big data.
Lecture-2: B1-Dealing with pictures on computers:
Show students how to upload pictures from computers and
how to write programs to modify these pictures by
mathematical transformations. Assignment: Take a picture
with a cell phone and upload it to a computer. Then write a
mathematical program to invert it. Lastly, write a
mathematical program to change the colors.
B2-Projective transformations and vision: Review
projective geometry and projective transformations and tell
what geometric properties are preserved by projection and
what change. Also tell how to represent a given 3-D scene,
given in 3-dimensional coordinates, as it would be viewed
from any angle. Assignment: Write out the formulas or a
program to show how a simple 3-D scene (without overlaps)
would be seen or displayed on a screen as viewed from a
given angle.
B3-Experimentation with computers: Discuss some
other types of transformations such as Mobius
transformations, inversions, and conformal mappings. Relate
this to the theory of map projections. Assignment: Take the
picture stored in the computer and transform it by these
mappings.
Lecture-3: C1-General discussion of the problem of
reconstructing a scene in 3-dimensions from flat pictures:
Give examples from the Internet where several different
views of the same scene are available. Archaeologists use this
to reconstruct what ancient buildings may have been like,
such as temples. Real estate agents and companies can use it
to give a 3-D model of a house they are selling. Tourist
bureaus might want to give a visual tour of a city. Architects
might want to have a 3-D model of what they are planning.
Next discuss Magic Eye pictures (random dot stereograms), in
which students can focus at the right distance on a picture of
apparently random sets and see a 3-D scene. Assignment: Find
an example of this 3-D reconstruction on the Internet.
C2-Mathematical discussion of the reconstruction
problem in terms of projective geometry: Discuss aspects of
the situation such as how a computer might divide the scene
into objects (this ties in somewhat to the first module and
topology). How could the computer tell that it is looking at
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the same objects when pictures are taken from different
angles?
C3-In class assignments: Suppose Mathematically you
are given a set of points in two flat pictures with a labelling of
which point corresponds to which and necessary information
about the points of view. Students would be asked to
reconstruct the 3-D coordinates of each point.
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6

Conclusions

We have infused one-week big data modules into three
of our existing core undergraduate mathematics and statistics
course and evaluated its effectiveness through pre- and posttests. The modules were taught using examples that were
worked through interactively during class. The students then
worked on a programming assignment that incorporated the
new instructional concept into concepts previously taught.
This allowed the instructors to evaluate the students on their
performance and to give feedback as to how they might
improve. We feel the courses were a moderate success, but
indicated there was room for improvement. A formal
evaluation of these course modules is underway; we are quite
optimistic that the big data based learning model will prove to
be an effective approach to reinvigorating mathematics and
statistics education for undergraduate computer science
students.
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Abstract - Financial markets play a crucial role in the
foundation of the stable and efficient financial system of an
economy. This research paper identifies the factors affecting
the performance of the stock market in Saudi Arabia, known
as aggregate (Tadawul), while the index is called Tadawul All
Stock Index (TASI). The movements in the stock market can be
quite volatile and sometimes movements in share prices can
seem divorced from economic factors [1]. However, there are
certain underlying factors which have a strong influence over
the movement of share prices and the stock market in general.
In this paper, we discuss the factors affecting the Saudi stock
market, where the main factors have been identified, together
with their own sub factors.
It can be discerned that generally, shares will be in
greater demand when investors have the prospect of earning
more dividends. Therefore, factors which make firms more
profitable will tend to cause a rise in stock markets.

There are eight sectors listed on the Saudi stock market:
Banks & Financial Services, Petrochemical Industries,
Cement, Energy & Utilities, Agriculture & Food Industries,
Telecommunication & Information Technology, Hotel &
Tourism, Insurance, Industrial Investment, Building &
Construction, Real Estate Development, Transport and Media
and Publishing.
The sectors mentioned above include a number of companies
listed on the Saudi stock market, amounting to 170 different
companies which fall in different sectors, and because of the
potential profit and loss of the shares of these companies, this
highlights the existence of external factors and internal factors
that affect returns and stock prices [2].
In this research paper, we will mention factors that have
different effects on stock returns and which are divided into
main factors (Political, Oil price, Company news and Industry
performance, Performance and Investor sentiment and
Economic factors), as well as sub factors that will be
discussed later with the related details [3].

Keywords: Tadawul, TASI, Macroeconomic Factors.

2 Literature Review
1

Introduction

Saudi companies began operating in the mid-1930s,
when a new company was founded as the first Arabic
automotive stock company in Saudi Arabia, and by 1975
there were about 14 joint-stock companies. This has led to
rapid economic growth in the Saudi capital, mergers with
foreign banks in the 1970s, and newly established large
numbers of companies and banks.
However, the Saudi Stock Exchange remained unofficial until
the early eighties of the last century, when the government
began its consideration of a regulated market for trading and
the creation of the necessary regulations for that purpose. As
it was, in 1984, a ministerial committee under the Ministry of
Finance and National Economy, the Ministry of Commerce
and the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency was formed in order
to organise and develop the market. The Saudi Arabian
Monetary Agency is a government agency concerned with
organising and monitoring the market until the Capital Market
Authority was established in 2003 under the "Capital Market
Law", which oversees the regulation and control of the
financial market through the instructions and rules designed to
protect investors and ensure fairness and efficiency in the
market.

Previous studies. There have been several studies that
focused on the factors affecting the stock market prices or
index.
Durga, Sultan and Bokkasam (2014) in their research
examined the three important factors influencing the returns
in the Saudi Stock Exchange (TASI) based on the
macroeconomic variables of the Saudi economy. The
dependent variable (a factor or reason that is applied to see its
impact on the result) taken here is the Saudi index that is
Tadawul All Stock Index (TASI). Meanwhile, the three
independent variables (a result that is measured by the impact
of the independent variable) considered for this study were
Oil WTI, Saudi Exports and Price Earnings Ratio. Correlation
analysis revealed that Saudi Exports and PE Ratio were found
to be highly correlated with the TASI. The researchers were
able to confirm that the TASI was positively correlated with
the three economic variables considered, i.e., Oil WTI, Saudi
Exports and PE ratio. Since the three independent variables
were significantly correlated with the dependent variable, the
step-wise regression established the significant importance
each of these three variables had in predicting the TASI [3].
Next, Almazari (2014) investigated the internal factors that
affected the profitability of the banking sector. This study’s
main objective was to compare the profitability of the Saudi
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and Jordanian banks by using internal factors for estimation.
The researcher concluded on the following: The findings of
this study reflected the actual status of the sample banks.
Since then, very few empirical studies had been undertaken
investigating the characteristics of internal factors affecting
the profitability of banks in Saudi Arabia and Jordan [2].
Besides that, Arouri and Fouquau (2009) examined the
short-run relationships between oil prices and Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) stock markets. Since GCC
countries were major world energy market players, their stock
markets might be susceptible to oil price shocks. To account
for the fact that stock markets might respond non-linearly to
oil price shocks, both linear and non-linear relationships were
analysed. The findings illustrated that there were significant
links between the two variables in Qatar, Oman and UAE.
Thus, stock markets in these countries reacted positively to oil
price increases. For Bahrain, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, it was
found that oil price changes did not affect stock market
returns. The researchers concluded that: First, the
relationships between oil price changes and stock market
returns in GCC countries could be expected to vary from one
economic sector to another. A sector analysis of this link
would be informative. Second, the same approach applied in
this article could be used to examine the effects of other
energy products, such as natural gas. Third, further research
could examine the links of causality binding oil and stock
markets in GCC countries and other oil-exporting countries
[4].
In addition, Aurangzeb (2012) identified the factors affecting
the performance of stock markets in South Asia. The data
used in this study was collected from the period of 1997 to
2010 of three South Asian countries, i.e., Pakistan, India and
Sri Lanka. Regression results indicated that foreign direct
investment and exchange rates had significant positive impact
on the performance of stock markets in South Asian countries
while interest rates had negative and significant impact on the
performance of stock markets in South Asia. Results also
demonstrated the negative but insignificant impact of inflation
on stock market performance in South Asia. It was
recommended that in order to take full advantage of the stock
market and carry on with the international markets, well
managed macroeconomic policies were necessary in which
interest rates and inflation rates were thoroughly monitored
and there was a need to reduce the value as much as possible.
This would give confidence to the investors as well as the
industries. It was also recommended that some extra benefits
were given to foreign investors as it was observed that the
influence of foreign investors was strong in the region [5].
Research conducted by Al-Abedallat and Al Shabib (2012)
aimed to study the effect of the change in investment and
gross domestic product (GDP) on the Amman Stock
Exchange Index, through the study of the relationship
between the change in the investment and the rate of growth
in gross domestic product (GDP) and the movement of the
Amman Stock Exchange Index from 1990 - 2009. To test its
hypotheses, the study used statistical analysis (SPSS), and
chose multiple regression to analyse the relationship between

the dependent variable (Amman Stock Exchange Index) and
the independent variables (investment and GDP).
The study concluded that there was a relationship between
two macroeconomic indicators (investment and GDP) and the
Amman Stock Exchange Index, and between each of them
separately and the stock index, which meant that the
movement of prices in the Amman Stock Exchange was
affected by the movement of these two variables, and there
was the effect of both variables on the movement of the
Amman Stock Exchange Index. The impact of the change in
investments was greater than the impact of change in GDP on
the Amman Stock Exchange index [9].

3 Problem statement
Many individuals, entrepreneurs, companies and
governments are investing large sums of money in the
financial markets, nevertheless, the majority of market
participants are not well informed about how to deal with the
stock market and thus, they have a tendency to act
irrationally. The lack of information at the right time and the
cost of obtaining new information can cause a state of
imbalance in the performance of the market and the
performance of investors.
The movements of the stock market are difficult to understand
and predict. This creates the need for empirical analysis,
which can help in the understanding and prediction of the
stock market and to help predict potential stock market prices.
Hence, this study attempts to address the gap in the literature
through the relationship between the stock prices of analysing
and influencing internal and external factors in the Saudi
stock market.

4 Data Collection
4.1

Data Collection

The data for this study was collected from 500 reports
which were published from September 2015 to February
2016. By using daily data to portray a larger view of the
relationship and data filtration criteria, the data covered 150
day observations for each variable. Data regarding TASI and
the sectors have been extracted from the official website of
the Saudi Stock Exchange (www.tadawul.com.sa) and from
the
website
of
Aljazira
Capital
(http://www.aljaziracapital.com.sa). Aljazira Capital was
chosen as a source as it is a Saudi Closed Joint Stock
company operating under the regulatory supervision of the
Capital Market Authority and it specialises in securities
business and providing dealing, underwriting, managing,
arranging, advisory and custody services.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the effects of
macroeconomic determinants on the performance of the Saudi
stock market. It proposes to identify the factors affecting
stock market prices through daily, weekly and monthly
economic reports that specialise in Saudi financial market
affairs analysis.
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4.2

Brief Description of Factors

4.2.1 Political
The political factor is a major cause for the stability of the
economy in general and the stock prices in the financial
market in particular. This is because this factor also affects
neighbouring countries. Non-political stability and exposure
to political shocks such as demonstrations have confirmed the
changes in market volatility as a result of some domestic and
international events that have an impact on the domestic
economy and the financial market [11].
4.2.2 Oil price
The price of oil and the stock market work in the
opposite direction, with an increase in oil price leading to the
decrease of the returns in the stock market, and vice-versa [6].
4.2.3 Company news and Industry performance
Many events can cause the price of a stock to rise or
fall, from specific news about a company’s earnings to a
change in how investors feel about the stock market in
general. Here are some company specific factors that can
affect the share price: News releases on earnings, profits,
future estimated earnings, Announcement of dividends,
Introduction of a new product, Product recalls, Securing a
new large contract, Employee layoffs, Anticipated takeover or
merger, Change of management and Accounting errors or
scandals [11].
4.2.4 Performance and investor sentiment
Investor sentiment or confidence can cause the market
to go up or down, which can cause stock prices to rise or fall.
The general direction that the stock market takes can affect
the value of a stock: [7]
x Bull market – a strong stock market where stock prices
are rising and investor confidence is growing. It is
generally tied to economic recovery or an economic
boom, as well as investor optimism.
x Bear market – a weak market where stock prices are
falling and investor confidence is fading. It often
happens when an economy is in recession and
unemployment is high, with rising prices.
4.2.5 Economic factors
4.2.5.1 Growing, Shrinking and Shocks
In summary, previous empirical research has
suggested a connection between stock market development
and economic growth, but this is far from definitive. Although
the relationship postulated is a causal one, most empirical
studies have addressed causality obliquely, if at all. Moreover,
most studies have not adequately dealt with the fact that
efficient markets should incorporate expected future growth
in current period prices.
4.2.5.2 Interest rates
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The bank can raise or lower interest rates to stabilise
or stimulate the economy, otherwise known as monetary
policy. If a company borrows money to expand and improve
its business, higher interest rates will affect the cost of its
debt. Moreover, this can also reduce company profits and the
dividends it pays its shareholders. As a result, its share price
may drop. Clearly, in times of higher interest rates,
investments that pay interest tend to be more attractive to
investors than stocks [10].
4.2.5.3 Economic outlook
If it looks like the economy is going to expand, stock
prices may rise. Investors may buy more stocks thinking they
will see future profits and higher stock prices. If the economic
outlook is uncertain, investors may reduce their buying or
start selling [8].
4.2.5.4 Inflation
Inflation means higher consumer prices and this often
slows sales and reduces profits. Higher prices will also often
lead to higher interest rates. For example, the Bank of
Samba may raise interest rates to slow down inflation. These
changes will tend to bring down stock prices. Commodities,
however, may do better with inflation, so their prices may rise
10].
4.2.5.5 Deflation
Falling prices tend to mean lower profits for
companies and decreased economic activity. Stock prices may
go down, and investors may start selling their shares and
move to fixed-income investments like bonds. Interest rates
may be lowered to encourage people to borrow more.
Whereby the goal is to increase spending and economic
activity.
4.2.5.6 Changes in economic policy
If a new government comes into power, it may decide
to make new policies. Sometimes these changes can be seen
as good for business, and sometimes not. In addition, they
may lead to changes in inflation and interest rates, which in
turn may affect stock prices.
4.2.5.7 Value of the US dollar (increase or decrease)
Many Saudi companies sell products to buyers in
other countries. If the US dollar rises, their customers will
have to spend more to buy US goods. This can drive down
sales, which in turn can lead to lower stock prices. When the
price of the US dollar falls, it makes it cheaper for others to
buy our products, therefore making it possible for stock prices
to rise [11].

5 Data Analysis
The researchers in this study have analysed Aljazira
Capital reports which are divided into three sections: daily,
weekly and monthly, where they contain all the events and
news related to companies listed divided into 13 sectors on
the Saudi stock market (Tadawul), and subsequently
connected them with the stock of the company. This enabled
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the researchers to determine the impact of the news or event
on the share price immediately, through events mentioned
report of the Aljazira Capital analysis, and observation the
impact of those events on the behavior of the stock market
through the size of the buying and selling as well as the level
of the change on the share price on that day.
The table below (Table 1) shows a range of events as a
sample, which included reports and their impact on the
various sectors of the Saudi stock market (Tadawul).
Table 1: Sample of events’ impact on sectors
Effect
Event

sector
Up

Occurrence
of
limited fire in
one
of
the
reservoirs
for
oily waste
Cash dividend to
shareholders of
company
Increase
company's
capital through
issuance
of
bonus shares to
company
shareholders
Negotiate
for
acquisition
of
foreign partner's
share
Entering
third
partner as an
investor
Transformation
from
limited
liability
company
to
closed joint stock
company
Signature to get
roundabout loan
agreement
Signed
agreement with
global
investment
company
for
organisational
restructuring
Recommendatio
n of Board of
Directors
to
increase capital
through
share
offering

Down

Normal
Petrochem
ical
Industries

yes

yes

Industries

yes

Industries

yes

yes

yes

Retail

yes

yes

yes

Building
&
Constructi
on
Petrochem
ical
Industries

Petrochem
ical
Industries

Industrial
Investmen
t

Petrochem
ical
Industries

Use of funds
obtained
from
issuance
of
shares from IPO
Subscription
Process
Expiration
of
Memorandum of
Understanding
and signing of
new
Memorandum of
Understanding
Stop production
in
order
to
conduct periodic
maintenance
Signing
of
Memorandum of
Understanding to
renting a piece of
land
and
prefabricated
buildings
Signing of sale
of
exclusive
franchise
agreement
Experimental
operation
of
plant equipment
before starting
actual production
Signing
of
agreement on the
purchase
and
modernisation of
a fleet of buses
Signed
agreement
to
provide
automated
insurance system
services
Modified legal
form
of
company
and
converted
to
limited liability
company
Suspension
to
request
rehabilitation of
company
because
of
failure to meet
eligibility
requirements
Transmission
company's main
administration
offices from old
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yes

Insurance

yes

Transport

yes

Petrochem
ical
Industries

yes

Agricultur
e & Food

yes

Retail

yes

Industrial

yes

Transport

yes

Insurance

yes

yes

Retail

Insurance

yes

Industrial
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place to
address

new

Signing of longterm loan
Announcement
of
company's
strategy for the
next five years
Signing of credit
facility
agreement
to
ensure
compatible with
provisions
of
Islamic
Sharia
law
Signing contract
to buy factory
for production of
medical supplies
Signing
of
Memorandum of
Understanding
for sale of land
in an industrial
area
Stop production
of ovens (for
clinker
essential
ingredient
for
cement)
on
temporary basis
until
market
conditions
improve
Fire in rubber
belt conveyor in
limestone
reservoir
Postponement of
replacement of
old cement mills
due to market
conditions
Memorandum of
Understanding to
buy stake in one
of the founding
companies of the
manufacturing
industries
Renewal
of
agency’s
contract
to
exploit franchise
brand
Occurrence
to
electrical
seek
circuit breaker in
the room.

yes

Industrial
Investmen
t

yes

Health

yes

Industrial

yes

Industrial

yes

Banks

yes

yes

yes

Cement

Cement

Cement

75

Receive payment
under account of
insurance
company
as
result of insured
accident
Reschedule
instalments for
outstanding loan
balance
Signed
agreement
to
acquire partner
owned
by
another
Signing of credit
facility
agreement
compatible with
the provisions of
Islamic
Sharia
law
To
approve
company's
request to renew
rehabilitated to
provide
health
insurance
services
Buy all shares of
another partner
Announcement
of
completion
rate achieved in
company's
projects
Announcement
of accumulated
losses
Announcement
of decreases in
net losses
Announcement
of
earnings
before Zakat
Signed
Memorandum of
Understanding

yes

yes

yes

Power

Transport

Retail

Signature
for
Islamic financial
loan
Negotiate
for
acquisition
of
foreign partner's
share
Announcement
of sale of part of
the shares owned
by the company
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yes

Petrochem
ical
Industries

yes

Petrochem
ical
Industries

yes

Petrochem
ical
Industries

yes

Banks

yes

Insurance

yes

yes

Industrial

Cement

yes

Insurance

yes

Industries

yes

Insurance

yes

Building
&
Constructi
on

yes

Hotel &
Tourism

yes

Hotel &
Tourism

yes

Transport
Sector
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Announcement
of purchase of
part of shares
owned by partner
and attach to
company

Research in Engineering and Technology (name of publisher
of the journal), Vol. 4, Issue 2, (120—127), Feb, 2015.
yes

Transport
Sector

5 Conclusions
Through the results that have been obtained
from this research, it can be confirmed that there is
a direct effect of the relationship between the
direction of the stock price rise or fall, and all the
events and news that exposed the facility.
Based on that and through follow-up news and
events, an investor can decide to purchase or sell
stocks at the right time.
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Abstract - Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) is a rapidly
growing problem. From the first known attack in 1999 to the
highly publicized Operation Ababil, the DDoS attacks have a
history of flooding the victim network with an enormous
number of packets, hence exhausting the resources and
preventing the legitimate users to access them. The variety of
attacks are overwhelming now a days. However, the existing
method for managing a number of computer with respect to
an external invasion, such as hacking, is not strong. We look
into the real time attacks of DDoS. Using a big data platform
real-time processing capacity, we propose a way to manage a
large number of individual computer log collecting,
processing via the analysis at a public organization. We
propose a way of former prediction by using system logs
analysis. Therefore, to identify the malicious data, processing,
analysis, are done using Logstash and Spark respectively.
Keywords: DDoS, Spark, Logstash, Elastic Search and HUE
1

Introduction

DDoS attacks are one of the biggest challenge faced by
security researchers on International scale. The losses caused
by the security breach can cost up to several billions of dollars
[10]. In a public sector, a hacker has managed to target
multiple systems from a centralized computer. The existing
defensive mechanisms for predicting the cyber-attacks are still
in the basic level. Now a days hackers use sophisticated
hacking system to invade the authorized systems of the users.
The current security systems like even antivirus are failure in
detecting the intrusion. Sometimes, outside intrusion such as
downloading data from USB device is unavoidable. But, still
using proper analysis of the data some of the malicious attacks
can be overcome. Currently the attacks are of two types [11].
The first one is to send the malicious packet which is injected
with virus called vulnerability attack as a running application.
The second one is traditional method of draining the resources
of the victim like input-output bandwidth, database bandwidth,
CPU memory and the like.
Traditional defensive mechanisms try to rectify the virus after
detecting it. For example, anti-virus which is installed in our
system detect the virus after the virus got executed in the
system. In this paper, using big data platform, we propose a
way to detect the malicious virus before even entering the
system. The framework manages the system logs from large
number of computers thus eliminating the malicious attacks.
The system logs are collected and processed and finally
analyzed with the help of public organization. The real-time
response measures in the cluster structure predict accidents in
advance to allow flexible management about the incident.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the DDoS architecture. Section 3 describes the
related work done to defend the DDoS attacks and the realtime attacks happened in the organizations. We outlined the
architecture and the experimental results in section 4. We also
discussed the future work regarding this framework in section
5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
2

DDoS Architecture:

A denial-of-service (DoS) is a type of attack in which the
hackers prevent the authorized users from accessing the
service [5]. A distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) is a kind
of DoS attack. The difference between DoS and DDoS is that,
DDoS involves multiple systems to target a single computer
whereas DoS attack uses one system. The word “distributed”
implies that an attack is focused within a team of disruptors
who hack with a common goal of preventing the webservers
from working normally. Normally, the source of attack is more
than one, likely to be in thousands of unique IP address.

Figure 1. Overview of DDoS
The overview of the DDoS attack is depicted in figure 1. The
attacker sets up the hierarchical attack architecture. Initially,
an attacker selects one controller which is vulnerable to
securities. After that, the zombies are selected following the
same procedure as of the controller. But, the zombies are
indirectly handled by the attacker through the controller. The
zombies, otherwise called as selected agents perform the
DDoS attacks by sending enormous amount of malicious
traffic to the targeted system [7]. The controller and the
zombies are commonly located in the external networks. Once
the hacker successfully selected the controller and the zombies,
he/she starts controlling the communication among the
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controller, zombies and the targeted system. After completing
the selection and the communication process, the attacker
starts launching the DDoS attacks on the victim
simultaneously. Normally, the communication between the
controller, zombies and the victim will be encrypted for the
safe information exchange.
There are many kinds of DDoS attacks [6]: Traffic attacks,
Bandwidth attacks, Application attacks and the like. The
DDoS attacks can be done by various techniques which are
listed as follows [5]:
y
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) flood
y
Teardrop attacks
y
Peer-to-peer attacks
y
Permanent denial-of-service attacks
y
Application-layer floods.
y
Nuke
y
Slow Read attack
y
Telephony denial-of-service(TDoS)
The above attacks are detailed in [5]. The main motivation of
DDoS attacks are financial frauds, competitive rivalry,
ideological hacktivism and extortion.
Virtually, all kind of resources that are connected to the
Internet are vulnerable to DDoS attacks. Many existing
systems are not capable of protecting the systems against
these DDoS attacks. To protect the Internet, most of the
organizations use security tools such as, Internet Service
Providers (ISP), firewalls and secure web gateways. Although
all these security tools act as first layer protection for the basic
threats, they cannot give protection from advanced threats
3
3.1

3.1.2

Intrusion practices in Institutions:

Retail:

In December 2013, 70 million individual’s personal
information was stolen along with their credit and debit card
details from an organization named Target.
In October 2013, more than 9,000 credits cards were used
fraudulently following the attack in Neiman Marcus. The
employees who worked in the company were not even able to
detect the attack for months because of the hacker’s code.
In January 2014, 2.6 million customers in Michael’s payment
card were affected. The hackers targeted the POS system to
gain access.

Communication:

In January 2014, Yahoo mail reported that around 273 million
accounts were hacked.
In April 2014, AT&T was hacked for two weeks completely
from inside by someone who accessed all the users and social
security information.
In June 2014, Feedly reported that 15 million users were
temporarily affected by three DDoS attacks.
In September 2014, around 5 million usernames and
passwords were hacked from Gmail users and they were
released on Russian site.
In October 2014, the pictures of 200,000 users were hacked
from snapsave. Snapsave is a third-party app for saving photos
from Snapchat.
3.1.3

Related works:

This section lists the known cyber-attacks on organizations
which are made known to the public. The fields that are very
often prone to DDoS attacks are listed below:
y
Retail
y
Communication
y
Technology
y
Health-care
We will discuss the real time scenarios of the cyber-attacks in
the respective fields [8].
3.1.1

In May 2014, the contact and log-in information of 233
million customers was hacked in eBay along with their
employee’s details. Later, eBay requested all of its customers
to change their password.
In September 2014, again 868,000 credit and debit card
information was hacked from Goodwill Industries
International. Malware infected the chain store through
infected third party vendors.
In March 2012, the banks in South Korea named Jeju Bank,
NongHyup, Shinhan Bank reported that Internet Banking
servers were blocked temporarily. Some of the branches told
that the computers were infected with virus and many
important files had been erased [9].

Technology

In June 2014, 100 million users from Evernote faced DDoS
attacks.
In September 2014, Hackers used third party applications to
access Apple user’s online data storage. This attack leads to
posting the celebrities personal pictures online.
3.1.4

Health care

In June 2014, credit and debit card information from Chang’s
restaurant was hacked and reported that they all sold online.
In August 2014, the personal data of 4.5 million patients were
hacked from Community Health Services (CHS). CHS made a
statement that all the patients who visited any of its branches
might have their information hacked. They claim that
malware used in the attack originated from China. The FBI
warns eventhe other health care information might have been
stolen.
4

System Architecture:

Figure 2 shows the real-time computer configuration Central
Management System. We use the Logstash to collect system
logs from Windows. The Logstash is used in Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) to gather logs. Logstash
is an open source platform which can process any data from
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any source. It will centralize the data processing of all types
and extend to custom log formats

Figure 2. Architecture of the framework
WMI is a Microsoft implementation of the Web based
enterprise management which gives the overall information.
The data is collected and then sent to Logstash Server. We
later use WMI in Apache Spark logs of collected system logs.
Log data is transferred in real time to Spark for processing in
memory. Now, the Apache Spark analyze the data for the
malicious data. [3] Elastic Search stores the analysis data on
the server Elastic Search. Finally, the analysis data is
expressed in a common User Interface UI called HUE
(Hadoop User Interface).
4.1

Experiments and Results:

We experimented the proposed framework in a server which
contains 8 racks. The memory of the Rack is 16 core CPU * 8
(rack). Each rack has 32 GB memory. The server has 1 TB of
storage size. The figure 3 depicts the results of the system logs
from Logstash.

Figure 4. Results of the Analysis
The analysis results is done using HUE (Hadoop User
Experience) and the results is given in figure 4.
5

Future work:

In the above work, since the analysis is done by spark inmemory cache, it can only process limited amount of data.
Real-time computer in the log file of the Windows WMI
collected in real time by using the management system without
passing has the categories of about 100. It collects logs for the
individual machine (slave machine) to be used in public
organizations in real time, it is expected to be with respect to
the suspected role quickly diagnose and predict than the
conventional method. In particular log , such as the ( log of the
operations access reservation using the Schedule service ) and
CPU (CPU management ), network adapter management log
contents of the job provided by WMI is after a certain period
of time after infection , such as DDoS attacks respond in real
time with respect to that work process and malicious , it can
analyze the overall log management for individual computers,
it is expected to be easier to manage than traditional methods
of centralized management system.
6

Conclusion:

Conventional defensive method to DDOS attacks, usually
response against such attacks in a scheduled treatment.
However, using the same platform, to examine the process,
which are analyzed in advance with respect to a single
computer that is managed by the public institution. In this
paper, we have analyzed and checked the reservation
process in advance before a hacking accident occurs. The
framework can obtain information in advance without any
timely schedule where we can block easily.

Figure 3. Logstash analysis
The analysis time took one hour in total and the log data size
is 100 Mb. The interval between the analyses is 7 seconds.

7
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Abstract— Detecting extreme events in large datasets is
a major challenge in climate science research. Current
algorithms for extreme event detection are build upon human
expertise in deﬁning events based on subjective thresholds
of relevant physical variables. Often, multiple competing
methods produce vastly different results on the same dataset.
Accurate characterization of extreme events in climate simulations and observational data archives is critical for understanding the trends and potential impacts of such events in
a climate change content. This study presents an application
of Deep Learning techniques as alternative methodology for
climate extreme events detection. Deep neural networks are
able to learn high-level representations of a broad class of
patterns from labeled data. In this work, we developed deep
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) classiﬁcation system
and demonstrated the usefulness of Deep Learning technique
for tackling climate pattern detection problems. Coupled
with Bayesian based hyper-parameter optimization scheme,
our deep CNN system achieves 89%-99% of accuracy in
detecting extreme events (Tropical Cyclones, Atmospheric
Rivers and Weather Fronts).
Keywords: Pattern Recognition, Deep Learning; Convolutional
Neural Network; Climate Analytics; Extreme Events

1. Introduction
Extreme climate events (such as hurricanes and heat
waves) pose great potential risk on infrastructure and human
health. Hurricane Joaquin, for example, hit Carolina in early
October 2015, and dropped over 2 feet of precipitation
in days, resulted in severe ﬂooding and economic loss.
An important scientiﬁc goal in climate science research is
to characterize extreme events in current day and future
climate projections. However, understanding the developing
mechanism and life cycle of these events as well as future
trend requires accurately identifying them in space and time.
Satellites acquire 10s of TBs of global data every year to
provide us with insights into the evolution of the climate
system. High resolution climate models produces 100s of
TBs of data from multi-decadal run to enable us to explore
future climate scenarios under global warming. Detecting

extreme climate events in terabytes of data presents an
unprecedented challenge for climate science.
Existing extreme climate events (e.g. hurricane) detection
methods all build upon human expertise in deﬁning relevant
events based on evaluating of relevant spatial and temporal
variables on hard and subjective thresholds. For instance,
tropical cyclones are strong rotating weather systems that
are characterized by low pressure and warm temperature core
structures with high wind. However, there is no universally
accepted sets of criteria for what deﬁnes a tropical cyclone
[1]. The "Low" pressure and "Warm" temperature are interpreted differently among climate scientists, therefore different thresholds are used to characterize them. Researchers
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] have developed various algorithms
to detect tropical cyclones in large climate dataset based on
subjective thresholding of several relevant variables (e.g. sea
level pressure, temperature, wind etc.). One of the general
and promising extreme climate event detecting software,
Toolkit for Extreme Climate Analysis (TECA) [6], [7], is
able to detect tropical cyclones, extra-tropical cyclones and
atmospheric rivers. TECA utilizes the MapReduce paradigm
to ﬁnd pattern in Terabytes of climate data with in hours.
However, many other climate extreme events do not have
a clear empirical deﬁnition (e.g. extra-tropical cyclone and
mesoscale convective system), which precludes the development and application of algorithms for detection and
tracking. This study attempts to search for an alternative
methodology for extreme events detection by designing a
neural network based system that is capable of learning a
broad class of patterns from complex multi-variable climate
data, thus avoiding subjective threshold.
Recent advances in deep learning have demonstrated
exciting and promising results on pattern recognition tasks,
such as ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
[8], [9], [10] and speech recognition [11], [12], [13], [14].
Many of the state-of-art deep learning architectures for visual
pattern recognition are based on the hierarchical feature
learning convolutional neural network (CNN). Modern CNN
systems tend to be deep and large with many hidden layers
and millions of neurons, making them ﬂexible in learning a
broad class of patterns simultaneously from data. AlexNet (7
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layers with 5 convolutonal layer and 2 fully connected layer)
developed by [8] provides the ﬁrst end to end trainable deep
learning system on objective classiﬁcation, which achieved
15.3% top-5 classiﬁcation error rate on ILSVRC-2012 data
set. On the contrary, previous best performed non-neural network based systems achieved only 25.7% top-5 classiﬁcation
error on the same data set. Shortly after that, Simonyan and
Zisserman [9] further developed AlexNet and introduced an
even deeper CNN (19 layers with 16 convolutional layer
and 3 fully connected layer) with smaller kernel (ﬁlter) and
achieved an impressively 6.8% top-5 classiﬁcation error rate
on ILSVRC-2014 data set. Szegedy et al.[10] introduced the
"inception" neural network concept (network includes subnetwork) and developed an even deeper CNN (22 layers)
that achieved comparable classiﬁcation results on ImageNet
benchmark. Build on deep CNN, Sermanet et al. [15] introduced an integrated system of classiﬁcation and detection,
in which features learned by convolutional layers are shared
among classiﬁcation and localization tasks and both tasks are
performed simultaneously in a single network. Girshick et
al. [16] took a completely different approach by combining
a region proposal framework [17] with deep CNN and
designed the state of art R-CNN object detection system.
In this paper, we formulate the problem of detecting
extreme climate events as classic visual pattern recognition
problem. We then build end to end trainable deep CNN
systems, following the architecture introduced by [8]. The
model was trained to classify tropical cyclone, weather front
and atmospheric river. Unlike the ImageNet challenge, where
the training data are labeled natural images, our training data
consist of several continuous spatial variables(e.g. pressure,
temperature, precipitation) and are stacked together into
image-like patches.

2. Related Work
Climate data analysis requires an array of advanced
methodology. Neural network based machine learning approach, as a generative analysis technique, has received
much attention and been applied to tackle several climate
problems in recent year. Chattopadhyay et al. [18] developed
a nonlinear clustering method based on Self Organizational
Map (SOM) to study the structure evolution of MaddenJulian oscillation (MJO). Their method does not require
selecting leading modes or intraseasonal bandpass ﬁltering
in time and space like other methods do. The results show
SOM based method is not only able to capture the gross
feature in MJO structure and development but also reveals
insights that other methods are not able to discover such
as the dipole and tripole structure of outgoing long wave
radiation and diabatic heating in MJO. Gorricha and Costa
[19] used a three dimensional SOM on categorizing and
visualizing extreme precipitation patterns over an island in
Spain. They found spatial precipitation patterns that traditional precipitation index approach is not able to discover,

and concluded that three dimensional SOM is very useful
tool on exploratory spatial pattern analysis. More recently,
Shi et al. [20] implemented a newly developed convolutional
long short term memory (LSTM) deep neural network
for precipitation nowcasting. Trained on two dimensional
radar map time series, their system is able to outperform
the current state-of-art precipitation nowcasting system on
various evaluation metrics. Iglesias et al. [21] developed a
multitask deep fully connected neural network on prediction
heat waves trained on historical time series data. They
demonstrate that neural network approach is signiﬁcantly
better than linear and logistic regression. And potentially can
improve the performance of forecasting extreme heat waves.
These studies show that neural network as a generative
method and can be applied on various climate problems. In
this study, we explore deep CNN on solving climate pattern
detection problem.

3. Methods
3.1 Convolutional Neural Network
A Deep CNN is typically comprised of several convolutional layers followed by a small amount of fully connected
layers. In between two successive convolutional layers,
subsampling operation (e.g. max pooling, mean pooling) is
performed typically. Researchers have questioned about the
necessity of pooling layers, and argue that they can be simply
replaced by convolutional layer with increased strides, thus
simplify the network structure [22]. In either case, the inputs
of a CNN is (m,n,p) images, where m and n is the width
and height of an image in pixel, p is the number of color
channel of each pixel. The output of a CNN is a vector of q
probability units (class scores), corresponding to the number
of categories to be classiﬁed (e.g. for binary classiﬁer q=2).
The convolutional layers perform convolution operation
between kernels and the input images (or feature maps from
previous layer). Typically, a convolutional layer contains
k ﬁlters (kernels) with the size (i,j,p). Where i,j is the
width and height of the ﬁlter. The ﬁlters are usually smaller
than the width m and height n of input image. p always
equal to the number of color channel of input image (e.g.
a color image has three channels: red, green, and blue).
Each of the ﬁlters is independently convolved with the
input images (or feature maps from previous layer) followed
by non-linear transformation and generates k feature maps,
which serve as inputs for the next layer. In the process of
convolution, a dot product is computed between the entry of
ﬁlter and the local region that it is connected to in the input
image (or feature map from previous layer). The parameters
of convolutional layers are these learnable ﬁlters. Sliding
convolutional kernels across all the input will produce larger
outputs for certain sub-regions than for others. This allows
features to be extracted from inputs and preserved in the
feature maps regardless of where the feature is located in
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the input. The pooling layer subsamples the feature maps
generated from convolutional layer over a (s,t) contiguous
region, where s,t is the width and height of the subsampling
window. This operation reduces the resolution of feature
maps with the depth of CNN. All feature maps are high-level
representations of the input data. The fully connected layer
has connections to all hidden units in previous layer. If it is
the last layer within CNN architecture, the fully connected
layer also does the high level reasoning based on the feature
vectors from previous layer and produce ﬁnal class scores
for image objects.

3.2 Hyper-parameter Optimization
Training deep neural network is known to be hard [23],
[24]. Effectively and efﬁciently train deep neural network not
only requires large amount of training data, but also requires
carefully tuning model hyper-parameters (e.g. learning parameters, regularization parameters) [25]. The parameter
tuning process, however, can be tedious and non-intuitive.
Hyper-parameter optimization can be reduced to ﬁnd a set
of parameters for a network that produces the best possible
validation performance. As such, this process can be thought
of as a typical optimization problem of ﬁnding a set, x,
of parameter values from a bounded set X that minimize
an objective function f (x), where x is a particular setting
of the hyper-parameters and f (x) is the loss for a deep
neural network with a particular set of training and testing
data as function of the hyper-parameter inputs. Training
a deep neural network is not only a costly (with respect
to time) procedure, but a rather opaque process regarding
to how the network performance varies with respect to its
hyper-parameter inputs. Because training and validating a
deep neural network is very complicated and expensive,
Bayesian Optimization (which assumes f (x) is not known,
is non-convex and is expensive to evaluate) is a wellsuited algorithm for hyper-parameter optimization for our
task at hand. Bayesian Optimization attempts to optimize
f (x) by constructing two things: a probabilistic model of
f (x) and an acquistion function that picks which point x
in X to evaluate next. The probabilistic model is updated
with Bayesian rule with a Gaussian prior. The acquisition
function suggests hyper-parameter settings or points to evaluate by trying to balance evaluating parameter settings in
regions, where f (x) is low and points in regions where
the uncertainty in the probabilistic model is high. As a
result the optimization procedure attempts to evaluate as few
points as possible [26], [25]. In this study, we use spearmint
(https://github.com/JasperSnoek/spearmint) for performing
network hyper-parameter optimization.

3.3 CNN Conﬁguration
Following AlexNet [8], we developed a deep CNN which
has totally 4 learnable layers, including 2 convolutional
layers and 2 fully connected layers. Each convolutional layer
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is followed by a max pooling layer. The model is constructed
based on the open source python deep learning library
NOEN (https://github.com/NervanaSystems/neon). The conﬁguration of our best performed architectures are shown in
Table 1.
The networks are shallower and smaller comparing to the
state-of-art architecture developed by [9], [10].The major
limitations for exploring deeper and larger CNNs is the
limited amount of labeled training data that we can obtain.
However, a small network has the advantage of avoiding
over-ﬁtting, especially when the amount of training data is
small. We also chose comparatively large kernels (ﬁlters) in
the convolutional layer based on input data size, even though
[9] suggests that deep architecture with small kernel (ﬁlter)
is essential for state of art performance. This is because
climate patterns are comparatively simpler and larger in size
as compared to objects in ImageNet dataset.
One key feature of deep learning architectures is that it
is able to learn complex non-linear functions. The convolutional layers and ﬁrst fully connected layer in our deep
CNNs all have Rectiﬁed Linear Unit (ReLU) activation
functions [27] as characteristic. ReLU is chosen due to its
faster learning/training character [8] as compared to other
activation functions like Tanh.
f (x) = max(0, x)

(1)

Final fully connected layer has Logistic activation function
as non-linearity, which also serves as classiﬁer and outputs
a probability distribution over class labels.
f (x) =

1
1 + e−x

(2)

3.4 Computational Platform
We performed our data processing, model training and
testing on Edison, a Cray XC30 and Cori, a Cray XC40
supercomputing systems at the National Energy Research
Scientiﬁc Computing Center (NERSC). Each of Edison
computing node has 24 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon processors.
Each of Cori computing node has 32 2.3 GHz Intel Haswell
processors. In our work, we mainly used single node CPU
backend of NEON. The hyper-parameter optimization was
performed on a single node on Cori with tasks fully parallel
on 32 cores.

4. Data
In this study, we use both climate simulations and reanalysis products. The reanalysis products are produced by
assimilating observations into a climate model. The spatial
scale of both climate model simulation and reanalysis products covers the entire global. A summary of the data source
and its temporal and spatial resolution is listed in Table
2. Ground truth labeling of various events is obtained via
multivariate threshold based criteria implemented in TECA
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Table 1: Deep CNN architecture and layer parameters. The convolutional layer parameters are denoted as <ﬁlter size>-<number of feature maps> (e.g. 5x5-8). The pooling
layer parameters are denoted as <pooling window> (e.g. 2x2). The fully connected
layer parameter are denoted as <number of units> (e.g. 2).
Tropical Cyclone
Weather Fronts
Atmospheric River

Conv1
5x5-8
5x5-8
12x12-8

Pooling
2x2
2x2
3x3

Conv2
5x5-16
5x5-16
12x12-16

Pooling
2x2
2x2
2x2

Fully
50
50
200

Fully
2
2
2

Table 2: Data Sources
Climate Dataset
CAM5.1 historical run
ERA-Interim reanalysis
20 century reanalysis
NCEP-NCAR reanalysis

Time Frame

Temporal Resolution

1979-2005
1979-2011
1908-1948
1949-2009

3 hourly
3 hourly
Daily
Daily

Spatial Resolution
(lat x lon degree)
0.23x0.31
0.25x0.25
1x1
1x1

Table 3: Dimension of image, diagnostic variables (channels) and labeled dataset size
for extreme events considered in this study (PSL: sea surface pressure, U: zonal
wind, V: meridional wind, T: temperature, TMQ: vertical integrated water vapor, Pr:
precipitation)
Events
Tropical Cyclone

Atmospheric River
Weather Front

Image Dimension
32x32

148 x 224
27 x 60

[6], [7], and manual labeling by experts [28], [29]. Training
data comprise of image patterns, where several relevant
spatial variables are stacked together over a prescribed region
that bounds an event. The dimension of the bounding box
is based on domain knowledge of events spatial extent in
real word. For instance, tropical cyclone radius are typically
with in range of 100 kilometers to 500 kilometers, thus
bounding box size of 500 kilometers by 500 kilometers
is likely to capture most of tropical cyclones. The chosen
physical variables are also based on domain expertise. The
prescribed bounding box is placed over an event. Relevant
variables are extracted within the bounding box from the
climate model simulations or reanalysis products and stacked
together. To facilitate model training, bounding box location
is adjusted slightly such that all of events are located
approximately at the center. Image patches are cropped and
centered correspondingly. Because of the spatial dimension
of climate events vary quite a lot and the spatial resolution
of source data is non-uniform, ﬁnal training images prepared
differ in their size among the three types of events. The class
labels of images are "containing events" and "not containing
events", in other words, we formulate the problem as binary

Variables
PSL,V-BOT,U-BOT,
T-200,T-500,TMQ,
V-850,U-850
TMQ, Land Sea
Mask
T-2m, Pr, PSL

Total Examples
10,000 +ve 10,000 -ve

6,500 +ve 6,800 -ve
5,600 +ve 6,500 -ve

classiﬁcation task. A summary of the attributes of training
images is listed in Table 3.

5. Results and Discussion
Table 4 summarizes the performance of our deep CNN
architecture on classifying tropical cyclones, atmospheric
rivers and weather fronts. We obtained fairly high accuracy
(89%-99%) on extreme event classiﬁcation. In addition, the
systems do not suffer from over-ﬁtting. We believe this is
mostly because of the shallow and small size of the architecture (4 learnable layers) and the weight decay regularization.
Deeper and larger architecture would be inappropriate for
this study due to the limited amount of training data.
Fairly good train and test classiﬁcation results also suggest
that the deep CNNs we developed are able to efﬁciently
learn representations of climate pattern from labeled data
and make predictions based on feature learned. Traditional
threshold based detection method requires human expert
carefully examine the extreme event and its environment,
thus come up with thresholds for deﬁning the events. In
contrast, as shown in this study, deep CNNs are able to
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learn climate pattern just from the labeled data, thus avoiding
subjective thresholds.
Table 4: Overall Classiﬁcation Accuracy
Event Type
Tropical Cyclone
Atmospheric River
Weather Front

Train
99%
90.5%
88.7%

Test
99%
90%
89.4%

Train time
≈ 30 min
6-7 hour
≈ 30 min

5.1 Classiﬁcation Results for Tropical Cyclones
Tropical cyclones are rapid rotating weather systems that
are characterized by low pressure center with strong wind
circulating the center and warm temperature core in upper
troposphere. Figure 1 shows examples of tropical cyclones
simulated in climate models, that are correctly classiﬁed by
deep CNN (warm core structure is not shown in this ﬁgure).
Tropical cyclone features are rather well deﬁned, as can be
seen from the distinct low pressure center and spiral ﬂow
of wind vectors around the center. These clear and distinct
characteristics make tropical cyclone pattern relatively easy
to learn and represent within CNN. Our deep CNNs achieved
nearly perfect (99%) classiﬁcation accuracy.
Figure 2 shows examples of tropical cyclones that are
mis-classiﬁed. After carefully examining these events, we
believe they are weak systems (e.g. tropical depression),
whose low pressure center and spiral structure of wind have
not fully developed. The pressure distribution shows a large
low pressure area without a clear minimum. Therefore, our
deep CNN does not label them as tropical cyclones.
Table 5: Confusion matrix for tropical cyclone classiﬁcation
Predict TC
Predict Non_TC

Label TC
0.989
0.011

Label Non_TC
0.003
0.997

Fig. 2: Sample images of tropical cyclones mis-classiﬁed
(false negative) by our deep CNN model. Figure shows sea
level pressure (color map) and near surface wind distribution
(vector solid line).

5.2 Classiﬁcation
Rivers

Results

for

Atmospheric

In contrast to tropical cyclones, atmospheric rivers are
distinctively different events. They are narrow corridors of
concentrated moisture in atmosphere. They usually originate
in tropical oceans and move pole-ward. Figure 3 shows
examples of correctly classiﬁed land falling atmospheric
rivers that occur on the western Paciﬁc Ocean and north
Atlantic Ocean. The characteristics of narrow water vapor
corridor is well deﬁned and clearly observable in these
images.
Figure 4 are examples of mis-classiﬁed atmospheric rivers.
Upon further investigation, we believe there are two main
factors leading to mis-classiﬁcation. Firstly, presence of
weak atmospheric river systems. For instance, the left column of Figure 4 shows comparatively weak atmospheric
rivers. The water vapor distribution clearly show a band
of concentrated moisture cross mid-latitude ocean, but the
signal is much weaker comparing to Figure 3. Thus, deep
CNN does not predict them correctly. Secondly, the presence
of other climate event may also affect deep CNN representation of atmospheric rivers. In reality, the location and shape
of atmospheric river are affected by jet streams and extratropical cyclones. For example, Figure 4 right column shows
rotating systems (likely extra-tropical cyclone) adjacent to
the atmospheric river. This phenomenon presents challenge
for deep CNN on representing atmospheric river.
Table 6: Confusion matrix for atmospheric river classiﬁcation
Predict AR
Predict Non_AR

Label AR
0.93
0.07

Label Non_AR
0.107
0.893

5.3 Classiﬁcation Results for Weather Fronts
Fig. 1: Sample images of tropical cyclones correctly classiﬁed (true positive) by our deep CNN model. Figure shows
sea level pressure (color map) and near surface wind distribution (vector solid line).

Among the three types of climate events we are looking
at, weather fronts have the most complex spatial pattern.
Weather fronts typically form at the interface of warm air
and cold air, and usually associated with heavy precipitation
due moisture condensation of warm air up-lifting. In satellite
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cyclones. Figure 5 shows examples of correctly classiﬁed
weather front by our deep CNN system. Visually, the narrow
long regions of high precipitation line up approximately parallel to the temperature contour. This is a clear characteristics
and comparatively easy for deep CNNs to learn.
Because patterns of weather fronts is rather complex and
hardly show up in two dimensional ﬁelds, we decided to
further investigate it in later work.
Table 7: Confusion matrix for weather front classiﬁcation
Predict WF
Predict Non_WF

Label WF
0.876
0.124

Label Non_WF
0.18
0.82

Fig. 3: Sample images of atmospheric rivers correctly classiﬁed (true positive) by our deep CNN model. Figure shows
total column water vapor (color map) and land sea boundary
(solid line).

Fig. 5: Sample images of weather front correctly classiﬁed
by our deep CNN model. Figure shows precipitation with
daily precipitation less than 5 millimeters ﬁltered out (color
map), near surface air temperature (solid contour line) and
sea level pressure (dashed contour line)
Fig. 4: Sample images of atmospheric rivers mis-classiﬁed
(false negative) by our deep CNN model. Figure shows total
column water vapor (color map) and land sea boundary
(solid line).

images,a weather front is observable as a strip of clouds,
but it is hardly visible on two dimensional ﬁelds such as
temperature and pressure. In middle latitude (e.g. most U.S.),
a portion of weather front are associated with extra-tropical

6. Future Work
In the present study, we trained deep CNNs separately
for classifying tropical cyclones, atmospheric rivers and
weather fronts. Ideally, we would like to train a single
neural network for classifying all three types of events.
Unlike object recognition in natural images, climate patterns
detection have unique challenges. Firstly, climate events
happen at vastly different spatial scales. For example, a
tropical cyclone typically extends over less than 500 kilometers in radius, while an atmospheric river can be several
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thousand kilometers long. Secondly, different climate events
are characterized by different sets of physical variables.
For example, atmospheric rivers correlate strongly with the
vertical integration of water vapor, while tropical cyclones
has a more complex multi-variable pattern involving sea
level pressure, near surface wind and upper troposphere
temperature. Future work will need to develop generative
CNN architectures that are capable of discriminating between different variables based on the event type and capable
of handling events at various spatial scale. Note that we have
primarily addressed detection of extreme weather patterns,
but not their localization. We will work on architectures for
spatially localizing weather pattern in the future.
Several researchers have pointed out that deeper and
larger CNNs perform better for classiﬁcation and detection
tasks[9], [10] compared to shallow networks. However, deep
networks require huge amount of data to be effectively
trained, and to prevent model over ﬁtting. Datasets, such as
ImageNet, provide millions of labeled images for training
and testing deep and large CNNs. In contrast, we can only
obtain a small amount of labeled training data, hence we
are constrained on the class of deep CNNs that we can
explore without suffering from over-ﬁtting. This limitation
also points us to the need for developing unsupervised
approaches for climate pattern detection. We believe that
this will be critical for the majority of scientiﬁc disciplines
that typically lack labeled data.

7. Conclusion
In this study, we explored deep learning as a methodology
for detecting extreme weather patterns in climate data. We
developed deep CNN architecture for classifying tropical
cyclones, atmospheric rivers and weather fronts. The system
achieves fairly high classiﬁcation accuracy, range from 89%
to 99%. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst
time that deep CNN has been applied to tackle climate
pattern recognition problems. This successful application
could be a precursor for tackling a broad class of pattern
detection problem in climate science. Deep neural network
learns high-level representations from data directly, therefore
potentially avoiding traditional subjective thresholding based
criteria of climate variables for event detection. Results from
this study will be used for quantifying climate extreme
events trend in current day and future climate scenarios, as
well as investigating the changes in dynamics and thermodynamics of extreme events in global warming contend. This
information is critical for climate change adaptation, hazard
risk prediction and climate change policy making.
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Abstract - Visualization-based analysis of multivariate data
suffers from a high degree of clutter when the number of
dimensions (variables) becomes too large. Here, we extend the
standard star plot technique to visualize large datasets of
ultrahigh number of dimensions by a) drawing overlapped
star plots with one star per data item, b) shifting the origins of
radial axes away from the central point to open space in the
low-value scale, and c) dynamically partitioning the
dimensions into groups and mapping them to different
concentric circular regions to provide multilevel star plot
visualization. Our test on multivariate datasets of high
dimensionality suggests that the proposed extensions with
appropriate interaction options can handle large number of
dimensions of potential relevance to big data analytics.
Keywords: Multivariate data;
visualization; big data analytics
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star

plot;

information

Introduction

Analysis of multivariate data poses tremendous
challenge not only when the size of the dataset increases but
also when the number of variables or attributes (also referred
to as dimensions) increases. Such high-dimensional
multivariate data perhaps are one of the most important
contributors to today’s big data problems [1,2]. Extracting
useful information from large, complex datasets is too
difficult by directly looking at the data presented in a tabular
form and/or simply using standard query languages.
Visualization aims to take maximal advantage of human
perception capabilities by graphically mapping a given
dataset in its entirety, irrespective of its size, to a visual form
for gaining insight into the data [3]. The visualization output
though it is likely cluttered may still convey some
information about the overall nature and structure of the data.
When used interactively, visualization can provide us with a
qualitative overview of large and abstract datasets thereby
helping us quickly search for interesting features such as
patterns, trends, anomalies, relationships, and clusters [4,5].
These features in turn can serve as basis for further analysis,
which usually involves more focused (quantitative)
explorations of selected data regions or variables. The goal is
thus to find a visual representation of a given big data
problem with a minimum clutter possible. So, the user can
actually view the data as a whole to make some sense out of
the display and then further dig into the data. This process
may be referred to as an exploratory visualization-based
analysis.
Several visualization techniques currently exist for
analyzing multivariate data, which involve three or more
quantitative variables (dimensions). Popular examples include
star plot [6], parallel coordinates [7,8], star coordinates [9],

scatterplot matrix [10], etc. In principle, these techniques
should work for dataset of arbitrary size and arbitrary number
of dimensions. However, there is still a need for assessing the
potential of effectively using these techniques in visualization
of very large datasets and big data. This is true in the case of
star plot, which is a simple, widely used method for
multivariate data visualization. The star plot method maps an
n-dimensional data space into a 2-dimensional display space
by representing n (≥ 3) variables on axes starting from the
same central point [6,11]. In this mapping, each data item is
displayed as a star-shaped icon in which radial spoke
represents the value for a variable. All icons, one for each
data observation, are usually displayed in a rectangular
arrangement on a single page or screen. This visual
presentation is effective and mostly used for small- to
moderate-sized datasets perhaps containing no more than one
hundred observations for no more than a couple of dozens of
variables [6]. As the dimensionality and size of data increase,
star plot visualization becomes increasingly overwhelming
and the individual stars eventually become too small to
represent recognizable shapes.
In this paper, we discuss the weaknesses of the classic
star plot visualization technique for large multivariate datasets
and mainly deal with ultra-high dimensionality of the data. In
the situations involving a large number of variables/attributes,
the radial axes are very closely packed and the star plot
display becomes too cluttered. We propose different ways of
adopting/extending the star plot method to analyze and
understand large, complex multivariate datasets. We call
these approaches as overlapped star plot, shifted origin star
plot, and multilevel star plot visualization techniques. Tested
on different multivariate datasets, the proposed extensions
enable us to get a better visual display of data in their entirety
by effectively mapping an ultrahigh number of dimensions as
radial axes and rendering all data values for these dimensions
on a given display plane.

2

Related work and motivation

The star plot is a multivariate data visualization method,
which represents each data item as a star icon consisting of a
sequence of equi-angular spokes (called radii) with each
spoke/ray representing one of the variables [6,11]. It is also
called a radar chart or web chart or circular parallel
coordinates [12]. The star plot for single observation can
provide information about relative dominance of a variable
with respect to other variables in the observation. A set of
multiple star plots helps identify the similarities in the
observations and form clusters. The multi-plot also helps in
the detection of outliers and anomalies. With these
capabilities, the star plot enables the user to comprehend the
data and extract useful information in a simple way, thus
serving as one of the most useful visualization techniques.
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However, the star plot technique falls short when the number
of variables or dimensions becomes too large, needing its
further improvement as we show in this paper. The human
eye can perceive and understand the information conveyed by
a visual display more easily when the display is presented in a
bigger size. Instead of plotting every data item as a rather
small star at a separate location, it is better to map all data
items together and display all stars at the same location. This
approach has been previously considered [13,14], but here we
further emphasize its essence.
The star plot technique treats dimensions uniformly as in
other radial methods of information visualization [6,12,14].
As the number of dimensions increases, it allows more
compaction to accommodate all dimensions in display plane
of fixed size. When data values are plotted on a compact axial
layout, the result obviously is a cluttered visualization. To
minimize the clutter, we consider two approaches: First, if the
numbers of data items and dimensions are excessive near the
origin, we can widen space between successive axes in their
lower value ends. Second, to handle a very high number of
dimensions, we can divide the dimensions into multiple
groups and map them in different regions (levels), which are
concentric circular areas. Finally, each approach is expected
to work more effectively when appropriate interaction options
are supported, as is the case with any multivariate data
visualization [5].

4.1

Overlapped star plot

The star plot method displays a given dataset of N items
as an array of N stars, one for each data item of k dimensions
(or variables). In each plot, the values of a data point of the
dimensions d1, d2,…,dk are linearly scaled from the fixed
origin O(Ox,Oy) and mapped at values v1, v2,…, vk on the k
radial axes. The intersection points on these axes are then
joined together to form a closed polyline of star shape, which
graphically depicts the corresponding data item. These
individual stars drawn separately need to be shrunk to
accommodate all of them in the available display space, so
that it is increasingly hard to view and comprehend these
small stars. Here, we consider displaying all the data items
together at the same position using the same radial axes
instead of mapping each data item as a separately located star
icon. This overlapped star plot approach uses the entire space
for displaying each data point. In Fig. 1 (top), all stars are
drawn together in the same large space for the cars dataset so
they are visible (except some clutter caused by overlapping)
and easy to compare.
TABLE I
VARIABLES OF CARS DATASET
Variable
Number

Values of the variable with their numerical
scaled equivalent used. The appropriate
values of min and max were used for scale.

Test datasets and implementation

0

Fuel-type: diesel=1, gas=2 ; (min=0, max= 2)

Three datasets used for illustrating and testing the
proposed extensions of the star plot method were taken from
the UCI Machine Learning Repository [15]. The first is the
data about 21 attributes of a car. The second US census 1990
dataset involves 68 variables of both numerical and
categorical type. The third is the data about hand movements
for LIBRAS (the official Brazilian signal language) with 91
variables representing the coordinates of the movement.
Further details about the scaling and coding of the variable
values in these datasets can be obtained from the repository
[15]. Here, we provide some information for the “cars”
dataset in Table I, which consists of 7 categorical variables
(numbered as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 10 and 20) and the remaining 14
numerical variables.

1

Aspiration: std = 1, turbo = 2

2

Number-of-doors: two = 2, four = 4

3

Body-style: convertible = 1, hatchback = 2,
sedan = 3, wagon = 4, hardtop = 5

4

Engine-location: front = 1, rear = 2

5

Wheel-base: 86.6 to 108.0

6

Length: 141.1 to 192.7

7

Width: 60.3 to 71.4

8

Height: 47.8 to 59.8

9

Curb-weight: 1488 to 3296

The proposed improvements on the star plot
visualization method were implemented using C++ with
OpenGL and glut libraries for graphics rendering. A few
interaction options were implemented to assess how
visualization can be further enhanced. They include options
for highlighting one or more data items of interest, adjusting
the number of dimensions to be mapped to each display ring
(circular region), and changing the boundaries between the
display rings.

10

Number-of-cylinders: two = 2, three = 3, four
= 4, five = 5, six = 6

11

Engine-size: 61 to 181

12

Bore: 2.91 to 3.94

13

Stroke: 2.19 to 3.90

14

Compression-ratio: 7 to 21.9

15

Horsepower: 48 to 200

16

Peak-rpm: 4150 to 6000

17

City-mpg: 17 to 49

18

Highway-mpg: 20 to 54

19

Price: 5151 to 23875

20

Make: alfa-romero = 1, audi = 2, bmw = 3,
chevrolet = 4, dodge = 5, honda = 6, porshe
= 7, benz = 8, mitsubishi = 9, nissan = 10,
peugot = 11

3

4

Proposed star plot extensions

A major concern with star plot is its limited ability to
convey information under situations when the number of data
items increases, when the values lie near the low end of the
rays of the star plot, and when the dimensionality is too high.
Therefore, we seek to adopt and further develop the star plot
technique to visualize and explore large multivariate datasets
as described in this paper.
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area can be split in two halves horizontally, vertically, or
perhaps at any orientation in an interactive manner.

4.2

Shifted origin star plot

In the normal star plot technique, data values are
mapped onto the radii from the fixed center point (Ox, Oy).
When many dimensions are represented by closely packed
radial axes emanating from the same origin (Fig. 2, top), high
degree of crowdedness occurs towards the lower ends of the
plot thereby making the data lines hardly visible. To
overcome this problem, we propose the shifted origin star
plot technique, in which the data values (d1, d2,…,dk) are
scaled from different origin points (O1, O2,…,Ok), where each
dimension di has its own origin Oi which is at some shifted

Fig. 1. Visualization of cars data set containing 21 variables
using the overlapped star plot with uniform (top) and nonuniform (bottom) axial layout.

For a uniform radial layout of k dimensions, the angle
between the neighboring axes is 360o/k, which becomes too
small when the dimensionality is too high. It is desirable to
have a large interaxial angle. For instance, an angle of 30o that
corresponds to one dozen variables is generally preferred. To
have such wide-diverging axes, we can use one of half of the
total space (i.e., 180o angular region) to display a few selected
dimensions, say 6 axes. The remaining k-6 axes are then
packed in other half space. This non-uniform axial layout
shown in Fig. 1 (bottom) for the cars dataset helps display
data distributions and relationships for selected dimensions
more clearly (by giving a zoom-in like view) while still
accommodating the remaining dimensions. The total display

Fig. 2. Layout of 68 axes for the census dataset using single
origin (top) and shifted origins (bottom).
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distance from the center. This radial outward shift opens extra
space between the successive axes at their lower ends thereby
improving visibility even when data points are crowded
toward the origin.

dataset. The user can adjust the size of the circular perimeter
containing all variable origins by dragging it inward or
outward in an interactive manner.

Before laying out the axes and finding data locations
along each radial axis, we need to calculate the shift amount
(l), which depends on the total number of dimensions (k) and
the maximum scale (L) available for plotting:

4.3

l = (k/360)L

(1)

As k increases, l increases. However, the shift distance cannot
be arbitrarily large otherwise the inner void space eventually
covers the entire display area. We constrain the shift distance
to be the maximum of l and 0.5L. Fig. 2 (bottom) illustrates
the shifted origin star plot using a shift of 0.2L for the census

Multilevel Star Plot

As the number of dimensions increases, effectively
using available fixed display area to accommodate all
dimensions without obscuring cognitive information about
the data becomes even more challenging. The shifted origin
star plot method discussed above may not be good enough
because of high visual clutter arising from closely packed
radial axes and connecting data lines. A possible solution is to
reduce mapping of radial lines (axes) in a given area as much
as possible. Note that this shifted origin star plot creates a
void circular space around the center (Fig. 2, bottom). It is
good idea to not waste this space. We can use the space for
representing a subset of the dimensions and displaying the
corresponding data values. We now divide the total
dimensions into two groups and map them at two levels (Fig.
3, top), with the selected (fewer) dimensions assigned to the
inner region (first level) and the remaining (majority)
dimensions assigned to the outer region (second level). Thus,
two stars of which the larger one lies in the outer region and
the smaller one lies in the inner region together display each
data item. We can extend this idea to multiple levels in which
different groups of dimensions are represented in different
concentric rings that constrain the respective display regions
out of the total space. Our multilevel star plot thus manages
many dimensions in different subsets thereby mapping the
axes and displaying the corresponding data values in multiple
levels (regions) instead of plotting all together in a single
region as one star icon. The result is that a star displaying
each data item is now split into multiple stars of different
sizes drawn in different regions.
Before laying out the radial axes and calculating data
locations along each axis, a decision is to be made on how
many dimensions appear at each level. Let us consider a
scenario in which the original large circular display space is
divided into concentric rings of equal concentric radii.
Obviously, the area of the outer ring is larger than the ring
below it. So, it makes sense that a higher-level (outer ring)
plot be assigned more dimensions than a lower-level (inner
ring) plot. The number of dimensions assigned to the ith level
depends on the total number of dimensions (k), the total
number of plot levels (m), and the level of plotting (Ni). We
require that the number of dimensions represented in a level
be proportional to the area of the corresponding ring. For the
ith ring, the area is given by Ai = πi2r2 – π(i-1)2r2 = (i + i-1)πr2,
where r represents the concentric radii. The number of
dimensions (Di) can be thus calculated as:

Di =

Fig. 3. Two-level (top) and three-level (bottom) layout of 91
axes for the LIBRAS data. One data item is drawn.

k
( N i + N i−1 ) , where i = 1,2...,m
N m2

(2)

Here, Ni represents the ith level. Fig. 3 (top) shows the star
plot with 2 shift levels (Nm = 2) for the 91-dimensional
LIBRAS dataset where 1/4th of the total dimensions are
assigned to the inner circle and the remaining 3/4th to the
outer ring. Fig. 3 (bottom) shows a similar plot with 3 shift
levels (Nm = 3) for the same dataset with approximately 1/9th
dimensions in the inner circle (first level), 3/9th dimensions in
the middle ring (second level), and the remaining 5/9th
dimensions in the outer ring (third level).
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5

Visualization-based analysis

We now present some analysis of the proposed star plot
extensions on two high-dimensional multivariate datasets,
namely the US census data with 68 variables and the LIBRAS
movement data with 91 variables. When the number of radial
axes is large, all data points mapped to the scale may not be
visible. As shown in Fig. 4 (top) for the census dataset, the
data values that lie in the upper end of the scale are visible.
However, the dense region around the origin does not give
much information about any data values that lie closer to the
lower ends of the scale. This visual clutter can be attributed to
two factors. First, the dimensionality is too high which would
result in mapping many radial axes from the fixed origin.
Second, many values lie in the lower ends of the scale further
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adding to the clutter. This is the suppression of data with the
loss of information. Hypothesizing information that has
concealed the data likely produces a hypothesis, which may
not match with the information presented by the actual data.
Consider the values plotted on the radial axis numbered 65,
representing the variable YEARSCH in Fig. 4 (top). A careful
observation of the display reveals that the range of values in
the dataset for this variable are in the mid to upper range of
education with considerable range of points falling in the
mid-range. One can make hypothesis that the most people
have an educational qualification of 9th Grade-10th Grade or
more. However, the information in the lower ends of the scale
is hidden due to visual clutter.
As shown in Fig. 4 (bottom), the shifted origin star plot
of the census dataset reduces the clutter in the low-value
region and reveals information that might otherwise be
hidden. For the variable YEARSCH, notable information that
becomes apparent after the origin shift is that many data
points do fall in the lower end scale of the axis. This means
that a considerable portion of the population has an
educational qualification lesser than 9th Grade, an important
information that remained obscure earlier because of high
clutter in the Fig. 4 (top).
The overlapped star plot and origin shifted star plot map
all dimensions and all data in the same region. They may not
be effective when the number of dimensions is very large
because the inter-ray angles become too small. Fig. 5 (top)
illustrates such a scenario for the 91-dimensional dataset. The
clutter becomes prevalent over a wide region around the
center of the display. Splitting the dimensions at three groups
considerably reduces the clutter and makes all star-polylines
visible (Fig. 5, bottom). One can see open space between the
rays, which arises because fewer dimensions are drawn at
each level and the outer regions have bigger origin shifts. It is
remarkable that the multilevel star plot visualization can give
a better presentation of multivariate dataset consisting of
large number of dimensions by mapping each data star to a
multiple sub-star icon, for example, a three sub-star drawn in
Fig 5 (bottom).
If there is simply too much data, the display becomes
too cluttered because of a lot of over-plotting and closely
packed axes. So, normal star plot visualization may not be of
much help in analyzing large multivariate dataset of high
dimensionality. We need specialized visualizations and
effective modes of interaction to get to know such data [5].
Our proposed approaches for star plot visualization attempt to
systematically increase inter-axial angular spacing. As such, it
is possible to trace all axes individually and then encode extra
information about the data along them. For example, we can
draw a box plot to display distribution of numerical data
values through their quartiles [12]. Similarly, we can draw
circles to display the relative sizes of each value belonging to
a particular categorical variable, as demonstrated in Fig. 6 for
the cars dataset for seven categorical variables (Table I).
Also, outliers may be displayed as individual points.

Fig. 4. Visualization of the 68-dimensional census data using
the overlapped (top) and shifted origin (bottom) star plots.

Employing interaction rather than simple renderings can
help manage large-scale data [5]. Highlighting and brushing
may be applied to aid interpretation of star plot visualization.
A straightforward option is to highlight the lines representing
selected observations or outliers with different color and/or
thickness. As shown in Fig. 6, the shapes of two highlighted
stars are clearly recognizable for their analysis and
comparison. A brushing allows us to specify a region of
interest along one axis and to focus on the corresponding
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Fig. 6. Highlighting two data items with thick lines in the star
plot visualization of the 21-dimensional cars dataset. Circles
encode the counts of different data values on categorical
dimensions numbered as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. 10, and 20 (Table I).

considering. If multiple pairwise relationships are of interest,
the corresponding axes should be drawn next to each other.
Displaying the aggregation information derived by
combining many data cases and variables can further reduce
visual clutter. Data items that are similar in most dimensions
should be drawn together rather than individually drawing
them. Several techniques exist for forming clusters of highdimensional data with respect to all dimensions. For instance,
hierarchical clustering is a popular technique, which has been
previously used with other visualization techniques including
parallel coordinates [8] but not yet used with star plot
visualization. Thus derived clusters can be displayed at
different levels of abstraction with proximity-based coloring
and structure-based brushing [8].

6
Fig. 5. Visualization of the 91-dimensional LIBRAS data
using the overlapped (top) and multilevel (bottom) star plots.

stars. Brushing can be combined with other selection
functionalities to make the star plot more interactive.
Moreover, it is possible to reduce visual clutter and
discover interesting features in data by dimension suppression
and reordering [4,16]. We can draw fewer dimensions by
omitting dimensions of little or no importance. The star plot
technique is generally considered to be effective only when
quantitative variables are represented. The dimensions can
also be ordered or clustered according to similarity [17].
Some axes may be reversed as well. While a linear scaling is
often used for mapping data values on the axes, other scaling
options such as a multi-scale mapping may be worth

Conclusions

The star plot visualization method has been used in a
wide variety of data domains. However, it becomes less
effective under situations when the number of data items
increases in the dataset and when the dimensionality of the
data becomes too high. Many rays/dimensions have to be
closely packed within a small circular area for each data item
and individual star icons become too small. To overcome
these problems, we have proposed different ways of
effectively using the star plot visualization method.
First, instead of displaying multiple star-shaped icons
spatially separately (one for each data item), we plot all data
items together in the same star plot setting. Such overlapping
allows the use of a larger visual display for all data and also
makes identification of clusters and other features easier.
Second, the shifting of the origin away from the fixed center
for each ray (radial axis) widens the space between the axes.
This shifted origin star plot reduces the ray crowdedness in
the lower-value region of the scale. Third, our multilevel star
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plot divides the drawing of dimensions in different groups
(levels) and maps them to different concentric circular
regions (rings). This approach can handle very large number
of dimensions such as those expected in big data problems.
By visualizing three multivariate data sets of large
dimensions (21, 68 and 91 variables or attributes), we
anticipate that the proposed star plot visualization extensions
can be potentially useful in analyzing ultra-high dimensional
multivariate data.
As we have shown in this study, specialized
visualizations and methods of interaction with the data are
required to gain insight onto large multivariate data set of
high dimensionality. Our focus has been mainly on effective
representation of a large number of dimensions (variables) for
star plot visualization. The supported user interface allows the
user to choose desired star plot option, to highlight certain
stars (data cases) and to dynamically adjust the dimension
partitioning and the ring boundaries. Clearly, there is much to
be done to make the proposed star plot extensions useful in a
practical sense. Our further work will explore effective ways
of managing large-scale data (dimension manipulation, data
breakdown), enhancing line rendering (compositing, opacity),
deriving and displaying aggregation information (e.g.,
clustering), and employing user interaction.
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Simulating Spatial Correlation for Catastrophic Events
Georg Hofmann
Validus Research∗ , Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
Abstract— Catastrophe models calculate the stochastic distributions of loss originating from events like hurricanes
and earthquakes. These models are typically based on a
stochastic event catalog. For each event spatial correlation
needs to be simulated. The standard approach is based on
the evaluation of a copula. However the complexity of the
corresponding algorithm is O(n3 ) and it becomes difﬁcult
to execute for n in the thousands. So as the number n of
locations in the footprint of the event grows, this approach
quickly becomes infeasible. We propose a slight modiﬁcation
of the well-know Kriging technique, in order to solve this
problem. With our solution the creation of simulation data
for catastrophe models becomes manageable with the use of
Big Data techniques.
Keywords: Simulation, Spatial Correlation, Copula, Catastrophe
Model, Kriging

1. Introduction
Catastrophe models are very common tools in the insurance industry. They are used, among other things, to predict
distributions for ﬁnancial loss originating from events like
hurricanes and earthquakes. These models are usually based
on a stochastic event catalog. For each simulated event in
this catalog it is important to quantify uncertainty in the
hazard and the vulnerability of structures affected. For this
so-called secondary uncertainty it is important to understand
spatial correlation. Claims data for historic earthquake losses
show that there is a relationship between the distance of two
locations and their loss correlation.
In this paper we start from the assumption that such a
spatial relationship is given and provide a methodology to
simulate secondary uncertainty with the prescribed correlation. The traditional approach to this simulation would be
to compute a copula directly. However, this approach does
not scale well computationally as the number of locations
increases. Instead we propose using a copula on a coarser
subset of locations and to interpolate for the ﬁner set using
a technique similar to the well-known method of Kriging.
As this is an approximation of the intended correlation, its
accuracy needs to be investigated. We prove results that
provide upper and lower bounds for the accuracy of the
simulated correlation.
∗

At the time of the preliminary research, Kai Cui was a member of
the Validus Research team. Thanks go to him for adding the Krigging
methodology to the mix of interpolation methods initially investigated.

With the proposed approach simulating single events becomes computationally feasible. A code example is provided
in the appendix. However, catastrophe models often simulate
many events in order to capture the full stochastic nature
of a peril. Simulating as many as 1 million events is
not uncommon. Implementing our approach in Big Data
framework with increased computational resources allows
this to be accomplished.

2. A normalized Kriging approach
In this section we deﬁne the necessary details for the
proposed normalized Kriging approach. The problem at
hand can be summarized in the following way: For a set
of locations (referred to in the introduction as the coarser
set) random variables are deﬁned. They follow a covariance
structure. The objective is the following: For a new location
deﬁne a random variable as a linear combination of the
given ones, such that the covariance structure is closely
approximated.
The following special case is instructive: If the locations in
the coarser set have normally distributed random variables,
then so does a linear combination of them. If in addition to
that the covariance structure c(·, ·) satisﬁes c(x∗ , x∗ ) = 1
for all locations x∗ , then all random variables will follow
the standard normal distribution. In this case the covariance
structure can equivalently be expressed by a correlation
structure.
This case is particularly relevant for simulations. The
locations in the coarser set can be simulated using a Gaussian
copula. The simulation can be extended to any location outside of the coarser set while maintaining a standard normal
distribution and approximating the desired correlation. The
code presented in the appendix implements this particular
simulation.
We use the variable x with subscripts to refer to locations.
For any pair of locations (x∗ , x∗∗ ) we denote by c(x∗ , x∗∗ )
the target covariance of the two locations. Suppose the n
locations x1 , x2 , . . . , xn in the coarser set have the random
variables f (x1 ), f (x2 ), . . . , f (xn ). Further, suppose they
satisfy


Cov f (xi ), f (xj ) = c(xi , xj )
for i and j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
For every location x∗ the objective is to deﬁne the
random variable f (x∗ ) as a linear combination of the
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3. Upper bound for variance

f (x1 ), f (x2 ), . . . , f (xn ) in a way such that
Var(f (x∗ ) = c(x∗ , x∗ )

and

Cov(f (x∗ ), f (xi )) ≈ c(x∗ , xi )
for all i.
Set

⎛

c(x1 , x1 )
⎜
..
C=⎝
.

···
..
.
···

c(xn , x1 )
We use the notation
⎛
⎞
f (x1 )
⎜
⎟
f (x) = ⎝ ... ⎠ and

c(x1 , xn )
..
.

⎞
..⎟
.⎠

c(xn , xn )
⎛

⎞
c(x∗ , x1 )
⎜
⎟
..
c(x∗ , x) = ⎝
⎠.
.
c(x∗ , xn )

f (xn )
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The well-known Kriging estimator fˆ is deﬁned in the
following way:

T
fˆ(x∗ ) = f (x) C −1 c(x∗ , x)
It immediately follows that fˆ(xi ) = f (xi ) for each i =
1, . . . , n. It also can be calculated that

As promised in the previous section, we prove a proposition about the lower bound of the estimator variance. The
proof is necessary for the foundation of the proposed bound.
But it is not indispensable for the further understanding of
the applications in later sections.
Proposition 3.1:
Var(fˆ(x∗ )) ≤ c(x∗ , x∗ )
Proof: The matrix
⎛
⎞
c(x1 , x1 ) · · · c(x1 , xn ) c(x1 , x∗ )
⎜
⎟
..
..
..
..
⎜
⎟
.
.
.
.
C = ⎜
⎟
⎝c(xn , x1 ) · · · c(xn , xn ) c(xn , x∗ )⎠
c(x∗ , x1 ) · · · c(x∗ , xn ) c(x∗ , x∗ )
is positive semi-deﬁnite, in particular its determinant is nonnegative.
We will denote the minors of the matrix C by Mi,j and

the minors of the matrix C  by Mi,j
. We compute this
determinant by expanding along the last column:
n


det(C  ) =

i=1


+ c(x∗ , x∗ ) det(Mn+1,n+1
) (−1)2n+2 .
!" #
!" #

Cov(fˆ(x∗ ), fˆ(xi )) = c(x∗ , xi ).
In other words, Kriging models the prescribed covariance.
On the other hand we will prove in this article that
Var(fˆ(x )) ≤ c(x , x )
∗

∗

∗

and in general, equality does not hold.
In other words, Kriging does not preserve variance in the
same way that it preserves covariance. For the application
that we have in mind, the preservation of variance is more
important than that of covariance. That is why it is stated
as an objective. This leads us to using a normalization: We
deﬁne the normalized estimator:

∗

f (x ) =

c(x∗ , x∗ ) ˆ ∗
f (x )
Var(fˆ(x∗ ))


c(xi , x∗ ) det(Mi,n+1
)(−1)i+n+1

=C

Now compute


)
det(Mi,m+1


det(Mi,m+1
)=

n


=1

by expanding along the last row:

c(x∗ , xj ) det(Mi,j )(−1)j+n

By reinserting (2) into (1), we obtain:

=

det(C  )
n 
n


c(xi , x∗ ) det(Mi,j )(−1)i+j+2n+1 c(x∗ , xj )

i=1 j=1

+ c(x∗ , x∗ ) det(C)

(3)

Now note that



det(C)C −1 = det(Mi,j )(−1)i+j ij .

det(C  )
Var(f (x∗ )) = c(x∗ , x∗ ).
But as a consequence, covariance will be overestimated:
c(x∗ , x∗ )
Cov(f (x ), f (xi )) =
Cov(fˆ(x∗ ), fˆ(xi ))
Var(fˆ(x∗ ))

= − det(C)c(x∗ , x)C −1 c(x, x∗ ) + det(C)c(x∗ , x∗ )
= det(C)(c(x∗ , x∗ ) − Var(fˆ(x∗ )))
Rearranging this leads to

∗

∗

≥ c(x , xi )
In this article we will derive an upper bound for this
overestimation.

(2)

j=1

Using this in (3), we obtain

This estimator preserves variance:

(1)

Var(fˆ(x∗ )) = c(x∗ , x∗ ) −
≤ c(x∗ , x∗ )
This completes the proof.
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4. Lower bound for variance
Similar to the upper bound in the previous section, we
provide a lower bound in this section.
Proposition 4.1: For every i = 1, 2, . . . , n the following
inequality holds:
2
 ∗
c(x , xi )
∗
ˆ
.
Var(f (x )) ≥
c(xi , xi )
In other words,
2
 ∗
,
x
)
c(x
i
∗
Var(fˆ(x )) ≥ max
.
i=1,2,...,n c(xi , xi )
Proof: Deﬁne
·, · Rn × Rn → R, a, b = aT C −1 b.
This is a scalar product. So the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
holds:
2

a, b

≤ a, a b, b

By setting a = c(x, x∗ ) and b = c(x, xi ), we obtain


c(x, x∗ )



≤ c(xi , xi )

T

T

C −1 c(x, xi )
!"
#

2

=ei

c(x, x∗ )C −1 c(x, x∗ )
!"
#
Var(fˆ(x∗ ))

where ei denotes the ith unit vector. This can be simpliﬁed
to

2
c(xi , x∗ ) ≤ c(xi , xi ) Var(fˆ(x∗ ))

This implies that the technique proposed in this article
generally overstates correlation. This can be understood
intuitively by considering the extreme case where the coarser
set consists of only one location. In that case pairs of
locations from the ﬁner set will receive full correlation,
regardless of the intended correlation.
The inequality above, however, provides an upper bound
to the correlation overstatement. In the next section we will
show in an example that the deviation of the correlation from
the desired value can be reduced by increasing the resolution
of the coarser location set.

6. Controlling the approximation error
in the simulation example
We return to the example of simulating standard normal
variates for each location. In particular the variances of the
variates is 1, so we have c(x∗ , x∗ ) = 1 for ever location x∗ .
As an example of a target correlation assume that c(·, ·) be
given by
c(x∗ , x∗∗ ) = exp(−0.002 dist(x∗ , x∗∗ )),
where dist stands for the distance of two locations on the
earth measured in kilometers.
We require that the ratio R = Ri (x∗ ) is between 0.95 and
1.05, which amounts to allowing a 5% error in the simulation
of correlation. In other words, we need to make sure that
R < 1.05. This can be accomplished by assuring that
min

That completes the proof.

5. Correlation bounds
We bring the upper and lower bounds derived in the
previous two sections together in a form that can be directly
applied in examples.
Consider the ratio of the achieved to the intended correlations




Cov f (x∗ ), f (xi )
ρ f (x∗ ), f (xi )




=
Ri (x ) =
ρ f (x∗ ), f (xi )
Cov f (x∗ ), f (xi )
c(x∗ , x∗ )
=

.
Var fˆ(x∗ )


Since we want to measure, how closely ρ f (x∗ ), f (xi )
is approximated by ρ f (x∗ ), f (xi ) , we want to understand,
how close Ri (x∗ ) is to 1. We can apply the bounds found
for Var(fˆ(x∗ )) to the ratio above to obtain:
∗

c(xj , xj )c(x∗ , x∗ )
≥ Ri (x∗ ) ≥ 1

2
j=1,2,...,n
∗
c(x , xj )
min

1


j=1,2,...,n

c(x∗ , xj )

2 ≤ 1.05

This is equivalent to


min exp 0.004 dist(x∗ , xj ) ≤ 1.05
j=1,2,...,n

min

j=1,2,...,n

dist(x∗ , xj ) ≤

ln(1.05)
 12.2
0.004

In other words, as long as the location x∗ is less than 12.2
kilometers from the nearest location in the coarser location
set, the desired accuracy is achieved.

7. Conclusion
Advanced catastrophe models simulate the correlation
observed among the losses originating from a catastrophic
event. The traditional copula approach is computationally infeasible due to the large number of locations to be considered
in the event footprint. We provide an alternative approach to
approximating the correlation and show how the accuracy of
the approximation can be controlled. This allows catastrophe
models with millions of simulated events to be implemented.
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Fig. 1: Output from the R code. Visualization of the copulas with a coarse grid (left) and a ﬁner grid (right).

Appendix
The code below runs in R version 3.1.0 once the MASS
package is loaded. Its output can be viewed in Figure 1.
# This code is part of the article
"Simulating Spatial Correlation
# for Catastrophic Events"
### Preset constants.
m1.nrow <- 12
m1.ncol <- 10
m1.num <- m1.nrow * m1.ncol
m2.nrow <- 720
m2.ncol <- 500
m2.num <- m2.nrow * m2.ncol
### Functions
target.cor <- function(x1, y1, x2, y2){
dist <- sqrt((x1 - x2) ^ 2 + (y1 - y2) ^ 2)
return(exp(- 0.01 * dist))
}
### Main Code
i1 <- rep(1:m1.nrow, times = m1.ncol)
j1 <- rep(1:m1.ncol, each = m1.nrow)
x1 <- i1 * m2.nrow / m1.nrow
y1 <- j1 * m2.ncol / m1.ncol

covar.mat <- outer(X = 1:m1.num, Y =
1:m1.num, FUN = function(i, j)
target.cor(x1 = x1[i], x2 = x1[j], y1 =
y1[i], y2 = y1[j]))
covar.mat2 <- outer(X = 1:m1.num, Y =
1:m2.num, FUN = function(i, j)
target.cor(x1 = x1[i], x2 = x2[j], y1 =
y1[i], y2 = y2[j]))
require(MASS)
set.seed(606)
sim.1 <- mvrnorm(mu = rep(0, m1.num), Sigma
= covar.mat)
covar.mat.inv <- solve(covar.mat)
tmp.stdev <- sqrt(colSums((covar.mat.inv %*%
covar.mat2) * covar.mat2))
sim.2 <- as.vector((t(sim.1) %*%
covar.mat.inv) %*% covar.mat2) /
tmp.stdev
layout(matrix(c(1,2), ncol = 2))
par(mar=c(0,1,0,1))
image(pnorm(matrix(sim.1, ncol = m1.nrow,
byrow = TRUE)),
xaxt="n", yaxt="n", bty = "n")
image(pnorm(matrix(sim.2, ncol = m2.nrow,
byrow = TRUE)),
xaxt="n", yaxt="n", bty = "n")

x2 <- rep(1:m2.nrow, times = m2.ncol)
y2 <- rep(1:m2.ncol, each = m2.nrow)
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Abstract— Recently, Twitter has become a valuable source
of people’s opinions and sentiments. Thus, sentiment
analysis for understanding the sentiment is needed. In the
general area of sentiment analysis, sarcasm has an
important role because it can change the polarity of a
message. Sarcasm is a common phenomenon in social media,
which is a nuanced form of language for expressing the
opposite of what is written. Several works have been done
either at the level of non-hashtag or hashtag-based sentiment
analysis. In sarcasm detection; however there is no model
for identifying sarcastic tweets to work on both levels. In this
article, we present a new Sarcasm Detection Model (SDM)
for identifying sarcastic tweets at the level of hashtag and
non-hashtag sentiment, based on the strength level of the
tweets. In the proposed SDM, three classifiers are used;
SentiStrength Sarcasm Classifier (SSC); Sarcasm Hashtags
Classifier (SHC) and Hashtag-SentiStrength Sarcasm
Classifier (HSSC). SentiStrength Sarcasm Classifier works
based on the strength level of tweet, whereas Sarcasm
Hashtags Classifier works based on the Sarcasm Hashtags
Indicator (SHI) and contrast between the orientation of the
tweets and hashtag(s), and Hashtag-SentiStrength Sarcasm
Classifier works based on the strength levels of tweet and
hashtag(s). These classifiers work better when they are used
as part of a coherent model rather than used individually.
This research is still on-going where in the future we will
need to test the effectiveness of the SDM. Moreover, we
except to achieve good result because it is covered several
types of tweets (hahstags and non-hashtags).
Keywords- Sarcasm, Sentiment
analysis, Strength level of tweets.

I.

analysis,

Hashtags

INTRODUCTION

With the growth of the web, microblogs such as
Twitter are becoming popular day by day. People use
Twitter for sharing information and opinions on a variety
of topics and to discuss current issues. Therefore, Twitter
has become a valuable source of opinion and sentiment.
Thus, understanding the opinion of the individuals is
needed.
Sentiment Analysis (SA) or opinion mining (OP) is
one of the areas of computational studies which deal with
opinion-oriented natural language processing such as text
source recognition, emotion and mood recognition and
opinion oriented summarization [1].
Sentiment analysis was done in different domains such
as product reviews, movies and microblogs [2]. Twitter is
one of the most popular platforms of microblogs which

has been used for all ordinary individuals, politics and
companies [3]. Twitter allows registered users to read and
post tweets (140 character messages). A Tweet is a short
message mostly belonging to the sentence level sentiment
classification [4].
All of the studies on sentiment analysis of Twitter
messages are term-based [5, 6, 7, and 8]. Previous
researchers extracted tweets based on a certain term and
then analyzed the sentiment of these extracted Twitter
posts. In the general area of sentiment analysis, sarcasm
plays a role as an interfering factor that can flip the
polarity of a message [9].
In the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) [10]
“sarcasm” is defined as “a sharp, bitter, or cutting
expression or remark; a bitter gibe or taunt˝. Sarcasm may
employ ambivalence, although it is not necessarily ironic.
Sarcasm might be used to comic effect or can be used to
hurt or offend. Unlike simple negation words, a sarcasm
message usually expresses a negative opinion utilizing
only positive words or even intensified positive words.
Detection of sarcasm is important for the development of a
sentiment analysis system [9]. In this paper, a sarcasm
detection model for tweets is introduced. Twitter is chosen
in this study, because it is one of the largest platforms
where people tend to express their opinion. Twitter also
provides features such as hashtags, which aid in detecting
sarcasm in the tweets.
Due to the intentional ambiguity, analysis of sarcasm is
a difficult task not only for machine, but also for a human.
Although sarcasm detection has an important effect on
sentiment, it is usually ignored in social media analysis
because sarcasm analysis is too complicated. Since the
goal of sentiment analysis is to automatically detect the
polarity of a document, misinterpreting sarcasm represents
a big challenge [11].
Different studies have been done in sarcasm detection
such
as;
semi-supervised
sarcasm
recognition,
investigation of the impact of lexical and pragmatic
factors, identification of sarcasm based on intensifiers and
exclamation, contrast between positive and negative
situation verb phrases, identifying the relationship between
a tweet and an author’s past tweet and identifying extralinguistic information from the context of an utterance on
Twitter, such as properties of the author, the audience and
the immediate communicative environment [9, 11 ,12, 13,
14, 15 and 16]. All of the mentioned works were only able
to identify sarcasm either at the level of hashtags or nonhashtags. There is no work in sarcasm detection for
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identifying sarcasm at the level of hashtag(s) and nonhashtag(s). In this paper we present a new Sarcasm
Detection Model (SDM) for identifying sarcastic tweets at
the level of hashtag(s) and non-hashtag(s) based on the
strength level of the tweets.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section
II investigates related work; section III defines the
proposed Sarcasm Detection Model (SDM), three
classifiers and features that are used in SDM and last
section is the conclusion.
II.

RELATED WORK

Automatic sarcasm detection is a relatively new
research area. Few studies have been done in automatic
sarcasm detection and it is supposed to be a difficult
problem.
For detecting sarcastic Dutch tweets, [9] applied
unigrams, bigrams and trigrams as features and used a
Balanced Winnow classifier.
[11] proposed a method for sarcasm detection on
Twitter and product reviews from Amazon. KNN-like
classifier with 5-fold cross validation was used in their
method. They obtained an F-measure of 0.55 on Twitter
dataset and 0.83 on the product reviews dataset. The
#sarcasm hashtag was used for acquiring the Twitter
dataset. Moreover, they created a balanced evaluation set
of 180 tweets. Fifteen annotators via Amazon Mechanical
Turk2 were used for labelling their evaluation dataset.
[12] classified tweets into three categories; sarcastic,
positive sentiment and negative sentiment. “#sarcasm” and
“#sarcastic” hashtags were used for detecting sarcastic
tweets. Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Sequential
Minimal Optimization (SMO) and logistic regression were
used in their method. Different combinations of
dictionary-based and unigrams features and pragmatic
features such as positive and negative emoticons and user
references were used. They achieved accuracy of 0.65 for
classifying tweets into sarcastic and non-sarcastic using
the combination of SVM, SMO and unigrams. They
employed three human for annotating 180 tweets (90
sarcastic and 90 non-sarcastic). For classifying tweets into
positive and negative, 50 sarcastic and 50 non-sarcastic
(25 positive and 25 negative) tweets with emoticons
annotated by two judges were used. The accuracy for
automatic classification and human judges was 0.71 and
0.89 respectively.
[13] proposed features for capturing properties of
figurative languages such as polarity, unexpectedness,
ambiguity and emotional scenarios. Five categories such
as irony, humor, technology, politics and general were
used in their corpus. Classification of irony and general
tweets achieved the best results with F-measure of 0.65.
[14] proposed a systematic approach for identifying
sarcasm effectively. They analyzed the context of the
tweets and the behavioral traits of the users derived from
their past activities. They built a comprehensive
supervised framework for identifying sarcasm tweets by
observing user behavior patterns on Twitter. Although
they obtained reasonable results, other factor such as
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user´s social networks and their current and past
interaction were not considered in their method.
[15] introduced a method for identifying sarcasm based
on contextual phenomenon. A series of experiments were
presented by them. For identifying the effect of extralinguistic information on the sarcasm detection, they used
features not only derived from the context of the message,
but used information about the author, his relationship to
his audience and the immediate communicative context
they both share.
[17] examined the relevance and representativeness of
conceptual features such as
unexpectedness, style,
signatures and emotional scenarios. These features contain
quotes, capitalized words, punctuation marks, emoticons,
lexicon-based features, character n-grams, and skip-grams
[18]. Four categories such as humor, irony, politics and
education (100,000 tweets for each category) were used in
their corpus. Two distributional scenarios i.e. balanced
distribution and imbalanced distribution (25% ironic
tweets and 75% tweets from all three non-ironic
categories) using the decision tree and Naive Bayes
algorithms [19] were used in their evaluation. The
classification by decision tree achieved F-measure of 0.53
on the imbalanced distribution and an F-measure of 0.72
on the balanced distribution.
[20] proposed a new approach for identifying sarcasm
based on the sarcasm indicator and contrast between the
orientation of the tweet and hashtags(s). Although, their
work was a primary work on sarcasm detection at the level
of the hashtags, the number of sarcasm indicators was
small. Moreover, they could not tokenize all hashtags
correctly. For example “#greatstart” is tokenized as “greats
tart” which is not correct.
Sarcasm and nastiness classification in online
dialogues was also explored in [21] using bootstrapping,
syntactic patterns and a high precision classifier. They
achieved an F-measure of 0.57 on their sarcasm dataset.
[23] proposed a bootstrapping algorithm for acquiring
a list of positive sentiment phrases and negative situation
phrases from tweets. Their method has been able to
identify just one type of sarcasm: contrast between a
positive sentiment and negative situation. Their method
obtained an F-measure of 0.51 using the SVM classifier.
The proposed SDM is different from all of the related
work in sarcasm detection, where SDM is able to identify
sarcastic tweets based on the strength level of the tweet (at
the hashtags and non-hashtags level). More detail of SDM
is explained in section III.
III.

SARCASM DETECTION MODEL (SDM)

Figure 1 illustrates the SDM. As mentioned before, our
proposed model (SDM) is able to identify sarcastic tweets
whether it contain hashtag(s) or not. Based on Figure 1, if
a tweet does not contain any hashtag, we apply P1.
Otherwise P2 is applied on the tweet. Three classifiers are
used in our proposed model (SDM); SentiStrength
Sarcasm Classifier (SSC), Sarcasm Hashtags Classifier
(SHC), and Hashtag-SentiStrength Sarcasm Classifier
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(HSSC). Each of the classifiers will be explained in the
following subsections.
A.

SentiStrength Sarcasm Classifier (SSC)
SSC is applied for tweets that do not have hashtag. [9]
found that people used exaggeration with sarcasm.
Moreover, a previous study in sentiment analysis works on
the impact analysis of the lexical and pragmatic features
such as emoticons, interjection, and exclamation marks.
We applied these two ideas in the proposed classifier
(SSC) for identifying sarcastic tweets based on the
strength level of the tweets using and used lexical and
pragmatic features. Our most important contribution is to
find sarcastic tweets based on the strength level of tweet
using lexical and pragmatic features. More details of the
features are explained below.

Lexical Features
Two types of lexical features named as positive negative situation phrases [24] and dictionary-based are
used in SSC. The dictionary-based features were derived
from i) SentiStrength dictionary [25], which is used to
measure the strength of positive and negative sentiment in
short informal texts. For a set of short texts, SentiStrength
will allocate a positive/negative strength between 1 to 5; ii)
SentiWordNet 3.0 is a resource of lexical for sentiment
classification presented by [26]. SentiWordNet 3.0 is an
improvement of SentiWordNet introduced by [27]; iii)
AFINN dictionary [29]. Each of the English words has an
emotional value in AFFIN. This value was calculated
based on the psychological reaction of a person to a
specific word; iv) list of positive verb phrases and negative
situation phrases; v) list of interjections (e.g., ah, oh,
yeah); vi) elongated words (stretched words); vii) capital
words; and viii) punctuations (e.g., !, ?). In order to find
the strength value of the tweet, at first we need to find the
strength value for each of the mentioned features. Each of
the words in SentiStrength and AFINN has a value
between 0, ±5. Since, the boundary in SentiWordNet
dictionary is between 0, ±1. So, we multiple each of the
values in SentiWordNet to 5. Finally, we have a
comprehensive dictionary which has a value between 0,
±5. Furthermore, the strength value for each of the positive
verb phrases and negative situation phrases is determined
based on the comprehensive dictionary.
 Pragmatic Features
We used two pragmatic features: i) positive emoticons
such as smileys and ii) negative emoticons such as
frowning faces.
 SentiStrength Formula
After determining the value for lexicon features, we
identify SentiStrength of the tweet based on the number of
Interjection, Elongate words, Capital Words and Question
Mark. Before determining the SentiStrength, all of the
slang words are converted to the normal word such as:
“gr8” is converted to “great”. Finally, we compute
SentiStrength of the tweet using our proposed formula:
Strength (pos)= ∑ Opw (pos)

(1)

Strength (Neg)= ∑ Opw (Neg)

(2)

Strength= Max (Strength (pos), | Strength (Neg) |) *2No.Interjection+ (3)
No. Exclamation

*2No.questionMark *2No.ElongateWord*2CapitalWords*2No.Emoticon

Equation (1) and (2) calculate the sum of the strength
of positive and negative opinions words in a tweet. After
determining the strength of positive and negative opinion
words, we are going to calculate the final strength value.
Equation (3) demonstrates how final strength value is
calculated.

FIGURE 1. SARCASM DETECTION MODEL (SDM)

No.Interjection, No.Exclamation, No.questionMark,
No.ElongateWord, No.CapitalWords and No.Emoticon
respectively represent the frequency of occurrence of
interjection, exclamation, question mark, elongate words,
capital words and emoticons.
B. Sarcasm Hashtags Classifier (SHC)
In section A, we identify sarcastic tweets when there is no
hashtag in the tweet. Based on Figure 1, if a tweet
contains hashtag(s), P2 is applied on the tweet. P2
consists of two classifiers, SHC and HSSC. This
section presents the details of Sarcasm Hashtags
Classifier (SHC). In general, SHC works based on two
main steps; Sarcasm Hashtags Indicator (SHI) and
contrast between the polarity of the tweet and hashtag(s).
Sarcasm Hashtags Indicator (SHI) is a list of hashtags that
indicates sarcasm. To date, no systematic approach has
been done to extract sarcasm indicator. In 2014, [20] just
work on sarcasm detection using sarcasm indicator. In
their approach, a list of sarcastic hashtags from corpus
random tweets was collected manually. Then, they
extended this list by automatically collecting pairs of
hashtags where one hashtag contained an existing sarcasm
hashtag (e.g. #sarcasm), using the GazetteerListCollector
GATE plugin. For example, the following tweets contain
pairs of sarcastic hashtags:
I love living with a 7 year old #NotReally #sarcasm
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They then added the other hashtag to their list of sarcasm
indicators, e.g. “#notreally”, “#sarcasm”. Although, their
approach was a primary work in sarcasm detection at the
level of hashtags, they did not use a systematic approach
for extracting sarcasm indicator. Moreover, the number of
the indicators used is very small i.e. only 77 sarcasm
indicators were extracted [20].
In our proposed classifier (SHC), we applied
systematic approach used by [24]. Extracting SHI contains
three main steps as follow:
 extract candidate and score them based on
estimating the probability
 compute the number of times the candidate appear
in the tweets and
 rank the candidate based on the probability and
frequency.
First of all, a list of sarcasm hashtags from a corpus of
random tweets is extracted. Then the list is extended by
automatically collecting pairs of hashtags where one
hashtag contained an existing sarcasm hashtag (either
#sarcasm or #sarcastic). For example, the following tweets
which contain #sarcasm and #sarcastic are used for
extracting SHI candidate. From the flowing tweets,
#NotReally is added into the list of Sarcasm Hashtags
Indicator (SHI) candidate. If one or more of the SHIs are
presented in a tweet, it is considered as a sarcastic tweet.
The SHI is then used in Sarcasm Hashtags Classifier
(SHC) to facilitate sarcasm identification.
Secondly, after extracting the Sarcasm Hashtags
Indicator (SHI) candidates, each candidate from the SHI is
scored by estimating the probability. The score of SHI is
computed based on [24] approach i.e. the number of times
the Sarcasm Hashtags Indicator (SHI) candidate appear in
sarcastic tweets divided by the number of times the
candidate appears in all tweets (Eq.4). Candidates that
have a frequency < 3 in the tweets collection are discarded.
|follows(sarcasm hashtags indicator) & sarcastic |
|follows(sarcasm hashtags indicator)|

(4)

Finally, the candidates are ranked based on this
probability, using their frequency as a secondary key in
case of ties. The top candidate with a probability >.90 are
added to the Sarcasm Hashtags Indicator (SHI) list. In the
proposed model (SDM), 23 00 Sarcasm Hashtags Indicator
(SHI) are extracted. Samples of indicators are shown in
Table 1.
TABLE 1. EXAMPLE OF SARCASM HASHTAGS INDICATOR (SHI)
Sarcasm Hashtags Indicator
#funny, #notreally, #FatFuck, #yeahright, #lifewasamazingtoday,
#fantastic, #ugh, #iloveyouthough
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sign), “#”, to form a label [1]. Among Twitter users,
hashtags are a convention for creating and following a
thread of discussion. Popular hashtags and words are used
in trending topics. Twitter users also use hashtags for
expressing their feelings, so most of the hashtags contains
sentiment orientation such as, #bad, #sad, and #love which
can flip the polarity of the tweets. For these reasons, in this
study, sentiment analysis of the hashtags is considered. In
order to identify the polarity of the hashtag(s), at first we
need to tokenize them. In our proposed classifier (SHC)
we used Norvig algorithm [23] which helps us to tokenize
hashtags more accurately. After tokenizing hashtags, we
identify the polarity of the tweets and hashtag(s).
Several lexical features such as positive verb phrases
and negative situation phrases [24], SentiStrength [25],
SentiWordNet dictionary [26] and AFINN [28] are used.
Moreover, CMU tagger [29] and some linguistic rule such
as negation rules are applied for finding the orientation of
the tweet and hashtag(s). Table 2 illustrates negation rules.
After recognizing the orientation of the tweet and
hashtag(s), if there is a contrast between the orientation of
the tweet and hashtag(s), we consider the tweet as
sarcastic. For instance, the following tweet is sarcastic
because it contains negative situation phrases (wake up)
followed by positive hashtag (greatstart).
Wake up at 5 am. #greatstart.
TABLE 2. NEGATION RULES
Negation Rules
Negation +Negative  Positive //e.g., “no problem”
Negation +Positive  Negative // e.g., “not good” Negation
Neutral  Negative // e.g., “does not work”,

C. Hashtag-SentiStrength Sarcasm Classifier (HSSC)
In section B, we identify sarcastic tweets based on the
SHI and contrast between the polarity of the tweet and
hashtag(s). People usually use hashtag(s) to emphasize
and attract attention; we use these two facts for proposing
a new classifier for identifying sarcastic tweets based on
the strength level of the tweet and hashtag(s).
For recognizing sarcastic tweet at the level of nonhashtag; two features such as lexical and pragmatic
features are used in SentiStrength Sarcastic Classifier
(SSC) (see section A). The features and methodology for
HSSC is the same as SSC where, Eq (1, 2 and 3) is applied
for tweet and hashtag(s) separately. If the total
SentiStrength value of the tweet is more than ≥ 3, we
consider the tweet as sarcastic. Table 3 illustrates sample
of the tweets that our proposed model (SDM) is able to
identify.
TABLE 3. SAMPLE OF SARCASTIC TWEETS THAT IDENTIFIED IN SDM

Although, identifying SHI helps us to identify sarcastic
tweets more easily, it is not sufficient and we need to
analyze more. Based on Figure 1 the second part of SHC
works based on the contrast between the orientation of the
tweet and hashtag(s). Hashtags are words or un-spaced
phrases that are followed by hash character (or number

Sarcastic Tweets
1)
2)
3)

Being ignored <3 -.
Wake up at 5 am. #greatstart.
waiting forever for the doctor #fantastic
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IV.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed SDM model for sarcasm detection will
help us overcome the problem of misinterpreting the
sarcasm. Two key difficulties of sarcasm detection namely
detection at the level of hashtags and non-hashtags, and
detection based on the strength level of tweet can be
overcome. Three classifiers namely SSC, SHC and HSSC
are used in the SDM. These classifiers work better when
they are used as part of a coherent model rather than used
individually. The novelty of the proposed model (SDM) is
in identifying sarcastic tweets by analyzing strength level
of the tweets. Moreover, our proposed model is applicable
at the level of hashtags and non-hashtags whereas the
previous works were done either at the level of hashtags or
non-hashtags. In our model, different types of sarcasm
such as positive phrase followed by negative situation
phrases, and tweets contain hashtags and tweets without
hashtags are analyzed which help us to achieve better
results. The proposed SDM model works only on Twitter
data. In future, we are going to work on other types of
social media such as Facebook.
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1

Abstract – We describe necessity of Big Data from aspects of
macroeconomics. In service science capitalism, measurements
of values of products need Big Data to construct large
knowledge systems. Service products are classified into stock,
flow, and rate-of-flow-change. Immediacy of Big Data
implements and makes sense of each classification. And we
provide a macroeconomic model with behavioral principles of
economic agents. The principles have mathematical
representation with high affinity of correlation deduced from
Big Data.
Keywords: macroeconomics, service science, Thetical
economics and Antithetical economics

1

Introduction

To manage our society, we need appropriate use of Big
Data. Complication of society increases issues which we have
to solve. If we solve an urban problem, the solution makes
new issues. It is represented ironically as Parkinson’s law.
Strategic solutions for the issues often need large data.
Urbanization, which makes ICT social infrastructures, and
appearance of Big Data change our approaches for the issues.
Before appearance of Big Data, we search data for causal
relationships. But after Big Data, because of its huge size, we
can acquire sufficient correlation to solve the issues. It means
that correlation substitutes for causation (Figure 1).
Causation

Correlation

Figure 1. Relationship in the world dominated by Big Data.
ICT reduces sectionalism of governments and enables us
to solve urban problems by collaboration of mutual sections.
Importance of a person who plays role of control tower of
each section increases in such mutual society. The person is
CEO or president in corporations, and is prime minister in
government. Decision makings of the person design our
society. Grand design of society consists of designs of each
sector of the society. Each design must be verified that the
design is in accordance with the grand design. We need Big
Data to construct a strategy by integrating designs and to
verify accordance between the strategy and the designs.
The society is dominated by economics. Big Data from
economic activities are important us for our decision makings
or for the construction of the strategy. In this paper, we

describe necessity
macroeconomics.

2

of

Big

Data

from

aspects

of

Big Data for service science capitalism

In 1980’s, researchers of macroeconomics recognized
difference between goods products and service products, and
they have tried to define what service products are. Now,
service products are defined as products that have properties:
intangibility, immediacy, variability, perishability, and
customer’s high satisfaction.
A major premise of macroeconomics is that our world is
capitalism. If the world is not capitalism, then every theory of
macroeconomics has non-sense. So, researchers of
macroeconomics, managers of companies, or government
administrators must consider whether we are in the world
with capitalism.
The most important concept of capitalism is fixed price
sales. Fixed price sales enable us to run our planned business
and guarantee value of capitals.
To enforce fixed price sales without any contradictions
on our business, we must measure values of our products
precisely. In a word, precise measurements of products
provide bases of every index about economics and
managements in the world of capitalism; the measurement of
values of products is an element forming economics and
managements.
For any goods products, we can measure its values
relatively easily. Because the goods have physical entities and
properties, we can reduce eventually their values to their
length, weight, temperature, velocity, or entropy.
On the other hand, we cannot measure values of service
products easily. Service products often stand on relations
between goods and goods, or between services and services.
Relationship is combinations of products, and increasing the
number of the combinations makes measurements of values
of the products complex. As service products consist of some
lower level services, they are developed in high abstraction
level far from physical goods products. To overcome the
complexity and the distance abstraction level, we need much
knowledge of many fields.
In early 2000’s, IBM researchers advocated a necessity
of “service science” which is a new research filed to construct
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knowledge systems for service products. We need
accumulation of knowledge. It means that we must collect
Big Data and extract new theories form Big Data.
We refer to a society in which almost all employees
work for service industry as service science capitalism society.
In the society, every price value has large amount of
information in the background of the value, and the value is
detected in high abstraction level far from its physical entity.
To fill the gap between abstraction levels, we must learn
techniques which reduce from Big Data to a value through
experience.

3

Big Data and classification of services

Big Data provide us new measurements for service
products, and enable us to classify service products into three
services: stock service, flow service, and rate-of-flow-change
service. Stock service is construction of social infrastructures
or information infrastructures. Flow service is ordinary
everyday service which provided by government
administrators and private companies. Rate-of-flow-change
service is unusual service.
There is an analogy between physics and economics. In
physics, a phenomenon is described in distance, velocity, and
acceleration. Establishing the three concepts makes modern
physics since 17th century. While economics was made by
establishing three concepts: stock, income, and growth rate.
In economics, a product is described in the three concepts.
Distance, velocity, and acceleration in physics correspond to
stock, income, and growth rate in economics, respectively.
Distance and stock are measured by some accumulations.
Velocity and income are represented in time differentiations.
Acceleration and growth rate are represented in twice
differentiations. The classification of service products
corresponds to the concepts of physics and economics. We
summarize it in Table 1.
The classification presumes that we can trace changes of
values of service products every times. It corresponds to time
derivative in physics. Immediacy of Big Data provides us
feasibility the classification.

4

A macroeconomic model on Big Data

When we use Big Data sufficiently, correlation plays
important roles in any analyses of economics. So we must
build macroeconomic models which we can construct by
detecting parameters from correlation deduced from Big Data.

4.1

Thetical economics and Antithetical economics

Kinoshita provides a macroeconomic model which is
referred to as “Thetical economics and Antithetical
economics.” That is a rearrangement of theories of
macroeconomics into two set; a set of them is Thetical
economics and another set is Antithetical economics. If Say's
law is valid in an economic phase in an economic cycle, then
the Thetical economics dominates the phase. We feel that we
are in normal economy and economic growth in the phase.

While if the Keynes's effective demand is effective in an
economic phase, then the Antithetical economics dominates
the phase. We feel that we are in depressed economy in the
phase. Economic phases dominated by Thetical economy and
economic phases dominated by Antithetical economy are
illustrated in Figure 2.
Easy to say, Thetical economics represents what
prosperity is, while Antithetical economics represents what
recession is.
With the macroeconomic model, we can provide
behavioral principles of economic agents such as corporations
and governments as follows:
A principle of corporations under Thetical economics
Objective function (maximize profits)
(1)
 σୀଵ ܿ ݔ
Constraint condition
σୀଵ ܽ ݔ   ܾ ,
݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉
(2)
A principle of corporations under Antithetical economics
Objective function (minimize debts)
(3)
 σ
ୀଵ ݑ ܾ
Constraint condition
σ
݆ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݊
(4)
ୀଵ ܽ ݑ   ܿ ,
Following list is correspondence of variables and its
meanings.
ݔ : The number of units of a product ݆ made by the
corporation.
ܿ : The amount of profits of one unit of a product ݆; ܲ െ
ሺͳ  ݎሻ݄ , where ܲ is price of the product ݆,  ݎis interest rate,
and ݄ is cost of the product ݆.
ܽ : Costs in an account subject ݅ to produce the product ݆ for
one unit.
ܾ : The amount debts of an account subject ݅.
ݑ : Unpaid balance rate for the accounting subject ݅ ; ݑ ൌ
ͳ െ ̴.
A principle of governments under Thetical economics
Objective function (fiscal reconstruction)
(5)
 σே
ୀଵ ܩ ܭ
Constraint condition
σே
݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ܯ
(6)
ୀଵ ܣ ܭ   ܤ ,
A principle of governments under Antithetical economics
Objective function (fiscal stimulus)
(7)
 σெ
ୀଵ ܻ ܤ
Constraint condition
σெ
݆ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ܰ
(8)
ୀଵ ܻ ܣ   ܩ ,
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Following list is correspondence of variables and its
meanings.
ܭ : A rate of the remainder of national loans for an
administrative service ݆ . Increasing the rate increases
expenses of the service ݆.
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Transition of GDP of Japan is shown in Figure 4. From the
change of the index, we can confirm that Japanese
corporations do not expand their profits since 1995.

5

Conclusions

ܤ : A desiring level of total services of the government for a
resident ݅.

We describe necessity for our society of Big Data in the
macroeconomic aspect. Because our society has entered
service science capitalism, the necessity becomes larger. In
this paper, we explain that we need Big Data for
measurements of service products, and we provide a
macroeconomic model which can be constructed from
correlation deduced from Big Data. As an example of use of
the model, we show analyses of Japan since 1980. We
enforce to analyses of other countries with the model in future
works.

ܻ : The amount of public money to increase satisfaction by
one unit for a resident ݅.

6

ܩ : Demand for funds as national loans for an administrative
service ݆.
ܣ : Satisfaction of a resident ݅ when the government gives
the resident one unit of costs of a service ݆.

In usual studies of the macroeconomics, economic
agents, such as customer, corporations, and governments, are
modeled simply. All agents expand their profits, they are
well-disciplined, they can acquire all information of markets,
and their behavior is rational. The principles, which we
provide, give a concrete mathematical model of the rationality.
The behavioral principle is linear equation system.
Construction the principle is detecting parameters of the
equations. So, the model has high affinity with correlation
obtained from Big Data.

4.2

Macroeconomic explanation on the model

As an example, we provide an explanation of
macroeconomic phenomena in Japan since 1980 with the
model. Let us see Figure 3, which represents transition of
financial net worth of corporations (non-financial enterprises)
in Japan. Japan is dominated by Thetical economics before
1995, and is dominated by Antithetical economics after 1995.
Before 1995, corporations increase investments. It is an
evidence of behavior of maximization of their profits; the
Japanese economy was dominated by Thetical economics. In
Japan, Heisei bubble collapse at February 1990. Five years
later, Japanese economy was into recession in 1995. Since the
year, corporations decrease their debts and increase their
savings. It shows a change of behavioral principle of them;
the economy is dominated by Antithetical economics.
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GDP (Gross Domestic Products) is a macroeconomic
index which represents business conditions of the nation.
GDP (often denoted in ܻ) is sum of national consumption ()ܥ,
national investment ()ܫ, governmental fiscal stimulus ()ܩ, and
trade gap()ܧ.
ܻ ൌ ܥܫܩܧ

(9)
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Table 1: Classification of Service Goods
Mathematics

Physics

Economics

Service goods

Service Examples

Measuring Service Values
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distance
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Stock service

Government Service

Measurement of Stock
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Social Infrastructure
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Differentiate
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Figure 2. A macroeconomic cycle.
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Figure 4. Nominal GDP of Japan since 1980. The data from the World Bank.
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Data-Driven algorithms for fault detection and diagnosis in
industrial process
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Abstract— Data-driven methods have been recognized as
useful tools to extract knowledge from massive amounts of
data. However, their use for process operation monitoring
and fault diagnosis is still confronted by some challenges.
This work aims to facilitate the development and the use of
models for fault detection and diagnosis (FDD). To do so, a
Matlab-based software has been developed. Latent variables
methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) and
projection to latent structures (PLS) are integrated into
the software, along with appropriate control charts and
interpretable plots of variables causing faults. The software
enables loading of historical data from various sources,
automatic building of models that describe the normal
operation, and prediction of quality variables. The software
can easily be connected online for continuous FDD of a
process. Such tool serves as a decision support for process
operators. The usefulness and the accuracy of the tool for
FDD is demonstrated with the Tennessee Eastman testbed.
Keywords: Data driven methods, FDD, chemical process.

1. Introduction
Quantitative data-driven methods have recently received
considerable attention from chemical industries, due to the
huge amounts of data and the effectiveness of its analysis and
interpretation. A team of experts is required to put in place
these types of methods and assist the industry in analyzing
historical and real-time data. It is however cost intensive for
a manufacturer to derive value from data. This work is the
ﬁrst step in developing a Matlab-based FDD software tool
that can assist engineers to continuously monitor and rate
the performance of a process and perform online FDD. The
tool is a dashboard that illustrates fault detection time and
the isolation of abnormal events in real time. By using this
tool, the operating costs for a plant will be decreased because
it will no longer be necessary to hire external consultants.
A wide range of data-driven algorithms can be found in
the literature to support the design of an advanced FDD tool.
Through the use of machine-learning based model, these
algorithms transform data into knowledge. A process can
then monitored using the constructed data driven model.
Questions such as, how to deploy these methods to help
the engineer must be answered. Today, one of the most
challenging tasks that chemical engineers face is effective monitoring of entire chemical process complexes, with

many interconnected units of operation (i.e. maintaining
normal and optimal process operation, as well as ensuring component balances, product quality production rates,
and environmental regulations compliance, etc.). This paper
presents a developed tool based on appropriate data-driven
methods for FDD. A detailed study guided the choice and
implementation of two appropriate data-driven methods: (1)
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which focuses on
the study of one data block for which all process variables are monitored; and (2) Projection to Latent Structures
(PLS), which can serve as a powerful tool for monitoring
key performance indicators (KPI). An advantage of these
methods (PCA and PLS) is the projection of the original
variables onto a latent subspace: latent variables will be
monitored in a reduced dimensional space, thus preventing
the user from having to select variables. All of the variables
for a complex chemical plant can then be monitored. In
addition, the use of alternative supervised classiﬁcation fault
diagnosis methods such as support vector machine (SVM)
or Neural Network (NN), are not always adequate because
it is difﬁcult to identify the mode of abnormal operations
ahead of time in real applications [1]. However, once PCA
and PLS models are built on good historical data reﬂecting
normal process operation, they can then be used to monitor
and diagnose new faults, using indices and reconstructionbased multivariate contribution analysis, respectively [2].

2. Using the FDD Tool
The interface of the developed Matlab-based FDD tool is
easy to navigate (Figure 1). Engineers/operators ﬁrst load
historic data from normal process operation. The PCA does
not impose any restrictions with respect to the variables that
can be employed to detect and isolate a new fault. The user
clicks on a single button to build the PCA. For the PLS, a
list containing the names of variables can be added to the
platform, making it possible to select the input variables and
output variable (KPI). The user can also construct the PLS
model by a single button click. Several monitoring indices
and control limits are integrated into the platform tool. In
addition, the tool automatically considers the PLS output
(KPI) as one of the monitoring indices and the user can
establish its limits. A process is considered out-of-control
or faulty if one of these monitoring indices falls outside
the established control limit. Following fault detection, the
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Fig. 1: Dashboard of the developed tool.

tool will display the variables that contribute the most
to the detected fault and this is important in helping the
engineer/operator ﬁnd the sources of the detected anomaly.
Measures can be taken to recover from the process fault and
ensure that the operation remains normal or optimal. The
tool that was developed has been applied to a sophisticated
chemical process case study – the Tennessee Eastman (TE)
benchmark problem [3].

3. Case study and results
The TE is a plant-wide industrial process, proposed as a
benchmark for the Eastman Chemical Company. The plant
consists of ﬁve main units: a two-phase reactor, a condenser,
a recycle compressor, a liquid-vapor separator, and a product
stripper. Two products are obtained from four reactants (A,
B, C and D) in the process. The TE process consists of 11
controlled valves, and 41 measured variables that include
temperature, level, pressure ﬂow rate, and concentration.
A TE simulator generated industrial data to help evaluate
the two studied FDD techniques. The simulator can also
generate different types of faults. To show the applicability
of the proposed tool, normal operation data were generated
to build the PCA and the PLS models and two faults (Table
1) were introduced separately to test each model.
Table 1: Table 1
Fault
Mode 1
Mode 2

Description
Reactor cooling water inlet temperature
Reactant ‘A’: feed loss

Type
Step
Step

FDD with PCA for fault mode 1: The user loads the
normal operation data and the labels of each measured
variable. The PCA can then be built to monitor the TE
process. Process FDD was started with a click. Once fault
mode 1 was seeded, the fault was detected within six minutes
by one of the monitoring indices, and a bar chart presented
the variables that contribute most to the fault. The result
showed that the valve controlling the reactor cooling ﬂow
and the reactor temperature are most inﬂuenced by the fault.

Based on this result, we could conclude that the reactor
cooling water system was most likely faulty.
FDD with PLS for fault mode 2: Fault mode 2 had an
impact on the production rate (a KPI), which started to
decrease from its targeted value (Table 1). To detect this,
a user must build a PLS by selecting the production rate
as the output (KPI), and the remaining variables as input.
The KPI deviation from its target can be easily detected by
establishing a limit. The tool then uses the parameters of the
PLS model to create a bar chart illustrating the variables that
are most affected by this fault. The longest bar represents the
position of the control valve for reactant ‘A’ and the second
longest the ﬂow rate of the same reactant. As a result, the
user can identify the source of the fault to be the feed loss
for reactant ‘A’.

4. Conclusion and future work
This work presents a Matlab-based software tool in the
early stages of development, which can be used to detect
and diagnose an abnormal chemical process operation. The
benchmark case study of the TE process was used to
highlight the usefulness of the tool. It can help engineers
and operators to detect and isolate faults when there is no
prior knowledge of faults. The methods integrated in this
tool are appropriate for detecting and isolating a single fault
at a time. Future work will focus on developing the tool to
allow for the detection and isolation of multiple faults.
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Abstract - HDFS which is known as Hadoop Storage
manages fault-tolerance by data block replication. Replicas of
data blocks are transmitted to other datanodes in a rack
awareness manner. However prior HDFS storage
management method wastes storage spaces and makes the
situation of unbalanced cluster state. Proposed solution in this
paper can save the storage space and maintain the balanced
state of the entire cluster.
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1

Introduction

HDFS(Hadoop Distributed File System) is a typical
storage of the Hadoop. Hadoop Storage is a block structured
file system. It splits each file into the block of a fixed size and
saves each block in the distributed storage node called “data
node.” Hadoop picks out the datanode to save the block at
random. HDFS maintains the fault-tolerance in a way that
makes a number of replica and saves them into the separate
datanodes[1]. For example, in case of a file that consists of 6
data blocks and the replica parameter that is set to 3,
additional storage spaces as much as 12 block sizes are
needed. In other words, maintaining fault-tolerance based on
replication makes storage waste. It is particularly inefficient
when approachless file is saved in the storage.
To save the storage space, It is possible to replace the block
replicas with parity block[2]. It is possible to save storage
space using parity block. But additional policy is needed to
maintain fault-tolerance characteristic of prior block replica
based method and balanced state of the entire cluster. Data
block and Parity block placement policy is proposed in this
paper to save the HDFS storage space efficiently and maintain
balanced state of the cluster.

2
2.1

Related Work
HDFS

makes duplications of data block according to data block
replica parameter. HDFS block placement uses rack
awareness for fault-tolerance by placing one block replica on
a different rack. To maintain balanced state of the HDFS
cluster, It is essential to reassign the data blocks at the run
time.
2.2

Replacement of block replica with parity block.

To maintain the fault-tolerance using parity block, stripe
configuration has to be preceded. A stripe is set using the data
blocks which is located in same datanode. This configuration
has the advantage and disadvantage. The advantage is that
low network costs are needed when encoding the data blocks
to make parity block. Because parity blocks are encoded using
data blocks which are located in same datanode, there is a
problem that all parity blocks have to be renewed when
updating or deleting the file. Hadoop is designed to process
the Write-only-Read-many jobs, so stripe is configured using
data blocks in the same data node. Figure 1 shows the stripe
configuration of each file A, file B, and file C.

Figure 1 Stripe configuration
Stripe is set of data blocks and parity blocks. Parity block is
encoded by data blcoks in same data nodes. It is possible to
restore the broken data blocks as many as the number of parity
blocks that consists same stripe.

Data file is divided into fixed size(default 64MB) of data
blocks. HDFS maintains fault-tolerance by copying these data
blocks. Data block and block replicas are allocated at the
runtime instead of prior rule of block allocation. Hadoop
selects the data nodes to save each data blocks randomly. It
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3

Proposed solution

When finishing the allocation of data blocks to the
HDFS, parity block is encoded using the data blocks in the
same node. After encoding, namenode transmit “Block Move”
instruction to datanode to distribute the blocks. To restore the
data blocks when node failure occurs, there are 3 block
placement policies[3]. Firstly, don’t allocate the original data
blocks that composes same stripe in the same data node.
Secondly, don’t allocate the original data block and parity
block that composes same stripe in the same data node. Lastly,
don’t allocate the parity blocks that composes same stripe in
the same data node.
When namenode gives “Move Block” command, it evaluates
the utilization of each data nodes as proposed in [4] to
overcome the uneven block distribution scenario. Proposed
solution is represented in a mathematical standpoint as
follows :
Assumptions
z

and are used space and total capacity of a datanode
respectively.
z and are datanode and cluster utilization respectively.
z and are used space and total capacity of cluster.
z is Threshold value.
Datanode and cluster utilization can respectively be
expressed as follows. If Data node is not the state of
overutilization, it is added to the target nodes. Distinction of
overutilization is decided using formula (3)

(1)

(2)
(3)
Figure 2 depicts the flow of proposed solution. When
namenode gets the block encode command, namenode collects
the block list from each data nodes and construct the stripe.
Then it transmits the encode command with stripe information
to the datanodes. Datanode encodes each stripe and make a
parity block. When Encoding process is done, namenode
evaluates the utilization of each datanodes and select the target
nodes to move the blocks. And it order “Move block”
command according to block place policies.

Figure 2 flow of encoding and block reallocation
f

4

Conclusion

When Parity block is used to maintain fault-tolerance, Only
(P/G)*100% of Additional space to save the parity block is
needed (G = the number of data blocks that composes the
stripe, P = the number of created parity blocks). In case of
HDFS, it needs 200% of additional space to save the
duplications of original data block. So it saves the storage
space efficiently. Also, proposed solution helps to keep the
cluster in a balanced state when an HDFS client is trying to
write data.
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Extended Abstract - Social networking platforms such as
Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn etc have created
tremendous opportunities and potential for the world of social
networking and e-friendship. It has facilitated the way we
exhibit our personalities, choices, likes and blogs about our
causes and views. Such data accumulation and availability
has helped researchers, educators, marketers and data
scientist to mine and predict valuable insights from such
unstructured and semi-structured data. However, beside this
brighten side of big data of social networking; there is a dark
side as well. This dark side has many sub faces including but
not limited to security leaks, hacking, password leaks,
personal information leaks, terrorists recruiting, sexual
predators, time wastages, legal liabilities, etc. In recent
studies and articles, such dark side has been discussed by
many business and research professionals and has become a
great concern in era of digital age and web where social
networking usage and dependence is spreading like a wild
fire. Young crowd is more susceptible to become a victim of
these dark sides. Therefore, in this paper, I present ongoing
research about cognitive looking at dark side of social
networking through lens of data analysis, mining and
intelligence and I propose a framework and data generation
model to suggest a automatic data monitoring system in order
to minimize if not eliminate all such faces of data
accumulation that is responsible for this dark side of social
networking. I conclude with future directions, real world
benefits, applications, impacts and related study

1

3

Related Study

I am studying deep literature and publications of last 2
decades to understand the history and latest state of the art. I
aim to put our work in context of existing work that has made
progresses in recent years.

Data Sources

I plan to get available data from Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn
and other sources including publicly available news and data
that involve crimes and abuses in result of use of such data.
.

2

Methodologies

I aim to collect unstructured data and then analyze to predict
how data points can abuse trust and safety of individuals who
use and create them but share with open community. I also
aim to use statistical tools such as R and data analysis
programming language such as Python to show our results. In
essence, our methodology seeks to utilize machine learning
processing of such data to predict and identify new data with
likeliness of contributing to dark side.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We developed an online tool called IDEAS to
Identify Differential Expression of genes for
Applications in genome-wide Studies. We used
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) date to
demonstrate the effectiveness and user friendly
interface called GeneExpressor of this tool.
In particular, cancer is a disease that is not
only complex, in that many genetic variations
contribute to malignant transformation, but also
wildly heterogeneous,
in
that
genetic
mechanisms can vary significantly between
patients. Early diagnosis and effective treatment
of cancer have been always remained
challenging.

Figure 1 - Reduction in Genome Sequencing
Cost. Source: NHGRI
On January of 2015, the Obama
administration launched the Precision Medicine
Initiative (Olson). With over 200 million dollars
of funding, the Precision Medicine Initiative
aims to revolutionize our methodology of patient
treatment. As of right now, most medical
treatments are tailored toward the average
patient. Since the genetic makeup of our
population is very diverse, the success of such
treatments varies vastly between individuals.
With the emergence of Precision Medicine, a
novel term for personalized medicine, medical
treatments begin to be tailored toward individual
patients rather than the average patient. As an
Associate Director of a Mayo Clinic’s research
centre puts: “don’t tell me how you’re going to

treat kidney cancer, tell me how you’re going to
treat my kidney cancer!” Precision Medicine
research increases clinical understanding of the
complex underlying mechanisms of an
individual patient’s disease by accounting for the
patient’s lifestyle, genes, and environment. This
allows clinicians to determine effective
treatments with minimal adverse effects for the
patient. While the research in Precision Medicine
is relatively novel, advances made in Precision
Medicine has already created many new
powerful discoveries, and the potential of the
field is just beginning to be tapped.
The invention of the newly developed
next-generation sequencing (NGS) methods
started a new era of personalized medicine
research. NGS, also known as high-throughput
sequencing, revolutionized the study of
genomics and molecular biology by allowing
scientists to sequence entire DNAs and RNAs
along with the follow up of determining
biological properties and functions at
unprecedented speeds and much lower costs. In
fact, the price of sequencing using NGS has been
decreasing faster than the exponential decay
known as the Moore’s Law (Figure 1). Because
of this new technology, a vast amount of
genomic data has generated, allowing genomewide identification of differentially expressed
genes and systems genomics prospection at
cellular or organism level to facilitate Precision
Medicine research. Hence it has created
tremendous demands for the development of
novel computational approaches to handle the
massive amount of genomic data effectively and
timely. Synergistic integration of multi-layer
genomic big-data at systems level can shed new
light on molecular mechanisms at organism level
such as disease initiation and progression, and
also lead new pathway-based biomarker
determination and drug deliveries. A number of
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have
been lunched along with whole genome/whole
exome sequencing projects. In particular, TCGA
(The Cancer Genome Atlas) was launched to
identify the genomic mutations that are
associated with cancer and other diseases. Those
studies have produced rich data sets and have
successfully identified huge number of genomic
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alterations,
including
Single
Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNP), Copy Number Variations
(CNV) and Structure Variations (SV). However,
most genomic mutations identified in those
studies either have only a small disease risk
effect, or are only present in a small fraction of
the population in complex diseases such as
cancer due the complexity and inter-patient
heterogeneity.
The
Systems
Genomics
Laboratory of the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock aims to leverage the research by
combining different genomic information
including eQTL mapping, differential expression
of genes and protein-protein and protein–
nucleotide interactions, to construct high-level
gene networks for integrative genome-phoneme
studies at a higher systems level. To this end,
synergistic analyses of multi-layer genomic data
will further progress biomedical research and
will ultimately lead to the improvement of
human health and the prolongation of human
life.
The completion of the human genome
sequence has provided a blueprint for Precision
Medicine research; however, the connection of
the genome to systematic gene functions relies
on the development of effective computational
tools and transcriptome studies. Furthermore, the
advent of single cell cancer genomic sequencing
research indicated that the same type of cancer
can have different subtypes with different
genetic mechanisms and clinical outcomes.
Therefore, biomarkers derived from a single
genetic type are usually not well reproducible
and often vary significantly within various
patient populations. The identification of the
causes of aberrant gene regulatory networks is
crucial for early stage diagnosis of cancer;
however, this task is difficult because of the lack
of effective computational methods to integrate
different levels of genetic data.
We consider that by studying the
transcriptome, RNA expressed from the genome
along with gene networking studies, we can
better understand the molecular mechanisms of
diseases. Furthermore, systematic studies of
differentially expressed genes can provide us a
comprehensive picture of how genes actively
express and interact with others. Large-scale
next-generation RNA-seq data have generated
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unprecedented opportunities for cancer studies in
the context of knowing the entire catalogue of
gene expressions. Synergistic integration of nextgeneration sequencing data at a systems biology
level can provide essential information not only
about disease mechanisms and prognosis, but
also pathway-based biomarker identification and
drug efficacy.
Utilizing large whole genome scale resequencing projects such as TCGA, this project
was designed in an effort to redeem the benefits
of the genomic big data.
TCGA is a project that began in 2006. It
included an initial investment of 50 million
dollars from the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
and National Human Genome Research Institute
(NHGRI), both part of the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) for an initially 3-year pilot period.
The TCGA pilot was deemed a success and
showed the importance of making genomic data
publicly available for researchers around the
world to make new advancements and
discoveries in the field of cancer biology and the
study of medicine. The success sequentially
gained more attentions of NIH and as a result,
NIH committed major resources to TCGA to
collect more genomic data for many more
different cancer types. Today, TCGA contains
information for over 200 forms of cancer with
many different kinds of genomic data such as
DNA methylation data, copy number variations,
and perhaps most useful of all at the current
computing ability, the next generation RNA
sequencing (RNA-seq) data.

Figure 2 - Bootstrap (left) vs. HTML (right)
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By analysing the next generation RNA-seq
data, differentially expressed genes can be
identified; this data can be used synergistically
with other data to detect the causes of aberrant
regulatory gene networks critical to the initiation
and maintenance of cancerous tumours.
Although the DNA sequences play very
important roles in biological processes as they
contain the templates for all genes, the RNA
sequences play equally important roles as they
are the expressed (used) versions of these genes.
For example, since chromosomes in most cells of
the human body are the same, the DNA
sequencing results are nearly identical for all cell
types. However, different specialized cells in the
human body contain different RNAs and
therefore have many different proteins and
characteristics, despite having the same DNA
sequences. This is because the specialized cells
transcribe different parts of their DNA
sequences.
Sometimes, mutations occur and change the
DNA sequence of a cell by much less than 1%.
However, this tiny change in the DNA can
greatly change the resulting proteins of the cell.
As a result, cellular functions can be
compromised or completely changed, and cancer
might arise through malignant transformations.
Therefore, it is important to analyse the levels of
different RNA sequences and subsequently
locate the differentially expressed genes to
identify potential biomarkers for cancer.
Effectively integrating differentially expressed
genes with pathway analysis approaches will
enable us to comprehensively catalogue the
genomic alterations and epigenetic modifications
that are associated with cancer in both
personalized medicine and generalized cancer
studies (Jaakkota et al).
Identifying
cancer-causing
genetic
alterations and their functional pathways remain
highly challenging due to the complex biological
interactions and the heterogeneity of diseases
even with the power of single-cell genomics.
Genetic mutations in disease causing genes can
disturb signalling pathways that impact the
expressions of sets of genes, each performing
certain biological functions. We hypothesized
that driver mutations are likely to affect diseaseassociated functional gene expressions, and the

causal relationship between the mutations and
the perturbed signals of transcription can be
reconstructed from the profiles of differential
gene expression pattern and disturbed gene
networks. Therefore the first step to improving
personalized treatment of tumours is to
systematically identify the
differentially
expressed genes in cancer.
In order to identify the differentially
expressed genes using RNA-seq data, we are
required to process large amount of genomic data
effectively and provided a useful tool. However,
this requires a deep understanding of
programming and software development. As
results, our task is transformed into overcoming
a major obstacle for scientists who are not
familiar with computer science.
This isn’t, however, the first time that
researchers encountered such obstacles. There
have been numerous projects implemented to
overcome the need for programming in the field
of biological sciences. In fact, the largest
National Science Foundation (NSF) funded
biological project is the iPlant collaborative, with
over 100 million dollars. The iPlant collaborative
is a cyberinfrastructure for plant science. The
goal of iPlant collaborative is to provide
computing resources and solve computational
challenges in labs around the world. Our project
has a similar goal, but rather than plant science,
it is on human cancer.
In this project, we developed a streamlined
web tool that analyses RNA sequence data from
NGS to reveal the differentially expressed genes
across various types of cancer. This tool helps
scientists without computer science background
and facilitates the advancement of Precision
Medicine research.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The framework for the online tool was designed
with emphasis on low computational resource
requirements while maintaining the users’
accessibility. This emphasis was not only placed
because of the lack of computational resources
for many wet laboratories, but also to produce a
streamlined framework that could be easily
maintained at a low cost.
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Figure 3: User interface of IDEA:
GeneExpressor Webpage
The first step in designing the online tool
was to create a user interface (Figure 3). From
the interface, the user is able to upload files,
links, and jobs.
The user interface is part of the framework
that directly interacts with the user, and because
of this, the user interface has to be user-friendly,
appealing, and accessible at any time regardless
of the computational workload.
To make the interface user-friendly and
appealing, the front end (what the user sees) of
the interface or website was designed by
Bootstrap, which utilizes JQuery, HTML, and
CSS. Bootstrap is a free open-source front end
framework designed to create a more responsive
website.
In addition, the task of detecting differential
expressed genes does not require much user
input. It only requires that the user inputs the
gene expression data for calculation and email
for data retrieval. Because of this, the website
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contains minimal elements to keep the user
interface simple, easy, convenient, and elegant to
the users as complexity only increases the
confusion and the learning curve.
The web page contains a relevant
background image (picture of DNA retrieved
from Pixelbay) to increase the page’s elegance.
For the body, the page consists of a
Bootstrap panel at its centre that contains a
Bootstrap form, one or two Bootstrap inputs, and
a Bootstrap button. The form, inputs, and button
could all have been designed using regular
HTML elements, but the elements in bootstrap
are much more appealing than the regular HTML
elements (Figure 2).
However, a regular bootstrap panel alone is
not sufficient because there are two methods the
user can input the gene expression data: they can
either give the download link of expression data
from TCGA or upload their own gene expression
matrix. Several solutions were explored to fit this
need (Table 1).
Of all the solutions, adding tabs to the
Bootstrap panel appeared to be the best solution.
In order to achieve this, Bootstrap panels with
nav tabs were retrieved from bootsnipp.com (an
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element, playground, and code snippets galley
for Bootstrap). Using these custom panels, tabs
were added to the panel, which would allow the
user an easy method of selection.
To polish up the interface, a mechanism for
assistance had to be created. Unlike the other
aspects of the interface, the assistance aspect
should only be displayed when the user requests
assistance.
The Bootstrap popover element is perfect
for this task as it display a pop-up box when the
user clicks the element. To increase the
compactness while maintaining its visibility,
Bootstrap Glyhpicons (icons) of a question mark
was used as a trigger for the popover element.
With all these components added to the front-end
of the user interface, the result was a user
interface that is both user friendly and visually
appealing (Figure 3).
The back end (information processing
underneath the front end) of the interface was
developed using the programming language PHP
since PHP is a programming language designed
for web development. Compared to other options
like Ruby on Rails, Django, and any other back
end framework, PHP is not very computationally
resource intensive though it lacks scalability.
However, the task performed by this web
tool does not require large scale implementation.
Hence PHP was the most efficient tool for
developing the back end and it fulfilled the
accessibility requirement of the interface.
To maintain the accessibility, the user
requests were stored in a database and were
executed one at a time instead of execution on
submission. If execution occurred at submission,
when multiple submissions occur, the multitude
of the tasks executing would overload the CPU,
and leave little or no resources for the user
interface and therefore prevent future job
submissions.
While storing the requests in a database
might slightly delay the task, it certainty ensures
accessibility of the tool when multiple
submissions occur simultaneously.
The database MySQL was used because it is
lightweight like PHP and it pairs with PHP very
well. The default PHP file upload function was
used for the file upload. One drawback of this
function was its limitation to upload big files,

such as file sizes larger than 500 MB. Though
there is no issue for uploading an expression
profile of a cancer genome, which is typically
smaller than 100 MB, it prevents an upload of
next generation RNA sequencing data (GB) from
TCGA.

Solution

Simplicity

Adding a

The main focus of the
user is at the panel.
Adding a navigation
bar on the top of the
page will distract the
user from the panel.
This may be an
inconvenience the
user.

Elegance

The navigation
bar is at the top of
navigation
the web page,
away from the
bar on the
centre. Users
usually do not
top of the
notice this, and
page
therefore it does
not hurt the
elegance of the
page.
Adding a tab The panel already
The panel itself
already has a tab.
contains a tab that
on the top of describes the panel.
Adding other tabs
Adding another one
will just occupy
the panel
beside it is an effective unused space.
way of telling the users Therefore, this
their options.
slightly increases
Therefore, this solution the elegance by
keeps the design
removing some of
simple and convenient. the empty space.
Using a
A radio button is
Adding more
common
and
very
inputs will
radio button
simple to use.
increase the size
to select the
However, this solution of the panel.
method.
requires adding more
Since some of the
inputs, which may
inputs will remain
confuse the user.
unused, this
greatly decreases
the elegance of
the page.
Table 1 – Solution Matrix Regarding the
Different Modes of Input
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The usage of data from TCGA is crucial,
because it facilitates individual laboratory
research. However, allowing the user to upload
data from TCGA project requires massive
storage infrastructure, which leads to increasing
costs of maintenance. A solution to this problem
was to allow user to upload the download link of
TCGA data directly.
In this way, the data is retrieved at job
initiation and deleted at job completion. This
solution removes the necessity of high storage as
well as increases the convenience of the users
since they are no longer required to download
and upload the data from TCGA.
The last component of the backend is the
email. This can be achieved using the PHP mail
function or the Linux kernel send mail function.
However, many modern email clients have
advanced spam filtering systems. Therefore,
emails sent from a personal SMTP (Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol) server are usually filtered out.
To bypass this filter, the Gmail SMTP server
was used.
Using a Gmail account as the email sender
and a python script to send the request, the email
mechanism was successful in sending job
notifications. With this augmentation, the user
interface was complete and successful in
achieving its goal: allowing user to submit jobs
to the server.
A pipeline was designed to execute tasks
proposed in this project. The goal of the pipeline
was to execute the tasks as well as to process and
format the user input.
For processing and formatting, the
programming language Python was used. Python
was chosen because of its reliable Linux kernel
interaction. The role of the Python scripts was to
fetch the RNA sequence data from TCGA, create
the expression profile from the data, and
generate the specific program for the expression
profile. For the task execution, the programming
language R was used. The package EdgeR from
Bioconductor was used to identify the
differentially expressed genes in the expression
profile. EdgeR uses a negative binomial
distribution to model the discrete RNA sequence
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data and detect statistically significant
differences in gene expressions between the
samples. The last part of the pipeline was another
Python script that packages and sends the results
to the user.
Lastly, an infrastructure was needed to host
the tool on the World Wide Web. There are three
types of resources that can achieve this: a web
host, a virtual private server, and a dedicated
server.
A web host is cheap but it lacks
functionality. Therefore, implementing a
framework on the web host is nearly impossible.
A virtual private server is slightly more
expensive but has few functional limitations. It
only has limitation on the computational
resources.
A dedicated server is very expensive but has
vast amount of computational resources and no
limitation on functionality. Because the detection
of differentially expressed genes from NextGeneration Sequencing data is not very
computationally intensive, we decided that a
virtual private server would be best suited for
this project.
Heat map is generated to visualize gene
expression. Volcano plot shows the quantity of
differentially expressed genes. The result from
the automated pipeline was sent to user as an
email attachment. The backup of the result is a
downloadable URL link in case the user does not
receive the email attachment. Overall, the
pipeline was designed to utilize many artificial
intelligence techniques to optimize the
performance and is fully automated (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Flowchart and architecture of

GeneExpressor
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Figure 5: Problem statement and summary
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III. Data Processing, Analysis and Discussion

IV. Conclusion

The problem statement and flowchart of the
automated tool are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.
We have used artificial intelligence techniques in
designing a pipeline and processing the RNA-seq
data. The success of the project was determined
by the application’s ability to provide user the
differential expressed genes from expression
profiles without any complications.
To measure such criteria, students and
professors from the Molecular Biology and Web
Application classes in the Spring Semester of
2016 at ASMSA of University of Arkansas
tested the website for its functionality and
simplicity. This was done so that the Molecular
Biology class would provide effective feedback
on the functions while the Web Application class
would provide effective feedback on the design.
Five of the students from the classes tested
and evaluated the application and the results
thoroughly as shown in Figure 6.
The most important part of the evaluation
was the students’ qualitative feedback. All
participated evaluators experienced an error-free
experience. Interestingly, 100% of the
participants said that the most difficult part of the
process was retrieving the expression data from
TCGA. This showed that the simplicity of this
tool has been maximized and that it is only the
bottle-necked by TCGA interface. The
evaluation showed that the application is
successful in providing the user with differential
expressed genes analysis.

With the invention of next generation sequencing
and the emergence of Precision Medicine, the
demand to identify genome-wide differentially
expressed genes has been increasing. This online
tool is successful in providing users with the
ability to identify genome-wide differentially
expressed
genes
without
using
any
computational skills.
We have used this tool in our further gene
signalling network studies and made a number of
discoveries.
By
developing
synergistic
computational, biological, and statistical
techniques, this project may not only lead to
ground-breaking discoveries and new insights
into the molecular mechanisms underlying
cancers, but also accelerate the advancements of
both cancer studies and Precision Medicine
research.
It should be noted that the tool developed in
this project can handle other RNA-seq data
beyond TCGA. While project was tested with a
small evaluation size, further development of this
tool includes larger evaluations and the
identification of disturbed gene networks and
pathways using the genome-wide differentially
expressed genes identified by this tool. Further
utilization of this tool to facilitate synergistic
knowledge discovery from multi-layer genomic
big data will be reported in the follow up articles.
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Abstract— The Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma is a famous
result that has lead to the development of tools that may be
used when dealing with datasets of immense dimensionality.
The lemma asserts that a set of high dimensional points
can be projected into lower dimensions, while approximately
preserving the pairwise distance structure. Signiﬁcant improvements of the JL-lemma are summarized, followed by
a detailed treatment of the more recent approach taken
by Matous̆ek [13]. Particular focus is placed on reproving
Matous̆ek’s versions of the lemma ﬁrst using subgassian
projection coefﬁcients and then using sparse projection
matrices. The results of the lemma are then tested using
simulated data. The simulation suggests a projection that is
more effective in terms of dimensionality reduction than that
which is born out by the theory.
Keywords: Johnson-Lindenstrauss, dimensionality reduction

1. Introduction
Statistics is a branch of mathematics focused largely on
data. To the applied statistician, a dataset is an n × d matrix
X, consisting of n observations, where each observation is
characterized by d covariates. From a geometric standpoint,
one can view X as a collection of n points, x ∈ Rd . The
dimensionality of x refers to the number of dimensions to
which x belongs; in this case, x is said to be d-dimensional,
and we can express x as x = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xd ), where
xi ∈ R is said to be the ith coordinate of x, for i =
1, 2, · · · , d. From a statistical standpoint, one can view x
as an observation consisting of d measurements, with each
coordinate xi of x corresponding to measurement for the ith
variable.
The main objective of statistics is to collect sample data
in order to develop models that may be used to make
claims about a population of interest. However, methods
of data collection and model development have evolved
over the years. David Donoho [5] argues that traditional
statistical analyses relied upon the collection of a large number of observations, each characterized by a few carefully
chosen variables. Accordingly, the observations themselves
correspond to points in relatively low-dimensional space.
However, as Donoho goes on to claim, modern data are often
represented by a number of dimensions that is too large for
classical statistical approaches to be feasible. Indeed, thanks
to advancement in computer power, our capacity to sense

and record information has grown immensely; so much so
that the dimensionality of modern datasets can be in the
thousands or even in the millions. This has created a new
challenge for statisticians: how does one begin to ﬁt a model
to a dataset consisting of signiﬁcantly more variables than
observations (when d is much larger than n)?
The difﬁculty in analyzing high-dimensional data is
known as The Curse of Dimensionality. Issues revolving
around the Curse of Dimensionality have become commonplace in data analysis, and this has lead us to an exciting
area of research known as dimensionality reduction.

1.1 Dimensionality Reduction
The ﬁrst step in the analysis of a high dimensional data
set is to reduce its dimensionality. That is, given some
dataset Xn×d , where d >> n, we wish to ﬁnd a lower
dimensional representation Yn×k of X, with k < d, so that
much of the information contained in X can be obtained
from Y . Techniques in dimensionality reduction are being
used in a variety of ﬁelds, including research in dentistry
and orthodontics. For example Heo et al. explore the use
of dimensionality reduction techniques to landmark-based
data [7], [8], [9]. In particular, they apply dimensionality
reduction techniques to orthodontic data sets in order to
compare two types of rapid maxillary expansion treatments.
Their initial dataset consisted of high-dimensional landmark
conﬁguration data that were obtained from cone beam CT
scans. Techniques in dimensionality reduction were applied
to these data in order to allow for computation of betweensubject variation. The next question to address is this: what
are the different methods of dimensionality reduction, and
when should one method be used instead of another?
There are a number of statistical approaches that may be
used to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset, and such
approaches can be classiﬁed as either feature selection or
feature extraction techniques. Some of the well-known methods of feature selection include model selection methods
in regression and classiﬁcation, as well as regularization
methods such as Lasso and support vector machines. Some
of the well-known methods of feature extraction include
clustering, principal component analysis, multidimensional
scaling, and ISO maps. Most of the statistical approaches
to dimensionality reduction are based on uncovering the
intrinsic dimensionality of a data set, which is the number
of dimensions (variables) that contribute to the majority of
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the observed structure in the data; on the other hand, the
extrinsic dimensionality of a data set gives the number of
dimensions in which the data are observed [14].
Although it is of interest for us to uncover the intrinsic
dimensionality of a dataset, it is not always possible to do
so. In particular, many of the above approaches rely matrix operations that are computationally expensive for high
dimensional data. For example, regression requires matrix
inversion, while MDS and PCA rely on eigendecomposition
and such matrix operations require a great deal of memory
when acting on high-dimensional matrices. As such, there is
a growing need for methods of dimensionality reduction that
enable us to signiﬁcantly decrease the extrinsic dimensionality of the data while preserving its structure. Accordingly,
new methods in dimensionality reduction are emerging, and
such methods effectively reduce the extrinsic dimensionality
of the data, without any consideration of the true intrinsic
dimensionality. As a result, these new methods do not
provide a clear picture of the intrinsic dimensionality of a
dataset, nor do they provide us with the variables responsible
for much of the structure in the data. Nevertheless, the
new approaches to dimensionality reduction are becoming
an integral part of various algorithms designed to deal with
high-dimensional data. The following gives a brief summary
of the Lemma that started this movement, and some of the
key improvements it has seen since its inception.

1.2 Johnson-Lindstrauss Lemma
The Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma is a famous result
that has lead to the creation of a new class of techniques
in dimensionality reduction. The approach is much more
general than some of the classical, statistical methods in that
it may be applied to any set of points in high dimensions
(unlike statistical methods of dimensionality reduction, in
which it is assumed that the intrinsic dimensionality is very
small relative to the extrinsic dimensionality).
The Johnson Lindenstrauss Lemma asserts that a set
of high dimensional points can be projected into lower
dimensions, while approximately preserving the pairwise
distance structure between points. More formally, the JL
Lemma states the following:
Given a set P of n points in Rd , for some n, d ∈ N,
there exists k0 = O(−2 log n) such that, if k ≥ k0 , there
exists a linear mapping T : Rd → Rk such that for any two
points u, v ∈ P ,
(1 − )u − v ≤ T (u) − T (v) ≤ (1 + )u − v.
Since T is a linear mapping, we can, without loss of
generality, replace the quantities u−v and T (u)−T (v) with
x and T (x), for a unit vector x ∈ Rd . That is, x represents
the distance between two points in P , and T (x) represents
the distance between the two mapped points. The mapping
T , is referred to as a JL-embedding.
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The result of this theorem ensures that any set of points
can be projected into O(−2 log n) dimensions while maintaining -distortion of pairwise distances between points.
Here, -distortion implies the ratio of distance after projection over that before projection is within (1 − , 1 + ).

2. Evolution of the JL Lemma
Over the years, the JL-Lemma has been reproved many
times, with new proofs providing a sharpening and/or simpliﬁcation of the result. However, there is one particular
feature that is common to all JL-embeddings: the mapping
T projects a vector into lower dimension, and the length of
this projection is sharply concentrated around its expectation.
Moreover, the existence of such mappings are typically
established through the probabilistic method, i.e. one shows
that the random mapping T has nonzero probability of being
sufﬁciently concentrated about its expectation.
In the original paper that introduced the JL-lemma, Johnson and Lindenstrauss [12] assert the existence of a mapping
T that gives an orthogonal projection of n points from Rd
onto a random k-dimensional subspace with dimensionality
O(log(n/2 )), such that pairwise distances are maintained to
within a factor of 1±. Johnson and Lindenstrauss provide a
lengthy, technical proof using geometric approximation, and
reading through every detail of their proof is a challenging
endeavor, even for an experienced mathematician.
The ﬁrst signiﬁcant improvement to the JL-lemma came
from Frankl and Meahara [6], who replace the random
k-dimensional subspace with a collection of k random,
orthonormal vectors; this approach requires a much simpler
proof that attains a sharper bound on the reduced dimensionality of T (x). In particular, Frankl and Meahara show
that n points from Rd can be projected into k ≥ 9(2 −
3 /3)−1 log(n) dimensions while maintaining -distortion
of pairwise distances. Moreover, Frankl and $
Meahara estabd
lish that the mapping is of the form T =
k XR, where
X=Xn×d is the data structure corresponding to the points
in P , and R=Rd×k is the projection matrix consisting of
random orthonormal column vectors.
Indyk and Motwani [11] then provide the next improvement by relaxing the condition of orthogonality in the projection matrix. Instead, they show that a projection matrix need
only consist of independent, Gaussian random vectors, with
each coordinate following N (0, 1/d). This result greatly
simpliﬁes the proof of the JL-lemma since independent
vectors are easier to deal with than orthogonal vectors and in
high dimensions, independent Gaussian vectors are almost
orthogonal.
Dasgupta and Gupta [4] then provide an alternative, much
simpler proof of the result of Indyk and Motwani using
moment generating functions. Moreover, they provide a
tighter bound than all previous versions of the JL-lemma,
wherein n points from Rd can be projected into k ≥
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4(2 /2 − 3 /3)−1 log(n) dimensions while maintaining
-distortion. The results of both Indyk and Motwani, and
Dasgupta and Gupta rely on projection coefﬁcients that are
spherically symmetric.
Achlioptas [1] then shows that spherical symmetry of the
projection coefﬁcients is not necessary in order to obtain a
JL-embedding that maintains -distortion. Instead, he shows
that concentration of the projected points is sufﬁcient. In
particular, he chooses projection coefﬁcients that are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, uniformly distributed
over {−1, 1} or, alternatively, distributed
√
over 1/ 3{−1, 0, 1}, where ±1 occur with probability 1/6
and 0 occurs with probability 2/3; he then shows that the
even moments of such random projections are dominated
by those of the spherically symmetric case, so that a JLembedding can be found with probability at least as large as
that in the spherical case (that is, when spherically symmetric
projection coefﬁcients are used).
Finally, Matous̆ek [13] improves upon the above results
in two ways. First, he proves a generalized version of
the JL-lemma using the language of subgaussian tails,
and this approach contains many of the previously mentioned approaches, which involve spherical symmetry of the
projection coefﬁcients. In particular, Matous̆ek shows that
a JL-embedding can be found by using i.i.d. projection
coefﬁcients that follow a distribution with a mean of 0,
variance of 1, and with tails that are tighter than those of the
standard normal distribution. Matous̆ek’s next contribution is
an extension of Achlioptas’ result mentioned above. More
speciﬁcally, Matous̆ek proves that highly sparse projection
matrices can be used, but the sparsity of the projection
matrix depends on the density of the input vectors: denser
input vectors allow for sparser projection matrices which
is desirable since sparse projection matrices lead to faster
embeddings.

3. Two Approaches to the JL-Lemma:
Subgaussian Projection Coefﬁcients and
Sparse Projection Matrices



1
P (1 − )x ≤ T (x) ≤ (1 + )x ≥ 1 − 2 .
n

(1)

The proof then follows by choosing δ = 1/n2 , and
applying the result of either of the next two together with the
union bound. The next two theorems provide two particular
families of mappings T , that can be used in Theorem 1. In
both theorems, the mapping T is of the form T (x) = XRT ,
where R=Rk×d is the projection matrix, and X=Xn×d is
the data structure. Theorem 2 requires that elements of R
are i.i.d. random variables, with mean 0, unit variance, and
uniform a subgaussian tail, while Theorem 3 uses a sparse
projection matrix.
Deﬁnition 1: Subgaussian Tails
Let X be a real-valued random variable, with E(X) = 0. X
is said to have a subgaussian upper tail if ∃ a > 0 so that
P(X > λ) ≤ exp(−aλ2 ),

(2)

for every λ > 0. If there is some λ0 such that equation (2)
holds only when λ ∈ (0, λ0 ), then we say that X has a
subgaussian upper tail up to λ0 . Furthermore, we say that X
has a subgaussian tail if both X and −X have subgaussian
upper tails. Lastly, suppose that X1 , X2 , · · · is a sequence of
random variables, each with subgaussian tail. If the constant
a in the subgaussian tail inequality is the same for each Xi ,
then we say that the Xi s have a uniform subgaussian tail.
Theorem 2: Consider a collection {Rij }i,j of independent random variables, where E(Rij ) = 0 and V(Rij ) = 1
for each Rij and also, suppose that {Rij }i,j has a uniform
subgaussian tail. Next, for ﬁxed d ∈ N,  ∈ (0, 1/2],
δ ∈ (0, 1), let us set k = C log(2/δ)
, for C ≥ 384(1+8/aR )2 ,
2
where aR is the constant in the subgaussian upper tail
of the Rij s. Finally, let us deﬁne the random linear map
T : Rd → Rk as follows:
d
1 
Rij xj , for i = 1, 2, · · · , k,
T (x)i = √
k j=1

where T (x)i is the ith coordinate of T (x) ∈ Rk , and xj
The following three theorems are based largely on
is the j th coordinate of x ∈ Rd . For every x ∈ Rd , it turns
Matous̆ek’s rendition of the JL Lemma [13].
out that
Theorem 1: Consider a set P of n points in Rd , for some


n, d ∈ N. Given  ∈ (0, 1/2), let k = O(−2 log n). Then
P (1 − )x ≤ T (x) ≤ (1 + )x ≥ 1 − δ.
there is a mapping T : Rd → Rk such that

Theorem 2, can be improved upon by further requiring that
P (1 − )u − v ≤ T (u) − T (v) ≤ (1 + )u − v, ∀u, v ∈ P ) ≥ 1/2.
the projection matrix is sparse. That is, deﬁne the mapping
T = XS T , where elements of S are i.i.d. according to the
The proof of Theorem 11 relies on the existence of a random
following distribution
linear map, T : Rd → Rk that satisﬁes the following
⎧ −1/2
condition: if x ∈ Rd , then
with probability q/2,
⎨ q
−1/2
S
=
with probability q/2,
−q
ij
1 In fact, all known proofs of the JL-Lemma rely on statements akin to
⎩
0
with probability 1 − q.
(1).
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In this case, the mapping T can be used to ﬁnd a JL
embedding provided the data points in X are sufﬁciently
well-spread2 .
This idea was ﬁrst introduced by Achlioptas [1], who
considers the two speciﬁc cases where q = 1 and q = 1/3,
and shows that q = 1/3 is nearly optimal. Ailon and
Chazelle [2], then extend this idea by considering highly
sparse matrices with q → 0; they show that, as the sparsity
of our projection matrix increases, so too does the need for
our data points to be well-spread across the dimensions in
which they are observed. That is, if our projection matrix
consists largely of 0s, then each coordinate of a data point x
should hold about the same mass as each other coordinate.
One advantage to using projection coefﬁcients that are
i.i.d uniform over {−1, 1} is that each coordinate T (x)i
of our projection involves only addition and subtraction
of the original coordinates xj . More speciﬁcally, T (x)i is
calculated as follows: partition the coordinates of x randomly
into two groups, compute the sum of each group, and set
T (x)i to be the difference of these two sums. This greatly
improves runtime when searching for a JL-embedding, since
we need not perform repeated matrix multiplication (as is
the case when our projection coordinates are i.i.d. gaussian
random variables).
If we use i.i.d. projection coefﬁcients with distribution
equal to that of S, then we can obtain a JL-embedding about
q times faster than when using projection coefﬁcients that
are uniform over {−1, 1}. This is because, in both cases,
computation of each coordinate T (x)i involves addition
and subtraction of the original coordinates, but when the
projection coefﬁcients are distributed as S, only about q of
the original coordinates are considered, with the remaining
coordinates sent to 0.
Before moving on, it is useful to note that Theorem
2 can be applied when projection coefﬁcients are i.i.d.
according to S, since S is mean 0, unit variance, and
S has a subgaussian tail with coefﬁcient aS = q 2 /2 (a
simple exercise) . However, recall that the reduced space has
dimension k = C log(2/δ)
, where C ≥ 384(1 + 8/aS )2 , so
2
that q → 0 implies aS → 0, which further implies k → ∞.
Therefore, Theorem 2 is not practical when dealing with
highly sparse projection matrices distributed according to S.
The following provides a formal discussion of JLembeddings using sparse projection matrices, following
closely the work present in [13]. The key difference between
this theorem and Theorem 2 is that the reduced dimensionality k no longer depends on the constant aS , so long as x
is sufﬁciently well spread.
Theorem 3: Let each of d ∈ N+ ,  ∈ (0, 1/2), δ ∈ (0, 1),
and α ∈ [d−1/2 , 1] be parameters, and deﬁne the sparsity
2 A unit vector is well-spread if it is close to √1 (±1, ±1, · · · , ±1),
d
while something close to (1, 0, · · · , 0) is not well-spread since most of its
mass lies in its ﬁrst dimension.
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parameter

q = C0 α2 log(d/δ),

where C0 ≥ 1 and all parameters are chosen in such
a way that q ∈ [0, 1]. Next, deﬁne the i.i.d. random variables
⎧ −1/2
with probability q/2,
⎨ q
−1/2
Sij =
with probability q/2,
−q
⎩
0
with probability 1 − q,
for i = 1, · · · , k, j = 1, · · · , d. Next, set k =
C−2 log(4/δ), where C ≥ 768, and deﬁne the random
linear mapping T : Rd → Rk as follows:
d
1 
T (x)i = √
Sij xj ,
k j=1

for i = 1, · · · , k. Then if x ∈ Rd such that x∞ ≤ αx,
it follows that


P (1 − )x ≤ T (x) ≤ (1 + )x ≥ 1 − δ.

3.1 Methodology
Our goal is provide a more speciﬁc bound on k than that
given by Matous̆ek. Matous̆ek gives the same bounds as
those given in Theorems 2 and 3, only in both cases, he does
not give a speciﬁc bound on the constant C but rather, he
simply asserts that C is "a sufﬁciently large constant". First,
we reprove Matous̆ek’s results in a more detailed manner in
order to obtain speciﬁc lower bound on the constant C. Next,
we perform a variety of simulations in order to empirically
estimate the bound on C.

4. Theoretical Results
Through mathematical analyses similar to those used by
Matous̆ek, we obtain the bounds on k given in Theorems
2 and 3. That is, when using subgaussian projection coefﬁcients we obtain k = C log(2/δ)/(2 ), where C >
384(1 + 8/aR )2 , and where aR is the coefﬁcient in the
subgaussian tail inequality of the projection coefﬁcients R.
On the other hand, when using sparse projection matrices
we obtain k = C log(4/δ)/(2 ), where C > 768.

5. Simulation Results and Discussion
The simulations were performed using Matlab R2013b
and using the default random number generator, i.e. the
random seed automatically generated by Matlab. To simulate
the result of Theorem 2, the projection coefﬁcients were
chosen to be standard normal random variables (scaled so
that the expected length of each row is equal to 1) using
the built-in function normrnd. To simulate the result of
Theorem 3, the projection coefﬁcients were chosen to be
multinomial distributed over {−q −1/2 , 0, q −1/2 }, where 0
has probability 1−q, ±q −1/2 each have probability q/2, and
where q is proportional to the L∞ norm of the simulated
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data points in accordance with Theorem 3. In an attempt
to compare the results for different types of data, datasets
were simulated using four different probability distributions:
Uniform, Cauchy, Mixed Non-Central Cauchy, and Mixed
Beta. These distributions are available through the built-in
Matlab functions: unifrnd, trnd, nctrnd, and betarnd; in order
to construct each of the mixed distributions, points were
randomly selected from two different distributions, which
further required use of the built-in function rand.
Each of the simulated datasets consist of n = 1000
10000-dimensional points which are projected into lower
dimensions using several different choices of the parameters
 and δ, and the values for C suggested by Theorems
2 and 3. The theory is then tested by using the relative
frequency approach in order to estimate the probability that
each JL embedding maintains -distortion. That is, for each
simulated data set, and for each choice of  and δ, we
construct the mapping T using projection matrices outlined
in Theorems 2 and 3. Then, for each simulated point x,
we compute the ratio T (x)/x; if this ratio is within
(1 − , 1 + ), then this particular embedding is considered
to be a success. Finally, for each simulated data set, and each
choice of  and δ, the probability of success is estimated by
the number of successful embeddings, over the number of
points, n = 1000.
Now, according to Theorems 2 and 3, for each ﬁxed  and
δ, each point should preserve -distortion with probability
of at least 1 − δ. However, for each simulated data set,
100% of the projected points preserve -distortion. This
very high frequency of success seems unusual, especially
for situations when δ is chosen to be rather large. This
discrepancy between the theoretical and empirical results
is likely due to an inﬂated bound on the constant C in
each of Theorems 2 and 3. For this reason, the above
simulations are repeated using smaller and smaller values
of C until the probability bound appears to fall closer to
the expected bound of 1 − δ. Repeating the simulations in
this way seems to suggest a signiﬁcantly lower bound on the
reduced dimensionality k than that suggested by the theory.
In particular, the simulations consistently suggest that the
constant C is between 0.5 and 2.
Concrete Example: The following example illustrates the
above discrepancy between the theorized value for C and
that which is suggested by simulations. Using δ = 0.2,  =
0.5. and the sparse projection matrix given in Theorem 3,
we project n = 1000 uniformly random, 10000-dimensional
datapoints into k dimensions, where
k = C log(4/δ)/(2 ).
Thus, our choices of δ = 0.2 and  = 0.5, together with the
bound C > 768 imply
K > 768 log(4/0.2)/(0.52 ) = 9202.

Thus, the random mapping T sends a 10000-dimensional
point x to the 9202-dimensional point T (x) such that
P (1 −  < ||T (x)||/||x|| < 1 + ) > 1 − δ.
Due to our choices of δ = 0.2 and  = 0.5, we should
therefore expect
P (0.5 < ||T (x)||/||x|| < 1.5) > 0.8.

(3)

Now, in order to check the validity of (3), we simply compute the ratio of norms ||T (x)||/||x|| for each projected point
and count the number of projections that are not distorted by
more than 0.5. Finally, we estimate the probability of success
with the relative frequency of such successful projections.
Using the value of C = 768, we obtain a success rate
of 100%, which is quite large compared to the probability
bound of 0.8 suggested by Theorem 3. Accordingly, the
above was repeated using smaller and smaller values of C
until a value was found that seems to have roughly 80%
success rate. It turns out that for C as low as C = 10,
we still have 100% success rate. Choosing C = 1, leads to
93.9% success; choosing C = 0.75 leads to 89.5% success,
choosing C = 0.5 leads to 79.6% success probability. Thus,
using the value C = 768, given in Theorem 3, leads
to a reduced dimensionality of k = 9202, whereas the
simulations suggested instead that we can use C = 0.5
which leads to k = 6.
There are a few questions that should follow from the
result of this example:
1) Do these results change signiﬁcantly if we use different data points? (In this particular example, the
points were simulated by generating uniformly random
10000-dimensional vectors). The answer is that after
generating various random data sets and repeating the
above approach, it seems that the type of data point is
not a major factor contributing to the huge discrepancy
between the reduced dimensionality k obtained by the
math vs that obtained by simulations (different data
results in slightly different reduced dimensionality,
maybe as high as 20 dimensions, but never anything
close to 9202).
2) Do these results change signiﬁcantly if we try different
values for the parameters  and δ? The answer is that
it does not seem to matter. Changing the values of
 and δ leads to different values of k and different
probabilities of success (according to the math) but
once again, the probabilities are consistently far too
high for any ﬁxed k, and in order to make the
simulated probability (relative frequency of successful
projections) match with the theoretical probability of
1 − δ we need to make the constant C much smaller
than the value of 768 given in the theorem.
3) Do these results change signiﬁcantly if we use Theorem 2 instead of Theorem 3? Once again, it seems
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that the observed discrepancy is not due to the choice
of theorem, but agian due to an inﬂated value of C.
In summary, the mathematical bounds are far too large
and not of much practical use. However, the simulated results
seem to suggest that the value C can simply be estimated and
tweaked to the particular dataset. Moreover, the simulated
results suggest a much more practical result. In the above,
for example, the math says that we can go from 10000
dimensions to 9202 (not very helpful), while the simulated
results suggest that we can go from 10000 dimensions into
only 6 dimensions (very useful indeed).
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[11] P. Indyk and R. Motwani, Approximate nearest neighbors: towards
removing the curse of dimensionality, 30th Annual ACM Symposium
on Theory of Computing, Dallas, TX, ACM, New York, 1998, pp.604613.
[12] W.B. Johnson and J. Lindenstrauss, Extensions of Lipshitz mappings
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RI, 1984, pp.189-206
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6. Conclusions
We have discussed a non-statistical method of dimensionality reduction, where any given set of points can be
embedded into lower dimensions, although such embeddings
are typically subject to some form of distortion. Regardless
of the initial dimensionality, the JL-lemma guarantees the
existence of a lower dimensional representation, the dimensionality of which depends on the number of points as well
as the level of distortion one is willing to accept.
Mathematics gives a weaker bound on k than do our
simulations. In particular, the simulations seem to suggest
that C is generally around C = 1. This means that our
mathematical result (in particular, the bound on C) is hundreds of times larger than the simulations suggest (or even
thousands when using Theorem 2 , depending on the choice
of subgaussin projection coefﬁcients) and as such, our bound
on k is hundreds (to thousands) times larger than that which
is suggested by simulation.
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Features with Academic Relevance in Big Data
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Abstract – In last decades, social networking such as Twitter,
Google blogs and Facebook has provided great potential and
opportunity to capture huge dataset about individuals and
their behaviors, as they exhibit in the posts, blogs and tweets.
Big Five Personality Traits have widely been used in research
to categorize individuals. In this paper, we propose a
Correlating Algorithm and Model (CAM). This algorithm
efficiently correlates personality features with relative
academic attributes that shows better identification of various
individual types for various academics. This is part of our
research work in progress that uses big and unstructured data
to do the data mining and analytics to correlate the relevant
features for predicting good fit students and good fit job
candidates. We provide related study and conclude with future
works.
Keywords: Social Networking data, Unstructured Data, Big
Data, Personality Prediction, Personality Traits.

1

Introduction

According to IBM (2012), we have created about 90 % of all
the data in last 2-3 years. This growth has been promoted and
facilitated by Internet of things, and today’s web technologies
and platform such as Facebook, Twitter, Google blogs,
Flicker, etc. These big data companies store and process huge
data set every minute. Many software companies such as
Oracle, IBM, Microsoft, SAP and others have provided great
tools and research to exploit the potential of Big data for
predictions, pattern recognitions, data mining, artificial
intelligence, cognitive computing and other real world
challenges[1][2][3][4][5][6][7]. Individuals spend significant
time on these portals daily and reveal great data about their
personalities, behaviors and type in real world. This fact has
encouraged lot of research to predict personality utilizing
many algorithms and famous model known as Big Five
Personality Traits.[8][9][10]. Facebook and Twitter’s data has
been used in many researches to predict personality using
machine learning algorithms and other great data mining and
analytics techniques.[11][12][13][14][15]. We propose CAM
to identify a particular personality trait that has implication in
academic choices. In section 2, we provide related work and
discuss some great opportunities and challenges. In Section 3,
we discuss our model and algorithm and show some
promising results in context of our main research (PAE) in
section 4. In Section 5, we conclude with future work.

1.1

Motivation

Our motivation is based on avoiding poor academic choices
and reducing drop outs, poor academic performances, costly
re-admissions, change of study majors and colleges, etc. We
focus on features and structures that can contribute to
Predicting Educational Relevance For an Efficient
Classification of Talent (PERFECT) Algorithm Engine (PAE)
that is our main research in progress. This engine includes
various algorithms and model that work in conjunction to
produce Good Fit Students (GFS) and Good Fit job
Candidates (GFC). This paper presents an important milestone
of PAF. We use Python libraries, Microsoft SQL Server and
Excel Data mining and analysis tools.

2

Related Work

Authors in[16] have extended the previous research about
profile pictures and personality impression. They looked at
relation between profile picture selection and message user is
intending to the world through their profile on Facebook.
Their survey and feedback from sample users as chosen
concluded that users are aware of the importance of selecting
the type of profile picture they keep for short or long term.
They found User’s personality traits that had an influence on
the picture choice they make as profile picture. For example,
extraverted users select more self-representative photos and
narcissistic users select more physically attractive pictures.
Work done by[17] reveals that users wall and newsfeed are
important segments to investigate and research to further
understand personality patterns and self presentation. They
categorized self presentational information on wall and self
presentational behaviors at news feed, to research personality
traits and study their inter-relation. Study in [18] supports the
potential of big social data to predict a five factor model of
personality. They cited the relevant study done to indicate the
accuracy of personality prediction is in moderate range with
typical correlation between the prediction and personality is in
the range of r = 0.2 and r = 0.4, where r = reliability.(good
references in the paper, use it if needed). Authors in [19]
shows significance work done towards distinguishing
personality types (out of Big five) for both popular users and
influential’s user’s posts. Their study supports that popularity
is linked to imaginativeness and influential users show also
organized behavior. They use three counts or parameters in
twitter data set as i) following, ii) followers, iii) listed counts.
They show that root mean squired error below 88 % for
prediction of user’s five personality traits in active user status.
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They argue that privacy data access is still a hurdle in
improving accuracy and still remains an open problem. They
propose for future research three important directions,
Marketing, User Interface design and Recommender system,
based on personality traits that are revealed by studying user’s
data.
Study in [20] supports predicting personality with social
behavior only in light of Big Five traits. Authors outline
features of user behavior with the following groups. Network
Bandwidth(NET),
Message
Content(MSG),
Pair
Behavior(PAIR), and Reciprocity of actions (REC),
Informativeness(INF) and Homophily(HOM). Their results
verify that personality can equivalently be predicted using
behavior features as with text features. A detailed survey on
Personality Computing in [21], elaborates on Automatic
Personality Perception, Automatic Personality Synthesis and
Automatic Personality Recognition. A work done in [22]
shows that two important traits of personality as
conscientiousness and agreeable predicted less dishonesty in
academics. Though their meta-analytic results were limited to
small number of studies, did contribute to a better
understanding of factors that influenced such behaviors in
academics. Their study opens a wide door to pursue further
research to better understand more personality features to find
out potential in students in academic world towards nonethics, such as cheating, dishonesty, etc. A survey in[23]
discussed the new research area coined s SSP (Social Signal
Processing) , between social animal, human and unsocial
machine in three main problems. i) Modeling, ii) Analysis, iii)
Synthesis of nonverbal behavior in social interactions.

2.1
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3
3.1

Proposed Algorithm and
Mathematical Model
CAM System Flow

Personality Prediction[26][27][28] and Feature Extraction[29]
is focus of various researchers for developing great
recommendation and prediction models and engines, such as
Amazon, Netflix, eBay and other great big data companies
use. In the below visual, we show a framework to utilize the
data from sources such as Facebook profiles, blogs and tweets
to collect in a data repository (structured and unstructured
data). Then we run CAM on data to identify and correlate
features through lens of academic features and measure
predictive performance for individuals and we compare this
with existing research using Big Five Personality traits as a
reference. We show improved results. We provide details in
the following sections.

Big Five Personality Traits/Five Factor
Model

Big Five Model/Five Factor Model[8][9][24] known as
OCEAN Traits has been used for many researches to predict
the personality type and categorization.
Figure 1 shows the traits of this model.

Figure 2 – CAM based Personality traits Correlation

3.2

Academic Attributes

We use the following attributes.
Demographic, Pre-college (GPA, SAT scores, SAT scores,
ACT scores, etc), Field of Study (Pre-admission), Field of
Study (At time of admission), Parents field of study, Marital
Status at time of Admission, Marital Status at time of
Graduation, Degree Level, English language Proficiency, Age,
Type of Semester Projects and Final Project, If Orphan, Father
Education, Mother Education, Family income, No. of
Siblings, Religion, Is International, No. Of Absences.
Figure 1 – OCEAN Traits
There are few weaknesses reported in literature[25] that
motivates our research to produce ISPF. The weaknesses are
briefly summarized as lack of independence variables, based
on questionnaire, inability to consider current health issues
that can impact one’s attitude, identify built in talent of
individuals that can contribute to academics, inaccuracy to
predict to specific behavior, inability to predict based on
specific culture and circumstances and lacks some other
attributes of human like humor, sincerity, honesty, etc.

3.3

Proposed CAM

For our proposed algorithm and model, we build on idea of
personality talent of an individual prediction that can be
applied to several industries, such as Academia and Real
world careers. We present the CAM Algorithm as below, due
to limit of paper, we omit details of algorithms in this paper.
However, we use the language that is self explanatory.
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Algorithm to Use CAM Model
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

BEGIN
LOAD [Data Repository]
WHILE DATASET is UNIQUE
{
a. LOAD Test data
b. EXTRACT OCEAN Features
c. CORELLATE with Academics
d. MEASURE Probability of Prediction for
Performance
i. FOR EACH TRAIT in OCEAN
1. {
Calculate_Efficiency();
}
e. LOAD Test data
i. RUN CAM
ii. CORRELATE with Academics
iii. MEASURE
Probability
of
Prediction for Performance
1. FOR EACH TRAIT in
CAM
{
Calculate Efficiency ();
}
COMPARE Results
}
END

Due to the page limit of this paper, the detailed mathematical
model is omitted. To develop CAM, we must first identify
structures and noise (irrelevant unstructured data) from the
testing sample; we run our algorithm to correlate personality
features with academic records. In Equation (1), we show the
Probability of Noisy data (₦ = Noisy Data) and ₴ = Signal or
Structured data.
Զ ൌ ܲሺ  כ᪙ሻሺͳሻ
ܲሺ  כ᪙ሻis associated with probability score and obtained
from various sources, such as Facebook, twitter, etc.
In Equation (2), we separate signal/structured data:
ஶ
ܫ
᪙ ൌ  ሺ݅ሺԶ െ ܲሺሻሻ ሺʹሻ
ܰ
ୀ

In Equation 3, we estimate the size of data under test and then
we calculate the time that it takes to process over a test period.


4

Results and Discussions

In Figure 3 – We show the time taken in seconds to process
data in MB. As data size increases, it takes more time to
search data. We show this as a reference to support the speed
improvement of our work in results given below.

Figure 3 – Time taken to process certain size of data
Figure 4 shows, the processing efficiency of Feature search
using Big 5. It can be seen that for low data size, the
efficiency was much higher as 70 % but as data size increases,
it drops and finally saturate at 300 MB sample size. This
saturation behavior needs more study as future work.

Figure 4 – Show efficiency using Five Factor Model
Figure 5 shows the results given by using CAM based feature
correlation. Though, it shows little improvement as compared
to Big Five traits model, but we can see better speed of
prediction in Figure 6 due to the fact that CAM based
correlation and prediction performance better for specific
domain such as academics.



ܵሺ᪙ሻ ൌ ൝ෑ ሾ݅ሺ ᪙ͳǡ ᪙ʹǡ ᪙͵ǡ ǥ Ǥ ᪙ሻሿ   כο݈ൡሺ͵ሻ
ୀଵ ௧ୀ

Finally, we present equation 4, for efficiency that utilizes the
acceptable size as per equation 3 and correlate the relevant
features from data set.
7 ൌ Զ (ܵሺ᪙ሻ

ჯ

ଵାჯ

(4)

Where 7 ൌ Efficiency that CAM calculates based on data
size and ჯ = a correlation function that is based on best
fitness match for the relevant features from academic data and
social networking dat.

Figure 5 – Shows improved efficiency using proposed model.
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[14]

[15]
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[17]

Figure 6 – Shows little improvement in time efficiency.
[18]

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In paper, we show a subset of our research in regard to
Prediction Educational Relevance For an Efficient
Classification of Talent, PERFECT Algorithm Engine. We
propose an algorithm of it, as CAM (Correlating Algorithm
and Model) for academic relevance for individual personality.
We show improved results as compared to Big Five traits that
are too general and lack flexibility. Our work shows better
efficiency to correlate relevant features. We observe
saturation at 300 MB that requires further research in using
Big Five traits. In CAM, we find higher efficiency of about
74 % for 500 MB data set. We seek to improve these results
even further as future work and propose few more algorithms.
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Abstract— Graph databases, which are presently classified
as one of the most interesting database types, are being
used on a daily basis. However, different systems are
available and different languages are used to operate using
graph databases. To summarize, a large number of
languages hinders graph databases’ wider use. There also
have been attempts to create universal SQL for graph
databases in order to make things more standardized and
intuitive to use. In this paper, we propose Gremlin By
Example. This is a new language for graph databases that
resembles Query By Example, which is a query language
for relational databases. Because people are familiar with
Query By Example, and Gremlin By Example looks almost
the same, by using the similar interface people should be
able to use graph databases without knowing the details of
different graph query languages.

CREATE
4840600}),

(c1:City

{name:

"Sydney",

population:

(c2:City {name: "Melbourne", population: 4442919}),
(c3:City {name: "Brisbane", population: 2274600}),
(c4:City {name: "Canberra", population: 381488}),
(c1)-[:distance {km: 893}]->(c2),
(c1)-[:distance {km: 1027}]->(c3),
(c1)-[:distance {km: 304}]->(c4),
(c2)-[:distance {km: 1736}]->(c3),
(c2)-[:distance {km: 655}]->(c4),
(c3)-[:distance {km: 1295}]->(c4)

Keywords: NoSQL, SQL, graph databases, Gremlin

1 Introduction
NoSQL databases are becoming increasingly important
and are being used in different domains in order to store and
manage large amounts of semi- and unstructured data.
Among the different available NoSQL database types
(document-oriented, column-oriented, etc.), graph databases
are quite important.
Graph theory is not new. In the eighteenth century, Euler
solved the problem of the bridges of Königsberg by using
the graph theory. The problem was whether it was possible
to cross all seven bridges only once in order to visit all parts
of the city. Euler managed to prove that this was not
possible. By representing each land mass by means of a
node (vertex), and the nodes were connected by means of
lines used to represent the bridges (edges). Such a structure
is called a graph. Thus, the graph theory is not new, but the
use of graph theory as a concept for storing data could be
called new—at first. However, the idea of network
databases is somehow similar, as we will demonstrate.
Graph databases store information in nodes and in
relationships between nodes. Such a way of representing and
handling information is intuitive and easy to understand.
Nodes can have a different number of attributes, and they
can be labeled as well. A small graph database is given
below; it contains cities in Australia as well as distances
between the cities. Each city, as well as each relationship,
could have different properties. The CREATE statement,
which creates nodes and relationships, is given below
(Cypher Query Language is used as well as Neo4j, which is
the most popular graph database system).

Figure 1. Graph database

As previously mentioned, the problem with graph
databases was, and still is, that several languages could be
used, including Cypher Query Language (CQL), Gremlin,
and Datalog. However, they are all different, which hinders
the wider use of graph databases. Because each language is
specific, these graphs could cause problems for end users.
For example, CQL has its own set of statements, and
Gremlin has its own set of statements. Thus, inevitably, one
has to learn (again) new languages to use graph databases. In
[7] the authors showed that existing query languages
(primarily CQL) do not support recursion or views and that
logic programming languages could be used as well. The
term “deductive graph database” was coined in the paper,
which shows how Datalog could be used to query graph
databases.
In relational databases, the number-one used language is
SQL. SQL is a standardized language, which is supported by
all database management system (DBMS) vendors. SQL
statements are usually classified as follows:
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Data definition language contains several
statements that are used to create, alter, and delete
tables, functions, users, sequences, etc. The most
important statement is the CREATE statement, but
ALTER and DROP belong here as well.
Data manipulation language contains the following
set of statements: INSERT, UPDATE, and
DELETE. They are used to insert new rows, to
update existing rows, etc.
Query Language contains the SELECT statement
that is used to retrieve the data.

The number of statements has increased over the years,
and sometimes people have problems with complex SQL
statements. Fortunately, other graphically oriented
alternative languages have occurred as well, including
Query By Example (QBE). QBE is supported in Microsoft
Access, for example (we show an example later on).
Basically, one does not need to write complex SQL
statements manually; on the contrary, one can build queries
visually by filling in the visible table structure. In that way,
queries are produced (built) visually, which is much simpler
for end users as well.
In this paper, we propose a new language that should
help users to use graph databases. It is especially intended
for users who are familiar with relational databases and
QBE. Namely, the language we propose is used to query
graph databases, but it looks like QBE, and we know that
users typically do know how to use QBE. Thus, basically,
the language is new, but it looks similar; at the same time, it
can be used to query graph databases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the first
graph databases are explained as well as languages that are
used for graph databases. Then a new language is proposed
(Gremlin By Example). Afterward, we show how GBE
could be used in several examples. In the end the conclusion
is presented.

2 Graph databases
As previously stated, the graph theory is not new, but the
use of graph theory as a concept for storing data could be
called new—at first. If we look back, one can tell that
network databases were quite similar concepts in the past,
and graph databases do resemble network databases.
Namely, network databases occurred to solve the problems
of hierarchical databases. One of the problems was that each
child record could have had only one parent record (parent
records could have had many child records). In network
databases, this was changed, and hierarchy was no longer
obligatory. Because of that, the schema of a network
database also could be viewed as a graph (it contains records
that are connected by means of relationships). But the
network model never became popular for two main reasons:
IBM supported hierarchical model, and, almost at the same
time, the relational data model occurred as well. Thus, graph
databases are not entirely new, but perhaps now is a good
time for them because technology is mature, and all the
preconditions are fulfilled at this point of time.
In the next section, we briefly present two graph query
languages, including Cypher and Gremlin. Graph databases
are explained in [1] and [5]. More information on graph
query languages could be found in [2].
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2.1 Cypher
Cypher is a popular query language for graph databases.
We have already created a small graph database (above),
and now we show how some queries could be implemented
in Cypher. In order to find all the cities in the database, the
following statement has to be written (MATCH and
RETURN clauses are important for data retrieval):
MATCH (n: City)
RETURN n.name, n.population
n.name
n.population
Sydney
4840600
Melbourne 4442919
Brisbane 2274600
Canberra 381488
Returned 4 rows in 59 ms
In order to list distances between cities, the following
statement should be used:
MATCH (m: City)-[v: distance]-(n: City)
WHERE m.name < n.name
RETURN m.name, n.name, v.km
m.name

n.name

v.km

Melbourne

Sydney

893

Brisbane

Canberra

1295

Brisbane

Sydney

1027

Brisbane

Melbourne

1736

Canberra

Sydney

304

Canberra

Melbourne

655

If the WHERE clause was omitted, then Brisbane–
Canberra as well as Canberra–Brisbane would be included
in the result (which is basically the same information).
But an interesting query is the one that finds the shortest
path between the cities. Such queries are ideal. This query
starts in Brisbane and ends in Brisbane, but passes through
all the other cities (this is known as the traveling salesman
problem).
MATCH p=(a)-[distance*4]-(b)
WHERE a.name='Brisbane' and b.name='Brisbane'
RETURN p
Now when we sum the distances on the path, and we
order the result by the sum of distances in ascending order.
In that way we get the shortest path:
MATCH p=(a)-[distance*4]-(b)
WHERE a.name='Brisbane' and b.name='Brisbane'
RETURN p, reduce(total_km = 0, n IN relationships(p)|
total_km + n.km) AS TotalDistance
ORDER BY TotalDistance
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Table 2: SQL vs. Gremlin (source: http://sql2gremlin.com/)

SQL

Gremlin
gremlin>
SELECT * FROM Categories g.V().hasLabel("category").value
Map()
SELECT
Products.ProductName
FROM Products
gremlin>
INNER JOIN Categories
g.V().has("name","Beverages").in(
ON Categories.CategoryID =
"inCategory").
Products.CategoryID
values("name")
WHERE
Categories.CategoryName =
'Beverages'
Figure 2. Cypher Query Language

Actually there are two answers with the same distance:
Table 1. Traveling Salesman problem – two solutions

Solution 1
To
Melbourne
Canbera
Sydney
Brisbane
Total
Solution 2
To
From
Sydney
Brisbane
Canbera
Sydney
Melbourne
Canbera
Brisbane
Melbourne
Total
From
Brisbane
Melbourne
Canbera
Sydney

Distance
1736
655
304
1027
3722
Distance
1027
304
655
1736
3722

Such queries as well as some other (path oriented)
queries, would be much more complicated in relational
databases. However, note that Cypher statements have to be
entered manually (Figure 2). Syntax is not too complex, but
for beginners it could be a bit confusing, especially the last
example.

2.2 Gremlin
Gremlin is another language for graph databases. As
with any language, it has its syntax and requires time to
become a proficient user. However, there is an interesting
site http://sql2gremlin.com/. This site uses the well-known
Northwind database, which shows how SQL queries are
related to Gremlin queries (the same query is expressed in
both languages). Because we implement a few Gremlin
examples later on, at this point in time we present a few
examples that we borrowed from the same site. First, the
SQL query is presented, and then the appropriate Gremlin
query is given.

SELECT TOP(1) UnitPrice
FROM (SELECT
Products.UnitPrice,
COUNT(*) AS [Count]
FROM Products GROUP BY
Products.UnitPrice) AS T
ORDER BY [Count] DESC

gremlin>
g.V().hasLabel("product").groupC
ount().
by("unitPrice").order(local).by(val
ueDecr).
mapKeys().limit(1)

We see that Gremlin queries are not similar to Cypher
queries, and there is a debate over which of them should be
used and when. Thus, different graph query languages do
exist, and one common standardized language represents a
challenge. It also could solve many problems faced by users
of graph databases. There is even an idea of a common
graph query language http://neo4j.com/blog/open-cyphersql-for-graphs/. Because of this, we propose Gremlin By
Example.

3 Gremlin By Example
We have shown that both languages (Cypher and
Gremlin) can be used, but statements look quite different.
Thus, it is likely that, in the future, some standardization will
occur with a unified graph query language in mind. Until
that happens, we propose a new language for graph
databases called Gremlin By Example. Gremlin By Example
is a visual query language for graph databases and, hence,
more intuitive and easier to use than Cypher or Gremlin
itself. Namely, in both mentioned languages, statements
have to be entered manually, which can cause unnecessary
problems because syntax could be confusing. By using a
visual interface, these problems should be resolved as the
new language will resemble a well-known language that is
called Query By Example (QBE). QBE is a language that
can be used to pose queries visually; at the same time,
people are familiar with QBE (even less-experienced users
can pose moderately complex queries in QBE without
knowing SQL). The query below (Figure 3) finds distances
between the cities (Query Design in Microsoft Access).
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After running this query (Run button, Figure 4), a new
user, Ivan Horvat, is added to the database. There are no
ingoing or outgoing edges, and the create_user(<User
object>) method is called. All vertices from the database
are retrieved so that we can check if that User already
exists:

Figure 3. Query By Example (Microsoft Access)

The query in Figure 3 is built visually and it lists
distances between the cities. Since QBE is used, even less
experienced users can build such queries. Joining the table to
itself (in SQL) is something that could cause problems for
sure, but in QBE such problems seem to be solvable. Based
on the QBE that is supported in Microsoft Access, we
propose Gremlin By Example. GBE should have a similar
interface, and queries should be posed against the graph
database.

Figure 4. Creating nodes

For implementation purposes, a web application has
been built, which uses Django, Python web framework, and
Bulbs, Python persistence framework for working with
graph databases. The purpose of this application is to
provide GUI for executing queries in a Rexster graph
database without using the Gremlin console. For now, one
can create nodes and relationships; one also can query nodes
and relationships.

3.1 Creating nodes

@staticmethod
def create_user(self, user):
client = RexsterClient()
script =
client.scripts.get("get_vertices")
self.gremlin = client.gremlin(script,
params=None)
result = self.gremlin.results
if result:
for v in result:
if v:
if v.get("Label") == "User":
if v.get("Firstname") ==
user.Firstname and v.get("Lastname") ==
user.Lastname:
return v
else:
d =
dict(Label=user.element_type,
Firstname=user.Firstname,
Lastname=user.Lastname)
u =
client.create_vertex(data=d).results
result_node = u
return result_node
d = dict(Label=user.element_type,
Firstname=user.Firstname,
Lastname=user.Lastname)
u =
client.create_vertex(data=d).results
result_node = u
else:
d = dict(Label=user.element_type,
Firstname=user.Firstname,
Lastname=user.Lastname)
u =
client.create_vertex(data=d).results
result_node = u
return result_node
return result_node

The query, which is executed in the method above,
would be equivalent to the following Gremlin query:
g.addVertex(null, [Firstname : 'Ana', Lastname : 'Anić',
Label : 'User'])

3.2 Creating relationships between nodes
To add a new WROTE relationship between the Author
and the Book nodes, it is necessary to select the two node
labels and Wrote relationship label, as well as to enter
values for their properties, as we can see in Figure 5.

Hereby we create one new node in the database. After
selecting the “User” label from the dropdown list of labels in
the database, it is necessary to enter values for properties of
the User label, which are displayed in a table, as shown in
Figure 4.
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result = client.gremlin("g.V('Label', '" +
node1 + "').has('" + prop1Node1 + "', T.in,
['" + criteria1Prop1Node1 + "', '" +
criteria2Prop1Node1 + "']).order{it.a." +
prop1Node1 + " <=> it.b." + prop1Node1 +
"}copySplit(_().outE.inV.has('Label', '" +
node2 + "')).fairMerge.path._()[0.." +
str(limit-1) + "]").content

This is an equivalent to the following Gremlin query:
g.V('Label', 'User').has('Firstname', T.in, ['Ana',
'Ivan']).order{it.a.Firstname
<=>
it.b.Firstname}
copySplit(_().outE.inV.has('Label','Book')).fairMerge.path.
_()[0..4]

Figure 5. Creating two nodes and a relationship

After pressing the Run button, if Author or Book nodes
with entered properties do not exist in the database, they are
created along with the WROTE relationship that connects
them. In this example, to create a WROTE relationship
between Author “Marko Marulić” and Book “Judita” - it is
necessary to call methods for adding a new Author and
Book. After that, all vertices are retrieved from the database
in order to ensure that these two vertices exist, so that a new
relationship (edge) could be created between them as well.
Thus, for now we see that one can add new nodes as well as
relationships. But, we also can query the graph database, as
we show below (Figure 6).

For now we see that the implemented solution is fully
functional. Nodes and relationships can be created and
queries can be posed as expected. We demonstrated how to
create a single node, two nodes, and a relationship as well as
how to query two nodes and a relationship. Some minor
interface corrections have been identified, and they will be
implemented in future versions.
At this point of time, we are working on a similar
solution for another graph query language. Further on, we
see possible improvements for the future such as, for
example, the implementation of additional advanced
features.

4 Conclusion
Graph databases have been gaining the most attraction in
recent years. The ability to store data in nodes and
relationships that do not need to have the same structure, i.e.,
the same attributes, are suitable for different problem
domains. However, existing graph query languages are not
standardized and, because of that, graph databases are not as
used as they could be.
In this paper, Gremlin By Example has been proposed.
This is a new visual query language for graph databases. It
relies on the idea of Query By Example language, which is
used for relational databases. The prototype has been
implemented, and things do operate as expected. Nodes, as
well as relationships, can be implemented visually (Gremlin
queries are executed in the background). Moreover, queries
can be posed visually, which represents a huge benefit. For
now we can say that the prototype operates as expected and
that more advanced features should be supported and
implemented in the future.

Figure 6. Querying nodes

3.3 Querying nodes
To get a list of five users who borrowed a book sorted
ascending by their first name, but whose first name is Ivan
or Ana, the query needs to be defined, as shown in Figure 6.
In this example, the “copySplit” clause is used to return a
list of objects of different types (User, Book,
BORROWED), and the “T.in” clause is used to set multiple
criteria. The query, which is executed by using Gremlin
clauses, looks like this:
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Abstract – Education is the backbone sector for our economy
and every industry. Common goal is to improve it for all
times. Our students choose academics based on traditional
process and very little to no data mining or analytics are used
to suggest right academics that can otherwise dramatically
improve student performance. In this paper, we discuss issues
of drop outs, poor performances in school, scholarship
wastages and costly readmissions. To address these problems,
we use personality features from social networking and
correlate with academic data and propose Good Fit Student
Algorithm (GFS-A) and stochastic probability based
mathematical construct to predict the success of a student and
promote early decision. Our preliminary results show positive
impact of matching features to reduce such issues we
mentioned. This work is a part of our ongoing research that
we briefly mention. We provide brief related work and
conclude with future work.

factors that can impact decision and likeliness of success for a
student in future and factors itself depends on other factors. In
short, such factors are interdependent. Second challenge is the
difficulty of collecting academic data due to privacy issues.
These factors pose great complexity to build prediction
models. College drop outs are increasing that clearly indicates
the bad fit students for academics in our system. Numerous
studies support prediction of students to reduce drop outs and
find the triggers that can help to improve educational system
through data mining [2][3][4][2][5][6]. Therefore, we build
our model using Stochastic Probability based modeling and
test it using empirical data, to advance the research in
educational data mining and improving decision making for
better academic achievements and performances. We use
Microsoft SQL Server1, Python2 and Excel data mining3 and
data analysis tools to test and produce our results at
preliminary stages.

Keywords: Good Fit Students, Personality Features, Social
Networking data, Big Unstructured data, Academic Data
Mining, Stochastic Probability Modeling.

1.1

1

Introduction

Every industry in the world depends upon education industry.
Universities, Colleges and schools play a vital role in shaping
individuals for real world challenges and applications.
Education at early stages of life is consistent and applicable in
every society and type of individuals. However, as we grow,
talent, natural gift and motivation become more applicable
and useful in academic life at advance stages, starting with
college degree. Mostly, admission choices are governed by
family trends, affordability, basic motivation, market trends
and natural instinct. However, natural gift and talent are
minimally used to select such directions in academics. It is a
challenge to predict the likeliness of success for an individual
with certain set of talent, in academic world. For this reason,
we have seen increased drop outs, poor performances,
surprised college and degree changes, costly re-admissions,
etc, that further impact roles in job and real world industry. As
per U.S Dept of Education[1], only 20 % of young individuals
finish their degree on time. This trend is consistent for two
and four year college degree. With today’s data mining and
analysis, we can study and find out many causes for such
incidents including, lack of interest, unmatched skill with
education, poverty, wrong student in wrong academics, poor
teaching methods, inefficient testing methods and poor
curriculum etc.
In this paper, we show our research progress and propose
usage of related data to predict success of a particular student
with particular set of skills and personality talent for a
particular line of academics. One of the greatest challenges is
the reliability of such prediction because, there are numerous

Motivation

We are developing Predicting Educational Relevance For an
Efficient Classification of Talent (PERFECT Algorithm
Engine – PAE) that contains many algorithms including the
one we present in this paper. With PAE, we are committed to
build an efficient model and framework to utilize and
correlate personality features with academic data to draw
prediction that help educational system. This helps decision
making process and avoids costly re-admissions, dropouts,
poor performance and lack of motivation during academic
years, all by using the data set that we produce anyways.
In section 2, we provide related work for student predictions
for retentions and performances. In section 3, we introduce
GFS-A and its working principle. In section 4, we show
results and discuss the implications of it. In section 5, we
conclude with future work.

2

Related Work

Personality study has been a topic for decades for research in
psychology and social sciences. However, with recent era of
internet and social networking platform such as Facebook and
Twitter has revolutionized the researcher’s ability to study
personalities and envision the applicable usage in real world.
A survey done by authors in [7] stresses the personality
computing applications with discussing related technologies.
The conclude with focus on improving machine learning
algorithms to create better models and integration of human
sciences and computing to better utilize the personality
features for better predictions for various applications. Study
1

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb510516.aspx
https://www.python.org/
3
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn282385.aspx
2
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done by authors in [8] study measures from social behavior
to predict personality. They use Gaussian Processes and Zero
R with Five Factor Model (FMM). Other numerous studies
[9][10] utilizes behaviors and smart hubs to predict
personality, mainly form social networking data. Twitter and
Facebook researches, such as in [11] authors addresses
personality that is result of people interacting and
communicating in Facebook. Machine Prediction in study
done on Facebook profiles to rank individuals using Big Five
Model[12]. A study done in [13] finds the relationship of
Faceboook popular users contacts in real world to their
electronic world. Twitter data has widely used to predict
personality and traits based on what they tweet and other
relevant posts. Various studies [14][15][16][17] shows
improved work in data mining and machine learning
algorithms, including K-means, Bayesian networks, Support
Vector Machines, etc to do personality prediction for many
applications. Similar to data on social networking that
contributes to Personality Prediction Opportunities and
research, EDM and Big Education[18] contributes to
prediction and classification of factors in huge data set for
success and failures of students and educational system in
context. A stream of research work[19] [20] has supported
and advanced the techniques and data mining[21][22]
algorithm to improve prediction accuracies. Various case
studies[23][2] support to predict drop outs and improve
student performance. Student behavior[24][25] prediction
plays role in such type of data mining and conclude predictive
metrics and measures. Student Recommender system[26] has
matured through various researches in student data
mining[27][6].

3

GFS-A and Working Principle

In table 1, we define some of academic attributes with
description and values. We select 15 attributes for our model
and algorithm to predict the good fit student for a particular
study area based on particular personality and academic
background. Though there are many other features, we select
these 15 to be more influential for data mining and analytics.
These attribute specifically helps to predict success of an
individual in academic world and many educators are also
looking for such features. We believe that using more features
may not improve results because any more extra features may
not add to the prediction fitness factor. However, more data
sets (sample) can help to improve the prediction accuracy, on
the other hand.
Table 1 – Academic Attributes
1
2
3

No.

Description
GPA
Score
Previous Grade

Feature/VAR
GPA
SCORE
P_GRADE

4

Language

LANG

5
6

Age
Previous degree

AGE
P_DEG_LVL

Values
{0:4}
{40:100}
{A,A-,B+,B,B,C+,C,C,D+,D,D-,F}
{English, nonEng}
{18:50}
{HS, College,
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8
9

Level
Previous degree
Area
Sex
Previous Housing

10

Future Housing

F_HOUSE

11
12

Family Size
Financial Status

S_FAMILY
F_STATUS

13
14
15

Scholarship
Full Time Status
Major Changing

IS_FUNDED_SCH
IS_FULL_TIME
SAME_MAJOR

7

P_DEG_AREA
Sex
P_HOUSE

Masters}
{Science, Arts}
{Male, Female}
{Family,
Boarding}
{Family,
Boarding, Off
campus}
{1:N}
{Poor,
Rich,
Medium}
{Yes, No}
{Yes, No}
{Yes, No}

In table 2, we define some of social networking data attributes
and their descriptions with values.
Table 2 – Social Networking Sites Attributes
No.

Feature/VAR
MARITAL
FFM

Values
{YES, NO}
{O,C,E,A,N}

FB
TWTR
FB_FRD
FB_POSTS

{YES, NO}
{YES,NO}
{0:N}
{0:N}

TWEETS

{0:N}

TYPE_FB_POSTS

9
10
11
12
13
14

Description
Marital Status
Five Factor
Model
Facebook
Twitter
No of FB Friends
No of FB Posts
Daily
No of Tweets
daily
Type of Posts
Involvement
Consistency
Friendliness
Writing Activity
Liking Activity
Re-tweeting
Types of Tweets

15

Blog writer

IS_BLOG_WRITER

{Biased,
Unbiased}
{0:1}
{0:1}
{0:1}
{0:1}
{0:N}
{Biased,
Unbiased}
{YES, NO}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.1

IS_CONSIST
IS_FRIENDLY
WRITE
LIKES
RETWEETS
TYPE_TWEETS

– Algorithm Definition

We show high level code of our algorithm to use academic
attributes in correlation with personality features, and see how
fitness factor is improved. We use our FF in our GFS model
equation to get the reliability of it. More the reliability is,
better the prediction of such data, for future great fit student
is.
GOOD FIT STUDENT – ALGORITHM
BEGIN
STORE Academic Attributes (AA) //This imports the 15
attributes that we are considering for our test.
RAND_SET Å RANDOMIZE values for AA//This function
randomly select the values to create a random attributes set.
IDEAL_STD = CREATE (IDEAL_SET); // this function
creates an ideal student as a reference
STORE_INIT Å INITIALIZE: Pcrt //Performance Criteria,
:Dout//dropout trigger,:Rad://Re-admission trigger, :Trs
//Transfer School, :Trdm //Transfer degree major, to values
between 0 and 1.
STORE_PF Å EXTRACT_PF // Here we use our database
from social networking site to extract relevant features.
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WHILE {(FF IMPROVES} REPEAT
{
TEST_STD = CREATE (RAND_SET); //This function
returns a test student.
FF = EVALUATE (TEST_STD, IDEAL_STD, STORE_PF)
// This function returns a FF value and if value is less than 5,
we have to keep searching for it.
If (FF > 5)
{
FF_Measured = RETURN (FF, TEST_STD =
IDEL_STD)
} //End If
} //End While

4

Results and Discussions

In Figure 1, we show the results for two cases. Red curve
shows the results that were produced by correlating
personality features from social networking in relevance with
academic features to predict the success and measure the
reliability. It can be seen that Red outperforms the blue curve
that did not use any attributes from social networking data.
We use 15 features for both cases, as listed in above tables.

//Once we have FF_Measured, we can use our features set to
see how it improve the reliability with increased number of
feature set.
FOR (I = 1 to N) DO // N for our example is up to 15
{
CALC_RELI =+ GFS (N, FF_Measured)
}
END
Figure 1 – Prediction with and without Personality features

3.2 - Mathematical Model
Due to the page limit of this paper, the detailed mathematical
model is omitted. In this model, we correlate data that we
obtain from social networking sites such as Facebook,
Twitter, etc and students past academic records so we can
predict their success and make them Good Fit Student to
finally improve their performances. Let Ud = unstructured
data, A_rec = Academic records, Cd = Correlated data, and the
equation can be formulated as in (1)
ȁ ̴ ת ݀ܥȁ
ሺͳሻ
ሺܷ݀ǡ ܿ݁ݎ̴ܣሻ ൌ
ȁܷ݀ ܿ݁ݎ̴ܣ ȁ
Next, we sample the data, as S(Cd) so we reduce noisy
(irrelevant) data from each sample and finally get Noise-free
data set as  = Noise Free Sample of unstructured data, Nd =
Noisy data, Sd = Signal data given in equation (2)

In Figure 2, we show the results for matching academic
attributes with social networking and calculate the probability
of unnecessary admissions. It can be observed that when
match was at maxi (90 %), the Probability of re-admission
was at minimum, zero. But as match gets reduced, the
probability gets higher and at match value of 20 %, the
probability was higher according to our model.

ே

ܰ݀
 ൌ ሺ݅ܿ݁ݎ̴ܣሻ െ ܲ ܾݎ൬ ൰ሺʹሻ
ܵ݀
ୀ

Next, we develop equation to finally get matched sample that
creates GFS, as in equation 3, and notations are, Cd _m =
correlated
matched
samples,
ᇱ ൌ ܰܽݐܽ݀݀݁ݎݑݐܿݑݎݐݏ݂݈݁݉ܽݏ݁݁ݎ݂݁ݏ݅Ǥ, # = number
or samples, Ud = Unstructured data.
Equation 3 is as follows:
ଵ

ேௗ

̴୫ ሺǡ ᇱ ሻ ൌ σ͓ିଵ
ୀ ቄሺ݅ܿ݁ݎ̴ܣሻ െ ቀܲ ܾݎቀ ௌௗ ቁሻቁቅ ൌ
͓
ே
σୀሼሺܷ݀݅ሻ െ λሽ (3)
Finally we develop equation for Reliability of GFC prediction.
: ୡ୭ୣ ൌ ϐ ǡ  െ ͳ  ͳǤ
, Nt = true negative, Pt = true positive, Nf = false negative, Pf
= false positive,
ܴ
ሼሺܰ ݐൈ ܲݐሻ െ  ሺ݂ܰ ൈ ݂ܲሻሽ
ൌ
ሺͶሻ
ඥሼሺ݂ܲ  ܲݐሻሺ݂ܰ  ܲݐሻሺ݂ܲ  ܰݐሻሺ݂ܰ  ܰݐሻሽ

Figure 2 – Attributes Matching effect on Re-admissions
In Figure 3 – We run test on Fitness factor between 0 and 1
and see the corresponding probability of success for particular
academic course. Even when Fitness was that course was
Zero. There about 30 % Probability of success. For our model,
it is low but for general purposes, this score should be much
high. Then as fitness function was increased, we notice higher
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probability of success and at maximum Fitness function (ideal
case), the probability max out to 80 % prediction rate.
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

Figure 3 – Performance of Good Fit Student

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we present an important mile stone towards
developing Family of algorithms known as PERFECT
Algorithm Engine (PAE). Predicting Educational Relevance
For an Efficient Classification of Talent, utilize unstructured
data from social networking and correlate it with academic
data to predict the success through lens of talents of
individuals. In this paper, we show the algorithm and model
to implement Good Fit Student and show its fitness function
based on available data. We show results for three cases: i)
we show prediction reliability of success in % for sample
taken using personality features and without using personality
features. We show high reliabilities when we use personality
features in predicting success, ii) we evaluate the readmission probabilities based on higher and lower match of
features, iii) Finally, we run our model for fitness factor for a
particular course and show the probability of success
accordingly between 0 and 1 (1 being ideal and higher), as
good fit student. We also show how linear are our curves and
with more data and features incorporation, linearity can
further be improved. For future work, we aim to develop few
more algorithms including Retention of scholarship
prediction.
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The 2016 World Congress in Computer Science,
Computer Engineering and Applied Computing (WORLDCOMP)
Tutorial Lecture
Resonance of big-data analytics and precision medicine research
is producing a profound impact on optimized individual
healthcare
William Yang
School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213, U.S.A. Email:wyang1@andrew.cmu.edu
Rapid advancement of high-throughput next-generation sequencing technologies has
generated sheer volumes of multidimensional big-data that will ultimately transform the
current healthcare based on average patient to individualized precision diagnosis and accurate
treatment. This tutorial presents our newly developed synergistic high-performance
computing and big-data analytics approaches to facilitate the advancement of precision
medicine research.
In particular, identifying cancer-causing genetic alterations and their disrupted
pathways remain highly challenging due to the complex biological interactions and the
heterogeneity of the disease even with the power of single-cell genomics. Genetic mutations
in disease causing genes can disturb signaling pathways that impact the expressions of sets of
genes, each performing certain biological functions. We consider that driver mutations are
likely to affect disease-associated functional gene expressions, and the causal relationship
between the mutations and the perturbed signals of transcription can be reconstructed from the
profiles of differential gene expression pattern and disturbed gene networks. Therefore the
first step to improving personalized treatment of tumors is to systematically identify the
differentially expressed genes in cancer. We will present a novel online tool called IDEAS to
Identify Differential Expression of genes for Applications in genome-wide Studies, and
further utilize this tool for the integrative acquisition and analysis of multi-layer genomic bigdata. The utilization of IDEAS along with pathway analysis facilitates the construction of
high-level gene signaling networks that will eventually lead to find disease-casing genomic
alterations and effective drug targets.
Developing synergistic high-performance computing and big-data analytics
approaches has been efficiently used in multidimensional genomic big-data integration, hence
we will demonstrate our newly developed computational framework to automate data quality
assessment, mapping to reference genome, variant identification and annotation, single
nucleotide polymorphism and differentially expressed gene identification. We combine
multiplatform genomic big-data to enhance detection power of genomic alterations and drug
targets. Synergistic development of high- performance computing and big-data analytics
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methods utilizing high-dimensional data has provided computational solutions for important
precision medicine research that can ultimately lead to the improvement of human health and
prolongation of human life.

Biography of Speaker

William Yang is an American software developer,
researcher, educator, advocator and writer in synergistic computer science and big-data
genomics research. He completed United States National Science Foundation (NSF) Research
Scholarship from University of Texas at Austin for the NSF iPlant collaborative project. He
holds computer science degree with honors. He has contributed significantly to both computer
science and biomedicine and published extensively in both computer and biomedical journals
including Journal of Supercomputing, Human Genomics, BMC Bioinformatics and BMC
Genomics. He also frequently presented his research at IEEE, ACM, international conferences
and academic events to promote the synergies of high-performance computing and big-data
analytics in precision medicine research. He has accomplishments in interdisciplinary fields,
and one of his award-winning highly accessed scientific research articles
(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282747684) was selected by Harvard University in
Cambridge,
Massachusetts,
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digital
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